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THE

PHILOSOPHICAL MAGAZINE.

I. Fads illustrative of the Shrinkage and Expansion of Cast

Iron, &'c. &'c. By David Mushet, Esq. of the Calder

Iron IVorks^.

J- HE blgh temperature requisite to melt cast iron has pre-

vented the chemical and philosophical world in general from
becoming acquainted with many of its habitudes and pecu-

liarities in the different stages of manufacture. Those en-
gaged in foundries are frequently prevented, from the hurry
and bustle which attends manufactories, from making ob-
servations, and acquire no habit of detailing them. Others

again, from their earliest infancv, have been accustomed to

observe, that certain appearances, time out of mind to them,
had always followed certain actions performed. They ac-

quire a laconic habit of reasoning ; and if asked how such
appearances are to be accounted for, their answer is,

*' They must exist so and so—it is in the very nature of

the thing."

It is difficult to conceive a more ample field fo'r observa-

tion than an extensive foundry. Combination, change,

decomposition, combustion, and deflagration, are constantly

performing their respective parts, and continually presenting

matter under new and interesting appearances.

Elementary substances, subject to no real change, are

modified in a variety of ways by the alternation of heat and
cold. The law s which govern these are constantly exerted

to produce effects equivalent to the exciting cause ; and,

while we often remain heedless spectators, these unerring

operations are productive of phosnomena which frequently

elude our sagacity or puzzle our judgment.
The subject of contraction and expansion appears simple,

and the presence or absence of caloric alone in the body

'* Communicated by the author.
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4 Facts illustrative of the

operated upon frequently explains, in a most satisfactory

mcmnci, the whole minutioe.

But this regards only ihc heating of certain substance-

in temperatures short of fusing them. When the object of

cxpcriincnt is exposed to a heat sutHcient to fuse it, it then

becomes subject to,new laws as a fluid, and exhibits phaeno-

mena entirely diifcrent. By not taking the change of slate

from that of a solid to a fluid into the account, some writers

have given an a^^k\^ard and unsatisfactory account of the

laws which regulate iron in these two diflerent states. Be-

fore I proceed to detail some experiments made upoi^ this

subject, I shall trace out the difllrent states of shrinkage

and expansion, as observed in cast iron.

In doing this I shall divide shrinkage into two distinct

operations : 1st, Shrinkage, properly so called, when a mass
of iron diminishes or shrinks within itself, and would ac-

tuallv displace a smaller quantity of water, and when no
deiree of heat short of fusion would make it occupy its

former bulk or volume. 2d, Contraction, or that diminu-

tion of superficial measurement which any body undergoes

by evolving its caloric. 'I'he surface in this case is never

injured ; the casting will be found less than the pattern from
which it was formed, and simple healing will restore it to

its greatest original volume.

The former of these properties cannot exist without the

latter, but this last may take effect in full force in many
minor operations without any appearance of shrinkage. I

only say appearance ;• for I believe, abstractly speaking, the

one never takes place without the other, though in such

various minute degrees that it is often difficult to form any
estimate of the quantity.

In casting pieces of ordnance we are enabled to judge

of the conjoint effects of shrinkage, contraction, and expan-
sion. We shall suppose that a gun mould of any given

length is filled w^ith fluid cast iron not subject to these laws;

then the size and shape of the gun, when cold, \xould ex-

actly correspond to the dimensions of the mould. But
finding that the piece of casting was considerably altered,

that it had shrunk interiorly, was diminished in point of
length, and had lessened its diameter, we muet seek for a

solution of these facts in the explanation of the causes re-

spectively.

First assuming, what shall be hereafter proved bv direct

experiment, that ea.t u^on occupies less volume when fluid

than when solid; that in the act of the arrangement of the

molcculae towards consolidation, it occupies a laro-cr bulk

tha«



Shrinkage and Expansion of Cast Iron, &c. 3

than at any other period ; and that, when cold, and in pro-

portion to the absence of heat, so will the volume of the

metal be diminished.

1st, then. Shrinkage appears to be dependent upon two

causes ; the gravitation of the fluid metal, and the expan-

sion of the mould, llie latter, I conceive, acts a very pow-
erful part : the immense quantity of caloric combined with

the iron is in part easily and almost instantaneously com-
municated through the sand to the iron box : this creates a

disposition to expand, in which it is greatly assisted by the

great pressure of fluid iron. That portion of the metal in

contact with the interior of the mould is the first to lose its

fluiditv, and is acted upon and forced to give way in the

same ratio of expansion before the subtle and denser fluid.

The diameter of the shell of the gun is at this period in-

creased in ever\" part ; the fluid iron in the interior descends

to occupv the enlarged space, and the head of the gun pre-

sents an increasing chasm like the concave of a sand glass.

In proportion as the cast iron resolves itself into a solid, a

diminution of pressure should take place upon the mould :

this would inevitably follow, were not its force replaced by
the increased volume of the metal passing into a solid state,

which is equivalent tu that law which I have termed

?d. Expansion. Of the extent of this operation we may
judge from the following facts :—All patterns of castings are

made somew hat larger than the piece of goods is wished to

be : in common cases l-Sth of an inch to the foot is allowed,

but in many cases the allowance will be nearly 3-l6ths of

an inch. In the case of the gun, therefore, the mould would
be plus the allowance upon the pattern what space was
gained by beating the pattern to loose it from the sand, and
all the extra space acquired by the increased volume of

ihe consolidating iron. These, taken collectively, may
amount to 1-ith or 5-lOths of an inchj and so much less

will the diameter of the gun be found wlien cold, to what
it would have measured at the climax of its expansion.

3d, Contraction immediately takes place of the metal

ceasing to expand : to its effects are chargeable the reduc-

tion of the increased diameter of the gun, and which seems

merely in consequence of the escape of the caloric.

The action or ett'ect of these separate lav.s will intiiPiately

depend upon the qualitv and fluidity of the metal : with the

same quality of iron diiierent eftecis will be produced ac-

cording to the division of the fluid, and with the same de-

gree of division in the fluid the extent of the operation of

these laws will be different v.ith the different qualities of

A 3 crude



6 Facts illusirat'ive of the

rrviJe iron. Soft cast iron vcrv hot will shrink and contract

less than iron equally hot but ot a harder (juality, or, which
is the same thing, than iron containing less carbon.

In casting cylinders, pipes, and other hollow machinery,

the elfects of expansion and contraction are manifested with-

out any great degree of shrinkage appearing.

The diameter of the mould in all these castings is gene-

rally made from 1-Sth to 3-l6ths per foot in diameter larger

than the casting is wished to be ; while the space or vacuity

left betwixt the exterior and interior of the mould, called

the thickness, is made less than the strength in metal is

wished to be.

When the cylinder is cold, however, the diameter, if pro-

perly allowed, will be found correct by the operation of con-

traction in cooling; ; while the thickness in metal will be

found increased, rhough still correct, by an expansion or

Separation of the exterior and interior parts of the mould.

This last is bv the moulder called straining; and if jjreat

care is not taken to compress the sand firmly round about

the mould, the thickness is sometimes increased so much
as to render the manufacture unsaleable. Should this ne-

cessary precaution be slightly performe', and the thickness

considerably increased, the usual expansion which takes

place when the metal passes into the solid state becomes so

extensive as to effect a permanent increase of the diameter

of the casting, and destroy its use *, The united effects of

these two causes force the sand to assume an elevated pos-

ture all round the mould, and occasion violent rents and

tissure-, which becon\e immediately filled with pale blue

flame, accompanied by a crackling noise like the snapping

of electric matter.

Shrinkage in these castings, particularly if large, would

affect the solidity of the vessel by taking place to a consi-

derable extent upon the upper surface, immediately where the

runuer discharges the metal into the mould. This is in a

great measure counteracted by feeding: these gates or runners,

after the mould is lillcd, with several ladles full of fluid iron,

and keeping the communication open to the edge of the

'* The additioaal thickness alwavs takes place to the exterior of the

nxuld, Tl.e pressure can more easily act with effect against the concave

than the convex s.icie of tne mould. The moulJcr is fully aware of this

in the act of cooling, particularly if the metal has been very hot and of a

:lurp 4U3lity. Afur he ccnccivc the iron fairly consolidnted ihrough-

eut, ht cuts two opcnir.gs at least in the core or interior pirt of the mould,

and penetrates to the red-ho: surface. This gives scope to the contrac-

tion of the vcijc', r\<l preicrvci the i5r>ting frequently from being de-

itrv\.4.

caslinff



Shrinkage and Expansion of Cast Iron, &d. 7

casting by moving small iron rods up and down in the gaie.

The metal is thus allowed to pcicolate inio the chasm, if

any is formed, and prevent^ any bad consequences likely to

ensu^ from the general shri.;kage of the ma>3.

It .3 mipossible to convey an exact idea of the extent oi*

quantity of shrmkage that takes place in castings, or pro-
portion it to the weight or dimensions of the orio-inal

mass. The subject of contraction is more within the reach
of measurement, and in many cases may be ascertained with
great precision.

The following bomb-shell gauges were cast from very
clean wood patterns ; the breadth of metal in the hoop w as

exactly 1-250 inches, and the thickness "450 inch.
DiaiDece, of l\ '-tLT:i>. Diairicie; vhen cast. Contraction.

1st Pattern 7*300 inches. 7*350 inches. -150 inch.

ed 5-950 5-650 -100

3d 5-500 5-430 '070

4th 4-550 4-490 '060

5th 4-060 4-020 -040

The relative proportion of contraction to the diameters
will be as follows :

Contraction of No. I. -15, equal to l-50thof the diameter.

II. -10, 1-59^
III. -07, 1-7S;Vtt
IV. -06, 1-75^V
V. -04, I -100^

It will be seen from this table, that the quantity of con-
traction is in a due relation to the diameter of the casting.

No. IV. seems an exception, however, and appears to have
shrunk more in proportion to its diameter than the other

four. This may wUh safety be laid to the score of error in

the moulding. In casting flat surfaces, the degree of con-
' traction is in a just proportion to the length of the article.

Indies.

A front pattern of polished tin measured exactly 24-5

When cast of soft gray iron, and cold, measured 24-250

Contraction -25

Equal to 1-GSth part the length of the pattern; the height

of which, or rather breadth, was 20 inches ; its thickness a

quarter of an inch.

The contraction of two ash-grate patterns was ascer-

tained as follows :

First pattern measured in length - 18*250 inches

When cast in soft iron - - 18-035

Contraction '£13

Equal to l-84foVl^ P^rt the length of the pattern.

A 4 Second



Facts illustrative of the

Sccoiul pattern measured in lenoth - ll'loo iirtchc?

When east ia sott iron - - )()-975

Contraction • 1 25
Equal to 1-8S-Pfj^„th part the length of the pattern.

The breadth of No. I. was \i inches, that of No. 11. 8^
mchcs : the thickness in both was '475- inch.

I shall now (inish this paper with some experiments made
iipon the casting of cannon shot. This operation is per-

formed bv pouring the liquid iron into a mould which id-

divided into two semi-spheres. The mould is possessed of

a joint, which preserves the sphcricit)' of the shot. It i&

formed by careful turning to gauges made with great care

and exactness. This operation exhibits very distinctly the

laws of shrinkagCj contraction, and expansion ; and from it

I mean to prove the truth of what T only Ixifore assumed %

1st, That cast iron, when fluid, is then more dense than in

any other state : 2d, That inuTiediately upon its^ passinf^

from the fluid to the solid state it acquires its greatest vo-
lume : and 3d, That when cold, and always in proportion

to the absence of heat, so will be the diminished diameter

of the shot.

To prove that cast iron is denser in the fi4.ud state,. several

pieses^ of iron may be put into a ladle, and hot fluid iron

poured uporv them ; they will immediately rise to the sur-

face, and expose a considerable portion of their bulk above-

the surface of the liquid iron. This buoyancy diminishes
j

and as the pieces of metal approach more and more to the

state of fusion that exists in the ladle, thcv gradually sink,,

till they disappear entirely under the surface ; they then
rapidly dissolve, and form a part of the fluid iron.

Melted cast iron supports also lead and tin in the same
manner ; but these soon becon>e dissipated in the great heat

of the fluid.

If a 6-poimder shot Is placed in the bottoira- of a 12-

pounder mould, or of any size larger, and hot melted metal
poured in till the mould is (illed, apparently a perfect shot

is formed ; but a lew blows upon the upper part of the

sphere, around the gate or rufiner, detect the wrfece of the

small rfhot. The tliickncss of the iron here will not exceed
1-lOth of an inch, while the bottom thickness- will be nearly

a full inch ; and if the mould exceeds ia diameter that of

a 12-pounder, the inequality of thickness is greater. It is

evident from this, that six pounds of fluid iron fl'oat six-

pounds of solid iron in the state of a sphere. That thi*

propeity is permanent, nijiy be further understood from a
Gontiiiuatioii
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continuation of the same experiment. If a short allowance

of time is made after the inoukl is filled under the above
circumstances, and this dexterously inverted, a fair inclo-

sure will be found, possessing regular and equal thickness

of new- metal on all sides of the minor ball.

This is easily accounted for upon the same principle.

When the mould was full, the ball, as usual, occupied its

place near the runner. The iron first run into the mould,
meeting; with the greatest degree of cold, would immediately

consolidate upon the bottom: when the mould was inverted,

the ball would naturally tend to elevate itself to what was
formerly the bottom of the mould ; but its progress would
be arrested by that portion of the iron now become a solid^

and would remain stationary, more or less central in pro-

portion to the fitness of the moment taken to perform the

operation.

That cast iron occupies a greater bulk or volume imme-
diately after it passes into the state of a solid, may be learned

from observation as well as direct experiment. If a shot-

mould is carefully separated at a certain period after filling,

a metallic crust is formed, more or less thick, which is the

natural progress of consolidation, but whi-ch is at present

an envelope to a considerable portion of fluid contents. In
this state the expansion, if any has taken place in the shot
and mould, is nearly the same; the Ibrmer is easily extracted

from the under and upper parts of the latter. In about two
minutes sfter, however, the expansion of the shot is more
rapid than that of the mould ; and at this period is difficult

to disengage. As the heat is communicated to the mould,
its dimensions enlarge, and the extraction of the shot is

attended with less violent eflorts. The mould is always
filled by the shot till cooling has so far taken place as to re-

duce the shot-inould to its former diameter. Bevond this,

however, the shot still continues to lessen its bulk, so that

%vhcn cold it will be found to have left its mould by nearly

l-66ih part of its diameter. In all cases vvhere shot-moulds
are re-filled before they have contracted, hy coolins:, to

their original diameter, their product in shot v. ill be various

as to dimensions. The efiects of this, particularly in sum-
mer, are inconceivable, and, though seldom adverted to,

will account often for shot being rejected as unserviceable

for not passing the gauge. This subject I at one time paid
particular attention to, and, to ascertain the fact rigorously

made th^ following experiments :

I selected seven pairs of shot-moulds, well seasoned, of
the following sizeSj 3, 4, 63 Oy 12. 34j and 32-pounders,

3 These
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These were cast or filkd with the same quahty of iron three

limes suecessively. The first interval of pouring was tea

minutes, and the second fifteen minutes.

3-nounder shot, 1st Cast

2d
3d

4-pounder shot, 1st

2d
3d

6-pounder shot, 1st

2d

3d

g-pounder shot, 1st

2d
3d

liZ-pounder shot, 1st

2d
3d

*4-pomider shot, 1st

od

3d

S2-ponnder shot, 1st

2d

3d

Measured.
Inches.

2-724

2-730

2-736

3-03G
3-054

3-087

3-240

a- 240
3-290

4-032
4-050

4-090
4-440
4-444

4-512

5-556

5-5 74
5-66Q

6-114

6-156

6-26S

Weighed.
Lbs. Grs.

2 6015
2 6031

6070
6125
6234
6289
48J3
5031

5250
5906
6016
6236
6250
5480
5781
3830
4485
5690
5360
6343
1530

2
3

3

3

5

5

5

8

8

8

11

11

11

23

23

23

31

31

32

Upon this table I have only to remark, that the ratio of

effect, both in the expansion and increase of weight, is ex-

actly analogous to the weight or diameter of the ball, or, in

other words, to the mass of iluid iron poured into the mould.

When the last round of pouring was fmished, the moulds

possessed a temperature respectively to their sizes. The
32-pounder mould was thoroughly red-hot, though nearly

two inches in thickness and weighing 140 pounds. In this

and in the 24-pounder mould a curious species of adhesion

had taken place in the bottom, betwixt the shot and the

mould, by the moulders called burning. When the bullet

is broken off, the mould exhibits an elevated spongy mass

which resists the hardest-tempered steel.

About two years after the above experiments were made,

I paid particular attention to the effects likely to be produced

in a larcre way in the usual train of manufacture. My ob-

servations were conducted in a shop appropriated for shot-

castlnsr- The length of the house was 30 feet, breadth 16,

s-idc walls 6 feet, with a pavilion roof of the common range.

'i'Le work peri'ormed here was the filling of about 150
pair»
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pairs of moulds, of all sizes, three times each day. These
Occupied the floor of brick in different ranges, and pre-

sented a very large aggregate of heated surface when poured.

The quantity of metal thus formed into shot at each cast

was nearly a ton. In May 1796 the average temperature

of this workshop for several days during casting was Ho*
Fahr. One day a spirit-of-wine thermometer burst in my
hand with a report like a pistol. Its greatest range of scale

was 120*^: the passages betwixt the moulds, for the move-
ments of the pourers, were 130*'. In all these extra tempe-
ratures I uniformly observed that a considerable portion of
the shot, particularly in the third cast, passed the gauge with

difficulty, and many of these found unserviceable for car-

ronades, where the windage allowed upon the calibre of the

piece is less. In the middle of August in the same year,

during a period of very hot close weather, I made repeated

trials, and found the effects always proportioned to the

temperature of the workshop. I shall finish this paper with
the particulars of one day's observations.

Temp, of Room,
lit Cast, 9 in the morning - - 65®

in 5 minutes of casting rose to 80
in 10 to 112

in 15 to 123

in 20 to 140
Greatest heat in 35 minutes, being three

minutes after the pouring had ceased, 156

From 128 to 156° I felt a sensation of cold similar to tliat

when approaching a fire in winter, accompanied by a con-

siderable degree of shivering. About 150° this sensation

wore off, and I felt comparatively comfortable. Perspira-

tion had now become so violent as to ooze through all parts

of my waistcoat, breeches, and stockings. The workmen
who carried the metal perspired in such a manner as to wet
their large sacking trowsers as if they had been soaked in.

water. The moisture ran in such torrents from their faces

and arms, as to be distinctly heard hissing upon the heated

moulds. Their step and arms were more agitated than I had
ever before observed, and the sinews all over their bodies

were uncommonly large, and felt inflated to a great degree.

Two men performed the whole labour of pouring; so that

each of them in 32 minutes carried half a ton of metal in

quantities, in hand-ladles, from forty to fifty pounds each

time. The space gone through each time, the return with

the empty ladle included^ was nearly 120 feet, or fully

equal.
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equal, upon the whole travel, to half an Engll-'h mile; the

halt' of which space was traversed with a ladle, metal in-

clud(;d, weighing 80 pounds. One of the men, immediately
after this operation, emptied a pitcher of spring water at

one draught which I estimated at ^wc English piuts.

The phaenomena of the 2d cast were not so marked. So
much is the human hody the child of habit, that I neither

felt the same extent of sensation, nor remarked it upon the

workmen, although the thermometer maintained itself for

some minutes at 158°. In the afternoon the air began to

circulate, and the temperature of the shop became much
more moderate. The third cast, however, soon destroyed

this pleasant change, and, before half done, the thermo-
meter rose to lf)4°. Still the workmen seemed to suffer less

than in the morning, except on the legs. Most of the

ranges of large moulds were throwing otf the caloric in

ruelle undulations, and exhibiting symptoms of approaching
redness. The smallness of the shop admitted only of 2^ feet

of passage betwixt range and range ; which made the tem-
perature of ihis spot intolerable.

When the cast was finished I had the doors and win-
dows shut. This made the real state of the moulds visible.

The 18, 24, and 3 2 -pounders were all of a dark glowing
red heat, and presented an arid and inhospitable glare with

which it was impossible long to exist.

II. Of the Herring Fishery. Translated from the French

of M. DuHAMEL and others.

[Concluded from our labt volume, p. 225.]

A general Idea of the Curing of Herrings.

J. HE French, Dutch, and English, cure herrings, some
white and some red, and seme like anchovies. But the

French a.id Dutch cure but a small quarnity of red herrings

in comparison of the white ones : the English, on the con-

trary, redden the greatest part of the hcrrmgs taken in the

Yarmouth fishery.

We have said alreadv, that when the fishermen are near

enough the coast so as to deliver in the day the herrings

that "they catch ai night, they sell them fresh ; but %\ hen

this delivery cannot be made quickly, they corn them in

the vessels ; sometimes they throw them into casks toge-

ther with salt in a confused maimei-j and sometimes pack
them
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them up in barrels. As these operations, which necessity

sometimes requires to be done at sea, are executed better on
land, we have reserved a more particular account cf them
for this place.

Of Half-salted or Corned Hejrings.

When the fishermen camiot bring their herrings to land

within twent'.'-four h. urs alter they are caught, they ijive

them a half salting : it is an important point that this should

be done almost immediately after the. herrings are taken out

of the w:iter.

Tliis half salting is used likewise on laud, when the her-

rings are to bv^ enured either in the white or red way : when
it is done at sea, it is as it were provisional, and serves to

keep the fish for two or three days without spoiling. It is

done in different manners. At sea, as it must be done ex-

peditiouslv, they do not dress the herrings, that is, they

do not take out the gills and entrails 5 v.hich is ver\^ wrong,
as undressed herrings are fit onlv to be reddened, or half red-

dened. As to the half salting" itself, it is sometimes done
in this manner : thev put a small quantity of herrings in a

tub, and pcur some salt upon them with their hands : upon
this laver of salt they place one of herrings, and then an-
other of salt ; after ^^•hich they turn both hemngs and salt

up and down together. Another method of doing it is, to

put a small quantity of herrings with some salt in a sort of

copper pan, and then to mix and turn them about. These
half salted herrings are sometimes thrown pell-mell into a

cask, v.hich is stopped up after a little salt has been put

between the herrlno:3 : such herrings will keep for- a long

time, provided thev have been dressed, and that there be
salt enough put into the casks.

Sometimes the half salted herrings are made up in bulk,

by laying them on some part of the vessel, after they have
got the half salting, and adding a little more salt according

as they are laid, and then coverins; the bulk with a sail to

prevent the salt from falling off. This method is not near so

good as the former, and herrinos made up in this way are

only fit to be half reddened. Eut casks are not to be had
always at sea, and it often happens that the men have not
time to dress the herrings or to half salt them in a proper
manner.
On land, the half salting does not take place imtil the

herrings have been first washed, dressed, Sec; and there

are difflrent methods of half salting.

In several ports they pour a certain measure of herrings

into
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into a large tub, and immediately strew upon them a thiri

laver of salt, which is repeated every time, according as

other measures of herrings arc put in, until the tub is full.

They do not stir them, but let them take a proper propor-

tion of salt before they pass to any other preparation.

In other ports, the women, after having dressed the her-

rings, put them in a trough, which is raised two feet above

the ground, and is open at one end : this end is a little lower

than the other, for the purpose of letting the fish slide out

of the trough after they have been half salted. According

as the herrings are put into the trough, the women strew

some salt upon them, and turn them, until every part of

them is equally covered with salt. They use about 1 30 lbs.

of salt for every last, that is, from ten to twelve thousand

herrings. When this operation is over, the herrings are

drawn down into a basket, which is placed in a tub that

receives the salt which falls from the herrings. They are

afterwards casked, as shall be described in the sequel.

Of the Operation of Dressing preparatory to the making

()f IVhite Herrings.

The herrings that are delivered fresh to the salters, as

likewise those that have been half salted at sea, are treated

in the same manner, unless the herrings of the second sort

have been dressed already at sea : which would be of great

advantage ; for the herrings that are salted before they are

dressed are much inferior to those that are first dressed

and then salted ; and in fact they never turn out well.

There is an order of the parliament of Rouen prohibiting

the mixing of them with the other sort : the fishermen,

however, find means to sell them to those who make red

herrings. According as the fresh herrings are brought to

the saTting-place, they are poured into large lavers full of

water, some of which may contain several lasts of herrings.

The women then set about dressing them s and firr^t of all

they take them, one bv one, near the head in the left hand,

and then press them between the fingers of the right, which

they draw downwards from the head to the tail, so as to

cleanse them and take off part of the scales ; after which»

raisiniz; up the cover of the gills, they take them out with

the first fingers, and along with them the stomach and

intestine, so that nothing remains in the body but the

pey or milt. Thev usually make a light incision in the

neck with a small knife ; but care must be taken not to cut

off the bead, for herrings thus mutilated would be.thrown

among the refuse. Accordino; as herrings are prepared in

4
^

this
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this manner, they are put into baskets, the mih herrings

separately from the pey ones, to be carried over to the man
that is to salt them. All the ofFals are thrown into the sea.

Of the Salter's Business.

To fresh herrings prepared as we have now described, the

salters give a half salting, such as has been explained al-

ready. Tliey then throw them, without order, mto casts

or laroi-e barrels, which they fill up without pressing

the herrings, and let them sink by themselves for some
hours ; after which the coopers put on the heads of the

casks. This is called casking, or salting in urak. The her-

rings are left in these casks for a fortnight or three weeks.

This preparation is much the same as that which is used at

sea. Durino" that period the herrings sink and discharge

their water, and there is formed a brine that covers them.

Care must be taken not to let it flow off, for if the herrings

were left dry they would be spoiled.

Of the Manner of Barrelling Herrings.

When it is supposed that the herrings have got salt

enough, they are taken out of the casks, at sea or on land

no matter, and barrelled. They are first poured out of the

casks into a laver, in which the women wash them in their

own brine. In the ports, where there is plenty of salt, some
wash them in new brine ; which method appears best, be-

cause the old brine, beiug mixed with the blood and Ipuph
of the herrings, is more apt to be spoiled than the new brine.

But if new brme be used, it should not be too strong. Be
the brine what it will, the herrings must be well cleansed

from whatever dirt thev may have contracted. Thev are

then taken out of the brine with perforated pallets or boards,

and left to drip in wide baskets : wiien they have dripped

sufficiently, the same women take them, one by one, and
place them in the barrels, pressing them as close together

as they can, and always placing the bellies uppermost. To
press th'im the better (as it is of great consequence that they

should be well pressed) the coopers use false bottoms, upon
whicli they jump, and sometimes pressing machines. This
precaution is particularly necessary in the barrelling of shot-

ten herrings. It is also to be remarked, that such herrings

as are parched, split in the belly, Sec, are thrown among
the refuse.

Salt is not generally used in the barrelling of herrings

:

however, if the barrels are made up to be sent by sea to hot
climates, a small quantity of large salt is scattered between
the beds of herrings.

In
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In sfMTie ports they leave the barrels, after thev have been
headed, near one another, vith the bung-holes uppermost,
through which they pour in, at different times, some of the
brine in wliich the hcrrinps had been washed, after it has
stood twcnty-iour hours in brge casks to clarify- by precipi-

tation. The bungs are then closed, and the herrings are lit

to be sold.

It is to be noticed that old brine clarified is preferred to

new brine, and that some salters disapprove of the custom
of pouring in brine by the bun<r-hole, for thev say it makes
the fish lose part of the brine which it had imbibed. But it

does not appear bow adding of new brine should make the
herrings lose their o\\ n brine : it is probable that new brine

is preferable to the old, which is mixed with the lymph and
blood of the herrings. But as salt is \Qvy dear in several

ports, it is the interest of the saltcrs to be sparing of it.

Of Curing Herrings in BrittoJi]/.

After having dressed and half salted tliem, thev make
them up in barrels, with a laver of salt in the bottom, upon
which they place a row of herrings, then another laver of
salt, and so on alternatelv until the barrel is full, ending
^vith a layer of salt. This quantitv of salt forms a goocf

deal of brine : and as in some time the herrings sink, they

pour in new brine to fill up the barrclsJ.

Salt is cheap in Brittany; and in fact, according to their

method, much more salt is used than would be requisite.

But perhaps their herrings would not keep otherwise ; for

their method is in reality the same as that in urak, viz. mere
casking, which w^e have described already. It would be

much better if experienced salters were employed, who
would regularly go through the operations, of which an

account has been given in the preceding paragraphs.

Of the Barrelling of Herrings in Holland.

As herrings are sometimes scarce near the coasts of Hol-

land, the Dutch fish for them towards Shetland, to the

north of Scotland, or at Yarmouth ; and as such herrings

cannot be brought fresh to Holland, the fishers salt them in

casks, and bring them home in that stale.

But whether the herrings be brought fresh or salted, the

busses go up the canals, and the fish is delivered to the mer-

chants.

Every merchant gets his herrings prepared before his

house, the lower part of which is usually a store-room.

Jf weather permits, the herrings are made up on the bank
of
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of the canal; if not, this is done in the store-room, but al-

ways as soon as the fish has been delivered, whether fresh

or salted. The herrings are poured into vats ; the fresh

ones are dressed, the bad ones are thrown aside : in short,

the whole process is the same as that which is used ia

France, with this only difference, that in France women
are employed in it, and in Holland men, who, being
stronger, pack up the herrings more close together and
more equally.

Their herrl'.igs should be Salter than the French ones,

because they throw a little white salt between every bed of

herrings ; but they use white salt, which, as we have said

elsewhere, is thought to be weaker t'-^an that of Brouage : it

is for this reason, and because the herrings of the North Sea
are fat :.\\A oily, that some intelligent salters mix soma
Brouage salt with the white, which makes the flesh of those

herrings firm. Some people lind fault with the Dutch her-

rings for not being as free from liquor as the French ones :

but let them say what they will, the Dutch herrings are of
an excellent quality when half salted and casked imme-
diately after they are taken ; and there are none among them
of two or three nights standmg. The white Spanish and
Portuguese salt they n.se makes their herrings appear to

advantage : it is true, that such salt gives a certain sharpness

to them, but they know how t.) correct it by adding some
Brouage salt. In barrelling, the\' often make use of a press-

ing machine, and it is supposed that the brine which they
add after the herrings are barrelled makes them look well,

because they us-e new brine clarified by precipitation, and
passed through a sieve.

Of some Defect i particular to JVkiie Herrings.

Such herrings as have been too much cut in the neck,

sides, or bell)", in dressmg, are considered defective.

BuniL or rustv herrings are those that are too much dried

up by the salt, which happens either when new salt or too

much salt has been used, or when the herrings are salted

soon after spa" ninff. On the contrary, they are soft and
flab'iv when salt has been used too spariagly. This imper-

fection, if it Las not gone too far, is remedied by putting

some strong brnie, or a small quantity of large salt, into the

barrels, or, if there are but few of tliem, by making them
up together with herrings that have been properly cured.

TI.ere are some shoals of herrings of a bad quality, either

because they are near their spawning time, or because they

^'0L. XVIII. No. 69. B have
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hiwc been on bad bottoms. When salted ihcy corrupt, rtnd

are called 'nerrings oF bad water.

Sr-»ie herrings lose their water after bolng barrelled, and
become vellow, fetid, and rnsty.

The ll.-ihers and saliers are of opinion that hernn<i:' do not

keep well unlc^ij the nult and pey hcvrinir? are put in the

same barrels ; bnt picked herrings, all iinlls, have been
cnred that kept wonderfully well.

Of the Hi:gJilaLions for preventing Abuses in the Salting of
llerringi.

At Dunkirk there is a police established both for the fish-

ir.g foi" and curing of hcrringu, xid every owitcr o-f a boat,,

before he goes out, pnsents himself to a magistrate and
takes an oath that he will observe the regulations. Among
other conditions, he promises not to salt anv herrings bnt

H.)ch as are caught in the twentv-four hours : and, to guard

against frauiis m tlic salting, there are inspectors appointed^

V, ho aa'e to be present when the hcrriiigs are sailed in the

town,, andii-x a, mark upon the burrels. Such herrings as

could not lie salted wiihui llic twenty -four hours arc made
mto red h/irriags.

One of the greatest abuses is that of putting into- the bar-

rels some refuse herrings ; and it is a still greater one to

make white herrings of those of more than two nights

taking. The herrings of one uight l:>clng much Ixitter thai*

those of two, it is proper to barrel them scparatelv^

On this account tlie^arrete of the parlianieat of Rouen,
anno 17(55, prohibits the bringing into port, or unloading

a6 fresh, any olIut herrings but those of one, two, or three

nights.

it orders, in art. 9, the master? of vcst^els goiaig out on
l-hc n^4lery, and the saltcrs on land, not to dress, salt, or

barrel, any herrings but those of one or two nights. The
herrings of three nights nuist be half-reddened [boiiffis).

When we sav herrings of one night, we mean the herrings

that were caught preceding the day of delivery.

The Nortii sea and Yarn.ioirth herrings, which are salted

at sea, have usually the advantage of beinsj salted in due
time, before those that are brought fresh into port ; and the

picking out of large miilt herrings diminishes the value of
those that are made up for comme/cial purposes.

The council of state has Issued several orders against tht

abuses. Ii has ordered,

I, That the herrings which are taken ia the German Sea

and
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and in what is' called the Yarmouth fishery, and which are

casked at sea, be barreiled separately, in barrels marked
with three flower-de-lucei besides the merchant's mark.

e. That the Channel herrings of one nioht, and .sali2d,

be marked with two flower-de-luces, aiid tUose of two
nights with one alone.

3. That out cf eighteen barrels in cask there shall h^
formed only twelve made-up barrels, each or Vv h'.ch must
weigh at least 282 lbs.

4. That the salting merchants do put their own n;aiks

upon the barrels; which is a very important point.

Of Red Hari;ia<.

Tlie English red herrings ought to be natijrallv ihe best

of all, because thev are made of Yarniouih herrincrs, and
therefore of the best kind : besides that, thev are of one
niglit, because they are delivered on the coast immediately
^fter being taken, and none of them are salted in the ves-

sels. On the contrary, the red herrings that are cured in

France are not Yarmouth herrings (of which the French
make white ones), but are caught near the coasts of France,

and they are of different nights. Yet, notwithstanding

these and some other circumstances, the red herrings of
the Channel sell more and look better than the English
ones, which is attributed to their being smoked with very

dry beech ; but they cannot bear navigation, or heat, as well

as the English herrings. The brown colour of these her-

rings, and their keeping better, may proceed from their

being smoked and dried more than the French herrings ; or

it may be owing to their being fatter. This matter may
receive some elucidation from the sequel.

As to the Dutch, vhcn the herrings do not come to their

coasts, as it happens in some years, they make white ones

of all thev take, both in the North and at Yarmouth ; for

they do not make red herrings but of such as are caught

near their own coasts, and which have not been sold fresh.

Of the Utensils that are used in making Red Herrings.

There are large tubs like those which are used in the dress-

ing of vvhite herrings. There are also several sorts of bas-

kets, some of which serve for the herrings to drip in, and

some for other purposes, besides a quantity of switches

sharp at one end, barrels, Sec.

Of the Stoves, or Driving Places.

Th.ere are stoves of different uiniensions. Some of them
are in the lower part of the houses, others in the upper

B 2 part.
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part. Some of them are small separate houses covered

with tiles, which are placed so as to let out the smoke. I

shall describe one of the largest of them.—It is divided into

three parts by two rows of a sort of ladders raised about six

feet above the ground, and which reach up to the roof. As
the herrings are about ten Inches long, the laths, which

form, as it were, the steps of the ladders, are placed at the

distance of eleven inches from each other, so as to leave an

inch between the tails of one row and the heads of another.

On those laths, or steps, are placed the switches, or little

wooden spits, from which the herrings arc suspended. In

each of those spaces or funnels in which the herrings are

placed, there are two windows or vent-holes, which the di-

rector of the process opens, whenever he thinks proper, to

prevent the herrings growing black. To this circumstance

is probably owing the good colour of the French herrings.

Underneath is a large hearth for the fire. The whole is

clo?ed up like a stove, but so as to admit a passage into it

when necessary.

Of the Curing (f Red Ilerings in France.

The species and quality of the herrings, whether red or

white, are the same. The only difference is, that greater

care is taken not to cure in the white manner but those of

one or twoni2;hts, whereas red herrings are sometimes made
of those of three nighis, although they are not near as good

for this purpose as the herrings of one night.

They arc not dressed, that is, the gills arc not taken ovit,

nor are they gutted, but thev are hal f- salted ; for which

purpose, when they are brought from the boat, they are put

in a storehouse on a large table, or on the floor, which must

he very even. Two men turn about a hundred of them at

a time with wooden pallets, whilst another man throws salt

upon them. lu short, they are half salted in the same

manner as the herrings that are to he cured in the white

way ; and this mav be done in large tubs, or otherwise,

'ihe ordinance of IdSO allows for everv last of herrings (be-

tween ten and twelve thousand) three niinots (about three

bushels) of salt. If they are intended for the provinces

somewhat distant, they lie in the salt tubs for twenty-four

or thirty hours ; if for the Mediterranean, fony-eight hours
;

and fur America, a little longer. After this they are washed
with great care in fresh water. It is prohibited to wash
them in tiic brine of white herrings, or in that which flows off

after the half-salting: if such brines were used the herrings

would turn infallibly in three or four days time. Some per-

4 son*
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sons think that weak hnne made with new salt Is preferable

to water quite fresli, and they say tliat it makes the her-

rings look well.

They are w ashed in baskets, which are plunged several

times into tubs of water. This is repeated until the salt is

dissolved. According as they are washed and have dripped
they are spitted, that is, strung by the head on the switches.

Care must be taken not to let them touch one another, so

that they may receive the warm air and the smoke in every

part. According as the switches or spits are thus made
up, they are handed to men who place them in the stoves,,

beginning from the top. The lowest row of switches is

about six or seven feet above the hearth. When the rows
are all made up they arc left so for twenty-four hours, that

the herrings may drip ijefore the fire is kindled.

When the tiripping is over they light the first fire, which
is kept up day and night without intermission for fourteen

or fifteen days, and inspected every two hours for the pur-

pose of adding fuel to it, or of stirring it ; for an equal de-
gree of heat must be kept up. The fire is also now and
then pushed from one part of the hearth to another. The
managemeut of the fire requires an experienced man, who
can keep the fire ahvavs at the same degree of heat, and pro-

portionable to the quality of the herrings. The fatter they

are the longer the fire must continue : but still it must be
a gentle fire ; and it must cease when the herrings are fit

for the next part of the process.

After the fire has been kept for a fortnight, or sometimes
for twenty days, more or less, it is discontinued for three

days to let the herrings discharge their oil, which is called

the pissing of the herrings. When this is over, the fire is

lighted again, and kept going with the same precautions

as before for five, six, and sometimes seven or eight days.

When the herrings are found to be perfectly dry, they are

taken down and put on a table to be inspected, picked, &c.
We may observe that fil'teeu davs in the drying place is

suiHcient for the herrings that areio be consumed in France;
but those that are to be sent to the Mediterranean require

tv\ enty or five-and-twentv days, and sometimes more.
In the picking of them, such as are shotten, too much

dried. Sec. are set apart, and sold as refuse to the hucksters,

8cc. The rest are merchantable, and are barrelled.

The fire must be made of wood which produces great

heat and smoke, and but little flame. In some ports they

use oak, in some beech, and in others alder. They take

care to keep the door of the drving-place constantly shut,

B 3
' and
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and to warm the place gradually ; for whicli reason iIt^v

begin with liphting a lire in the n)iddlc«t it: t\ventv-t<)ur

hours atior they light two olher fires; and then two more,
if the drv'inQ;-place is large.

Caie musi he taken not to let the herrings get too warm :

however, about the cud of tiic process a smart tire i? made
to give them a perfect drying, and the entrance of the stove

is closed with a large cloth.

Of I lie Preparafion of Bed Herrings in England.

The method of curing red herriny^s at Yarmouth is \eiT

nearly the same as that we have nr>\v described. But as the

Knglish make red herrings of almost all those they take,

then- establishments for this purpose are generally larger

than ours. Some of their di\ ing-places are nftv or sixtv

feet high, and may contain six or ^even hundred thousand

herrings j which causes a great oeconomy of wood am- of

hands.

When the herrings have dripped, the tires arc lighted

much in tiie same manner as n\ France, and are continued

for thirteen days, after which the herrings are left for three

davs ui the piss, Then the fires are lighted again and kept

for eight days, at the expiration of v^^hich they are left agam
in the piss for four days, and then they get the last fire,

Nvhich lasts three days.

Thus their herrings remain in the drying-places for near

five v.eeks, whereas i:i France this process lasts only about

iwentN-one or twenty-three days. It is true, tliat as the

Yarmouth herrings are fatter than those of ihe Channel,

they take more time to dry, and tliat if they were not diy

enough they would corrupt, particularly if they were to be

sent to remote and hot countries.

Some people find fault with the English herrings on ac-

count of their being of a darker colour than the French her-

rings ; but this is not a real imperK etion, as their colour is

owing to their being fatter, on which, account they must

be kept longer in the stoves; some are of opini(;n, that

when the English use beech in their stoves their herrings

are less brown than v.hen they burn oak ; and we are not

to imaiiine that they heat their stoves with pit coal. It is

certain that the Yarmouth herrings are of a superior quality,

and that thev are cured very soon after being taken ; which

is a considerable advantage. But as there is no police to

regulate the package of them, as there is in Holland and in

several ports, of Fra-icc, bid herrings are often found in the

Vannouth barrels intermixed with the irood owes.

Of
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Of some Imperfeci'icns peculiar to Red HcrrJng?^

Such herrings as have stuck togeth',:,- when drvinor, lose

thch' skin in ihc separating of thoiii, ami are therefore un-
mcrchantabie. Tliose that have got too much lire, or, what
is worse, are burnt, are likewise set apart with the refuse.

Although it is allowed to cure herrings of three nitrhts

taking, \ft it would be proper to put those of one, t~^\o,

and three nights in separate barrels, as the herrinos of one
night are iniijiitely better than the others, and those of three

nights are of a very inferior qualitv. As to the herrings of
lour nights, it is not allo\\ ed to sell them at all. There
should be also a prohibition against salting v\ith old brine,

of any sort whatsoever, those herrings that are to be cured

ill this manner.

Of a Sori rf Half-aired Herring';, called Bouffis (su-elled)j

Craquelots, or Appetits.

These herrings do not keep long, and are usually made
of shotien lierrings, and of those of several nights, which
are not fit to be cured in the w hitc nor even in the red Uian-

ner. As they arc ready sooner than the red herrings, thc\-

faid purchasers, and would be very delicate if ihev Vvcre

made of good herrings, and attention jviid to the curing of
them. 'Ihcy are called bouffis (suelle^), because the smart
iire they are put to swells them.

It is not allo'.ved to salt the herrings, that are to be cured

as red herrings, in the brine of the '.\ bile ones ; but, on the

contrary, it is usual to m&ke use of this brine for saiiinu the

herrings we are now treating of. For they say that fiew salt

would make them crack ; which, indeed, is not probable.

Be this as it may, tliis method of curing lierrings is entirely

left to the women.
According as the women receive the hcrruigs thev put

them into large tubs, containing a quantity of brine, \\ ithout

pressing them a«;ainst one another. Manv of them are

salted enough in the course of t'.'-eniy-faur liours : but the

shotten herrings, as they discharge more blood than tiie

full ones, are left in the brine for several days, and there is

no danger of their taking too much salt. W'hen they are

taken out of the tubs they are filed upon switches or rods,

and then hung up in small stoves that may contain (ive or

six thousand herrings. It is not usual to let them drip

;

but as soon as the last rows are placed the fire is lighted.

However, at first thev put up oulv one-half of them, and

keep the fire going for six hours j alter which they put up
Ji^-4 . the
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the other half, and a clear lire i- conilr.ucd for nine hours

more. The stoves arc heated witli aider alone, dry jtieces

of which are used for the fin-t fifteen hours ; after which the

herrings swell, as thev had not discharged their wa'er. After

fifteeuor sixteen hours the fire made of dry wood is stop-

ped ; and, for the purpose of giving th:- hcrrii./s a goi. 1 co-

lour, the fire is then made of pieces of green wood, v.hich

are kept burning so as to emit a great deal of smoke and

no flame. This fire is made merely to give the herrings a

colour, for they have been dried already by the action oi the

smart fire. When the second fire has ceased the herrings

are left to cool in the stove for about an hour, and are then

taken down.
If there happens to be a great demand for herrings cured

in this manner, they sometimes put fresh lierrings that have

got no salt at all in the stoves. Thev are -cry nice to the

taste immediately after they are taken down, but do not

keep; and accordingly this practice should not be allowed.

Herrings of one nitjht, when prepared and properly cured

in the manner already described, arc very delicate ; but, as

they must swim in brine, a great quantity of it is requisite

for a last of herrings.

Of Smoked Herrings, according to the Meclenlurgh Method.

It is said that as soon as the herrings are taken ihcy are

put in brine for a short time, and then filed upon rods, and

huncJ- up in a sort of tower, made of brick or wood, whicli

is open at the top. A fire is made below '>f wood covered

with moss, and, when a great quantity of smc'.e is pro-

duced, the top of the tower is covered with m;r.s. 'Ilie

herrings are left tiicre until they are supposed to be suf-

ficiently dry, and then taken down asid sold immediately.

They say these herrings are exxellent, but they do not keep

long.

Of the Manner of Curing Herrings that are to he used as

Baits.

About the end of the season, when the herrings are bad,

the fi-shermen cure some of them for the purpose of b-iUiBg

their hooks. Some fishermen salt them first in casks, that

is, they give them a half-salting; but others cut off the

heads and open them, from one end to the. other, on the

i-ide of the belly, and take out the intestine, as likewise the

milt and pey, if there be anv. They also scrape the inside

of the herrings with a knife ; and when they have taken

out tiie bioodcis much as possible, they throw them into a

tub
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tub full of fresh water, in which they wash them, rubbing

theai with th-^ir ihigtrs, particularly near the long bone.

From that tub they n.niove them into another containing

clean water, in which they ^^ash them again. When they

are well washed, thev are put into baskets and left to drip

until the next day. About a hundred of them arc then
put into a basket, in which, while two women shake thera,

another scatters some salt upon them, until even' part of
them is salted : after which they are poured into a tub, in

the bottom whereof is a layer of salt. When the tub is

filled up to wiihin about four inches of the brim, it is co-

vered. The herrings will keep in this manner for baits, but
are not fit to be eaten.

From the Transactions of the Highland Society of Scotland,

Volume I.

In the curing of herrings it is a matter of the ntmost
consequence to at i end to thtir condition durin_ and after

the first saltincr. If they be allowed to lie in the first pickle

long, especially in barrels, exjjosed to the sun in hot wea-
ther, they are very apt to spoil, at least that portion of
them vvhich is nearest to the warm side of the barrels.

Now a spoiled herring is not only itself incapable of being

cured, but it spreads corruption to the others packed around
it ; and thus the evil spreads. If the weailier be ramy, and
the fish-barrels be leil uncovered ; or if the weather be
warm ; or if the herrinos before salLin2 have been long in

a situation unfavourable for their keeping sound ; or if they

have acquired from anv cause, as from the garbage not being
well removed, &c. Sec, a tendency to spoil ; they' ought to

be exammtd carefully and repeatedly, should be soon
changed, and, on being re-sak.a and packed, should have
every unsound or suspected one thrown out. TIic time,

therefore, which they may be allowed to lie in the first

pickle, must depend entirely on circumstances. Perhaps

the first pickling may be done in troughs, or large tubs,

with more ease, expedition, cheapness, and safety, than in

barrels in the common \^ay. The Dutch, it is said, fre-

quently use troughs for this purpose, filling them well up
with fish, which touch and get the full efiect of ihe pies-

sure of the lid& or covers. These are even made to press

the fish more firmlv bv m.ans of weights, screws^ wedges,

levers, or other mechanical powers.

III. Sketch
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III. Skc{ch of a Genlog'ical Dvltneution nf South America.

Bij F. A. Von Humuoldt.

[CominucJ from our last volumt, p. 357.]

J. HE Cordillera of Parima never reaches to the same height

as the Sierra Nevada in the province of Caraccas, which is

2350 toiscs. Their highest suninut seems to he the Cerro

*^e la Esmeralda, or the mountain Duida, which, by trigo-

nometrical measurement, I found to he 13'23 toises above

the surrace of the sea, which is the heioin also of the Ca-
nioou. This mountain is situated in a dcUghtful plain co-

vered with ananas and palms : the monstrous mass which

it exhibits towards the Mission and the rivers Canu-canuma
and Ta-.natama, and the flames it vomits up towards the

end of the rainy season, give it a romantic and majeslic ap-

pearance. No Indian is a'jle to clamber up to the top of

this mountain and the rocks of its summit without a week's

labour, because the luxuriance of vegetation in this climate

impedes the progress of travciling. Next to the Duida, the

Maraijuaca, more towards the east of the ri\'er Sinnrimoni,

and the high cordillera of Cunarami and Calilamini, which

at Mavpure and St. Barbara is knov\'n under ihe false nan)c

of Sipapo, are the highest summits of the cham ; they arc

from KXW to 1100 toises in height. The common height

of the coru'llera, however, does not exceed 600 toises, and

sometimes it is less, as the part situated between the left

bank of the Cassiguiarc, an arm of the Orinoco which

connects together t'.ie Kio Negro and the river Amazon,
and the sources of the cataracts and Pirameim between C'a-

richana and Morocote, is destroyed, and siili exhibits insu-

lated rocks risiiig from the ground. The cause of this de-

struction seems to have been an eruption of w ater from the

bason of the Amazon river towards the bason of Calabozo

and Baxo-orinoeo, which differ in height about I60 toises.

The in:oiogical ch.art of this district which 1 have con-

structed represents an immciise valley which unites the

Llanos of the Rio Negro, Cas^iguiare, and Ama:ion, with

those of the province of Caracca-. Barcelv)na, and Cumana ;

a valley which sinks down towards the north, and is inter-

sected by a large series of siny:le rocks which show ihe di-

rection of the old cordillera on the banks of the Guaviare

and Nuta in the province of Cassemora. The eastern ex-

tremity of this valley is the lowest part of it, and therefore

the remains of the water of the Orinoco cut out for itself a

bud
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bed in this place. This cordillera has two remarkable

properties. In the first place, as has been remarked in

other ridsics, the southern declivity is much steeper than

the northern : the hish summits of Caravanii, Jao, of the

volcano of Duida, Maraguaca, Sec., all lie towards the

•«outh, and are there cut into perpendicular precipices. In

the second place, this cordillera does not seem to contain a

sinoje rock of alluvial mountains, and consequently has bor-

rowed nothing from the organize^l kingdom. On our pas-

sasje over this ridge we olvser\-ed nothing but granite, gnieis,

mrcaceous schist, and hornblend schist; nowhere a covering

f)f sand-stone or alluvial chalk, which on the cordillera of

\'enezuela on the coa'^t rises to the height of 976 toises

kbove the level of the sea. Had the proximity of the equator

?aid the rotation of the earth any intluence on this phceno-

menon r

The third chain of original mountains, the cordillera of

Chiquitos, is knov.n onlv from the accounts of some per-

sons who have resided at Buenos-Avrts and travelled

through the Pan^ras. It unites the An-ies of Peru and

Chili with the ridges of Brasil and Paraguay as it stretches

from La Paz, Potosi, and Tucuman, through the provinces

of Maxos, Chiquitos, and Chaco, towards the government

of the Mines and of St. Paul in Brasil. Their highest sum-
mits seem to be situated between the latitude of 1 5° and 20*

south, as the streams between the rivers Amazon and La
Plata divide themselves at that height.

Between the three cordilleras, the direction of which we
have hitherto followed, lie three broad and deep valleys.

1st, The vallev between the south side of the cordillera of

Venezuela, on the coa>t, and the cordillera of the Cataracts,

or the vailev of Orinoco and Apure, between latitude &'*

and 10^. 2d, The valley of the rivers Negro and Amazc^n,

bordered by the Parima ridge and the cordillera of Chiqui-

tos, between latitude 3° north and 10° south. 3d, The val-

ley of Pau'pas of Buenos -Ayres, which extends from Saint

Cruz ' i' Sierra to Cape Virgin, between l(f and 52"^ south

latitude. The lirst and second valley are in some measure

united bv the destruction of a part of the Parima cordillera.

I do not know whether this be the case al?t) with the Pampas
and vallev of the Amazon ; it, however, appears that it is

not, ihou<i:h the Llanos of Monso form a sort of canal which
descends from north-west to south-east. All these immense
valleys or plains are enth-ely open towards the east, as they

run out into a low sandy coast : towards the v,est they are

phut by the chain of the high Andes. There are some creeks

{anses)
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{an<ies) which proceed from cast lo west in the direction of

the tropical current, and on th.nt account extend further

into the land the broader the continent is. The valleys of

Apure and Orinoco are closed by the ridge which extends

from Pampclona to Merida in longitude 73", and tlie val-

Itv of Pampas in loniritude 70" : they both fall together a

little towards the east, and seem to be covered l)y one and

the same formation of alluvial strata.

Trallcs savs, that in Swisserland there is more reason to

wonder at the depth of the lakes than at the height of the

mountains : I will venture to make a similar observation in

regard to the Llanos or plains of South America. How
astonishinc; it is to see a continent which in its inte-

rior parts several hundred miles from the coast, and in the

neighbourhood of mountains 3000 toises in height, is ele-

vated scarcelv fifty toises above the surface of the sea ! If

the flux in these places should rise to as great a height as

at St. Malo and Bristol, and if more motion should be

communicated to the ocean by earthquakes, the greater

part of these valleys would be laid under water. The
highest Llano which I have measured is that between the

rivers Ymirida, Temi, Pimichia, Cassiguiare, and Guiainia

(Rio Negro) ; it is 180 toises in height ; but it sinks down
towards Atures in the north, as towards the river Amazon
in the south. The valley of Orinoco and Apure is still

much lower than that of Cassiguiare and Calabozo in the

middle of the Llano where I made observations, in latitude

S° 36' 56" and longitude JO" 9' west from Paris. At An-
gostura, the capital of Guyana, latitude S'' s' 24", longitude

.66% it is only 33 toises, and eighty miles from the coast

scarcelv eight toises above the level of the sea. The plains

of Lombardy, in Europe, have the greatest resemblance to

the Llanos on account of their small elevation. I'avia is

only o^, and Cremona 21 toises in height; the other plains

of Europe have a much greater elevation. In Saxony and

Lower Silesia the plains are only from 87 to 120 toises

in heis;ht; those oi Bavaria and Swahia are from 230 to

250. ^he declivity of the Llanos of America is so gentle,

their inequalities are so imperceptible, that no large river

•flows to either side. The Orinoco appears in the longitude

of about 70*^, as If about to discharge itself in the sea towards

Portobello ; but at Cabroula it turns to the east withf)ut the

ieaFt obstacle being discovered either there or at St. Fernando

(ie Atabapo, in latitude 1'^ bo b" , to oppose its course. In

the large valley of Rio Negro, and of the Amazon river, is

a tract'^of land, in S*' or 3""north latitude, of not less than

1600
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1600 square miles, which is bordered by the large rivers

AtabassOj Cassiguiare, Guiainia, and Orinoco, and repre-

sents a parallelogram, in which the water flows on the tour

opposite sides in opposite directions. In regard to the Ori-

noco, I found a fall of 151 toises in the distance of 70 miles

from the mouth of Guaviare to the Apure ; but from the

capital to the sea not more than eight toises. La Conda-
mine observed the same thing in regard to the river Ama-
zon, from the narrow pass of Faucis to Para, where it runs

through a district of 240 miles, but falls not more than 14

toises. It is not improbable that there might have been

on the north side of the cordillera of the coast of Venezuela

a plain as much lower than the plain of Orinoco as the plain

of Rio Negro is higher than that of Orinoco, and on this

account the former plain was covered by the water of the

oay.

The two Llanos or plains which, lie at the opposite ex-

remities of America exhibit a striking difference from that

which lies between them, namely, the vale of the river

Amazon. The latter is covered by so impenetrable forests

that rivers alone can force a passage through them, and that

scarcely anv other animals but such as frequent trees can
live in that district ; so much is vegetation favoured by the

continual rains under the equator. The case is quite dif-

ferent with the plains of Orinoco and Pampas; they are

level valleys covered with herbs, and savannahs which con-

tain only a few scattered palm-trees. The same heat, the

same want of water, and the same phenomena of refrac-

tion, that is to sav, the inverted image of objects seen-float-

ing in the atmosphere, are observed here as in the deserts

of Africa and Arabia. But plains so perfect are nowhere
else to be found ; for the Mesa de Pavone and the Mesa de

Guanipa in 800 squaiv miles contain no eminence of eight

or ten inches in height. The plains of Lower Hungary,
on the west of Presburgh, have the greatest resemblance to

them ; for the flat land of La Mancha, Champagne,Westpha-
lia, Brandenburgh, and Poland, is hilly when compared with
the Llanos of South America. Nothing but a long stagna-

tion of water could have produced so horizontal a bottom.
Traces of old cities are found here, but seldom are any seen

which rise like castles (La Piedra Guanan, lons:itude 69" 3',

latitude 1° 59' 4S") in the Llano of Cassiguiare and of Rio
Negro. But from St. Borja to the mouth of the Black river

Condamine observed no eminence ; and the Llano of Orir^

noco is also without islands. As the Morros of San Juan
belong to the southern declivity of the cordillera of Vene-

zuola.
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«uola, an impetuous current of water must have swept every

thing along with it; and the present sea presents large spaces

without inlands: instead of islands tlierc arc in the Llanos

t\hok; uninterrupted portions of from 200 to 300 square

miles of surface which rise from two to iive feet above the

plain, and which are called viesas or i'ri/ic(><: ; \\hichisas

much as to sav, that they were shoals or sand-baiiks in the

antient sea. I must here observe, that the middle of the

plain of Orinoco is the most beautiful and levellest part of

it. The bottom of this immense bason rises up and becomes

imequal at the edge ; the plains therefore which one tra-

verses betvv'cen Guyana and Barcelona are less perfect and

level than those ot Cahibozo and Uritucu.

This remarkable difFerence which we found between the

Cordillera of Venezuola and that of the Cataracts, which is

that the latter consist of alluvial mountains entirely bare, is

observed between the northern Llano of the Orinoco and that

of the Rio Negro and river Amazon. In the former, the

original mountains are every where covered with compact

limestone, gvpsuni, and sandstone : in the latter the gra-

nite every where appears. The more one approaches the

equator the thinner is the stratum of sand which covers the

crust of earth on the original mountains ; in a land where

vegetation is so luxuriant, there is seen in the middle of fo-

rests spaces of 40,000 square toises scarcely covered with

a few lichens, and w hich do not rise two inches above the

rest of the surJace. Will the same be discovered in Africa?

for it is only in America and Africa that there is land under

the equator.

Having taken a view of the direction of the mountains

and valleys, or the form of the inequalities of the earth, let

us now turn our attention to objects of more importance

which have been less examined, namely, the rismg and fall-

ing of the strata of the original mountains which form

this part of the earth I have Traversed. I have been con-

vinced since 17P2 that the rising of the original mountains

follows a general law, and that, making allowance for those

inequalities which mav have been produced by trifling local

causes, and particularly veins and strata in mines, or by very

old vallevs, the stratified coarse-grained granite, the foli-

ated gramte, and particularly the micaceous schist and ar-

giilaceijus schist, rise in the league
3f.

by the miner's com-
pass, as they form with the meridian of the place an angle

of 5*2^*". The falling of the strata is towards the north-

west ;* that is to say, they fall parallel with a body that

Plight be thrown in the same direction, or the aperture of

the
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the angle of inclination (less than 90°) which it makes with

the earth's axis stands towards the north-ea^'t. The rising is

more constant than the falling, especially in the simplemoun-
tains (argillaceous schist, hornblcnd schist), or in the com-
pound mountains with-fewer crystallized grains, such as the

micaceous schist. In granite (it is, however, found very re-

gularly stratified rising in the league 3 — 4, and falling to-

v.ards the north on the Schneckopfc, the Ochsenkopfe, the

Siebcngcbirge, and the Pyrenees,) and in the <i;nieis the at-

traction of the crystallized mixed parts to each other seems
to have prevented the regular stratification ; therefore more
coincidence is found among the micaceous and argillaceous

schist, and these first led me to the idea of the law of rising

during my tour to the Fichtelberflf and the Thuvingian fo-

rest. Since that time 1 have examined with 2;reat care

the anjrle of the strata cf other original mountains in other

parts of Germany, in Swisscrland, Italv, the southern

parts of France, and the Pyrenees, and lately in Galllcia,

Mr. Freieslcben, whose labours have been of so much ser-

\'ice to geology, assisted me in this examination ; and we
were astonished at the uniformitv in the rising and falling

of the mountains which we found at each step on one of
the highest cordilleras of the earth, the Alps of Savov, the

Valais, and the Milanese.

An examination of this phaenomcnon, and of the identity

of the strata, was one of the principal objects when I under-
took a vovao;e to America. A measurement of the anoles

which I have hitherto made on the cordillera of Venezuola
and Parima gave again the result of miy observations in

Europe in the chain of the micaceous schist nx'untains of
Cavaralleda as far as Rio Mamon ; on the Siila de Caracas at

the height of lOQQ toiscs ; of the Rincon del Diablo, 011

mount Guigue ; in the islands in the beautiful lake of Va-
lencia, which has almost the same tlevation as the lake of
Geneva, at the boundaries of the isthmus of Mani(!;uare and
Chupanpam ; on the honiblend schist which appears unco-
vered in the streets of the capital of Guyana, and also in ths
Cataracts, and on the stratified g.anite at the foot of the
Duida. Every ^\•here the strata form an angle of 50*^ \^ ith

the meridian (in tl.e kague 3 — 4 by the Saxon compass) as

they rise from the north-east to south-west, and fall about
from 6'0 to SO towards the north-west.

This great coincidence in the old and new world must
excite senous considerations. It exhibits a very important
geological fact. After »o ir.any observations which I have
uiade \\\ pkaccs so far distant from each other, it can no

3- ions;er
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loneer be believed that the rising of the strata follows the

direction of the cordillera, and that the falling follows the

declivity of the inoitntains. The profile of many of the

nioiuitaijis, particularly a section of the mountain?, duch as

that of Genoa through the Bochetta, and of St. GotharJ as

far as Franconia in Germany, which I intend to publish at

a proper time, proves exactly the contrary. The rising and
declivity of the cordillera, the form of the small inequali-

ties of the earth, seem to be newer phenomena. A stream

might scoop out a valley in this or in that direction ; might

tear asunder a pai t of the cordillera, and give it apparently

one direction or another. The strata of the original moun-
tains appear, amidst all these angles of rising and falling

observed at present, to have existed before these changes at

the surface of the earth. They are the same at the summit
of the Alps, and in the mines into which we descend.

When one travels for 13 miles over strata of argillaceous

schist, which are inclined parallel to each other, at an an-

gle of 70° towards the north-\\ est, one can no longer be-

lieve that they are deranged strata, which once stood hori-

zontal. We must suppose mountains that were once 15

miles in height, and that the whole mass had an vmiform

fall, and then reflect on the space which such a mass would
occupy : and one must remember the strata on the heights

of Genoa, or on the heights of Bochetta, or on St. Maurice,

which are exactly parallel ; and on the strata of the Fich-

telberg of Gallicia, thq Silla de Caracas of Robolo on the

isthnms of Araya of Cassiguiare, in the neighbourhood of

the equator. One mustallow that this coincidence gives

evidence of a cause which has acted at a very early period,

and in a general manner; a cause which must have arisen

from the tirst attraction by which matter was forced toge-

ther to form a spherical planet.

This grand cause does not exclude local causes, bv which
individual smaller parts of matter were determined to ar-

ranae themselves in this or in that manner, according to

the laws of crystallization. Delametherie has made an in-

genious remark on this subject : he shovi s the influence of

a large mountain (as a small nucleus) on the neighbouring

small mountains. One must not forget that, besides the

U'eneral attraction towards the centre, all matters exercise a

mutual attraction on each other.

The crust of the earth, for I will venture to speak only

of this part, umst be the result of an immense action of

powers of attraction of affinities, which determined, put

m equilibrium, and modilicd each other. J»I. Klugel

thoufrht
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thought he found, by calculation, that the great flattening

of the earth mast be on the west side of the north pole,

lias the axis of rotation been changed ? What will be the

inclination of the strata in the southern hemisphere ? We
are not accjuaiiited with the cause; let us rather continue to

examine the pliKnomena.
This falling of the strata of the original mountains in

the Cordillera of Venezuola has a great and melancholy
influence on the fertility of the provinces of Caracas, Cu-
mana, and Barcelona ; the water which fiitres through at

the summit of the mountain flows down accordino- to the

direction of the strata, and for this reason there is great

want of water in the whole large district which lies on the

south side of the cordillera, and therefore so manv springs

and small str<:ams burst forth on the northern declivitv,

which, bv this great quantity of moisture, and the super-

abundance of wood, which shelters il almost the whole day
from the sun's ravs, is rendered as unltcalthful as it is frmt-

iul.

The alluvial mountains which [ have hitherto observed

are almost under the same circumstances as in Europe. The
eldest seem to have experienced the action of the same
causes which determined the strata of the oricrinal moun-
tains, as they rise in the league 3—4, or as the seamen ex-
press it, N. 50 E. 'J'hev often fall towards the south-east,

as in the Alps of Bern, the Valais, Tyrol, and Stevermaikj
bat the greater part of them, and particularly the newest,
which where I have been are the most numerous, follow

no certain law ; their strata often lie horizontally, or rise

towards the edge of the large dried-up basons, which in

America are called Llanos, and in Africa Deserts.

La Condamine savs that in Peru and Quito he observed

no petrifactions. The cordillera of guito, however, is not

like that of Parima, naked <irar\ite, for at Cueuga, and on
the sou;:h side, there is g\psum and alluvial chalk. Buftbn
dwells much, in \\\s Epoques de la Xatare, on the question

whether South America contains petrifactions ? I have

found an immense quantity of them in calcareous alluvial

sandstone which covers the northern and southern decli-

vity of the coast of Venezuola, from the summit of St.

Bcrnandiuj and the Altos de Conoma, to the Cerro de Mea-
pire, or the headland of Puria and Trinidad. The same
stratum is found also in Tobago, Guadaioupe, and St. Do-
mingo. An immense quantity of sea and land shells,

which in Europe are seldom found mixed together, cellu-

lariap, maflrcporcs, corallines, and astroites, are found in-

\'oi.. X^TII. No. (59. Q terspersed
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^crspcrscd in this sandsiouc. 'i'he sholli tliemsclvfs arc half

l)vok(.n : whole rocks consist nicrdv ot such remains rc-»

duccd to powder. My fellow-traveller, Bonpland, discovered

in them shells of the genus Pmna, N'cnus, and Ostrca, of

wliich living specimens are still met with on that coast ; an
ol;scr\ation of great importance to geoloav. Every thinij

show* that this stratum, which I have seen only at the di-

stance of nine or ten miles from the prcr«'nt coast, is of very

modern ongm^ and tliat the lluid in which it v\ as produeeii

had been in a state of violent motion. The pttrilied shells

in a much older stratum of compact limestone are scarcer

and n'such diilercntlv stratified : they are anomia, tercbratu-

lites, &c. placed together in famihc?, and in such a manner
that it is seen that they have lived (as those of Mount
Saiive, the Hcinhergncar (jottingen, of Jena, and Geneva)
on tlie spot where tiiey arc now tound petrified, 'ihcv arc

not interspersed throu2,hout tlie whole mass of the lime-

stone ; ihey are only peculiar to certain strata. Many rocks

may be examined without linding any of these petrifactions;

but where found they are in great quantity, and present

theniselves chiefly on great heights
;

peculiarities which
they have in common with the shells found in the lime-

stone of the high Alps of Swisscrland and Salzburg, which
is identic with 'he hardened marl of Thuringia, a limestone

v.hich lies abo\e the very old sandstone.

i must observe also, that, besides the new sandstone

stratum with a calcareous base, of which I have already

fipoken, the petrifactions do not often occur ; and I was
particularlv astonished to find no sincle belcmnites or am-
irionitcs which are so common in all the mountains of

Europe. The Llano of Orinoco, and that even of Rio
Negro, are covered with a coarse grained breccia {nagcl-

jIuJu'J which contains no petriliedsliells, and perhaps covers

the other alluvial strata with petrifactions. But this breccia

contains on the other hand petrified trunks of trees, which
arc sometimes found of the length of a toise, and of the

diameter of two feet. Tiiey seem to belong to a kind of
AJalp'nigia.

The sandstone which contains all kinds of marine ani-

mals (the quarry of Punta del Barrigon near Arayais of this

sort) never exceeds the height of from 30 to 40 tol:5es. In
several places it forms the bottom of the Gulph of Mexico
(Cabo Blanco, Punta Araya). In the compact limestone I

never saw petrified shells above the height of 800 toises ;

but other very new testimonies ])rove the residence of the

Water at much greater heights* Slate found on the Silla de
-' Caracas^
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Caracas, at the height of 1 1 30 toises, proves that the wate^

once, as on the Bonhomme in Savoy, formed this aperture

between the two peaks or pyramids of the Avila, an aper-

ture which is much older than 'Jie five counted in the Cor-

dillera of the coast, namely, those of Rio Neveri, Unare,

Tuv, Mamon, and Guvaca. Among the mountains of the

province of Cumana, there are very singular valleys of a

perfect circular form, which seem to be dried up lakes. Of
this kind are the valleys of Cumanacoa and St. Augustine,

507 toises in depth, which are celebrated for the reireshing

coolness which travellers experience in them*

When the modem action of water is considered, two op-

posite effects are observed : one recollects a very distant

epoch, when the irruption of the sea formed the Gulph of

Cariaco and the Golfo Triste ; separated Trinidad and Mar-
Sfarelha from the main land, and convulsed the coast of

!^^ochima and Santa Fe, where the islands of la Boraclia,

Picua, and Caracas, form a heap of ruins. The sea then

attacked the land ; but the contest did not long continue :

the ocean ajrain begins to draw back. The islands Coche
and Cuagfua are shoals which emerged from the water ; the

lartre plain of Salado, lying in Cumana, belongs to the Bay
of Cariaco, and is only 5i toises above the level of tlie sea.

The hill on which the castle of St. Antonio is situated was

an island in this gulph, as an arm of the sea passed to the

north of Tatoraqual through the Charas towards Punta Dc-
lejiada, as is proved by a multitude of unaltered shells. It

is" observed here and at Barcelona that the sea is daily

retiring: in the harbour of Barcelona it has lost in 20, years

above 900 toises. Is this decrease of the sea in the Gulph
of Mexico general, or is it the ca^:e here, as in the Mediter-

ranean Sea, that it gains in one point and loses in another ?

This retreat of the sea nmst not be confounded with an-

other real phoenomenon easy to be explained, namely, the

decrease of fresh water, of rain, and of the rivers in this

continent. The Orinoco, as we see it at present, is no
lonsrer the shadow of what it was 1000 years ago, accord-

ing: to the evidence of the traces which the water has left

on~both banks at the height of 70 or SO toises. These traces

have long attracted the notice of lenrned Europeans who
have seen the Barraguan, the Cueva de Atarnipe (the bur\--

ing place of the Atures Indians, who formed a kind ot

mummies), the Cerro Cuma, the Daminari, the Kcri, Geo,

and Ouivitari, the bottom of which at present is scarcely

covered bv the foam of the Cataracts of Maypure. These

traces remind the Indians of a creat inundation, during
2^ which
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which many persons gavecl themselves on rafts of Agave,

and afterwards cut out inscriptions and hieroglyphics, with

•which the granite of Urnana, of Incaramada, and the banks

of Cassiqui'are, are seen covered, but of which no one at

present has the key. This tradition, common among the

Indians of E,rovato and of Parinia, shows great analogy with

the mvthologyof tlie antients. People tliink they read the

history of Deucalion, and Pauw would liud the remembrance

of this flood not uninteresting.

[To be concluded in our next.]

IV. Natural History and Anatomical Description of a new
Genus of Fish named Polyptcra, found in ike Nik. By
G. GEOFFROy*.

At is in general among fish with fixed branchise and a

cartilaginous skeleton that the most varied and most cu-

rious forms are found : it is there that the important modi-
fications of some of the organs which constitute life necessa-

rily determine the major dift'erences in the rest of the or-

ganization. But ainong the abdominal lishcs, where these

beings have so great relation to each other, there is one-

species almost entirely different fron) those analagous to it,

and, as we may say, foreign in the midst of its famdy. 1'his

no doubt is a new object of consideration for natural history,

and worthy the attention of physiologists.

This specie?, known in Egypt under the name of Inchir,

is indeed so anomalous in regard to abdominal tishes, that

it may be said to have no other relation to them than in the

respective position of. the pectoral and ventral fins j and that

in other respects it is entirely different.

[. Physiognomy of the Bhhir. The appearance of this

fjsh might cause it to be considered as a serpent, and oil

this account, indeed, it has been distincuished among the

Eg)-ptians by the name of iichir or aloubch'ir : its head is

defended by broad osseous pieces, and its body is clothed

with large scales. It is in some measure cased in armour.

It is particularly remarkable by the extent of its abdomen,
the length of .which is eqwal to four-sixths of its whole
body.

II. Organs of Motion.—The hichir seems to be deprived

of that organ which acts the principal part in natation ; for

its tail is exceedingly short, being equal at most to no more

* From Annates du Museum National U'liisloire Kvurelte, No. i

.

thaa
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than a twelfth part of its whole length : but there is nothing

real in this inconveniencv. The tins of this tish, which
correspond to the extremities of the mammalia, are formed
in such a manner that it can employ them at pleasure, like

the phocce, either for natation, or walking, or for reptatioh.

We are alreadv acquainted with a similar organization, that

of the Lophia, the pectoral and ventral fins of which are

placed at the end of carneous prolongations ; but this genus
belongs to the order of jugular fishes, where the extre-

mities are found in an inverted order, and cannot serve for

attaching these animals to any body bvit under certain cir-

cumstances.

The hichir then in this respect exhibits a more complete

analosrs'^ to quadrupeds. To appreciate its just value we
shall here give a description of the pectoral and ventral fins.

The anterior extremitv, which is 2 inches 7 lines, is

longer than the posterior, and the arm is verv httle shorter

than the tin, being J inch 10 lines : it is very flat, naked
internal Iv, and covered with scales only on the exterior

side : it contains all the bones which compose the anterior

extremity of quadrupeds.

The omoplata is a large square piece at the top of which
is an apophysis, broad at the base, which articulates with
the back part of the plates of the head : the sternum is of

an elongated form, disposed transversely, and remarkable
for a large groove situated before : below is the clavicular

bone which projects outwards in such a manner as to ac-

company the humerus, and to serve like it for the articu-

lation of the fore arm. In regard to the humerus, it is a

very short small bone, of less breadth than the clavicle,

with which it is accompanied ; all these small bones are

separated only in voung individuals: in adults thev are

united in such a manner as to form one bone, where the

traces of their former separation are always indicated by
sutures.

The fore arm is composed of tw^o long, slender, and un-
equal bones, the cubitus and the radius, which separate at an
angle of 30". A verv thin round osseous plate, which I

consider as a real carpus, occupies the centre of this separa-

tion, and on the semicircular base of this triangle the apo-
physes which defend the ra hi rest : this kind of metacarpus
is terminated by fins.

Among the muscles with \\ liich the fore arm is provided,

we distinguish an adduc.or, ;:nd particularly large flexors

and extensors, which line the interior and exterior part of
the metacarpus.

C 3 The
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The posterior extrcniitv is far from presenting so many
f)oints of resemblance with that of the manunaha. The
imb (4 hnes) is exceedingly short in regard to the fin

(i inch 5 Hnes) ; besides, it is composed of only five bones.

The first, which, with its fellow, performs the office of a

pelvis, is long and flat, and terminates in a broad base, at

the extremity of which are articulated four small elongated

and parallel bones. The protecting apophyses of the radii,

though extremely short, envelop, however, on each side,

the extremity of thesc.smail bones; which is possible, be-

cause each radius composed of two laminse is terminated by

a double apophysis.

This organization is seen on a more extensive scale and

more distinctly in the anal fin ; where each radius, com-
posed of two triangular laminae, united only by their ante-

rior edge, is disposed in such a manner that the first radius

receives the second, the second the third, the third the fourth,

and so on.

The dorsal exhibits a fact of organization no leas curious

than what has been described. It is composed of sixteen,

seventeen, or eighteen osseous radii, eleven hues in length,

separated from each other, compressed transversely, of

equal breadth, that is to say three lines, and terminating

in two sharp points. These osseous laminae, by rising up
along the whole back, present in case of need a formidable

armour. That these laminae, however, may have a base

proportional to their solidity, they arc articulated directly

with the upright apophyses of the vertebrae, and not, as in

the other fishes, with the protecting apophyses of the radii:

for this purpose the upright apophyses of the vertebrae are

stronger, and terminated by a head destined for the articu-

lations of the radii. The protecting apophyses, by this

singular arrangement, become useless 5 they however exist,,

hut'are smaller, and inserted under the skin in the cellular

tissue : they are mereh' the rudiments having a little morq.

development.
...

The dorsal radii are not only transformed into a double-,

pointed dart ; but each of them also is a particular fin ; for

there arises from the posterior surface of the laminae a trans-

parent membrane, which far exceeds the radius itself (or

1 inch 6 lines), which is supported towards t)ie upper part

bv four small round cartilaginous radii, having each a

particular origin. This series of small fins is prolonged

without interrupti-on as far as the caudal fin, so that they

are distingui.-hed onlv bv the ditVerence of their radii.

The tail is very short, compressed on the sides, and ter-

minates
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minatcs in a point : the fin which borders it below and
above is however rounded at its extremity : the radii arc

subdivided in proportion as thev recede troni their origin ;'

those of the pectoral and ventral fins liave a resemblance to

them, except in the ditierence of their heiaht. Thev are

all so close to each other diat they do not seem to be suscep-r.

tible of motion.

HI. Of the Head.—The branchial aperture is of consi-

derable size, which is never the case in other tishes, unless

the number of the branchio-stege radii increase in propor-

tion. But in the hichir there are none : thev would indeed

be almost useless, since the branchio-stege membrane, in-

stead of being so thin as to fold up or expand at pleasure,

consists of a thick skin. As it is of sufficient extent to ex-

ceed a good deal the opposite edge of the branchial aper-

ture, it is supported towards the middle by a long osseous

plate.

It may readily be imagined that a branchio-stege mem-
brane, like the present, cannot perform the functions which
it is known to perform in other tishes, if the arrangement
of the plates which cover the head did not compensate for

this deficiency by a supplementary organization, which
brings all these parts into perfect agreement.

The middle of the head is protected by a large plate,

composed of six pieces all articulated together. This kind

of helmet is separated from the operculum by a band coiii-

posed of small square pieces, which coming from the eye

proceed obliquely on the nape of the neck. About the

middle it is observed that t\\ o of these pieces adhere by a

membrane only to the first piece of the operculum, while

their opposite edge is free. As this fissure communicates
with the cavity of the mouth, the water conveyed into

the branchiae is strongly compressed both by the pieces of

the operculum, and by the long plate which supplies the

place of th.e branchio-stee;e radii : this liquid raises up the

two small moveable pieces, and opens a passage through

which it escapes as through a valve.

The operculum exhibits nothing remarkable : it is com-
po3Gfl of three pieces ; the anterior and posterior are nearly

of trie same size ; the third, which is situated between the

two, is much smaller, and has the form of an equilateral

triaiifile : above this third piece the two others are contigUT

ous. The leaves of the branchiae are single.

The form of the head approacb.es near to that of ihce.'ujcest

it is long and flat from the top downwards^ and the inferior-

jaw project? a Uttle forwards.

C 4 Th^
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The mouth is large, and t'urni^lud with a double row of

equal, fine, and sharp teeth, placed very near to each (Hher.

The cavity ot* it is filled bv a tongue exceedingly thick, free,

and not covered with teeth, as in the esnres. On the sides

of* the mouth there are two prolonged hps, the upper one

of which only is supported by a cartilage. This cartilage

is nothing else than a thick tendon : a little above, towards

the place where the nioveoble lip begins, there is f'ounil a.

small barbillon two lines in length, and between the two

barbilions two small holes which are the apertures of the

nostrils.

The eye is situated behind and on the sides of the head
;

it is flattened, and deeply lodged in the cavitv.

IV. OJ the general Teguments.—^The bicliir is cased in

armour nearly in the same manner as the esox-cayman :

its scales are large, thick, rhomboidal, stronglv fixed in the

skin, and distributed obliquely in bands : each of ^he*e

bands begins at the middle line of the back and ends at the

middle line of the belly, in such a manner as to form with

the band of the opposite side an angle of nearly 45 de-

grees.

The gaieral colour of the hlchir is a sea-green; the belly

inclines a little to a dirty white; this colour is set off by

some black irregular spots, more numerous towards the tail

than the head. The lateral line is straight, and not very

visible. The general size of the hickir is one foot six inches

in length.

V. Organs cf Digestion.—The bkhir in this respect ap-

proaches more to the rai/<! than the esocct, with which one

might at first be tempted to class it. At the extremity of

a very spacious oesophagus, one inch two lines in length,

is found the stomach, four inches five lines in length and

one inch two lines in breadth : it is cylindric in a part of

its length, and conical at the extremity. The intestine,

\

•which originates at the upper part of the stomach, first rises,

and then folding itself back proceeds straight to the anus :

a little below the arch which it forms there is found a very

ghort coecum five lines in length, wanting in most of the

esoces, which proceeds towards the head. In the inside of

the intestinal canal there is obser\'ed, as in the squali and

rays, a membrane fixed to the intestine by one of its edges

and rolled up in such a manner as to form by its different

folds so many cells, which stop the course of the aliments

and make them remain in the intestine the time neces>jaiy

for digestion. Though this wonderful mechanism, which

makes up lor the shortness of the intestines, is already

known,
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known, it is still astonishing to meet with it in a fish of

tlie order of the abdominals.

VI. Of the other Abdom'mal Viscera; and 1st, of the Air
Bladders.—The, genus of the esox, like most abdominal
fishes, has only one air bladder adhering to the sides, and
occupying the whole extent and length of the abdominal
region. In the bichir there are two of these air bladders :

they are two unequal cylinders which adhere only to the

stomach and the liver. The smaller, eleven lines in extent,

accompanies the stomach and terminates in a point : the

larger, which is seven inches four lines, occupies the whole
length of the abdomen. Towards the upper and lower part

of the ce.^ophagus is a fissure which opens into these blad-

ders. This large aperture is shut, when necessary, by one
constrictor muscle..—2d, The Liver. In the esox it is one
large and entire mass ; in the bichir it is formed nearly like

the air bladders, being: composed of two slender and unequal

lobes : the small portion proceeds on the right side of the

stomach ; the longer, which is also slenderer, on the left

of the intestinal canal. The gall bladder arises from the long

portion : it has the form of a lono-necked bottle; it is one
inch four lines in length, and four lines in diameter. 3d, The
Spleen is a ribbon-like body, of the consistence of the liver,

and adheres to the large air bladder.—4th, The Kidneys have
nearly the same form : thev are two in number, and lodged

on each side of the projection of the vertebral column ; in

this they are very different from one kidney of a pulpy con-
sistence, such as that observed in the esox.—5th, The Ova^
ria, which are eleven inches in length, present nothing re-

markable ; they are attached to the neighbouring organs

only by a cellular tissue so loose that they form themselves

into a ball, or become elongated, according to the manner
in which the fish is carried. The eggs are not larger than

a grain of millet. They are of a meadow -green colour,

while the whole of the ovarium appears of a blackish brown.
VII. Habits of the Bichir.—Notwithstanding all the care

I employed to obtain information respecting the manners of

this fish, I was not able to succeed. It is so rarely found
in the Nile, that several fishermen informed me they had
never seen any other individuals than those which I showed
them. The high price which I gave for each bichir is a

sure proof that all those which appeared in the gene-

ral market at Cairo were brought to me ; and yet I pur-

chased no more than three or four in the course of a year.

It was caught at the time when the waters of the Nile were
lowest, and 1 never was able to obtain any young indivi-

duals.
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tluals. Having found that all tlie fish of the Nile arc di-

viilod hv travellers into two cla.s<c.s : that some during the

decrease of the river ascend from its mouth, and that oihcrs

descend from Nu!)ia at the time of the imindatioii, 1 was

desirous of knowing to which of these divisions the licliir

belonged : bnt I never met with any person who couhl in-

form me. All that I was able to gather from the informa-

tion 1 obtained was, that the I'ichir frequents only the

deepest parts of the river; it lives constantly in the mud ;

and that, abandoning its retreats onlv in the spawning sea-

son, it is then someiimcs cauirht in the I'lshermen's nets.

i have not Icirned on what it feeds. I opened and dissected

three individuals, but their stomachs were entirely empty.

By the extent of its mouth, however, the numerous teeth

with which it is armed, and the conformation of the in-

testinal canal, there is reason to believe that it is carnivo-

rous. Its ficsh is white, and much more savoury than that

of the other inhabitants of the Nile. As it is proof against

the attacks of a knife, it nuist be boiled : the skin is then

more easilv detached, and mav be removed in one piece.

VIII. Natural Relations.—^The genus to which the lichir

ajiproachcs most is that of the esoccs : it has even some re-

iieinblance to the cayman and scaly eel ; a resemblance for

Mhich it is indebted to its integuments, and the distribution

and size of its scales. But it may be readily conceived that

this is not a consideration of sufficient iuiportance to induce

us to class it among the c.soa.s, since it differs from them, as

well as from the other known abdominal fishes, by organs

much more essential. It is the only one of this order which

has its fins placed at the extremity of the arm, the only

<me in which the place of the branchio-stege radii is supplied

bv an osseous plate ; the only one whicii has a kind of air-

holes furnished with valves to shut these apertures out-

wardly : all cliaracters by which it approaches the cetacea :

it is also the onlv one in which the dorsal line is furnished

throughout its whole length with small fins ; in which the

first radius of these fins is transformed into a dart with two

points ; in which the apophyses of the vertebrae support

immediately the osseous radii of the dorsal fins ; which has

a tail so short tliat it is almost useless for natation ; and

which, in rei^ard to the organs of digestion, seems to esta-

blish a shade between the abdominal and cartilaginous fishes.

Kroin these considerations I think myself authorized to de-

termine, that as the bichir cannot be admitted into any of

the known divisions, it ought to be considered as an insu-

lated being, and in that state of anomaly w hich naturalists

usually
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x^cuallv denote by the name of a new genus. I shall there-

tore establish the genus as follows :

POLVPTERA.
Cliarac. One branchio-stege radius ; two spiracles j a grcai

liuniber of dorsal lins.

POLYPTERA BiCHIR.
Inhabits the Nile.

Explanation of the Plate.

Fig. 1. (Plate I.) Polyptera.

Fig. 2. the head seen from above, A B^ aperture of the.

spiracles.

Figf. 3. insulated dorsal fin seen on one side, in which*
may be observed the two points that teniiinate the osseous
radius.

V. Account of the Vrocess foUoiveaJby iVJ. Pierre Jaqlt.s
Papillox for Dyeing Turkey Red.

±T is now some years since M. Papillon established a dye-
house at Glasgow for giving to cotton-yarn that beautiful,

red coloiu: known by the name of Turkey or Adrianople
red, In the year 1790 the commissioners and trustees for

manufactures in Scotland paid a premium to ]\I, Papillon

for communicating to the late Dr. 'Black, then p^'ofessor of
chemistry, lidinburgh, a description of his process, on con-
dition that it should not be divulged for a certain term of.

years, during which ]\I. Papillon was to have the sole use

of his.own secret. The term being now expired, the pro-

cess, as communicated to Dr. Black, has been published,

and is as follows :

Receipt for Dyeing Cotton-Yarn a duralle Red,

Step I.

For one hundred pound of cotton, you must have

100 lb. of alicante barilla.

20 lb. of pearl-ashes.

100 lb. of quicklime.

The barilla is mixed with soft water in a deep tub which
has a small hole near the bottom of it, stopped at first with
a peg. This hole was covered in the inside with a cloth,

supported by two bricks, that the ashes may be prevented

from running out at it, or stopping ii up while the ley filters

through it.

Under
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Under this tub is another to receive the lev, antJ pure
water is repeatedly passed through the llrst tub to form levs

of different strength, which are kept separate at lir?.t until

their strength is examined. The strongest required for use

must swim or float an egg, and is called the lev of six

degrees of the French hydrometer, or perscliqi/eur.

The weaker are afterwards brought to this strength bv
passing them through fresh barilla; but a certain quantity

of the weak, which is of two degrees of the above hvdro-
meter, is reserved for dissolving the oil, the gum, and the

salt, which are used in subsequent parts ot the process.

This ley of two degrees is called the weak barilla liquor;

the other is called the strong.

Dissolve the pearl-ashes in ten pails, of four gallons each,

of soft water, and the lime in fourteen pails.

Let all the liquors stand till they become quite clear, aiul

then mix ten pails of each.

Boil the cotton in the mixture five hours, then wash it in

running water and dry it.

Step II.

—

Bainl'ie, or Gray Steep.

Take a sufficient quantity (ten pails) of the strono: barilla

water in a tub, and dissolve or dilute in it two pailsfull of

sheep's dung ; then pour into it two quart-bottles of oil of

vitriol, and one pound of gum arabic,and one pound of sal-

ammoniae, both previously dissolved in a sufficient quantity

of weak barilla water ; and, lastly, twentv-five pounds of

olive oil which has been previously dissolved or well mixed
with two pails of the weak barilla water.

The materials of this steep being well mixed, tramp or

tread down the cotton into it until it is well soaked : let it

steep twenty-four hours, then ring it hard and dry it.

Steep it again twenty-four hours, and again wring and
dry it.

Steep it a third time twenty-four hours, after which
wring and dry it ; and, lastly, wash it well and dry it.

Step III.—77ie l^Fhite Steep.

This part of the process is precisely the same with the

last in every particular, except that the sheep's dung is omit-
ted in the composition of the steep.

Step lY.—Gall Steep.

Boil twenty-five pounds of galls, bruised in ten palls of

river water, until four or five are boiled away ; strain the

liquor into a tub, and pour cold water on the galls in the

straJEcr to wash out of them all their tincture.

As
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As soon as the liquor is become inilk-warm, dip your cot-

ton hank bv hank, handling it carefully all the time, and

and let it steep twentv-four hours.

Then ring it carefuUv and equally, and dry it well with-

out washing.

Step V.

—

First Alum Steep.

Dissolve twentv-five pounds of Roman alum in fourteea

pails of warm water, without making it boil ; skim the li*

quor well, and add two pails of strong barilla water, and

then let it cool until it beluke-warm.
Dip your cotton, and handle it hank by hank, and let it

steep twenty-four hours ; wring it equally, and dry it well

without washing.

Step VI.

—

Second Alum Steep.

Is performed in ever)' particular like the last ; but after

the cotton is dry steep it six hours in the river, and thea

wash and dry it.

Step VII.

—

Dyeing Steep,

The cotton is dved by about ten pounds at once, for

u hich take about two gallons and a half of ox blood, and

mix it in the copper with twentv-eight pails of milk-warm
water, and stir it well ; then add twentv-five pounds of

madder, and stir all well together. Then, having before-

hand put the ten povmds of cotton on sticks, dip it into the

liquor, and move and turn it constantlv one hour, during

which gradually increase the heat until the liquor begins to

boil at the end of the hour. Then sink the cott,on and
boil it gently one hour longer, and lastlv v. ash it and dry it.

Take out so much of the boiling liquor that what remains

may produce a milk-w arm heat u ith the fresh water with

which the copper is again filled up, and then proceed to

'make up a dyeing liquor, as above, for the next ten pounds

of cotton.

Step VIII.—n^ Fixirg Steep.

Mix equal parts of the gray-steep liquor and of the white-

steep liquor, taking five of six pails of each.—Tread down
the cotton into this mixture, and let it steep six hours; then

wring it moderately and equally, and dry it without wash-
ing.

Step IX.

—

Brighton Steep.

lOlb. of v.-hite soap must be dissolved most carefully and
completely in sixteen or eighteen pails of wajm water : if

any little bits of the soap remain undissolved they will make
3

.

•

'

spots
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spots in the cotton. Add tour pails of strong barilla water,
and stir it well. Sink the cotton in this liquor, keening it

do\Vn with cross sticks, and cover it up ; boil it gently two
hours, then wash it and dry it, and it is finished.

I'essels,

The number of vessels necessarv for this business is

greater in proportion to the extent of" the manufactory ; but

in the smallest work it is necessary to have four coppers,

bjf a round form

.

ist. The largest, for boiling and for finishing, is twenty-
eight inches deep, by thirty-eight or thirty-nine wide in

the mouth and eighteen inches wider in the widest part.

i?d, The second for dyeing is twenty-eight deep, by thirty-

two or thirty-four in the nKnith.

3d, The third, for the alum steep, is like the second.

4ih, The fourth, for boiling the galls, is twenty deep
by twentv-eight wide.

A number of tubs, or larger wooden vessels, are neces-

sary, which must all be of fir, and hooped with wood or

IX irh copper.

Iron must not be employed in their construction, not
pven a nail j but where nails are neces&ary, they nmst be

of copper.
- By the pail is always understood a \vooden vessel which
holds four English gallons, and is hooped with copper.

In some parts of the above process, the strength of the

barilla liquor or liquors is determined by telling to what
degree a. pcrsdigneur or hydrometer sinks in them.
The pcrscUqueiir was of French construction. It is si-

milar to the glass hydrometer used by the spirit dealers in

this country j and any artist who makes these instruments

will find no difHculty in constructing one with a scale si-

milar to that employed by M. Papllion, when he is informed

of the following circumstances :

1st, The iiistrumcnt, when plunged in good soft water,

such as Edinburgh pipe v.-ater, at temperature 60*^ sinks to

the 0, or beginning of the scale, which stands near the top

of the stem.

2d, When it is immersed in a saturateil solution of com-
mon salt, at the same temperature of Oo**, it sinks to the <2&'

of the scale only; and this falls at some distance from the

top of the ball.

This saturated solution is made bv boiling, in pure water,

refined sea or common salt, till no more is dissolved, and
by filtering the liquor when cold throudi blottinsr caper.

" ^ '

It
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tt should also be observed, that whenever direction? are

Sliven to drv yarn to prepare it tor a succeeding operation-)

that this drying; should be performed with particular care,

and more perfectly than our driest weather is in general

able to effect. It is done therefore in a room heated by a

:itove to a crreat degree.

Vr» The Lfe o/" John Dollond, F. R. S., Inventor of
ike ylchroniulic Telescope *.

Xx modern times the attciUion of men has been employed

rather in improving what they know than in attempting t<»

make new discoveries. When a man, therefore, has been for-

tunatti enough, by extraordinary research, or by a strong ef-

fort of genius, to surprize the world with a new invention.

a lively interest is immediately excited in every mind to trace

the steps, investigate the means, and collect every incident

which led to the result : and tb the honour of human nature

be it said, while curiosity exerts itself in this manner on
the invention, the inventor is not less the object of regard

and consideration ; We wish to learn the history, the life,

the character of the man, and, as far as it is possible, to be

acquainted with him. The subject of the following memoir
is entitled to this introduction, and the public will receive

with satisfaction the following account 6f the inventor of

the achromatic telescope:

John Dollond, fellow of the Royal Society, was born in

Spltalfields, on the tenth day of June in the year 1706 : his

parents were French protestants, and at the time of the re-

vocation of the edict of Nantz, which happened in the

year 16Sj, resided in Normandy; but in what particular

part of it is not, at present, precisely known : M. de La-
lande docs not believe the name to be of French origin

:

but however this may be, the family were compelled soon

after this period to seek refuge in England in order to avoid

persecution and to preserve their religion.

The fate of this family was not a solitary case; fifty thou-

sand persons pursued the same measures, and we may date

from this period the rise of several arts and manufactures
which have become highly beneficial to this country. An
establishment was given to these refugees, by the wise policy

* Communicated by J. Kelly, D. D., rector of Cop ford andvic^rof
Ardleiifh, Essex. ' .

'

of
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of our government, in Sjiitalfickls, and particular encoiiragc-

m<.*at granted to the silk, manutactory.

The 11 1 St years of Mr. Dollund's life were employed at

'the loom ; but, being of a very studious and i)hdosophic

turn of mind, his leisure hours were engaged in matliema-

tical pursuits ; and thouffh bv the death of his father,

which happened in his infancy, his education gave way
to the necessities of his family, yet at the age of fifteen,

before he had an opportunity of seeing works of science or

elementary treatises, he amused himself by constructing

sun-dials, drawing geometrical schemes, 'and solving pro-

blems.

An early marriage and an increasing family afforded him
little opportunity of pursuing his favourite studies : but such

are the powers of the human mind when called into action,

that diflBculties, which appear to the casual observer insur-

mountable, yield and retire before perseverance and genius :

even under the pressure of a close application to business

for the support of his family, he found tinie, by abridging

the hours of his rest, to extend his mathematical know-
ledge, and made a considerable proficiency in optics and

astronomy, to which he now principally devoted his atten-

tion, having in the earlier stages of his life prepared him-
self for the higher parts of those subjects by a perfect know-
ledge of algebra and geometry.

Soon after this, without abating from the ardour of his

other literary pursuits, or relaxing from the labours of his

profession, he began to study anatomy, and likewise to

read divinity ; and finding the knowledge of Latin and

Greek indispensably necessary towards attaining those ends,

he applied himself diligently, and was soon able to translate

the Greek Testament into Latin ; and as he admired the

power and the wisdom of the Creator in the mechanism of

the human frame, so he adored his goodness displayed in

his revealed word.

It might from hence- be concluded that his sabbath was
devoted to retired reading and philosophical objects ; but he

was not content with private devotion, as he was always an

advocate for social worship, and with his family regularly

attended the public service of the French protectant church,

and occasionally heard Benson and Lardner, whom he re-

spected as men and admired as preachers. In his appear-

ance he was grave, and the strong lines of his face were

Uiarked with deep thought and reflection ; but in his inter-

course with his family and friends, he was cheerful and

Aflectionate ^ and his language and sentiments are distinctly

recollected
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Recollected as always making a strong impression on the

minds of those with whom he conversed. His memory was
txtraordinarily retentive, and, amidst the variety of his

reading;, he could recollect and quote the most important

passasres of every book which he had at any time perused.

He designed his eldest son, Peter DoUond, for the same
business with himself; and for several years they carried on
their manufacture together in Spitaltields ; but the employ-
ment neither suited the expectations.nor disposhions of the

son, who, having received much information upon mathe-
matical and philosophical subjects from the instruction of

his father, and observing the great value which w^s set upon
his father's knowledge in the theory of optics by profes-

sional men, determined to apply that knowledge to the be-

iicfit of himself and his family; and accordingly, under the

directions of his father, commenced optician. Success,

though under the most unfavourable circumstances, at-

tended every eftbrt ; and in the year 1/52 John DoUond,
embracing the opportunity of pursuino- a profession conge-
nial with his mind, and without neglecting the rules of

prudence towards his family, joined his son, and in conse-

quence of his theoretical knowledge, soon became a profi-

cient in the practical parts of optics.

His first attention was directed to improve the combina-
tion of the eve-glasses of refracting telescopes ; and having

succeeded in his system of four eye-glasses, he proceeded

one step further, and produced telescopes furnished with
five eve-glasses, which considerably surpassed the former;
and of which he gave a particular account in a paper pre-

sented to the Royal Society, and which was read on the

1st of March 1 7 j3, and printed m the Phil. Trans, vol. xlviii.

page 103.

Soon after this he made a ver)-- useful improvement in

Mr. Savery's micrometer : for instead of employine; two
entire object-glasses, as Mr. Savery and M. Bouguer had
done, he used only one glass cut into two equal parts,

one of them sliding or moving laterally by the other. This
was considered to be a great improvement, as the micro-
meter could now be applied to the reflecting telescope with
much advantage, and which Mr. James Sliort immediately
did. An account of the same was given to the Royal So-
ciety, in a paper which was afterwards printed in the PljiL

Trans, vol. .xlviii. page 178*.

* "his kind of micrometer was afterwards applied by Mr. P, Dollond
to die achromatic telescope.

Vol. XVni. No. 69. D Mr.
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Mr. DoUond's celebrity in optics bicame now universal %

and the Iriemlsliip and i)r(/LCClion of the nujst eminent men
of science llaitered and encouraeed hin piu-.suits. To enii-

nierate the person^, bulh at liome and abroad, who distin-

guished him by their correspondence or cultivated his ac-

ijuaintanec, however honourable to his memory, would
only be an empty prai>e. We cannot, houerer, forbear

mentioning the names of a few persons, who held the

highest place in his esteem as men of worth and learning :

]\Ir. Thomas Simpson, master of the Royal Academy at

Woolwich
J Mr. Harris, assay-master at the Tower, who

was at that time engaged in writing and publishing his

Treatise on Optics ; the Rev. Dr. Bradley, then astronomer
royal ; the Rev. William Ludlow, of St. Joim's college,

Cambridge ; Mr. John Canton, a most ingenious man, and
celebrated not less for his knowlediic in natural philosophy,

than for his neat and accurate manner of making philoso-

phical experiments. To this catalogue of the philosophical

names of those days, we must add that of the present

astronomer royal, the Rev. Dr. Maskelyne, whose labours

have so eminently bentlited the science of astronomy.
Surrounded hy these cnliiihtcned men, in a state of mind

prepared i'or the severest investitralion of philosophic truths,

and in circumstances favourable to liberal inejuiry, Mr.
Dollond engaged in the discussion of a subject, which at

that time not only interested this country, but all Europe.
Sir Isaac Newton had declared, in hrs Treatise on Optics,

page 112, " That all refracting substances diverged the

prismatic colours in a constant prooortion to tlieir mean
refraction;" and drew this conclusion, " that refraction

ccndd not be produced without colour ;" and, conse(juently,
' that no improvcinfiit could be expected in the ref'ucti/ig

teh'scope." i\o one doubted the accuracy with which Sir

Isaac New ton had made the experiment
;
yet some men,

particularly M. Eulcr and others, were of opinion that the

conclusion which Newton had drawn from it went too tar,

and n^aintalned that iu very small atii^lcs refraction might
bs obtained without colour. J\Ir. De-llond was not of that

opinion, but defended Newton's doctrine with much learn-

ing and Ingenuity, as may be seen by a reference to the

letters which passed between Euler and Dollond upon that

occasion, and which were publwhed in the Phil. Trans,
vol. xlviil. page 9H7'- and contended that, '^ If the result of
the experiment had been as described by Sir Isaac New-
U)n, there could not be refraction without col'nu-."

A mintj constituted like Mr, Dollond's could not re-

main
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main satisfied with arguing in this manner from an cxpcri-

nient made by another, but determined to try it himself:

and, accordingly, in the year 1757, began the examination;
and, to use his own \vords_,\vith " a resolute perseverance,"

continued during that year, and a great part of the next, to

bt-stow his whole mind on the subject, until in the month
f)f June 17-3S he found, after a complete course of experi-

ments, the re.-uit to be very different from that which he
expected, and from that which Sir Isaac Newton had re-

lated. He discovered " the difference in the dispersion of
the colours of light, when the ?uean rays are equally refracted

I y different mediums.'* The discovery was complete, and
lie immediately drew from it this practical conclusion,
" That the object-glasses of refracting telescopes were ca-

pable of being made w ithout being affected by the different

refrangibilitv of the rays of light." His account of this

experiment, and of others connected with it^ was g^iven to

the Royal Society, and printed in their IVansactions, vol. 1.

page 743. and he was presented in the same vear, by that

learned body, with Sir Godfrey Copley's medal, as a re-

ward of his merit, and a memorial oi" the discovery, though
not at that time a member of the societv.

This discovery no wav affected the points in dispute

between Euler and Dollond, respecting the doctrine ad-
vanced bv Sir Isaac Newton. A new principle was in a
manner found out, which had no part in their former rea-

sonings, and it was reserved for the accuracy of Dollond to

have the honour of making a discovery which had eluded

the observation of the immortal Newton *'.

This new principle being now established, he was spoil

able to construct object-glasses, in which the different rc-

fraugibility of the ravs of light was corrected, and the

name of achromatic given to them by the late Dr. Bevis,

on account of their being free from the prismatic colours.

Dr. Hutton, in his Mathematical Dictionary, has said that

this name was given to them by M. dc Lalandc; but that

is a mistake.

As usually happens on such occasions, no sooner was
the achromatic telescope made public, than the rivalship ot'

* The cause of this difl'erence of the results of the 8th expciiment of

the 2nd part of the first book of Newton"s Optics, as related dv hi.tiscif,

•nd as it was found when tried by Dollond in the years 1757 and 17;^,
13 fully and ingeniously accounted for by Mr. Pitjr Dollond in a paper

read at the koyal Society on the 2ibt of May, i7?9, and ar'ierward>-

published for J. Johnson in St. Paul's Church Yaidj also in Mutton's

Dictionary—Ariick, Ckrcrtiatic.

D 3 foreigners.
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t'oreicncr?, and the jealousy of philo-^ophcrs at home, Ted

them to (Jf)iiL)t of Us rcaJity ; uiid Eider himself, in hi.=v

paper read before thf Acaden^y of Sciences at Rerhn, in th«r

year 1764, saya—*' I am not ashamed frankly to avow,
that the first accounts, which were publ itched of it, ap-

peared s« svispicious, and even so contrarv to the best

Ootai)lished principles, that I could not prevail upon mvself
to give credit to them ;" and he adds, " I sh.ould never

have submitted to the proofs which Mr. Dollond produced

to support rhis strange phienonienon, if M. Clairaut, who
must at first have been equally surprized at it,, had not most
positively asstired me, that Dollond's experiments were but

too well founded/* And when the fact could no longer be
disputed, they endeavoured to find a prior inventor, to

whom it might he ascribed, and several conjecturcrs were
honoured with the title of discoverers.

Mr. Dollond's improvement in refracting telescopes w^as

of the greatest advantage in astronomy, as they have been
applied to fixt instruments ; by which the motions of the

heavenly bodies are determined to a much greater exact-

ness than bv the means of the old telescopes. Navigation

has also been much benefited by applying achromatic tele-

scopes to the *' Hadley's sextant :" and from the improved,

state of the lunar tables, and of that instrument, the longi-

tude at sea may now be determined by good observers to a

great degree of accuracy ; and their universal adoption by
the navy and armv, as well as by the public in general. Is

the best proof of the great utility of the discovery.

In the beginning of the vear 1761, Mr. Dollond was
"elected fellow of the Koyal Society, and appointed optician

to his majcstv, but did not live to enjoy those honours

long ; for on the 30th of November, in the same year, as

,he was reading a new publication by M. Clairaut, on the

theory of the moon, and on which he had been intently

engaged for several hours, he was seized with apoplexy,

•which rendered him inmiediately speechless, and occasioned

his death in a few hours afterwards. Besides Mr. Peter

Dollond, whom we have had occasion to mention in the

course of this memoir, his family, at his death, consisted

of three daughters and a son, who, possessing the name of

his father, and we may add, a portion of the family abili-

ties, carries on the optical business in partueiship with hi*

cld«irbroiher.

Vtl. IMcmoir
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VII. Jilemo'tr lij LordNAPiTS.,of Merc'iisto?i, (hareh-l rated

Inrenfor of the Logaritlnus, on his dijferc/it Conirivanccs
^^for the Defence (f this Island;" ivith Remarks,

SIR, To Mr. Tilloch,

JL HE following: memoir has been alrcadv published in Dr,
Anderson's excellent miscellanv, the cee, vol. iii. p. 133.

but vour readers will perhaps agree with me in thinking it

deserves rcpiiblication, and may not be displeased to find it

accompanied with some observations, which I believe have
not before been ore iiffht together. The original of this very

curious paper is preserved am.ong the manuscripts of An-
thony Bacon, Esq. in the Laznbeth Librarv-, marked 658,
anno 1596.

Yours, Sec, * D„

** Secret inventions, profitable and necessary in these davs

for the defence of this island, and withstanding of

strangers, enemies to God's tmth and religion,

*^ First, The invention, proof, and perfect demonstra-
tion, geometrical and algebraical, of a burning mirror,

which receiving of dispersed beams of the sun, doth reflex

the same beams altogether united, and concurring precisely

in one mathematical point, in the which point, most ne-

cessarily it engendereth fire; with an evident demonstration

of their error who affirm this to be made a parabolic section.

The use of this invention serveth for the burning of the

."enemy's ships at whatsoever appointed distance.
'^ Secondly, The invention and sure demonstration of

another mirror, which receiving the dispersed beams of any
material fire, or fiauie, yieldeth also the former eflect, and
serveth for the like use,

" Thirdly, The invention and visible demonstration of a

piece of artillerv, which shot, passeth not lineallv through

the armv, dcstroving only those- that stand in the random
thereof, but superficially ranging abroad, within the whole
appointed place, and not departing! forth of the place, till

it hath executed his whole strength, by destroying all those

that be within the bounds of the said place. The use

hereof not onlv serveth greatly against the army of the

enemv on land, but also bv sea, serving to destrov and cut

down, at one explosion, the whole masts and tackling of

«o many ships as be within the appointed bounds, as well

abreid as in large, so long as any strength at all remaineth.

D 3
'

" Fourthly,
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'^ Fdf/rfhli/, Tlic invention of a round chariot in- metal,

made of the proof of douhlc musqnet, whose motion shall

be such, that those that be within the same shall be more

easy, more light, jnore speedy, and more safe in battle, than

any hitherto contrived, The use hereof in moving, i^ to

break the array of the enemy's battle, and to make passage,

as also in staying and abidnig within the enen)y's battle.

It seiveth to destroy the environed enemy, by continual

charges and shot of the arquehuss, through small hoks;

the enemy in the mean time, being amazed, and altogether

uncertain what defence or pursuit to use against a moving
inouth of metal.

" These inventions, besides devices of sailing under the

water, with divers other devices and stratagems for harming
of the enemies, by the grace of God, and work of expert

craftsmen, 1 hope to perlbrm.

John Napier, of Merchiston,

^'tfiffo Duiiiini 159(5, June -2.

Jlemnrhs qn the ahove,

I. The accension of combustible bodies by the solar rays

concentrated in the focus of a concave mirror, uis well known
to the antients, it being the 31st, and concluding proposi-

tion, of the Treatise on Catoptricks, generally ascribed to

Euclid*; and it v/as by such mirrors, according to Plutarch,

in the life of Numa, that the vestal fires were rekindled.

There can be no doubt that the Magi, wlio were equally scru-

pulous about their sacred lire, renovated it by tlie same means.

The antients also knew, that if a number of plane mirrors

were so disposed as that each of them should reflect the

image of the sun to the same spot, a combustible substance

placed there would be set on lire. It was precisely in this

way, according to the Grecian poet Tzetzes, that Archi-

medes, at the distance of a bow-shot, projected the rays of

the sun on the fleet of Marccllus, before Syracuse, and rc-

* Dr. Rutherford, in his Svst. of Nar. Piiilos, vol. i. p. 448. s^ys,

that the author of thii piece on Catoptric>, who, wc mav be ctrrain, was

H'Jt Euclid the geomevriciaii, has erroneously supposed the burninj!; point,

gr focub of the sun's rav^, in a concaye ir^irror, to be in the cf;iitre of the

s. here, whereof it is a portion. And VVolfius, in liis EZ/vi. M^x/b/s.

Univer. t. iii. p. 1S7. charges not Kuciid only, hut all tlic antients with

this error. But how then, it may be a^ked, could they be acquainted,

as thev certainly were, with the artiial I'St of such niirrors } Herigon,

in the Catoptrjcs, which he gives as Kuciid's, without mentioning the

error of his author, places the focus where it crf^i^ht to be, namely very

yearly, or, as to sen.e, ex ictly, in tlie middle o/ the axis, between the

feiure and tlu concave r;,riocting surf4ce.

ductd
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duced it to ashes. Proclus is recorded by Zonaras to have

dvjtroved the ships of \' itaUan, besieging Byzantium (now
Constantinople), by a similar apparatus. The same facts

are mentioned by other antient historians ; but their hints

respecting the apparatus itself are too imperfect to aftbrd

any explicit knowledge of its structure. But, as appears

from other passages of his life *, a ver)' obscure hint was
sufficient to set in action the genius of Napier; and the

foregoing memoir gives us every reason to believe that, put-

ting a happv construction on the words of Tzetzes, this

second Archimedes \\-as the first among the moderns who
recovered this admirable invention of his illustrious pre-

cursor. So completely had it been buried in the wreck of

antient science, that Descartes, who certainly understood

at least the theory of optics better than zn\ man of his

age, when he published his Dioptrics, above forty years

after the date of Napier's memoir, mentions the burn-
ing of bodies, at anv considerable distance, by means
of mirrors, as an almost hopeless project, and scarcely,

refrains from treating the famous exploit of Archimedes
as a tablet. Descartes was a great man, and therefore

his scepticism was, as usual, adopted by the common
herd, the serriun pecus, of philosophers, and even by some
men of real learning and abilitv. Of this last descrip-

tion was M. Ozaujni, who savs plainly that the catoptrical

achievement of Archimedes is i/icredii't", and indeed not

w ithout reason, if the distance really was (as he states it,

upon what authority does not appear,) 3/5 geometrical

paces, equal to lS7o French feet, or 2003 English |.

'J his, it uuist be confessed, seems to be giving tuo pv-
fflcal an in-terpretation to the bow-shot of the poet

Tzetzes. The ju&tly celebrated Christian Wolfe seems
also disposed to give little credit to this curious piece of

history; though he quotes father Kireher as having con-
cluded, from an actual survey of the site of the town and
harbour of antient Svracuse, that the distance to which
Archimedes had to project the solar rays could not exceed

th'irti/ paces §. This distance is probably nearer the truth ;

at least it is more agreeable to our modern ideas and experi-

"^ Sec the story of Dr. Craig in lord Buchans elegant Life of Napier,

andin Dr. Hutton's excellent Mathem, and Philos. Diction, art. NapieTm

f Curtesii Dioptrtce (i-rst printed in 1637), cap. viii. sect. 22.

+ Ste M. Ozanams Iff erfaliens Malh. e: Pb\s , torn, i, p. 144., ed. 3.

rcr!i;ips Dr. Hutton s l:.ie much improved translation of this curious

V oik m ly afford the reicer more satisfaction on this point.

§ E'.e/iienta Malteseos Universo', torn. iii. p. i8i.

P 4 roen^?.
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mcnts, as well as to the accounts which have been trans-

mitted to us of the protligious havoc which the engines of

Archimedes, some of which could not possibly act at any

great distance, made among the ships of the enemy *. Be
this as it may, the incredulity of so many modern philoso-

phers, some of them deservedly esteemed on other accounts,

naturally tended to discourage any attempts to verify the

performances ascribed to Archimedes and Proclus. The
surprizing effects of the concave reflectors of Tschirnhausen,

Vilette, Sir Isaac Newton and others, fall not under our

present consideration, as having been produced only at

fimall distances. At length, in 1/26, M. du Fay found

that, " at 200, 300, and even as far as 600 French feet"

(about 640 English), " the rays of the sun received on a

plane niirror, one foot square, and thence reflected to a

concave one 17 inches" (above IS English inches) " in di-

ameter, consumed combustible bodies in the focus of the

latter f." 'ihis interesting and literally brilliant experi-

ment no doubt had its influence in stimulating the active

* Si^c the antient authors q\ioted by bishop Wilkins in his Mathema-
tical Magic, book i. chap. 17; and by Dr. Hutton, in his Dictionary,

art. Afchiviedfs-

f V, Mem. de 1' Acad. Roy. des Sc. An. 1726. Father Regnault ap-

pears to have stranG;ely misuiiderstooJ this fxpcriment of M. du Fay.
' Encore quelque pns'' &ic, " A few paces more,'* (so that he, as well

as Ozanam, seems still to have thought the distance at which Avchiiredes

burned the shi,-is to have been greater than Kirchcr had riven grounds to

believe it really was,) " A few paces more," says Regnault, " and the

fiecret of Archimedes is discovered or verified:" P/n^f. torn, iii, Entre-

t'un 10. The same author, in bis Origine anc. de la Vhys.nowv. (printed

J735), torn. ii. p. 283, has these words, " On ra'onte que les niirroirs,

&c. It is said that the mirrors of Proclus and Archimedes burned the

fleets of their enemies. With a pbne glass and a concave mirror we now
know how to excite flame at 600 feet distance." Here would not the

reader be apt l© conclude that the fiame was excited, not in the foc:is of

rhe concave, between the two mirrors, which were 600 feet asunder, but

Bt that distance from the concave itself ? Ceitainly the secret of Archi-

.medes was far from bein^ discovered by M. du Fay, who produced his

'effect by a double reflection ; whereas circumstances must have coniined

i^rchimedes to a single reflection ; unless we can believe that Mnrccllus

would allow him to hx his concave to the ship he intended to burn, and
•to bring some of the ropes, &c. into its focus. Saverien, in his Diction,

ds Math, ct de Phy:., article .V7.;tc-.',', c^uotes Rignault's Pijysique., and
appears to have inadvertently followed liis loose description, and even to

.have made it still more amb'guous. M. du Fay's own account of his

experiment, Inseited in the text, is quite plain and explicit Perhaps

R-jgnault's works are not much read; but Saverein's Dictionary (printed

.'" 1753) 's pretty generally referred to. It is a work of merit and ut\-

I'ty, and therefore rts errors being the more hktly to mislead careless

leaders, should not pass uncoriected l)y ihose ttho observe them.

mind
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mind of Euffon to attempt the productioja of fire by one
reflection only. But, as he himself intimates, he was
chiefly prompted to make this trial by a passage in the third

part of the Mogin Caioptrica of Kircher*, who says, Ego
ctrie hi/jus ;<^i,-&c. " I certainly made trial of this matter

with five plane specula. The heat, at the first reflection,

was difierent from that of direct light. The light whea
doubled gave a very perceptible increase of heat ; when tri-

pled, it had t!ie heat of a fire; v>hen quadrupled, the heat

cou'.l still.be endured 3 but a five-fold light made the heat

ahnost intolerable." Hence he concludes that a numerous
combination of plane mirrors, which should reflect the sun's

light to the same point, would produce much greater effects

than any parabolic, hvperboiic, or elliptic burning mirror.

This, he savs, he is warranted to aflirm, from experiments

he made with his five plane specula, at the distance of 100
feet and upwards. And he earnestly entreats mathemati-
cians to pursue this object with their utmost diligence.

Kircher was born in 1601 f, five years after the date of
Napier's memoir. It is generally said that his experiments
were suggested by the hints of Tzetzcs ; and, no douljt,.

would be- encouraged bv his findino;, on " diligent exa-

mination" of the spot in 163G, that " the combustion said

to have been kindled by Archimedes was possible, and that

the caustic line was but about 30 paces," or about 160
English feet. Thus the count dc Buftbn had only to put
in execution the directions of Kircher ];, which he did, in

iNlarch and April 17-17, with great perseverance, ingenuity,

and expense. After various trials, with combinations of
difl'erent numbers of plane mirrors, the greatest consisting

of 400, placed in a square frame and brought to bear upon
the object by means of screws, he succeeded in melting
lead and tin at the distance of about 50 English yards ; and
in burning lighter substances, at the distance of 75 yards.

With summer heat, and a better apparatus, he expresses a
certainty of producing combustion even so far as 400 French
feet, equal to 142 of our yards, and perhaps further §. This,

if Kircher's admeasurement was right, may be reckoned at

least double the distance at which Archimedes produced his

conflagration ; and thus he and BuiVon together have at last

* Quoted by Paulian in hir, valuable Diction, de Fb}sique, article Ca-
loji'i'jue.

f Ste Hutton's Dictionarv. article Kir her.

X Paiiliiin's Dictionnry, article QhuI.
§ See the M^ri. de l Acid di's Z iezct-, ?.ti 174.7; Diiioft.d,- Phvf.

dcPaulia!i,,i'[t.Caiopr,que; and. Hutton's Dx.ucnary,art. Bt'yr.iitg Glass.

convincccj
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convlnccil most learned men th:it the renowned anticnt

reallv p'crlormcd the ^rcat exploit recorded of him. '' The
cli?eo\crv," sa)'S the execHent i\Taviperitus, ** of the niirror

<»t Arehinx'des, whieh has hc( n made by M. de Ikillou,

shows us that we might construet burning towers or am-
phitheatres covered with mirnjrs, which would produce a

fire whose violence would ha\e no other limits, so to sjjcak,

than those of tlie sun itself*." I'ortunc, leisure, and ge-

nius, arc neces>ary to the success of all such experiment--.

JiOrd NajMcr possessed these indispensable requisites as well

as the count de IjiitTon ; and u hen we consider what has

been actually done by the French philosopher, and invented

in far more arduous departments of science bv the Scottish

one, we have no right to doubt that he could actually have
verified the first proposal of his memoir. His expression
** at any appointed distance," can only mean such a di-

stance as might be reasonably prescribed in a case of thi;*

kind.

II. Our illustrious author's si^rowJ [)roposal has the ap-

pearance of far greater dilHculty than the first, and, as far

as I know, can derive little or no support from the colla-

teral evidence of other experiments antlent or modern.
Paulian^ in the article already cited, speaks, in general

terms, of kindling agaric, and gunpowder, bv the rays of

burning charcoal, collected bv one concave and reflected

from another; adding, that the experiment succeeds best

in the dark. WoUius is more explicit. On tlie authority

of a philosopher of the nan)e of Zahn, he tells us that this

experiment Jr\a? performed at Vienna, *' npr di/on/m spocu-

hrtiniy Sec, by means of two concaves of brass. The largest

was six feet, and the least three," (whether In dian»eter or

focal distance docs not appear,) " and thev. were set -20 and

21 feet asunder. In the focus of the largest were placetl

pieces of burning charcoal, and in that of the least a can-

dle, whose wick was wrapt round with a threiKl dipt in

sulphur. The result was, that the refiected rays from
the coals lighted the candle f." (The ingenious members
of the vVskesian Society have very lately fired gunpowder
by a i»imilar apparatus.) And Ilegnault, in the place before

quoted, atbrms, that " the moderns have spherical con-

caves which kindle gimpowder with the ravs of charcoal, in

the Joel of each other, at the distaiice of 50 French feel,"

* See Lr//. sur l<: Progres cits Sciences, in Lei (J'-wj. de MMipertui^y

p. 349.

t Etera, Mathei. Uuh'- torn. iii. p. lyi.

abcve
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above 53 Entrlish.) Cat what i^ all this to tlie puq^osc ?

These results were procured by two reflections ; and Napier,

ill burning an eueniv's tleet, could onlv use one reflection,

if indeed, \n this instance, he did not also have recourse to

retraction. Of such an eflfect not a trace is to be found in

any of the books to which I have access. But I will not

be so rash as to affirm the thing to be impossible in itself,

or even beyond the ability of Napier. We have seen how
much the greatest philosoj^hers were nnstaken about the

practicability of his first jirtiposal, afterwards so happily

vcriticd by Kircher and Bufibn.

III. On oar illustrious author's third proposal we cannot
offer so good a commentary as the following curious extract

from the 15th page of his well-written life, bv the earl of
Buchan and Dr. Minto, printed at Perth in 1787.

Sir Thomas LTquliart, of Cromarty, (the biographer of

the admirable Crichton) in his .Tewel, " after havino- re-

ferred his readers to his trigonometrical work intitled Tr/v-

suti'trus, for the praises of Napier, thus mentions" *' an
aln)ost incomprehensible device, which being in the moutlks

of the most of Scotland, and yet unknown to anv that ever

was in the world but himself, deserveth vcrv well to be
taken notice of in this place ; and it is this :—He had the

skill, as is conmionlv reported, to frame an engine (for in-

vention not much unlike that of Archvtas's dove) which by
virtue of some secret springs, inward ressorts, witli other im-
plements, and materials fit for the purpose, inclosed within

the bowels thereof, had the power, if proportionable in

bulk to the action required of it, (for he could have made it

of all sizes) to clear a field of four miles circumference ot"

all the living creatures exceeding a foot in height that should

be found thereof, how near soever they might be found to

one another ; bv which means he made it appear that he
was able, with the help of this machine alone, to kill thrrty

thousand Turks, witiiout the hazard of one Christian.

Of this it is said that (on a wager) he gave proof upon a

larirc plain in Scotland, to the destruction of a great njany
head of cattle and flf)cks of sheep, whereof some were di-

stant from other half a mile on all sides, and some a w liole

mile. To continue the thread of my ttory, as I have it,

I must not forget, that when he was most earnestly desired,

bv an old accpiaintance and professed friend of his, cvcii

.ibout the time of his contracting the disease whereof he
died, that he would be pleased lor the honour of his family,

and his own everlasting memorv to postcntv, to reveal unto
Jiiiii the i^ianqcr of the contriN ance of so ingenious a mys-

tvry

;
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tcry-; siibjoiuinji; thereto, for the betlcr pcisuadhrg -liim,

that it ucre a thousand pities that so excellent an invention

?hould be buried with him in the grave, anc^that after his

decease nuthing should be known thereof; his answer was,

" That for the ruin and overthrow of man there were too

luany devices already framed, which, if he could niakc to

be fewer, he would with ail his might endeavour to do ; and

that therefore, seeing the malice and rancour rooted in the

heart of mankind will not sutler them to diminish the

number of them, by any new conceit of his, they should

never be increased." Divinely spoken truly ! "

—

Urquhart's

Tracts^ Kdiiiinrgh 1774. 8vo. p. 37.

IV. To justify lord Napier's fourth proposal, not to

certify it, but merely to abate from its apparent incredibi-

lity, to ordinary mind.-, the reader may refer to the 58th

and nine following articles of the ever memorable n)arquis

of Worcester's Century of Inventions. 'I'hey are all in

some measure kindred devices to those of Napier ; and one

of them (the 6 1th) the noble inventor says, was tried 'and

approved before king Charles I., accompanied by one hun-

dred lords and commons.
V. 'J he concluding parairraph of the memoir before us

contains nothing speciHc, except " devices of sailiag under

the water." And some years after the date of this memoir,

perhaps during the life of its noble author, this mode of

sailing appears to have been successl'ully exemplified; but

whether in the way or ways known. to Napier, no histori-

cal documents authorizes us to say*. All that we know
with any certainty is, that the famous Dutch philosopher

Cornelius Drebcll, the reputed inventor of the microscope

and the thermometer f, constructed for king James? I. a

• subaqueous vessel, which he tried on the 'rhames, and

which carried twelve rowers, besides some passengers, for

whom the cifete air was again rendered respifable by a li-

. quor the composition of which Drcbcl! never would com-
nnuiicate to more than one person, and tb.at person told

jNIr. Bovle what it \\ as %'

The next subaqueous navigator seems to hava been the

marquis

* Sivcrien /77v'97. art. rai'tsrau Urivniolrr.

-(• See Sivcricn «: Diction., articles Mictoscopi and Tbrrmome're ; aho

Bossur. Ui;t. Gu. de Malbem. pfr. iii. cb. 6., an intercstinij work,

whicli h;is l-.t:l.y b£i.n tr.inslatcci by Mr. Doni>ycnstlc.

\ Sec B^.;ic's F.xp. Phys. Mcch.oF tin. Spr'in;.>; of tlie Air ; a!=;o Hut-

ton's Diet., KXi.Diving- De Coetlogon, i:\ hii Univ. Hist, of Arts and

Sciences, art. Di'-ji>ig, ridicviics the account^; given of lhi.^ liquor by Boyle

s (' Ci^^r.-.ber.":, and says he <* wovUd bf ^pt to ima^'ine that Drebell's

liquor
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marquis of Worcester. The articles of liis CentuiT of In-
ventions, in u hich he makes mention of his contrivance for

this purpose, 'are the following :—Art. IX. " An encrine,

portable in one's pocket, which may be carried and fastened
on the inside of any ship, tmuiuam aliud dgens," (as if one
^^as doing something else) " and at any appointed minutCj
though a week after, either of day or night, it shall irre-

coverably sink that ship." Art. X., " A way fi-om a mile
otl, to dire andfasten a like engine to any ship, so as it may
punctuallv work the same effect either tor time or execu-
tion."

In Sa'?crien's D!Ciionar\', article I'liisseau Urinatoire, we
read that Dr. Fapin endeavoured to recover the lost inven-
tion of Drehell, and that he has described a submarine boat
in his Fasciculus Dissertafioniim ; but whether or not this

boat was ever tried, we are not told.

Claifdero (as he called himself, for his real name was-

Wilson) a minor poet, who, about 30 years s.^o,flGiirished in'

Edinburgh, by v,riting satires, or rather lampoons, dedi-

cates one of his' pieces, which I r(?ad with much pleasure

when a boy, to his scheming countrv-man Peter William-
son *. Among other reasons for his chusing that great

man for his patron, the poet mentions, or in truth ridicules,

his proposal for opening a snlfvrthian communication be-
tween Leith and Kinghorn, without the tedious formalitv

of waitin2:''far wind and tide. Hence it is probable,- that

Williamson h:id*proposcd or attempted this species of- na-

iiquor was notliing more than spirit of nitre rectifiec! in an extraordinary

manner." But modern chemists will be apt to consider De Coetlogon'$

remark as equally ridic.ilous with these which he laughs at.

* Wiil'r.mscji certainly v.as a man of genius or mental resource. As
his life has never appeared, at least in any respectable form, the reader

will ptobably pardon the insertion of the following particulars, which I
believe are pretty correct:—Peter Williamson v.as stolen when a boy
fiotn Aberdeen—scid in America, for his passage—married, or ran

away with his master's daughter—settled in the hack country—had his

house burnt, and his wife and family murdered by a party of Indians,"

who seeing him a stout man spared his life, and, loiding him with the

most portable of Jiis own effect?, marched him to their village—Hyed
there for several years in the Indian style-—ticcd of iliis mode of life-
eloped and returned to Scotland, where he found means to bring such of

his kidiiappers as were alive, to punishment—went about the country

with models of Indiju canoes, dresses, toraahauks, ^c, cxhibixing him-
self in the indian costume, and explaining their mode of ^ya^fare,-&c.,

• &:c.—His war-whoop and death-hoUa, (or h'Jloiv as he called it) werc^
horrible.- Peter had many schemes, but 1 have not heard that any of

them succeeded, except the Penny Post-Officc at Edinb-argh, of which
useful. institution he was the founder. Government afterw.^rds took- it

taxo their Own rhands, and allowed hrtn an annuity.

4
'

Tigatioij,
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vigation. I liavc understood (oo, that the respectable and
patriotic Mr. Miller of Dalswinton, who, some years ago,

made several expensive experiments at Leilh, tor the in;-

provcnient of slupping; also eontrivcd a submarine vesijel,

with what suceess I have not heard. Hut either or both of

those facts might be easily aseertained, were it worth while.

About 30 years ago, a Mr. Dav, after a submarine ad-

venture, which was in some detrree successful, made a

second atttinpt, I think at Plvmouth, but never api)eared

again upon the surface. The particulars are detailed m the

Annual Kegister, or some similar compilation.

The fourth volume of the American Philosophical Trans-
actions contains a more interesting detail of this kind. The
3rth article is iutltlcd " (jcneral Principles and Construc-

tion of a Submarine Vessel, communicated by D. Bush-
nell of Connecticut, the inventor, in a letter; of October

17S7, to Thomas Jefferson, then minister plenipotentiary

of the United States at Paris." Mr. Bushncil ailirms, that

one of his operators actually brought his boat under a Bri-

ti.sh fiftv gun-ship, lying near New York; but the screw

ybr attaching to the ship's bottom the magazine containing

1.5()lbs. of powder, to be lired bv clock-work, which would

so 12 hours, if neccssarv) hapjiened to strike upon iron,

aiul the man, in moving the apparatus, lost the ship. Mr.
Bushncil further .states, that in 1777 he made an attempt on
the Cerberus frigate, Iving at anchor near New London.
The frigate escaped : but his machine, whicli was con-

ducted bv a line, without anv pc^rron on board, exploded

and totally demolished a schooner, which was concealed

from his view by the frigate, and received the shock in-

tended for the latter. In the same year one of his machines,

which was calculated to go off bv a .slight touch, was di-

rected against some British shipping in the Delaware, but

was intercepted by a boat, which it destroyed. Mr. Bush-
ncil savs that his appanUus was contrived in 1771, but not

finished till 177 7, w-hen, happilv, as it wotdd appear, for

tuany British vessels, circumstances prevented liim from
bringing his shiji-destrovmg scheme to that perfection of
\vhich he plainlv saw it was capable.

Such Schemes, however, are far from being abandoned.

5>I. St. Aubin, member of the Tribunate at Paris, pub-
lished, about !S months ago an account of a diving-boat,

in^nitcd by a Mr. l'\ilton, another American. This boat,

if wc mav imjilicitlv believe the description, which other

accounts of tin; kind certainly render credible, will be truly

formidable to the ships against which it may be emploVcd.

1 We
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We arc told that Mr. Fulton was then constructuig a boat

safficient to contain eight men, with pro\ ir?ions for iO days

and air tor 8 hours, and strong enough to bear submersion

to the depth ot" 100 feet, if necessary. At Havre (in a boat,

as would seem, of an inferior size) Mr. Fulton remained an
hour under water, made half a league of way in that time

with his boat horizontally situated, and at various depths,

where he found that the compass traversed exactly as on
the surface. To his boat he attached a machine by means
of which he blew up a lighter in Brest harbour. When above

water, Mr. Fulton's bt)at is rigged with two sails, and has

exactly the appearance of a common boat*.

Though my comments have already been pretty copious,

I cannot quit the subject without adding some remarks

which obviously arise out of it. In the first place, from our

quotation from sir T. Urquhart, it appears that Napier,

before his death, which happened in 1617> far from viewing

his inventions as either '* profitable or necessar)-," thought

them onlv worthy of that everlasting oblivion to which he
endeavoured to cor.sign them. It is curious to observe that

sir Isaac Newton, hi? areat successor in mathematical pre-

eminence, expressed to Dr. David Gregory, the astronomer,

the same strong disapprobation of all such destmctive con-
trivances ; as we learn from the additions which his nephew,
the late Dr. Reid, of Glasgow, made to the life of Dr. John
Greoorv, prefixed to his works printtxl at Edinbursh in

17B6t."

Cervantes, who puts much excellent morality and philo-

sophy into the mouth of Don Ouixote, a wise man in every

respect but o//e, makes him say that " he verily believes the

inventor of artillery is now in hell.";|: Milton, in tl;e.

*' Paradise Lost," ascribes the invention of cannon to the

leaders of the infernal legions ; and Dean Swift, in his tra-

vels of Gvdliver, reprobates, with his usual severity, our per-

version of geometry, mechanics, and chemistry, to the dis-

covery of the means of mutual destruction.

But, notwithstanding the opinions of these great men,
which do infinite honour to their humanity, it is now gene-
rally acrrecd, that the modern battles with fire-arms, dis-

chargecl at a distance, in the midst of smoke and without
passion, are far less sanguinary than the close, we may say

personal and angry, combats of the anLients : except when

^ Sfc tlie E Topean Tvlagazine for April iSo?., p. 14 j.

•f-
See also Dr. Hutton'i Dictionary, article QrrgoT^,

• J Set- Sjmollec's Q^!Xotte, vol. ii, p. 15--.

decided
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tlecidcd by the sword^ P'ke, or bayonet, which, i\o doubt,

produce as great animosity and carnage now as weapons oif

the same kind did formerly. At any rate, it is probable that

there is not a philosopher or a christian now in this king-

dom, who would object to any improvement in the art of
dispatching an invading foe. Certain it is that our enemies,

even in the highest paroxysm of their ra'j,e for philanthropy

and fraternization, did not scruple to adopt the improve-
ment of great guns, by the late ini/enious and learned pro-

fessor Anderson, of Glasgow, to which they owed many of'

their victories.

Whether Mr. Gillespie's new-invented batteries, by
means of which he engages to protect the whole British

<x)ast with no more than twenty thousand men, mav prove

as valuable a defensive expedient as Mr. Anderson's has

been a terrible offensive one, I pretend not to say. I have,

however, just seen a letter from Lieutenant General Hugh
Debbieg, colonel of the Royal Invalid Engineers, containing

his opinion of it :
" Though I cannot," says that profes-

sional gentleman, " altogether subscribe to the very exten-

sive application which Mr. Gillespie seems to think his ma-
thine may be put to, yet I am most firmly of opinion it may
be found of superior utility on many particular spots, and
on a great variety of occasions, and, as such, that it ought

to be adopted by Kis Majesty's servants. 1 have no manner
of hesitation in declaringmy most ardent wishes that, for the

good of the King's service, such measures may be taken as'

may prove ciTcctual in preventing him, with his model,

from going out of this country, to seek the well-earned re-

compense for an invention of such transcendant merit."

If Lord Napier, it may be asked, made such discoveries,

how came they to be neglected and forgotten ? The answer

has been anticipated : Napier himself neglected them, and
wished them to be forgotten. BiU it may be asked in return.

How came the inventions of the marquis of Worcester, one
hundred of v/hich were publicly otTered to the Farliament,

and some of tiiem tried and approved by many of its mem-
bers, suffered, after all, to he lost to the nation and to man-
kind ? Several of those inventions were, no doubt, more
curious than useful; but their value in the aggregate, mav,,

hi some measure, be estimated by considering how manv me-
tallic veins, otherwise inaccessible, the steam engine (the 6StK
of the marOjuis's century) has converted into sources of em-
ployment and wealth ; and how much has been saved in the

labour and maintenance of horses, since the iugenious Mr.
Watij of Glasgow, applied that engine as a movmg power to-
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machinen,'. The sttiam -engine was rc-discovered by Thomas
Savery, Esq. treasurer to the Sick and Hurt Office ; and the

telesraph (the subject of the marquis's sixth and seventh ar-

ticles) by Dr. Hook, as has been already proved *. Rut most

of that oreat collection, it is to be feared, will long remain

undiscovered,—mormments alike of the marquis's superior

genius, and of the barbarous stupidity of his cotemporaries

in neglecting such a treasure.

*^* Should the reader observe that I have taken no notice

of bishop Wilkins in what I have said of sab-marine navi-

gation, I can onlv say, that though the Mathematical Magic
was Iving before me, I unaccountably overlooked it, till the

printer had advanced too far to admit its being quoted in the

proper place. But this omission is of the less consequence,

as the tifth chapter of the bishop's second book, which is

e^iploved on that subject, is chiefly speculative and hypo-

thetical, some part of it indeed extravagantly so. I must

except this sentence

—

^^ That such a contrivance is feasible,

and mav be eftected, is beyond all question, because it hath

been alreadv experimented, here in England, by Cornelius

Drebell." This positive assertion of bishop Wilkins is of

the more importance, as Drebell's experiment was probably

made in his own life-time ; for he was born in 1614, above

tw^eive years before Mr. Boylef, and within the limits of

kins Ja'nies the first's reign (lG03 and 1625), when that ex-

periment was made.
When the above was almost printed off, I lighted on a

quotation from an old author, which threatens to deprive

Napier of the prioritv of his proposal for exciting combus-
tion by the solar ravs; and two passages, which will tend to

jrive us new views nf the invention of the telescope. But

probably vour readers, as well as myself, have enough of

such subjects for the present. -D.

MIL Ol'servations on Dr. Wollaston's Statements re-

specting an Itnprovemeyit in the Form of Spectacle-

Glaxits. 7?;/ William JoxKS, Esq. F.ylm.P.S. Op-
tician, [loll'orn:

vJeservtng, in vour Magazine for last month, that Dr.

U. Wollat^ton, by a paper i"nserted therein, is attempting to

introduce into the constmction of spectacles, the well-known

* Phil. Ma;^. vo'. i.

+ See 1.).-. Hntron's Di-Ccirniirv, arricles Bo}\e and ff'iUris.

Vol. XM IE No. 60
'
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ami ohsok'te form of lens, called a rnvnisci/s, instead of tliP

connnon glasses, I heg leave, sir, to ofl'er through the same

channel a ^v\\ observations on his arguments ; and my opi-

nion why I do not consider the contrivance entitled to any

claim, either to novelty or iniproveuient.

When a printed book, or other object, is viewed through a

convex speetacle-irlass, or other lens, of a short iocal di-

stance, such c!s seven inches do\in to four inches, or less, the

indistinctness observed of the surrounding parts, when the

eeitral appears clear, arises from the spherical ligure of thii

lens, and is, by opticians, called the longitudinal aberration

of the lens. There is another kind of aberration connected

with this lens, called the lateral aberration, v. hich is occa-

sioned by the piismatic form of the lens, producing a dif-

ferent reiVangibility of the rays of light, and blending the

prismatic colours with their appearance of the object. It is

the longitudinal aberration only that I liave now occasion

to consider. This aberration in lenses of the same foci in-

creases with their diameter and thickness, and of the same

diamet r, is, in the inverse proportion to the toci.

The rays issuing; from distant objects, are more parallel to

each other, when incident upon the lens, than proximate

ones; theretbre the aberration will be less.

Hence it mav be inferred, that when spectacle-glasses are

;nrdc larger in diameter than tlie angular extent of objects

to be seen thro;igh them require (a person in that case,

without much incliaing the axis of his eyes, or feeling it in-

convenient, iroving his head a little), they have very properly

been reduced soniewhat in diameter, the aberration being

diminished, and con.-equeiitly the objection, in a great de-

gree, removed, except in glasses that are of very short foci.

In concave glasses the aberration, or indistinctness, is of

a similar nature ; the defect of these being; from the imper-

fect dnergence of the rays, instead of the imperfect conver-

gence by convex glasses.

Spectacle -gliisse^ are now generally made of the double

concave and double convex kinds, or nearly so; for a little

alteration of ilirurc does nt)t auVct the general appearance of

object.- viewed tl>Tough them. It is in science as in other cases,

that a general utility does not always depend upon trifling

alteratioiiS. Sj cctacies are recorded to have been inventod

ab'.'Ut tlie year 1300, and from reading, and many years ex-

perience h: tills sma'.l but invaluable article, 1 really do not

kiiow thr.t during the e'lppscd time, an optical instrument of

any kuid wliatSDev.r has undcrixone more innovation, and

attempts at un^rovuncnt. Of many to my knowledge I

shall
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shall onlv select the following as entitled to any degree of

comnicndation

—

Aijicough's cro\vn-glac^s spectacles, the bi-

sected glasses of Dr. Franklin, the visual glasses of that

learned optician Air. Martin, the square coiavex form bv
Store?-, the patent combined glasses of Messrs. Watkins and
Smith, injudiciously called Achromatic, consisting of acon-
^ex lens combined with a meniscus or concavo-convex lens*

In the mountings of the frames a still greater variety could
be enumerated.

Notwithstanding" these contrivances, universal experience

has caused the original and simple form of glasses to super-

sede them ; and it affords an indubitable proof that it is the

best and most convenient that can be contrived, when clear

glass, accurate tools, and good workmanship, are used. The
theorem given by Huygens, and demonstrated by many
other subsequent writers on optics, proving that a convex^

lens, having its radii of curvatures in the proportion of one
to six, contains less aberration than any other form of lens,

when the greatest convexity is towards the object ; and the

same for the concave lens must hold true for anv use whatso-
ever for which such a Ibrined lens may be required.

It does not appear to have occurred to Dr. W. that the

eye-glasses used to magnify the images formed by the object-

glasses in telescopes are of the best form, when with
the curves of the proportion above mentioned. In the eye-

pieces of the best achromatic telescopes they are always ap-
plied, and, in high powers, the image frequently subtends au
angle from the centre of the eye-glass of sixty dce:rees or*

more. I have never seen any correct dioptrical theorem that

tended to prove that a meniscus, singly or combined, will

answer so perfectly the same purpose. The ordinar\' pur-

poses of vision are very well answered bv the common
glasses under an angle as large as eighty or ninety degrees;

and the best artists or draushtsmen allow, that GO*^ is as much
as a fixed position of the eve ought in perspective to embrace,

to convey a just representation on the optic nerve.

To persons the humours of whose eyes are so decayed as to

be deficient in the original refractive power, glasses of short

foci will to them render the extreme parts of objects some-
what confused, but in a much less degree than to persons

with perfect eyes or undecaved humours.
In telescopes and microscopes the aberration is usually cut

off by the insertion of circular apertures or stops, but iu

spectacles this is not essentially necessar\', nor does the

want of them, nor the figure of the glasses, prove that they

are constitutionally bad and prejudicial,

E 2 The
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The observation of Dr. W., that only a portion of the trla'^

a little larger than the pupil of the eye is eniplovc:d at once,,

is onlv inst in as nuich as it relates to the mind Ning intent

on a point of an object, hnt not so in regard to a general

view ; for the refractive power of the lenf> does most admi-

rably collect all the infinite n\nnbcr of pevicils of rays or

cones into cine assemblage at the papi^ of fh'5 cyt, where

rlivv cross or intcrs'ect each other: yet mich is the iixquisite

tnihtilty of liiiht, that no confusion or irritatir)n takes place,

Man is thus blessed by assisk-d vision, as he ij in vitality by

the respiration of air. Dr. W.'s inferring the form of a me-
niscus from the sliape of a globe is maixifcstly crrorreons^

and in respect tc spectacles inappropriate ; a glass globe or

sphere, without any s-ensible thhckness, to an eye exactly"

pl;:'.ced in its centre admits ail the incident rays to pas^g

through it unrefracted. If the cyedeviat'es from the centre,

a refraction will take place, and fehat in. p^portion to the

thickness of tlie sphere. Rays of incidence pass perfectly

nnrcfracted through a true ground plane or parallel glass

to an eve before it ; and let the axis of the eve be ever so

much inclined, unless the glass be very fhir]<, the object

will still appear perfect, and no refraction of the incident

ravs be observed. It is obvious, therefore, the nearer a lens ap-

proaches to the figure of a plane, the more perfect it must be.

The figure of a meiiiscirs, which I)r, W. wishes to adopt,

is as different from a sphere as a plane. Its figure is com-
posed of two positions of spheres, of different radii. When
with a positive focns, it is mathematically demonstrable that

it ha«f entirely the properties of a convex lens, and, with a
necjativc focus, the properties of a concave one. When the

fa;Tius of the exterior curve is less than that of the interior,

it is a convex sort of lens, and mag-nities ; but a\ hen tiie ra-

tlins of the interior curve is less than that of the othex, a
concave lens, and diminishes. It has a1>o been demonstrated,

that the nearer the form of the meniscus approaches to that

of a plano-convex or cnncaTC, tbe more pjrfect it will bc;,

and contain less aberration,

I ^ha!l dispense here with proofs by algebraical and ana-

lytical formula", as any qualified reader \\ il! llnd them in the

o}"<t:cal works of Huijgeris, JMulinetix, pAilcr, D'Alevibert f.

Sw'ithy llincrson, Mart'm,znfS many others.

The rays of liglitissuifig from a near object to a spectacle-

glass before the eye are in divereing pencils or cones, and
the meni:icus form of glass, of any certain positive focus,

wUl refncl tiisaa towards a state of parallclisra into the eye

ncces-
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arecessarv to produce distinct vision in decayed sight pre-

cisely in the same manner as a double convex, or plano-con-

vex. A meniscus, with a negative focus, acts noways dif-

ferently from the double or .plano-concave glasses, the rays

of hght being diverged somewhat to counteract the effects of

^oo great a convexity m the humours of the eye of a short-

sighted person. I'erhaps it is hardly necessary to observe;,

ihat imperfect vision in the optical sense consists, in the

long-sighted 'eye, in the rays of lii^ht not being sufficiently

converged by its humours to meet on the retina of the eye,

l)ut fall bevond it ; and in a short-siohted <r.'e by the rays

converging too much-, so as lo meet before they reach the

retina.

Varying the geometrical figure of a lens does not consti-

tute any new optical principle; for any of the common
species of lenses may be cut into the form of a square, a

triangle, an oval, 8cc., aii figau-ativcly various, but consisting

only of one optical principle.

The use of tlie meniscus has been abandoned_by opticians,

i)y its containing, in comparison with other lenses, the

greatest spherical surface, and consequently producing the

greatest aberration. Redvicing the curvatim:s of the menis-
cus elongates the focus, and the tame matiner as in other

lenses, aud therefore reduces the aberration. H^nce, in

spectacle- glasses that are not o^ short foci no perceptible

rlifierence will be found to persons unacquainted with op-
tical experiments,. Thej'c are various practical methods that

will poinc c«at to persons the aberration of lenses here spoken
of, and that the meniscus causes the greatest of ^ny of the

other form of lenses ; but the following I rcconnnend as

the most easy and illustrative ,•

Take a meniscus lens about lh« size of a spectacle-glass,

tmd with tour inches positive focus, and Lake also a plano-

convex, or a double convex of the same diaineter and focus,

in a room with one lighted candle j at a distance, by night,

hold the convex glass near to the white wall or wainscot side

of. the room; between it and the candle move the lens back-
ward and tbrward, till a clear image of the candle be formed,
which will be -a distant inverted image of it. Do the sajne

with the meniscus, and there \vill be this difference observed
in the meniscus, that, encircling the vivid image of the

flame, there will be a faint white light, which is the circle

ot the aberration. These evidently show that the meniscus is

the worst form of the two for a spectacle-glass or any other

purpose,

E3 If
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If a person places a meniscus spectacle-glass before his'

eye of a long focus, and views, towards its extremity, one
or more lighted candles, he will observe the flames tinged

with prisi^iatic colours, but not so with the usual convex

class. In this position both the effects of longitudinal and

lateral aberration are produced.

Two double convex glasses placed tofrether in one cell

contain less aberration than one t>,lass of ihe same diameter

and focus ; and two plano-convex o:;lasses, with their con-

vex sides placed together in one cell, give still less aberra-

tion. It is loss of light only that can be objected to. They
are too weiohtv to be adopted in spectacle?, but in the eye-

pieces of large telescopes for vjcwin^celcstial objects they

have been used to great advantage. To the engravers, mi-
niature-painters, and ot'acr artists, they arc most useful, as,

by short foci, and large apertures, they give them the most
distinct view of a large surface placed before them.

For the satisfaction of any intelligent person who may be

disposed to have an ocular proof of the properties of glasses,

as herein advanced, I have constructed a frame contaming a

double convex, a plano-convex, a meniscus, and two plano-

convexes with their convex sides to each oiher,all of the same
diameter ; and by which mav be seen that the greatest peri-

pheretical indistinctness is with the meniscus glass.^^—This

apparatus will be showu by application at our manufactory

in Holborn.

The meniscus, as a figure for a spectacle-glass, I consider

verv objectionable. To afford a large field of view its dia-

meter must be considerable, which, for a short focus, will

increase thickness, protuberance outward, and weight, and,

in concave glasses, occasion the frames to be made thickei'.

The glasses will be more liable to be scratched and broken

than those of t^ie common form, and, when the frames arc

metallic, more liable to increase than diminish that inde-

lible mark made on the nose by the weight of the frame, so

frequently complained of l)y y)ersons who wear spectacles

constantly. A great deal of suptrfluous light al.'jo passing

through th? irlasses must be evidently prejudicial ; and it ap-

pears to me that the concave figure of the inner side of the

Mieniscus will act as a powerful reflector to condense the

ravs of light and heat upon the eyes, and idtimately prove

thereby of serious injuiy.

I have in my possession a meniscus spectacle-glass, taken

from a spectacle frame, which I can prove to have been

made a great many years ago : and fiualivj as it is neithe,r
"' "

ue\v
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new in principle or in practice, I am at a loss to know upon
what sort of discovery liis niajesty's letters patent have been
solicited.

I am. Sir, your's. Sec.

To A. T'dloch, Esq. William Jones.

IX. Thirteenth Communication from Dr. Thorntox, re-

lative to Pnemnatic JSledicine.

Feb. 11, 1S04.

To Mr. Tilloch. No. i, Hinde-strect,

SIR^ Alaiichif.ter-bquare.

An no instance has the triumph of pneumatic medicine
been more conspicuous than in putrid fever j a disease which
destroys at all periods of life, and becomes a national cala-

mity when its direful ravages spread from town to town,
filling all parts with desolation and dismay, and even some-
times extending from empire to empire.

yi Case of Typhus, or Pi/frid Fev^-r.

Miss Corp, at sixteen*, the amiable niece of alderman Price

(late lord mayor), daughter ofMr. Corp, an eminent practi-

tioner, of Barnct, who had seen tvphus IWers in both the

East and West Indies, and wasupwardsof thirty years esta-

blished in extensive practice in thatpartot the country where
lie now resides, after every means that human sagacity could

devise, found symptoms at length of approaching dissolution

arrive to his daughter. In the same fever a neighbour, a few
doors off, was now a corse, leaving behind hun a. wife and
six children. This daughter was a beloved child, and so

that when the father was requested to see to his patients and
business, Mr. Corp refused all abstraction from his at-

tentions, and with the most poignant sorrow^, at an advanced
stage of the disease, was publicly obliged to declare to the

numerous inquiries which were made, /' that every hope
was now vanished." The lady was convul6i:d throughout

;

the tendons were in constant action ; the countenance was
sunk ; and the eves fixed and ghastlv. Mrs. Corp, and the

persons in the house, requested the father to leave the room,

* The reader will recollect this case w?.s briefly puolisheil before in our
jMagazinc, vol. iv, with a letter from Mr. Corp, of Bamct. confim.ing
the contents; the young hdy, since that period, being in the ?nioyn"iciit of
gcod health : but the valuable observaticns herein added, with the oire

per.^ormed mi 1793 are fresh articles, and oj-tri a glorious licld fqr philo-

flopliic considerations.

—

Edit,
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and suffer the young lady to expire in quiet : and the reUic-

tant parent having retired, on a sudden he roused troni his

despair, and said, " he would set off for Dr. Thornton di-

rectly in a chaise, to iTy what the vital air could accom-
plish." The chance of her dying betorc he could arriive

was urged ; but jVIr. Corp was bent upon it, and he came
in violent haste to me. I Uas out : but he soon followed

himsclt" where I was gone, and found me. I made no delay

to prepare the apparatus : a balloon ot silk with a pipe lor

the insertion and emission of the air, a bellows to inilate it,

and some tin vessels filled with the oxvgen gas. The
horses were good, the roads fine, and the boy made willing

;

and soon I reached the house of sickness and despair. She
was vet alive, and that was all. The mother req\iested " I

would attempt nothiig that would add a pang to her last

moments."' The niirse, who pretended to be very knowing,

said " that my being brought down was a heinous sin ; and

if Miss Corp was her child I should not be allowed estn to

see her." Such obstruction we are prepared to meet; and

ordering all out who were in the room, except her friend Mrs.

Smith, who was weepingby her bed-side, I filled my balloon

with nearly equal parts of vital and atmospheric air, and by
closing the mouth and one nostril, and inserting the tube

into the other, and pressing up the superoxygenated air,

watching the times of inspiration, suffering the expiration

to be free, this most reviving of all cordials reanimated an
almost sunk frame x the subsukus ceased ; the eyes became
more themselves ; the pulse diminished in velocity, and

increased in vigour ; and when I spoke to her, as did Mrs.
Smith, after the inhalation, she appeared to understand,

took dow n a glass of wine, was revived ; more air was in-

haled, and I quitted the room to tell Mr. Corp of the

effects, and for him to give her her former medicines, w^h'.ch

she rationally received and swallowed. Having exhausted

my air, and written my directions for the night, I remained

at Mr. Corp's, and in the morning left his house to come
to town to obtain a fresh supply of air, and sec my other

patients. Upon my return back, towards evening, the

same good from the oxygenated air resulted as before, and
I pronounced ^' that mv patient would now in all human
probability recover." These visits being dailv renewed, i

had the felicity to restore to her most tender parents, to her

friends, and the community, to which, bv uncommon
virtues and accomplishments, she had rendered herself

eiuinently dear, a young lady \vhom J do not hesitate to

pronoiuiee
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pronounce as one out of the many patients rescued frora

the jaws of death by the powers of pneumatic medicine*.

Another Case of Typhus Fever.

December 1793.—Dr. Bcddoes pubhshed the following

communication I had the honour to address to him.
<^ I was lately called to a child 13 years old: she had

typhus fever, which had attacked two others in the same
house. Mr. Murdock, the father of the child, apologized

for sending to me vhen his daughter was at the point of

death. Having entered the room, I found her convulsed,

speechless, and the eyes sunk, and her breathing extremely;

laborious. The attendants had ev^en ceased to give her food,

nor was medicine so much as thought of. Having placed

near her inouih the superoxygenated air, and afterwards

fdled the room with fine spravs of vinegar, and well venti-

lated the chamber, she revived to the wonder of all present,

took food, afteru ards medicine, and finally recovered to the

astonishment of every one.

Remarks by Dr. Thornton on these Cases.

1 . Putrid fevers are often engendered by bad air alone.

Captain Ellis, late governor of Georgia, in his voyage
to Hudson's Bay, gives us the foUowiug account from on
board the Halifax. The people were all healthy for a con-
liderable time ; viz. till the ventilators were so spoiled by
rats eating not only the leathern but the wooden parts of
them, that they became of no manner of use : then putrid

- fevers appeared, and most of the crew died.

Sir John Pringle, in his work on the diseases of soldiers,

gives us likewise numerous examples of the same kind.

The late Dr. Darwin one dav at Nottingham assembled
a large crowd of people around him, and standing upon a

tub, thus addressed himself to the populace.
" Ye men of Nottingham, listen to me. You are inge-

nious and industrious mechanics. Bv your industry life's

comforts are procured for yourselves and families. If you
lose your health, the power of being industrious will forsake

you. That you know ; but you nsay 7iot know, that to

breathe fresh and changed air constantly is not less neces-
sary to preserve health than sobriety itself. Air becomes
vuiwholesome in a few hours if the windows are shut. Open
those of your sleeping-rooms whenever you quit them to go

* This young lady was cured in 179S, and has continued since that
jperiod in jcifect health.

to
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to your worki^hops. Keep the windows of your workshops
open whenever the weather is not in.^upportably toKl. I

have no interest in giving you this advice. Kcmember what
T, your counlrvnian, and a physician, tell you. It you
would not bring infection and disease npon yourselves, and

to your wives and little ones, change the air you breathe,

change it many times in a day, by opening vour win-
dows."

2. Pure air is the antidote against infection.

This is shown from the performance of quarantine.

3. Tiie admission of the purest air is of infinite service

in fevers.

I have often heard Mr. Abemethy, a gentleman of the

strongest natural sense and most refined intellect, speak with

rapture on the benefits he perceived in putrid fever from his

patients being placed in different currents of air. " I have

ahvavs," says the great Dr. Lind, " observed the benefits

resulting to the sick in fevers, when removed from the cabin

of ships to the bett:.T air of Haslar hospital. { have even

been informed by a credible practitioner, long resident in

Jamaica, that he had frequently seen the poor seamen in

the merchants' service to recover from the worst putrid fe-

vers, even the vellow fever, solely by having the benefit of

a free and constant admission of the pure sea air into a
ship anchored at a distance from the shore, where they lav

utterly destitute of every assistance in sickness, and even of

conmion necessaries, having nothing but cold water to

drink, and not so much as abed to lie on ; w hile gentlemen,

on the contrary, shut up in small, close, and unventilated

chambers, at Kingston, or Portroyal, expired with their

whole mass of blood dissolved, flowing from every pore ;

tl^ bad vitiated air of their room having produced a state of

universal putrefaction in the body ewn before death."'

Upon my lamenting, when a student of Guy's hospital,

to my learned instructor. Dr. Saunders, that it seemed a

cruelty to remove patients in putrid fever, apparently dying,

he replied, "I have ever seen that the coming over London
bridge has done tliem infinite service."

4. It appears, that vital air, or some of its tombinations,

diffused in fever wards, might banish the infection and also

cure this disease.

yl Fumigation Pmc^Ier.—Nitre four pounds ; sulphur two
pounds ; southernwood, juniper berries, of each three

pounds; tar and myrrh a pound and a half. This was tried

at Moscow in 1770, and ten malc^ctors under sentence

oi" doath were fumigated well witli tliis in the Lazaretto,

aiid
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and were confined for three week? in this abode, saturated

with infection, made to sleep with pei'sons infected with

the plague, and even dead of it ; and not one were infeclei,

or made ill of the disease. The vapour arising from the de-

composition of nitre bv the vitriolic acid is perfectly harmless

to be breathed, and mav be employed in every situation.

This was used by Mr. M'Giegor, after the plan of Dr.
Carmiehael Smith, who relates, in ten weeks at Jersey lie

lost in putrid fever 50 men from the SSth regiment; but,

beginning the fumigation, not only the fever was banished

the hospital, but that it changed the nature of the existing

fever; all the malignant svm.ptoms disappeared^ and of 64
soldiers ill of the fev-er not oiiedied.

The subject of airwill bercnewed in futurecomm.unications

for your excellent magazine, and it is hoped it will rouse the

philosophic spirits of more practitioners to the iiivestigation

of so interesting an inquiry, which promises the .most

happy results. In recalling back your readers to the svib-

ject oi pneiiniatic medicine, I here solemnly declare that I
have no other motive than the good of society, and the

extension of science, especially ihat which so intimately

relates to the happiness of mankind. I have the honojr
to remain^ Sir,

Your obedient faithful servant,

RoBtJRT JoHx Thornton-.

X. On the Influence of the Component Parts of the Soil on
Vegetation. By M. Otto*.

W HEN the old chemists endeavoured to discover the

means bv which land could be brought to the greatest pos-

sible state of fertility, they imagined that this object could
be best diicovered by the decomposition of vegetables ; and
that, from the kinds of eartli obtained as a residuum, they

should be enabled to deduce what kind of plants would
thrive best in a certain kind of soil wlien enriched with
that which is chiefly found in them. That a plant, fores-
ample, which contains a great deal of calcareous earth must
tlirive in particular in calcareous soil, and tiiat another

which contains siliceous earth ought to thrive in a sandy
ioil.

Attempts were made to prove this opinion by experiments,

* From Arixejgen der Cbiirfursdicb Sacbsiscben Lnl's'ger Oeconuvjiscbsn

^ocutat. 1719.

snme
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foine of which, however, rendered it dotiblful. The prac-?

tieaJ agrlcuiiurist has made uo u^^c ot this uoctrint-, n? he
ohstTvcd in many cases ihe inipossibihtv of subjectinii his

fields to so expensive a revolution, and knew, fVom long
^xpericace, that gronnd without manure pvo-incts very

Jittlc; and therefore he has neglected lUomj works whieU
recommended it.

But the case has been diflfercnt with the modern ciiemisr

try, vi'hich perhaps will make us better acquiiintcd with the

fiourishiTienl and growth of vegetables, l^y ilie help of the

pneum^itic apparatus other principles have been exhibitecj

to us in the vegetable kingdom than those supposed to exist

in them by our forefathers. Modern chemistry gives as

the component parts of vegetables, carbon, hydrogen, azote,

snd oxygen, and shows that the existence of earths and
jnctals in the residuum is merely accidental ; or at least

considers them as doubtful component parts of vegetables.

Whether alkalies exist in a substantial form in plants during
their vegetation cannot with certainty be determined, as it

is highly probable that they may l)e foiiiied from hvdrogen
and azote during the tlecomposition of organic bodies b)'

the help of fire. The native saltpetre found in the Glecojna

hederacea, Ilelianthus annuus, Tussilagn j'urfuruy and some
species of g!)urd, and which is obtained from extracts of
tlie above p'mts, sliows at any rate the existence of the

principliiS of these salts, which can onlv unite when the

vital power ceases to act. It is prox'ed, by the experiments

and discoveries of modern chcnnstiy, thai the separation and
«nionof many principles take place in the course of vegeta-

tion. For it. is shown by experience, that when plants arc irri-

tated in the light or by the light, the water is decomposed
oxygen set free, and that they take into them, as a com-
ponent part, the hydrogen ; also that a similar decomposi-
tion with the carbcuiic acid must take place wh::n the plants

arc irritated by light; for it is only in the dark tnat carbonic

acid is exhaled.

The presence of the fourth principle, azotic gas, in vege-

tables, is proved by the component pans of the gluten in

jnaize, which by distillation, in the dry wav gives ammonia;
and this, as is well known, can be again decomposed into

azote and hydrogen. These principles the plants receive

from the atmosphere ; for in the atmospheric air witli v.hicli

the plants are continually surrounded azote exists as a com-
ponent part ; and Priesiley has proved, by a series of experi-

ments,
3
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itieiit?, that plants caii live and grow in pure azote after the

first expansion of the germ, which is effected by the acces-

sion of oxygen, has taken place.

Besides this proof chemists refer to a well-known and
instructive experiment, thiit plants thrive exceedingly well

ill willow earth *
; and they assert that this earth consists

of nothinsx else than hvdrogen, carbon, and oxygen, by
vhich thev endeavour to show that the vessels used in the

op^'ration, and local and accidental causes, may give occa-

sion to the existence of different kinds of earth in the resi-

dua, thoutrh thev acknowledge ihat there are plants v.hlch

contain among their compc^uent parts a great deal of pure

iiarth

,

From this may be deduced the following consequence ;

that the requisites for promoting tlie growth of plants, be-

sides light, heat, and atmospheric air, of which I do not

here mean to treat, are good mould, which is indispensably

necessary, and \\hich is similar to the above-mentioned
v.iliow earth, consisting of matters in part dissolved by
putrefaction ; and it is certain that land will be productive

if covered with such mould to the depth of a furrow. But
this pure movild possesses chemical and mechanical proper-

ties, in consequence of which, supposing them to exist in

the mass, it cannot in many places be eitVier of long dura-

tion or useful. It is of a very tender texture, and therefore

imbibes a great deal of v.ater ; it however as readiiy suffers

it to "escape again, and with a moderate degree of drought
falls into dust, which is liable to be dispersed by the wind^
the water can extract from it the nourishii.g parts, and
Avhere there is the least declivity sweep it av;av : its volume
in regard to the organic bodies from which it is formed is

ven' small, and a considerable quantity of organic bodies

are necessary' to constitute a moderate sized mass of such:

earth.

But as the surface of our earth is fiill of inequalities from
which it cannot be freed, and as the putrefying cr^anic

matter which can be found is not sufficient to supply tne
phre of tb.at washed away by on-e shower of rairaf? or by
an inundation, it will be attended with advantage to mix
ether kinds of earth with the mould ; and experience shows
that it is only when organic bodies are in a state of putre-

• The cak and beech produce the same kind of vegetable earth whca
their iriterior parts have beerj dissolved by putretact.cn.

• t A great deal of wet weather in spring and hjrvctt, say the farmers,

drowns the fields, thit is to s3y,'\vashes away and carries oS the lit^h't

soluble carbonic mauer of the so;'.

faction.
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ikctlon, or about 1o he so, that they are proper for being
mixed with it, and the eases di.-engaged hv the putreiaeiiou

rendered useful as nourishuiLiit tor plants; a» expenenec
•bows that icw plants thrive wlien situated on an accunui-
lation rf organic bodies in a state ot full putrefaction.

Besides liie ineieased volume^ and the advantages con-
nected with it, mould nuxed with th; b'jti<ini earth opposes
a. greater resistance to wind and water) and thereby s^eures

to the taiuier the fruit of the exerjon and industry he must
employ to reduce organic bodies to a stale of puticfaeiion.

The bott(nn earth, with which in ao;ricuhnrc organic mat-
ters are mixed, does not consist of one kind, but is always
mixed with deconsposed rocks, as in common it is nothinij

else, most of wjiieh contains silex, argil, lime, and mag-
nesia.

Each of these kinds of earth possesses chemical and me-
chanical properties which often exercise a contrary action

on each other, which does not produce the most benelicial

e&'ct on the growth of plants, and therefore it may be of
use to the agriculturist to know with what pure earths his

bottom earth is mixed.

It would be extending the present essay to too great a

kngth to give a eireums'.antial description of the proeeie

cmploved by svveral eminent chemists to decompose vege-

table earth ; i shall thei«iore comfine myself to an account

of the component parts of bottom earth, together with its

properties and action, in such a manner that we may
thence be ena'oled to explain from it the views of the farmer

in the diHeient operations he emplovs.

Among tiie number of the component parts of bottom
earth, are

:

1st, Siliceous Eurih.—It appears in general partly in a

com[)act ibrm, as in sand and large fragments of quartz,

partly in a fine light form, in w hich it is more intimately

mixed with the other kinds of earth not visible to the eye-,

and can be separated only by the help of elicmistry. It does

not every where occur in the same proportion : in many
districts it forms, like sand, nearly the v.hole of the bottom
earth, and in others it is scarcely perceptible. Acids, the

fluor acid excepted, have no action on it : with alkalies, in

different propcrtioas, it forms glass, or the so-called oil of

fiints, in which union it is S(j|uble in water ; and in this

state, when it exists, cm be taken up very well by plants;

m uhieh, liowever, it forms only an accidental component
part.

The mechanical action of this kind of earth, by which it

4 moderates
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inoilcrates the binding avtion of clay and loam, is of more

importance to agriculture.

2d, Argillaceous Earth.—It is equally abundant as sili-

ceous earth, and covers almost alone many districts in the

form of loam. It always exercises a binding property, in

consequence of which it turns hard in heat, and forms

a solid body, the volume of which becomes smaller, from

which circumstance the cracking or reading of clayey fields

during dry w eather may be explained. Water penetrates

into it only slowly ; and the slower, the drier it was before :

but on the other hand, the water evaporates from it again

as slowly.

It is scarcely ever found without sulphuric acid, which

can be entirely separated from it only by chemical processes,

though the water which stands over it can lixiviate a part

of it. When in union with sulphuric acid, large fragments

of it fall to pieces or effloresce under the action of the atmo-
spheric air.

The binding quality of this kind of earth exercises a pre-

judicial action in agriculture, as it prevents the roots from

penetrating into it; and increases and renders more dhTicult

the operati<jn of tillage.

The solution of black mould, when covered by it in such a

manner that the atmospheric air can have no action on it,

proceeds very slowly, because atmospheric air, as is well

known, promotes and accelerates putrefaction.

3rd, Calcareous Earth.—This earth possesses the pecu-

liar propcrtv of having a nearer affinitv for acids than argil-

laceous earth or magnesia, and the sulphuric acid prefers it

to alkalies ; we may therefore with propriety assign to cal-

careous earth the propertv of neutraUzing acids. Sulphuric

acid and calcareous earth produce gypsum, one part of

which is soluble in 470 parts of water. Nitric acid and

calcareous earth form an earthy neutral salt, which assumes

with dilHculty the crystalline ibrm, but which in the solar

heat can be decomposed into its component parts. It ap-

pears that calcareous earth, in certain situations* and pro-

portions, acquires the property of uniting the principle of

atmospheric air with nitric acid.

Diluted

* Some months after this was written it was trentioned in the Che-
mical Journal, No. 6. p. 700-701, " that Mr. Humboldt had discovered

that caica;co\JS taith attracts oxygen :" the secret in what manner s.H!t-

pcire is formed was then discovtriic'. Atmosphciic air thsQ CQiitair.i,:

Oxvgeij - - aj
Azgte - - 77
Carbonic aciti -• i

Ar.i
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Dilutal nitric acid, as it is hijriilv probable that it is c!c*

coinp(>se(l in the organs of plants as in animal bociic^, ig

not onlv not pcrnicions, but advantag'-'ous *.

The union ot muriatic acid and ol lime scrims to be of

the sajnc nature. Carbonic acid a\ ith pure calcareous earth

forms common lime, which appears in nature as limestone

ot as chalk. It is highly probable, and may be cxplainctl

from the laws of the affinity of the nitron.^ and carbonic

acid for calcareous earth, that thcv unite alternately with

the latter—the carbonic acid in the night, and the nitrous

acid in the day.

This holds good only in the warm days of summer : in

the autumn and spring the nitrous acid which is formed
drives otf the carbonic acid, as experience shows in salpetre

manufactories. The phosphoric acid forms with it phos-

phorizcd calcareous earth.

Burnt lime exercises on animal substances a corrosive

fjxiality almost in the same manner as caustic alkali, from
A\hich the effect of lime to hasten the begun putrefaction of

oreanized matters in a certain state of moisture may be
explained. Hence it is evident that lime always contributes

chcmicallv to the nourishment of plants when it is not

an essential component part of them. And on the other

hand, that too long manuring \\\\\\ lime not mixed with

other kinds of manure, as attentive farmers have long

known from observation, det-troys the good black mould,

and so far exhausts the soil : and hence the the proverb

—

" that it makes the children poor."

I^ime can be employed indefinitely onlv in clavey soil,

combined with sulphuric acid, sand, and phosphoric acid,

and also where th.cre is a superabundance of black mould.

Turf or peat land, therefore, maybebiought to a state of

fertility by drainin<r from it the water, and mixuig with the

turf the requisite quantity of lime.

I may mention, as a mechanical property of lime, that

it contributes to render clavey land tender, especially when
strewed over it, like marl, in combination with sand.

4th, ]\la^}icsia.—^This earth is very often a component

And saic^ictit

:

Azote - - 0-64

Oxygen - - 0-36

Gough, in his Exjui ini»:nC3 on the Vegetation of Seetls, mentioned, be-

fore Mr. Humboldt, that wet mud posst^sts in a very liigh vlcgrcc the

property of attracting o.\yi.,cn.

* Four ounces of saltpetre dissolv cd in 48 pounds of water and poured"

on the roots of (.arnations, scci're.s them against the rot, and has a bene-

ficial influence on the colour of the Bowers.

pact
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part of the Ijottom earth, especially in districts where the
latter arises from gneuss or micaceous schistus. Having a
greater affinity for the sulphuric acid, it can effect a neutra-
lization of this acid, as it unites with it to produce sul-

phate of magnesia. In this formj when dissolved inwater,
it can be conveyed into vegetables, from which we can ex-
plain the existence of magnesia in the residuum of the de-
composition of plants, without admitting it as an essential

component part of vegetables.

5th, Iron is found also in some kinds of soil, biit never
in a metallic form : it is always in the oxidated state in

which it is dispersed almost over the whole surface of thr
earth; with the free sulphuric acid it forms vitriol of iron,

which exercises a corrosive action on the roots of plants,

and makes them smutty. When dissolved in water in the
state of carbonic acid, it perhaps mav be capable of pass-

ing into vegetables, which explains ils being found in them.
6th, Free sulphuric acid lixiviated by water from clav

occurs here and there : its property of charring the roots of
plants is the most probable cause of the production of strata

of turf; for the basis of these is always clay and stagnant

water, by which the sulphuric acid is lixiviated. The growth
of turf may therefore be promoted by not suffering the

water to drain off from a dug stratum of it*

Ingenhous recommended manuring with sulphuric acid
;

and it is evident that it mav be of use in calcareous soil,

and in the neighbourhood of great cities where the field-i

are rich in black mould, as the carbonic acid is driven off

bv it, rendered free, and nourishment thus conveyed to the

vegetables : but this method is too expensive to be gene-
rally employed.

7th, Phosphoric acid. The existence of this acid in ani-

mal matters was known : but it is now ku'.r.vn that it oc-

curs also in the mineral kingdom, as we are acquainted

with a combination of it with iron, to which the cold short

property of the latter is ascribed. It is doubtful whether
it has any useful influence on vegetation. From what
matters it is formed in marsh.v meadows is not known ; but

it is believed that it is the cau?e of the sourness of fodder

in places were there is no argillaceous earth.

From the future progress of chemical research there is

reason to expect that more effectual means will be discovered

of bringing matters back to their original component parts.

Phosphorus, sulphur, 8cc. were for a time considered as

substances or principles, merelv because it v. as impossible

tQ decompose them, though there are phenomena which
Vol. XVIII. No. og. " F give
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give reasoH lo susjKct that they must be coasiclered as com-
pounds.

8th, Wafer is tlic most general component part ot soil, and

indeed, as a medium o^ solution, it ke( i^ the nourishment

of plants in a fluid state, and promotes its circulation ; it is

decomposed in ihem mlo its principles hydrogen and oxygen,

and nmst then tore serve also as nourishment ; for the

oxygen is exjnied, and the hydrogen unites itselt \vith the

solid parts, llnl however necessary water may be to vege-

tation, a superabundance of it has a prejudicial influence on
plants, as it softens their fibres, so that the oxygen can easily

produce a destructive putrefaction ; because they have no
longer sufticient elaslicitv to expire it. Hence the destruc-

tion of the crop by water in level fields, where marsh-plants

grow up in the room of the com.
Water lixiviates black mould in some cases, carries off" the

extractiblc parts, and renders the ground poor. The in-

fluence of water on the sulphuric acid of clayey soil has

been already mentioned ; and it needs here be only re-

marked, that it unites more intimately the particles of the

clay to the prejudice of the plants, and contributes to form a

solid mass, into which neither the roots nor the air can pe-

netrate.

These arc the most usual component parts of soil, and
though there are other kinds of eaith, the\' have no influ-

ence on vegetation^ and therefore they may be omitted. It

is also needless to mention here that the mixture ol the

above-mentioned component_parts of black mould are not
general : on the contrary, that they are mixed according to

infinite variations and gradations, and that the sum of the

component parts is off.en not the same in two fields King
close to each other, for these variations and gradations

are already so well known that, in the language or the agri-i

culturists, they give occasion to difierent, often relative,

and therefore insufiicient appellations. When they speak

of sandy, loamy, sharp, hot, heavy^ cold, \^et, and the

like kinds of soil, one may readily conceive from the words
what different mixtures are to be understood under the

terms.sandy, loamy, or wet and hea\v soil ; when, at tlie

same time, the expressions sharp, h.ot, cold, denote the

same mixtures of soil in different districts. And even if

we suppose that a certain fixed idea could be applied to

each of these terms, it would be of little service to the

practical agriculturist who looks to the improvement of hia

land. P'or an appellation, to be proper, ought to express the

sum. of the component parts, that it may be seen whether
the
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the soil requires improvement, and in what It consists. For

it is only when the mixture of the soil is well known that

the farmer can divide his labour into that which relates to

the improvement, and that which relates to the preparation

of the soil.

Xf . On the Use of Steatites in the Art of Engraving en
Stones *.

X HE engraver on stones is in regard to the sculptor what
the enameller is to the painter. He labours on a smail

scale and with difficulty ; but his work, when well finished,

is delicate and durable. In c- nsequence of the particular

value attached to engraved stones, it has often been wished
that some matter easv to be worked, and at the same time
uniting beauty to solidit}', might be discovered. Glass,

paste, and that of Wedgewood, are exceedingly valuable;

but the impressions formed on them have not the accuracy

of the original, and some part of the genius of the artist

is lost.

A trial has lately been made for this purpose of steatites,

which has perfectly succeeeded, and at present M. Vilcot,

an artist of Louvaine, has executed several cameos on this

substance. The works of this enoraver are well conceived,

delicately designed, and beautifully finished. These cameos,
which are two or three inches in diameter, are hardened in

the fire, coloured and polished. They have then the hard-

ness of flint, the brilliancy of agate, and in colour several

of them resemble onyx.

In consequence of its softness this matter can be cut and
turned with great facility, and being composed of exceed-

ingly fine parts, the greatest accuracy may be observed ui

ihe operation.

This stone is worked in its natural state. It is then put

into a crucible covered with a tile, and the tile being luted

withclav, the whole, surrounded with charcoal, is put into

a furnace. It is exposed to a slow fire, and kept at a white

heat for two or three hours : it is then taken from the fir^

and suffered to cool gradually. The stone by these means
becomes very hard ; it strikes fire with steel and wears the

best files.

The white pieces of steatites in consequence of the heat

become of a milky white colour : other pieces assume a

gray ojr ochry colour.

• Journal drs Batimens Cii/ils,

F 2 Steatites^
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Steatites, when exposed to heat, maybe coloured by so-

lutions in oils, in alcohol, in acids, and in alkalies.

Colours which dissolve in amber varnish, such at verdi-

gris, ochre, Sec, conmmnicate their tints to baked stea-

tites : for this purpose it muht be healed on a charcoal fire.

Colours dissolved in turpentine give a brighter tint.

Solutions in spirit of wine, of carthamus, gamboge, log-

wood, dragon's bfood, Sec, communicate their tints to

steatites when left immersed in them for some hours.

A solution of gold ia nitro-murialic acid gives to heated

steatites a liiiht or a dark purple colour, according to the

strength of the salution. Muriate of silver by the help of

sulphuric acid gives a black colour. Indigo dissolved in

the same acid g.ives to this stone a blueish gray colour. If

steatites, coloured by a sohuion of gold, or by muriate of

silver, be exposed to a strong heat, it acquires a kind of

metallic splendor like that of gold or of silver.

When the stone is heated, coloured acid solutions may
be applied, so as to produce great brightness and neatness :

on this account a particular colour may be given to the

ground of the cameo. Sulphuric acid is more efficacious

than the muriatic or nitric acids. The oxalic acid may be

employed ; also coloured alkaline solutions, and particu-

larly that of indigo, may likewise be used : most of the

colours sink the eighth of a line into the stone.

When steatites has been baked it is polished with emery
ai"vd coumion polishing stones, and also with tin and tri-

poli : it assumes then a brilliant splendour, and resemblei*

agate, jasper, chalcedony, &c.
This stone, on account of its. softness, is exceedingly

proper for the purposes of the engraver : by using it he can
perform as much work in a day as he could in a week by
employing harder stones : he mav then by means of heat

give his work a great degree of hardness, and render it

durable.

Experience shows that the hardness of gems, brilliancy,

and the agreeable colours of agate, may be given to the

soft and opake steatites, known under the name of lard

stone or Spanish chalk.

The ailist, who by engraving on gems, immortalizes the

image of a great inan, or the remembrance of a remarkable

event, devotes his talents and his genius to a noble branch

of the fine arts. Cameos and -intaglios, therefore, are in-

tere^iting monuments of the Egyptian, Carthaginian, Gre-

cian and Roman histories. They were objects of study and
5 amuse-
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•amusement to a Winkelinan, a Barthelemy, an Ekel and

•a Neuman, and are so to the friends and patrons of the fine

-arts. It is thus that the reputation of Pyrogotelcs, Cesari,

Coldore, Natter, Pikler, Doell, and other celebrated artists,

has been made known and maintained.

The industry and genius of the artist give to cut stones

their highest value j but something depends also on the

anatter and on its preparation.

XII. Notices respecting New Books.

The Progress of Maritime Discovery, frovi the earliest Pe-

riod to the close of the Eighteenth Century, forming an
extensive Syste??! of Hydrography. By James Stanier
Clarke, F.R.S. domestic Chaplain to The Prince, and
Vicar of Preston. Ato. Volume the First. (Pages ahoiU

1000.). Cadell a«(i Davies.

W E must acknowledge that we opened this volume with

considerable prejudice against it, from having previously

read an article which appeared in the last number of th-e

Eduiburgh Review. Having, houever, found our preju-

dices gradually removed, as we advanced in our perusal of

the work, wc feel ourselves called upon to declare that we
entertain a diflerent opinion from the conductors of that

Review, and consider it as a valuable body of information

on a useful and entertaining subject.

The laborious and extensive digest of maritime discove-

ries which Mr. Clarke has formed, will prove of essential

advantage to the historian, the merchant, and the circum-

navigator. The frst will find the errors of preceding

writers candidly and respectfully stated. The author shovv's

that Lafitau's Decouvertes des Portugais, which hitherto

has been the principal work to which general readers have
resorted for information, '\& a very flimsy and incorrect ac-

count ; and that Dr. Robertson, in following its authority,

was led into a considerable error, by betraying an ignorance

t)f the first navigator who doubled the Cape of Good Hope,
(chap. 2. p. 343.) Herrera also seems to have erred con-
siderably in this respect. The historian will also feel in-

debted to Mr. Clarke for an excellent Catalogue Raiso)ince

of his authorities, in which are many anecdotes of Kamusio
and other writers not generally known ; and also for a very

valuable list of the principal Portuguese historians, in the

F 3 drawing
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drawing up of which he display? much industrv, and a very
cxtt-nMve knov\ ledge of bibliographv. The hitherto cele-

brated lllitoire G.'nCrale dc> I'oyages, is now found to have
been a literal translation, as far as the seventh vi)luinc, and
part of the eiglith, from a geneial collection of voyages and
travels, in four thick quartos, printed ;n London, for a

bookseller of the name of Astlev, and compiled bv Mr.
John Green. The merchant will peruse this volume with
interest from the information it u'-ccssarilv affords relative to

maritime commerce. Instead of the trite and confused ac-

count of the Phoenicians, whom preceding writers have
considered as the tirst promoters of commerce, Mr. Clarke

refers his readers to maritime traders of much higher anti-

quity; and after favouring them with an abstract of Mr.
Bryant's sentiments respecting the Noachidae, the Amo-
iiians (a name which comprehended all nations known as

inhabitants of Egypt, of Phoenicia, or Canaan) the Cuthites,

the Anakim, the Titans, the ScythtK, and the Atlantians;

lie clearly traces the progress of maritime nations from the

Indian Ocean to the shore of the Red Sea, where the

Eilomitcp, the ancestors of the Phoenicians, formed their

first seitlement at Mount Seir. (Sect. 2. p. 67-) Mr,
Clarke then enters on the maritime history of the Hebrews,
in which the countiy of Opiiir is considered, and the term
Tarshish ; the former he is inclined to think, with Bochart,

wa3 Ceylon, and that l)v Tarshish was meant the Sea, in

it? most extensive signllication. (Sect. 2. p. 81.) He then
conclude? his account of the sacred periods of maritime
history with a refutation of the Phoenician Periplus of
Africa. T!ie maritime discoveries of the Greeks are de-

tailed with considerable interest from a variety of learned

writers, whose rare and expensive volumes can only be pro-

cured at a considerable expense and difficulty. Costard's

excellent, but long neglected History of Astronomy, is

justly appreciated by Mr. Clarke ; and the Athenian com-
merce on the Euxine, is given from his grandfather's

learned work, the connexion of the Roman, Saxon, and
English coins. At the same time, however, that our au-

thor thus collects and combines the opinions of diflcrent

writers, which we must acknov. ledge is done in a fair and

candid manner, he occasionally favours and relieves the rea-

der with such original remark? as the nature of the digest he

had in view would admit. The naval character of the Greeks

is thus described :—" The professional character of Grecian

seamen was influenced by the manners of the different states

to which ihcy belonged 3 and it therefore fluctuated on an
1 extensive

1
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extensive scale, from the cold or forbidding policy of the

Lacedaemonians to the capricious yet captivating disposi-

tion of the Atlienians. The first was too haughty and
austere to gain the hearts of those v^dio served ; the other of
too unequal a temper to secure or reward the enterprising

spirit ot those \\ ho commanded. Even among the Atheni-
ans, the naval character had not sufficiently emerged from
the warehouse of their merchants ; and at Lacedaemon,
where the highest object of ambition was acommaiid in the

cavalrv, that valuable nursery for seamen which the ho-
nourable avocations of commerce furnish was purposely
neglected. The iron coinage of Sparta shackled the specu-
lation of its inhabitants ; and when Lvcurgus prohibited

navigation and commerce throughout an extent of coast

that furnished so manv excellent harbours, he proved how
impossible it was for a rigid moralist to entertain a due con-
viction of those liberal principles which are essential to the

character of a legislator." (Sect. iii. p. 123.) The fourth
section brings into one point of view all that has survived

respecting Carthaginian and Roman maritime discoveries
;

the voyages of Hanno, ofHimilco, of Polybius, of Serto-

rius, of Juba, of the freedman of Annius Plocainus, and
the Periplus of the eastern coast of Africa, are introduced

with considerable judgment, and well connected with each
other. The whole of this introductory part is closed by a

dissertation on the commerce of the Romans by the author's

learned grandfather, which hitherto has not been generally

known

.

Mr. Clarke then enters on the principal subject of the

volume ; and in his first chapter gives a general view of the

maritime history of Europe and of Portugal, to the begin-

ning of the fifteenth century, when the Portuguese disco-

veries first began. The second chapter continues the history

from the accession of John, the first king of Portugal, to

the discoverv and doubhng of the Cape of Good Hope by
Bartholomew Diaz ; and the third chapter closes v^ith the

arrival of Da (iama on the coast of Calicut, on tlie 20ih of

May 1498. The valuable appendix that follows, contains

some scarce treatises connected with the subject of the

work, among which a history of navigation, by the cele-

brated Locke, particulaily attracted our attention.

We shall now only proceed to notice some of the many
philosophical facts which are dispersed throughout the vo-

lume, which is enriched with numerous engravings of the

coast that comes under consideration ] and with au excellent

set of charts bv Arrowsmith.
F 4 One
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One essential merit in this work is, the hbcral and exten-

sive manner in whicli ihc opinions ot preceding writers arc

detailed; and the impartiality uliich Mr. Clarke observes

in leaving the reader to form his own opinion trom the tact*

that are adduced. We perceive \\o attachment to system^

or preconceived opinions ; no invidious aspersion even

when considerable errors are detected ; no wish to steal the

thoughts of other writers and disguise them under a new
form of expression. The mariner's compass, from the evi'

deuce which Mr. Clarke adduces, was certainly first known
and used in the Jndian ocean, w hence it was introduced

into Europe as a new discovery. It is assigned by professor

Assemani, of Padua, to the Arabians, (Introduction, p. 9,

note;) and Mr. Clarke has brought strong proof to show
that the tlower which marks the North, and which has er-

Toneously been called the Jleur de lis, was in reality the In-

dian lotus. ])r. Ilvde, in his treatise Dc Religione P'eterum

Persarum, affirms that the Chaldeans and Arabians had

immemorially made use of the con)pass to guide them over

the vast deserts that overspread their respective countries

;

and according to the Chinese records, as cited by Mr. Mau^
rice, the emperor Chingvang, above a thousand years be-

fore Christ, presented the ambassadors of the king of Co-
chin- China with a species of magnetic index which they

called chi/ian ; a name bv which ihey at ihis day denomi-
nate the mariner's compass. {Progress of iMarilitne Disco-

rery, sect. i. p. 7.) The earliest allusion to the directive

power of the magnet occurs in the Life of Pythogaras by
Jamhlichus, who asserts th^t " Pythagoras took from
Abaris, the Hvperborean, his golden dart, without which

it was impossible for him to find his road." (Ibid. p. 51,)

Mr. Clarke thinks- that the loadstone, though not used in

navigation, was brought bv Solomon's navigators from India

t(j Europe; and in support of this cites, on the authority

of Mr. ilenlcy, a passage from the 10th chapter of the first

book of Kings, (ch. iii. p. 397-) The njagnet was men-
tioned by the mqst antient classical writers under the name
of Lapis Heraciius^ in allusion to Hercules, who was said

to have sailed iii a golden cup, given him by Apollo, to the

coasts of Spain, where he set up the pillars that bear his

name ; or perhaps rather from fleraclea, a city of Lydia,

where it w as discovered. Oiir author's learned relation. Dr.
Wotton, was &f opinion thfit the magnet was known and
yidmired by the antients^ but was never employed for the

purposes f>f navigation. (Ibid, pages 177 and 178.) These
ait; certainly very curious factSj v.hich ha\e hitherto been

too
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too much neglected ; and Mr. Clarke deserves cur tliank.s

for having presented iheni to the attention of scientific men.
lie reserves for a future volume a more particular discus-

sion of this important discovery, which, we doiibt not,

will, after these remarks of his, be assigned to the Arab
navigators on the Indian ocean. In the excellent narrative

which he has given of Da Gama's voyage, Mr. Clarke sub-

joins another proof of the justice of his ideas from a passage

in Osorius, the whole of which had inadvertently been

omitted in Mr. Gibbs's translation. This early Arab or

Moorish compass was found by Gama on his arrival to

have been long used by the Indian seamen ; and Osorius

thus introduces his description of it :

—

Utehantitr in navi-

gando Normh navkulurls, quas nautce acus appellant. Qua-
rum formani, propter eos qui a mar'itimis regionibus rernofi

sunt, hand alienum arh'itror explicarc .... The same his-

torian also mentions their early use of the quadrant long

before it was known in Europe :

—

Ouadrantibus etiam, solis

rarias conversiones, et quantum qmeqiie regio ah ceqvinoc-

tiali circulo distaret, ohscrvabat. (Progress of Maritime
Discovery, ch. lii. note i. p. 451.)

Previous to Da Gama's voyage, Mr. Clarke, very pro-

perly, in order to impress the mind of his readers with a

just idea of the perils which Gama had to surmount, give*

some concise hyurographical remarks on that navigation;

and as his work is intended to form (the first time that any
one has made the attempt) an extensive system of hy-
drography, he offers the following simple divisions of
the ocean to the attention of nautical men::— l. The
North Atlantic, extending from the equator to Cape
Farewell on the coast of Greenland in 60" north lati-

tude, 2. South Atlantic, from the equator to an imagi-

nary line drawn from the Cape of Good Hope to Cape
Horn. 3. Indian ocean, bounded to the south by a line

carried from the Cape of Good Hope to the south-west

point of New Holland. 4. The North Pacific, flowing

from the equator to an imaginary line stretched from the

south-eastern point of Van Dieman's Land to the southern

Cape ofNew Zealand, and continued thence to Cape Horn.
The remaining portions of the ocean flowing round the

northern and southern poles, to be called the North and
South Polar Seas. (Ibid. ch. ii. p. 354.) Amono- these hy-
drographical remarks we observe a great many latitudes and
longitudes on the western coast ot Africa, now first pub-
lished, which were ascertained from lunar observations by
an officer of rank in the king's service. The nature and li-

mits
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mits of our journal will not allow us to mnrk the variety of

curious plulosopiiical iutorniation which ajouud^ in this

useFu! publication, and shall content ourselves with citing

the following curious tact from the au>'hor's corresp>nd-

tnce. (Appendix, p. 2()0.) Gama's ,-quadron confiriued

tluring a whole monsoon at anchor on the coast of Ma-
labar; yet wfien the Eno;lis!i obtained possessions on that

coast, a vessel fitted out In India, with the best of o;rnund

tackling, and every precaution laken ttiat was jiossible, was

sent to the same place on the approach of the monsoons

;

but, notwithstaachna; ihc superior skill of our seamen, the

attempt was found impracticable, and the vessel was driven

ashore.

Klemenis of Science and Art : he'ivs, « fayn'il'ar Introduc-

tion to Natural Phrlos^oph// and Cht:mistrij ; together with

their Application to a Farieti/ of elegant and useful Arts.

By John Imisok. A neiu Edition, 2 Voh. 8vo.

The present work, though, modestly enough, called a

new edition of Imison, is intitled to hold a nnich higher

rank. It is in a great measure a new pcrformanci. , and

contains much useful and entertaining matter on a great

variety of subjects :—viz. mechanics, pneumatics, hydro-

statics, hydraulics, optics, electricity, galvanism, magne-
tism, astronomy, chemistry, drawing, bleaching, dveing,

inetallurgVj varnishing, japanning, lacquering, gilding,

silvering, tinning, soldering, moulding, and casting ; ce-

ments, ink-making, staining of wood, 8cc., 8cc., &.c.

—

To those who have not time or opportunity to enter deeply

into subjects of the kind embraced by this work, and who
yet may wish to obtain information on such matters, it will

prove a valuable acquisition ; as it contains a great deal in

a moderate compass, and detailed at the same time with

considerable perspicuity and precision. The plates, thirty-

two in number, are by Lowry, and executed in a masterly

manner.

XIII. Intelligence and jMisccllancous Articles.

GALVANISM,

-L flPl following is a correct and more particular account

than anv that has yet appeared of the galvar.ic experiments

made by Mr. Cdip'ue on the body of JNlichael Carney: from

notes taken l;ya!i eminent physician who was present.

The subject of these experiments was thirty-seven years

of

1
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of age ; and the body, after hanging the usual time, was
conveyed to the experiment-room an hour later tlian Forster

:

it arrived at ten minutes past nine.

]st, Oxvgen gas was mtroduced through the trachea at

a quarter pa>t nine.

2d, A conductor from a galvanic apparatus, consisting of
about a hundred square plates of zmc and copper, about
tour inches diameter, disposed in three troughs, and which
produced visible sparks, being applied to a piece of tinfoil,

introduced so as to come into contact with the great inter-

costal, the par vagum, and phrenic nerves, the other end of
the apparatus being connected with the rectum, for ten mi-
nutes, a httle motion was produced in the lips and the sternal

muscles.

3ti, Common air being forced from several bladders into

the trachea, so as to inflate the thorax, friction being, at the

same tune, applied, together with the galvanism as before,

the face became very black. The apparatus operated in a
very powerful manner. At twenty -five minutes after nine,

the blackness of the face disappeared : the air contained in

six bladders was forced into the lungs, by which the body
was considerably inflated.

4th, At twenty minutes before ten, cloths heated by hot
^vater w ere applied to the thorax ; the galvanism and infla-

tion w ith common air were continued, and again produced
blackness in the face.

5th_, Five minutes before ten, inflating with a pair of bel-

lov.s, galvanising, and the application of hot cloths, were
continued.

6th, At ten o'clock, a vein was opened in the arm, fi-om

which black blood flowed on pressure, as in the state of

life ; no blood in the temporal artery.

7th, Conductors were applied to the schneiderian arter\';

increased contractions of the lips and muscles of the face

took place. During these operations it was observed that

the veins of the arms were distended.

Ten minutes after ten, conductors being applied to the

pericardium and the diaphragm, the action of the pectoral

muscles was excited.

&th. When applied to the denuded pectoral muscle?,

strong action was excited.

9th, The lungs were proved to be in a sound state by in-

flating them with a pair of bellows. The neck had been
nuich injured by pulling and twisting the body roiuid while

hanging.
10th, At
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lOtii, At twenty iniiuitcs past ten, the }cfl auricle, and
more so the right, were excited to action, but not the heart

:

they continued to act for some time on withdrawing the

stimulus; but the action was much increased by apjilying it

from time to time.

11th, One conductor being applied to the sinclavian

membrane, and the other to tlie anus, the action of the au-
ricles was much increased, and motion was, at the same
time, produced in the face.

At forty minutes past ten, action was excited in both
auricles, but particularly the right.

1 2th, A large quantity of black blood in the carotid artery.

1 3th, The body was colder than in the case of Forster ; but
some deception may perhaps have arisen from the air being
much warmer.
The temperature of the external air was about 58°, and

that of the room C2^,

EXPERIMENT ON A TOAD.

On the 5tli of November "l 802, Mr. John Walker, of

Bassenthwaite Chapel, in the county of Cumberland, put a

toad into a bason, which he covered with a slate, and then

deposited it about a foot beneath the surface of the earth.

On the Sth of January 1804, the bason was carefully dug up,

when its inhabitant was found a.\Wc, but reduced in size by
its confinement. After the curiosity of the spectators was
gratified, the toad was again committed to the earth for a

iurther experiment.

—

Cuml<crland Packet.

DEGREE OF THE MERIDIAN MEASURED IN INDIA.

It is with pleasure we have to inform our readers of the

rapid progrese geography is making in the East Indies. Bri-

gade major Lambton, who is employed by the presidency of
Madras to survey theMysore coimtry, has already measured
anarch on the meridian, 1°34' 36'^ 43, which gives the de-

gree in lat. 1
2" 32', equal 60, 404 fathoms; and we have every

reason to believe the above measurement correct, knowing
that major I-aaibton ha^sbecn iurnishcd with a six feet zenith,

sector, and measuring chains, bv the late Mr. Ramsden,
and also a three-feet theodolite, by Mr. Cary, similar to that

now used by major Mudge in the trigonometrical survey of

England.

TRAVELS
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TRAVELS, Sec.

A letter from Pctersburgh, dated October 27th J 803,
states that Mr. Benjamin Bergman, after a residence of
three years among the Cahnuc Tartars, has returned to Riga,

where he means to arrange and prepare for the press the ob-
servations he collected during his interesting travels. They
will soon be published, and will form five volumes. A
curious extract from them, ori the Calmuc bards, has al-

ready appeared in the Northern Archives ; and we learn by
another letter, that the draftsman Carratle, well known bv
his beautiful views in Eaypt and Syria, and his large collec-

tion of drawings which relate to the manners and customs-

of these countries, has lately arrived at Petcrsburgh from
Paris, in company with \.\\o young Frenchmen, for the pur-
pose of making a tour through the Russian empire, where
he will, no doubt, find abundance of valuable materials to

form a voyage pittoresque.

We are likewise informed that his Imperial majesty the

emperor of Russia has caused ten thousand copies of a po-
pular treatise on the cow pock, written in the Russian lan-

guage by the medico-philanthropic society, to be printed at

his expense, and to be sent to all the governments for the

purpose of being distributed gratis among the people, and
particularly in the country.

MINERALOGT.

A very remarkable piece of amber was found lately in a

field in the Lithuanian circle of East Prussia, about twelve

miles from the shore of the Baltic. It is 13^ inches in leny:th,

and S4- inches in breadth. It contains 3 IS cubic rhinlandic

inches, and weighs above eighteen pounds. No person

ever remembers to have heard of so large a piece of this sub-

stance beins: either found on the coast, or dug up in the

country. The largest piece known, which is in the cabinet

at Madrid, weighs only eight pounds. A dealer in amber
otfercd three thousand dolfars for it. The king, however,
has ordered it to be deposited in the cabiiict of minerals at

Berlin, belongn:ig to the department of mines, and one
thousand dollar': to be paid to the proprietor of the estate

where it was found
;
part of which is to be given to the per-

son who found it. Amber is the property of the crown, and
is generally sold by auction to the highest bidder.

SINGULAR PETHIFACTIOX.

A quarrier, in a village near Paris, having detached by
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means of gunpowclcr a large Llock of stone, split it by the

usual processes, and found in the nuddie of it the pctriticd

skeleton of a ram. The two sections of the block each

contain one half of the animal in perfect preservation, with

all the parts exceedingly distinct. The block was detached

from the solid rock, at the depth of thirty feet from the

sunnnit of the quarry. This curious petrifaction i.s to be

deposited in the museum of natviral history.

METEOR.

A very uncommon meteor was observed at Bcfort on the

2Cd of September 1S03, by L. Ordinaire, correspondent of

government for agriculture and meteorology, the account

of which we shall here give in his own words :
— '^ At icvcn

o'clock in the evening of that day," sa) s he, " I was re-

turning from the country. The air was slightly agitated by
a jrentle wind at east-north-east, and it was very dark. At
half a league from Befort I saw^ the heavens suddenly be-

come so bright that the country seemed as if illuminated by
a thousand lamps. I immediately perceived a globe of fire

which issued from a cloud : it passed over our heads and
rushed into another cloud. The globe was of a reddish

yellow colour, and exceedingly brilliant. It seemed to be

about six or eight feet in diameter. It left behind it some
faint traces of light, like those produced in general by com-
mon sky-rockets.

*' We saw this globe for one minute at least. The horses

were so terriued by it that they set out on a full gallop.

The coachman himself was frightened, and two ladies were

taken ill. "When the globe ruslied into the other cloud it

seemed to revolve, describing a semicircle. I lost sight of

it near a wood, at a little distance, where 1 suppose it ex-

ploded, for we heard a hollow noise like that of a cannon
discharged at a great distance. This explosion was attended

with no bad eousequences, for we heard of no damage don.-

by it either next day or the davs following;.

This meteor was seen at Befort and at the neighbouring

villages. The explosion was felt in that town. At first it

was supposed to be an earthquake. The glass in the win-
dows was shaken, and the houses experienced a kind of

shock which excited great alarm. The globe proceeded in

a direction from north-east to south-v^'cst. On my rt^turn

to Befort T examined mv barometer, which stood at 27 in-

ches 4 lines, and mv tliermoraeter was at 101 degrees above

trcezmg.

METEORO- i
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METEOROLOGy.

Some of our philosophical friends having expressed a
desire to ste in our work a regular monthly register of the

Stat'-- of the barometer and therniLineter, we are happv to

h.tvv- it in our power to gratify them. Mr. Carey^ of the

Strand, well known as a mathematical instrument maker
and optician of eminence in his profession, has kind'v un-
dcitako:'. 10 furniM: us with it every month. Our readers

may therefore depend on its accuracy.
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METEOROLOGICAL TABLE

For February 1804.

•
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^TV'^. llxperiments made for tlie Purpose of ascertain'inrr

whether there he a real Acid of Cobalt ; or, in other IPords,

uhether Cobalt actually unites with Oxi/gen to the Degree
7iccessary for Acidification. By C. F. Bucholz *.

iN'o newly discovered substance has been admitted more
readily, and with less examination into chemical works, than
the supposed cobaltic acid of Brugnatelli, thouoh the expe-
riments from which its existence is concluded were very
imperfect and unsatisfactory. As there are several metallic

acids, it was natural to conclude, bv analog)^, from these

experiments, that the existence of the cobaltic acid was real

or possible : but the defective nature of the experiments,
and the importance of the object, ought to have induced
chemists to subject them to a strict proof; for the truth of
any circumstance can be proved only by the coincidence of
repeated experiments made to ascertain it.

Convinced of the truth of this observation, and of the

incompleteness and inaccuracy of Erugnatelli's experiments,

and of the consequences deduced from them in regard to

the cobaltic acid, I undertook some new ones for the pur-
pose of examining them, and thereby ascertaining whether
there really be such a substance as cobaltic acid. In con-
sequence of the w til known impurity of zaffer or gray oxide
of cobalt, \\ hich, besides the so called oxide of cobalt, con-
tains arsenical cobalt (perhaps arseniate of cobalt), iron,

nickel, lime, siliceous earth, and other foreign matters, I

did not think it proper to repeat with it Brugnatelli's expe-
riments, as I had been taught by other experunents,' which,

will be mentioned hereafter, that the pha^nomena obser\'ed

bv Brugnatelli in the experiments he made with zatier to

produce cobaltic acid, ought in all probability to be ascribed

to the arsenical acid of the zafFer. I therefore resolved to

beoin my experiments by a direct union of pure cobalt with
the oxvgen of oxvgenous b(>dies ; and I had the stronger

hopes of a favourable result, if the cobalt was susceptible of
this transformation, as I knew from the analogy of other

metals susceptible of acquiring the acid state, such as

chrome, scheel, molybdcna, and arsenic, that the conver-

sion of such metal into acids is exceedingly easy. One ex-

periment however, by M. Fiedler of Cassel, on the forma-

* From Scherer's Allgemtines "Journal der Cbenie, No. 51.

Vol. X\'III. No. 70. ^ tion

March 1804.
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tion ot the cobaltic acid from cobalt and the oxygen of ni-

trous acid, is favourable to the assertion of Brugnatclli ; but

it is inijiossible to consider such experiments, resultn, and
deductions, so satisfactory and convincing as to render this

subject unworthy of further research. For my part, I am
of opinion that they arc not convincing or satisfactoiy

;

especially as it is not proved in general that arsenic can be

completelv separated from cobalt, according to the method
of Lauipadius, by a current of air, or by Fiedler's applica-

tion of this process.

Experiment I.

Four ounces of nitric acid of the specific gravity of

1*280 were poured over two drams of carbonated oxide of

cobalt as pure as possible, equal to one dram of pure oxide

of cobalt, and distilled to drvness in a retort. No traces of

nitrous o-as or nitrous acid appeared, from which it could

be concluded that an oxidation of the cobalt or a deoxida-

tion of tlie nitric acid had taken place. The nitric acid

which passed over without any change, was again poured

into the retort over the cobalt, and distilled to dryness in a

gentle heat, but with the same result. And the same wa-r

the case when the process had been repeated four times.

The nitric acid remained undccomposed, and the residuum

was nitrate of cobalt, from which the oxide of cobalt could

be sef)aratcd as a blue precipitate, both by potash and by
ammonia.

Experiment II.

But as it was possible that the precipitate, which had a

perfect resemblance to one obtained from a solution of co-

balt in muriatic acid, might contain the cobaltic acid, I di-

gested it with pure ammonia: a little cobalt was dissolved,

but no traces of acid were found in the solution evaporated

to dryness.

Experiment III.

I now evaporated to dryness the fluid from which I had
separated the oxide of cobalt by means of ammonia, and
which, besides nitrate of ammonia, still contained some
redissolved oxide of cobalt. The saline mass thus obtained

was of a reddish appearance, and had the taste of an ammo-
niacal salt with a little metallic astringency. The half of this

«aline mass being then decomposed bv heat in a porcelain

dish, the result was a black oxide of cobalt. The other half,

bcino; dissolved in water, exhibited no other phoenomena
with the usual reagents than those which gave reason to

suspect some traces of arsenical acid. Though the result

of
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of these experiments evidently sliowed that the oxide of co-

bah itself could not be converted into an acid by a very large

quantity of nitrous acid, and repeating the process several

times, I did not consider this experiment as sufficiently de-

cisive. In consequence of this idea I resolved to repeat it,

changing the process a little with a greater quantity of ma-
terials.

Experiment IV.

Eight oimces of pure nitric acid, of the specific gravity

of 1-280, was poured over half an ounce of oxide of cobalt,

purified as much as possible from arsenic and iron, and
distilled from a tubulated retort to dr.-ness ; which was the

case in four hours. During the operation there was no ap-

pearance of nitrous acid vapours : the liquor which passed

over was nitric acid, perfectlv pure. The latter was agaiix

poured into a retort, and redistilled under the same circum-
stances. The phenomena during this distillation were ex-

actly the same as before. Having repeated the process with
the like result, the saline mass remaining in the retort,

which when heated had a garnet red colour, was dissolved

in distilled \\ater and evaporated to dryness in a porcelain

dish. It then weighed six drams. When dissolved in

four ounces of distilled w^ater, the solution was divided into

two portions, and subjected to the following experiments

:

Experiment V.

One-half was evaporated to dryness, and the saline mass
thus obtained was heated in a porcelain dish till the greater

part of the nitric acid was decomposed ; so that, if any

cobaltic acid had been formed, it must have remained with

the oxide of cobalt. The residuum had a black and dry

appearance, and in the pure state weighed 50 grains. It w^as

digested some hours v^dth pure ammonia, and boiled for a

quarter of an hour, by which means 30 grains of black

oxide were dissolved, and formed a beautiful ruby red solu-

tion. This solution was then evaporated to dryness, and

during this operation the dissolved oxide of cobalt was se-

parated in a orayish state. Being again dissolved in distilled

water, filtered and evaporated, the faint ruby red colour of

the liquor was changed to pale red inclining to yellow, and

a grain of oxide of cobalt was in part separated in yellowish

brown flakes. The dry saline mass was again dissolved in

distilled water, and separated by the filter from the sepa-

rated oxide of cobalt ; after which the solution was once

more evaporated to dryness, and for a short time exposed

G 2 to
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to an almost red heat. A small quantity of saline matter,

amounting to about three or four grains, remained, which
according to the diflerent proofs made wiih it \va3 nitrate of

an)monia, and which v. lien dissolved exhii)ited the Sdint

phsenoniena as those to be mentioned hereafter in th^* se-

venth experiment. This no doubt arose from a still re-

maininaj trace of the arsenic acid, but l:)y no means from
cobaltic acid.

Experiment VI.

The other half of the solution, obtained by the fourth

experiment, was decomposed by pure carbonate of annno-
nia, by which means a pale red precipitate inclining to vi-

olet was produced. The precipitate being then edulco-

rated with a sufficient quantity of w ater, it was digested

with twice as much carbonate of ammonia and half an
ounce of pure ammonia, by which means a beautiful violet

blue solution inclining a little to red was produced, and
there remained 30 grams of oxide of cobalt undissolved in

the stale of a carbonate. The filtered solution w;-^ evapo-

rated in a moderate heat to dryness, by which the ammo-
nia was dissipated, and the oxide of cobalt was separated of

a dirtv yellowish green colour. When edulcorated and
dried, it amounted to 24 grains, and contained lens car-

bonate than the almost imperceptible rc-iduum of the di-

gestion w ith ammonia. The liquor obtained from the edul-

coration of the greenish yellow oxide of coi)alt produced

by the evaporation of the ammoniacal solution, was evapo-

rated in a porcelain dish, and exposed to a strong heat, but

without bringing it to a red heat. By these means a resi-

duum of saline matter weighing scarcely two grains, and
some black oxide of cobalt, were obtained. The solution

prepared from this substance exhibited the same phaeno-

niena as nitrate of ammonia, and even with reagents, as

will be further mentioned in the seventh experiment; only

it appeared to form with nitrate of silver a somewhat
stronger precipitate, which could not be again immediately

dissolved, and which probably arose from the muriatic acid

of the ammonia employed, as there was reason to suspect

from its w hite colour. From these phsenomena it is proved

that some traces of arsenic acid were found in the precipi-

tate of cobalt eflected by ammonia, but none of cobaltic

acid.

It still remained to examine the liquor in which the ox-

ide of cobalt had been separated from its union with nitrous

acid
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acid by means of ammonia, and to ascertain whether it

contained, besides nitrate of ammonia, cobaltic acid. For

this purpose the following experiment was made :

Experhnent VII.

The above fluid, which contained the nitrate of ammonia,
formed in the preceding experiment by decomposing the

nitrate of cobalt by ammonia, being evaporated to dryness,

tlie result was a brownish black residuum, which exhibited

exactly the same phaenomena as nitrate of ammonia. When
dissolved in distilled water the solution gradually acquired

a reddish colour, and the blackish residuum of oxide of

cobalt which remained on the filter did not weigh com-
pletely two grains. The liquor exhibited the following

phaenomena

:

It gave scarcely any red colour to litmus papery it did

not produce the least turbid appearance in a solution of sul-

phate of copper : the case was nearly the same with an arn-

moniacal solution of copper : nitrate of silver became a little

turbid, and in a little time the cloudiness assumed a brownish
colour : acetite of lead was rendered a little turbid, but

scarcely perceptible, and without depositing a precipitate

after long rest ; in muriate of barytes no turbid appearance

was observed : a drop of nitric acid added to a dram of the

turbid fluid occasioned no complete solution.

The pliDenomena of this experiment prove in the clearest

manner, that a trace of arsenical acid, but no real cobaltic

acid, was present. This result, and no other, can be de-

duced from the above experiments ; and it seems to be

placed beyond all doubt, that cobalt cannot be converted

into an acid, at least by treating it with nitric acid.

After these ineffectual attempts to produce cobaltic acid,

by treating cobalt vilth nitric acid, I determined to try

Schcele's process for forming arsenical acid ; and though I

entertained some doubts of obtaining cobaltic acid by this

process, in consequence of having considered the circum-
stances more maturely, and of knowing that the muriatic

acid has more affinity for oxvgcn than cobalt, as the muri-
atic acid, when it comes into perfect contact with oxide of
cobalt, takes from it a part of its oxygen, and is converted
into oxvgenated muriatic acid, I was desirous of not leaving

it untried, and therefore proceeded in the following manner:

Experiment VIII.

A hundred grains of carbonated oxide of cobalt, obtained
and collected in the preceding experiments, and which con-
sequently were free from arsenic acid, were heated v; ith three

G 3 drams
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drams of muriatic acid of the specific gravity of l iCO, and

two_ ounccsof pure nitric acid of 1210, and by continued

jimmering were evaporated to dryntss. From the begin-

ning to the end of the operation, vapours of oxygenated

muriatic acid and of nitrous gas were disengaged : the former

exactlv in the same maimer as when muriatic acid is poured

over oxide of cobalt not carbonated nor heated to redness.

Three drams of muriatic acid and two ounces of nitric acid

were repeatedly poured over the oxide of cobalt, and distilled

to dryness. The same phenomena took place. The acid so-

lution of cobalt evaporated to dryness was dissolved in four

ounces of water, filtered, and decomposed by pure carbonate

of ammonia. After the decomposition as much ammonia
as was necessary for this purpose was then added, and the

\\ hole was shaken for half an hour in a gentle heat. The
solution had a blue appearance. It was then freed from the

undissolved residuum by the filter and edulcoration, and,

being evaporated to dryness, three grains of oxide of cobalt

of a greenish colour were separated. The precipitate, when
dried in a gentle heat, weighed, without reckoning the small

quantity separated during the evaporation, abovit as much
as the oxide of cobalt employed, and had a violet colour.

The saline mass, when again dissolved and filtered, was of

a pale green colour, had a sharp metallic taste, and exhi-

bited the following phcenomena

:

1st, It gave a red colour to litmus paper. 2d, It contained

ammonia, nitrous acid, and a little cobalt ; for when a little

of it was decomposed in a red heat and evaporated to dry-

ness, which was accompanied with crackling and inflam-

mation, nothing remained but two or three grains of black

oxide of cobalt, without a trace of acid. 3d, It produced no
turbid appearance in acetite of lead : 4th, Nor in nitrate of

silver. Jith, It rendered ammoniate of copper exceedingly

turbid; but by the addition of more solution it was redis-

solved and became perfectly clear; which proves that the

precipitate had been eftccted by the free acid of the com-
bination. 6th, It connnunicated scarcely any turbid appear-

ance to sulphate of copper : 7th, Nor did it disturb in any
manner nitrate of mercury prepared without heat. 8th, It

produced no change in a concentrated solution of muriate

pf barytes.

From this experiment, and the phaenomcna it ej^hibited,

it appears proved beyond a doubt, 1st, 'J hat by the processes

described all the muriatic acid had been driven oft": 2d, That
no more arsenical ;tcid was present : and, 3d, That no co-

baltic acid can be formed by this process.

Now,
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NoWj as the result of these experhncnts Is, that cobalt

cannot be converted into acid by the most powerful and
most active means employed for changing into acids those

metals susceptible of acidification, and as it is not impro-
bable that nature may produce some circumstances favour-

able to the formation of cobaltic acid, though there is not
the least reason to suspect that this can be the case in the

preparation of the gray oxide of cobalt, nothing remains
but to admit that the cobaltic acid of Bruonatclli was an
union of arsenical acid with other substances ; and this

conjecture is the less hazarded, as it is well known that all

oxide of cobalt contains more or less arsenic, and in all

probability in the state of acid. It now remains to show,
if possible, that this union of arsenical acid is capable of
producing the phcenomena which Brugnatelli observed in

regard to his supposed acid of cobalt. This, in my opi-

nion, will be best accomplished by the phoenomena which
occurred in the following experiments.

ILxperiment IX.

Four hundred parts of pure liquid ammonia were poured
over fifty grains of arseuiate of cobalt obtained by precipita-

tion, and digested two hours, during which the mixture
sometimes was made to boil. After the liquor, which was
of a red colour inclining to blue, \\ as separated by filtration,

the same quantity of pure liquid ammonia was poured over

the undissolved residuum, and the process repeated. The
colour of the liquor thus obtained \\'as not so blue. The
residuum had lost about two-thirds in weight, and had be-

come blueish red ; whereas the arseniate of cobalt has a

pale rose colour. The two fluids obtained were evaporated

to a dram, during which operation the greater part of the

dissolved oxide of cobalt \\as separated of a arayish blue

colour. The filtered liquor was of a cochineal red, and ex-

hibited the following phaenomena

:

1st, A little of it being evaporated to dryness in a porce-

lain dish, suffered ammonia to escape, and also deposited a

little grayish green oxide of cobalt. The residuum, diluted

with distilled water and filtered, had scarcely a reddish co-

lour, as Bruanatelli observed in a specimen of his cobaltic

acid, and had a sharp acid taste, a property which he ascribes

in general to his cobaltic acid. It still contained a little

ammonia, and some traces of cobalt.

2d, It gave a perceptible red colour to litmus paper, but

no acid taste was perceived in it.

3d, It precipitated lime water, without beinc: redissolved,

G 4
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by the addition of more fluid ; whereas the precipitate ob-
tained (l) by further heating the obtained fluid, was inimg-

diatcly r^dissolved by the addition of more fluid.

4th, Muriate of barytes in a concentrated state was also

precipitated by it, as well as by arseniate of annnonia.

5th, Nitrate of silver >Aas precipitated by it of a brownish
colour : by shaking it wiili a little muriate of potash, niu-

riatc of soda, or nmriatc of ammonia, the precipitate im-
mediately became white.

6th, Acetite of lead was precipitated bv it white, and
immediately redissolvcd by a very small quantity of nitrous

acid.

7th, Sulphate of copper was precipitated of a bright green

colour.

8th, Ammoulate of copper was precipitated in the same
manner, but in greater abundance.

9th, Nitrate of mercur}' was precipitated by this fluid of

a brio;ht straw vcllow colour; by more acid fluid (l) the

case was the same, and the precipitate produced arseniate

of ammonia.
As all these properties of cobaltic arseniate of ammonia

correspond with those of the cobaltic acid of Brugnatelli,

those of (5) excepted, no other conclusion can be made
than that Brugnatclli's acid was the same combination,

more or less altered by the treatment; for according to his

assertion he obtained, by moderate heat in the sun, the co-

baltic acid solution of a red colour, whereas \\ hen evapo-

rated slowly bv heat it was almost colourless. The produc-

tion of this union, by Brugnatelli's treatment of zafier \\ ith

ammonia, can easily be explained : zafl'er contains arsenic,

and in all probability arseniate of cobalt. By digestion with

ammonia this is in part decomposed ; and as most of

the cobalt is separated, there arises a triple combination of

arsenical acid, ammonia, and more or less cobalt, which in

a stronger heat sufl'ers a part of the ammonia and cobalt to

be disengaged, and then contains more or less free acid.

The difference in the property (5) ofmy combination and the

cobaltic acid of Brugnatelli can be easily explained, if it be

admitted that Brugnatelli's ammonia contained a great deal

of nniriatic acid; which is very possible ; for in this case the

brown arseniate of silver produced by the arsenical acid of

the combination in question must have been immediately

rcdecomposed, as the muriatic acid, in consequence of its

greater aflinity for the silver, united itself to produce mu-
riate of silver in a white form^ and theu gave rise to the

precipitate of Brugnatelli.

Brugnatelli
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Brugnatelli himself suspected that his cobaltic acid was
arsenical acid ; but he was so deceived by certain considera-

tions that he paid no further attention to this suspicion,

and neglected to verify it by experiments : on the contraiy,

he was convinced of the reality of his cobaltic acid on the

following grounds :

1st, The arsenical acid does not precipitate silver from
its solution, but the cobaltic acid does.

^d, The arsenical acid decomposes lime water, and the

precipitate is redissolved by the addition of new arsenical

acid or lime water ; the cobaltic acid decomposes lime

water, and the precipitate produced dissolves neither in a

new quantity of cobaltic acid nor in a new addition of lime

water.

3d, Neither acctite of lead nor muriate of bar\tes is de-

composed by the arsenical acid ; on the other hand, both
these salts are immediately decomposed by the cobaltic acid.

4th, The arsenical acid dissolves very well in alcohol : on
the other hand, liquid cobaltic acid, when united with pure

alcohol, is immediatclv precipitated in a solid form.

What weight these four arguments have in regard to the

existence of the cobaltic acid, I shall now examine.

In regard to the first, the assertion of Brugnatelli is di-

rectly contrary to experience. The arsenical acid certainly

precipitates silver from a solution of arsenical acid, and of

a brown colour ; but with a small quantity of this acid and
a large quantity of muriatic acid, white. This appears from
what has been already said, and has been proved bv my
own experience. Against the justness cf the assertion which
Brugnatelli gives as the second g;round for the existence of

the cobaltic acid, nothing, so far as the question relates to

pure arsenical acid, can be objected ; but that the union of

arsenical acid, ammonia, and cobalt, produces with lime
water the same phcenomena as Brugnatelli observed in re-

gard to his cobaltic acid,—that is to sav, of precipitating

lime v.ater without dissolving the precipitate produced by
the addition of more of the precipitating matter,—has been
already seen in the ninth experiment (3). Hence it follov.s

that the second ground is equally unsatisfactory and incon-
ciiisive.

The ground which Brugnatelli assumes as the third proof
of his cobaltic acid, is in part incorrect, and contrary to all

experience : every chemist knows that acetate of lead is \-ery

easily decomposed ; by which means a very abundant preci-

pitate of arscniate of lead is produced, v. hich is exceedingly

difficult of solution on a new addition of arsenical acid. It

is
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is however true, that mnriate of barytes is not rendered

turbid bv arsenical acid : but arseniate ut' ammonia forms
with a concentrated solution of muriate of barytes as abun-
dant a white precipitate as tliis triple combination, which,
when the solution of the mixed salts is very much diluted,

takes place sparina;lv, and in shining leaves : but the preci-

pitate, bv the adJition of free arsenical acid, again disap-

pears. What opinion ought therefore to be formed of this

third grovmd of argument may readily be seen.

In regard to the fourth, I shall leave it entirely to the

judgment of the reader. I shall however observe, that we
mav conclude, without much danger of errintx, that the

four circumstances here adduced by Brugnatclh as proofs

of the existence of his coballic acid, are not conclusive.

They are not contrary to the principle here established by
experience, that the supposed cobaltic acid is a triple com-
bination of arsenical acid, ammonia, and cobalt, in which
the first acts the most distinguished part. In consequence
of the falsity of the expenments from which they are de-

duced, they throw an unfavourable light on the iccuracy of

Brugnatelli's process, and give us some clue to guide us, in

regard to the opinion which ought to be formed of the other

assertions of Brugnatelli, and the phasnomena he observed

in regard to the cobaltic acid.

From the experiments, considerations, and deductions,

here mentioned, we have the followinsc results

:

I. Cobalt cannot be converted into an acid when treated

with ever so much nitric acid, and often repeating the

process.

II. Nor can this be effected by means of muriatic acid

and nitrous acid, according to the process of Schcele.

III. The supposed cobaltic acid of Brugnatelli is in all

probability nothing else than unmasked arsenical acid, an
tinion of this with ammonia, and a little oxide of cobalt-

At any rate, this union produces the phaenomcna which
Brugnatelli considered as characteristic of his cobaltic acid.

IV. Cobalt free from arsenic, or the oxide of it, will not,

by treatment with nitric acid and ammonia, produce the

pbaenomena exhibited by the cobaltic acid of Brugnatelli,

and which can also be exhibited by our union of arsenical

acid uith cobalt.

V. These experiments, and the circumstances attending

them, prove how necessary it is to examine every new dis-

covery before it is admitted as truth ; unless people w ish to

be deceived, and to be under the necessity of retracting

what they have before as-erted.

XV. Mf
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XV. Memorial of Mr. E. G. J. Crookeens respecting

the Distillation of Spirits, &c. in Holland, {Trans-

lated fron the French.) *

An order to answer the questions relative to the purity and
goodness of the spirit distilled from grain, I shall chiefly

confine myself to that which is distilled in Holland, and so

much esteemed in this country on account of its flavour as

well as of its purity and salubrity ; because the nature of
this spirit, or geneva, and the method of distilling it, from
the first beginnmg to the last stage of rectitlcation, is better

understood by me than the 'spirit distilled in this country,

and the manner of distilling it. If you consider the hu-
midity of the air in Holland, and the influence which this

inihealthy air must naturally possess upon the health of
the inhabitants, and that not only all the physicians, but

also the people at large, are convinced that the spirit drawn
from grain, or geneva, as it is there distilled, if drunk with

moderation, is an universal preservative against the mfir-

mities and epidemical diseases which this damp air must
naturally produce, it cannot be a matter of surprise that

the use of geneva is so universal throughout Holland, and
that the Dutch nation has carried the art of distilling it to

a degree of perfection which it has not yet been possible to

attain in any other country. To form a judgment on the

beneficial nature of this spirit, 1 shall only quote this one
fact, averred by dailv example, and which has certainly not
escaped the notice of English travellers who have traversed

Holland, or resided there some time with a spirit of ob-
servation, viz. that numbers of persons are found much
advanced in years who since their youth have made consi-

derable debauches in this spirit, while all those who commit
similar excesses in foreign spirits succumb and perish in the

bloom of life; and this observation leads me naturally to

this question, Wherein does that beneficial virtue of the

Dutch geneva consist, which it eniovs in preference to all

other spirits ? The answer to this question must be found
in the sort of grain, in the good quality of each sort, in the

manner of proceedmg and drawing from it a spirit which
is pure, and unmixed with any heterogeneous matter which
might impair its natural goodness. An explanation of these

points will contain, I think, the answer to the principal

" From the rarliameiuary Rcpov: rcsjiecting the Diiti'lcries in Scot-

land.

question
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question respecting the manner of improving and meiio-

rating the distilleries in this country.

1 am pcrtectly aware that, treating on these particulars,

I shall not be able to explain mvselt in a language which is

not my native speech, with that purity and precision which
the importance of the subject requires ; but I shall endea-

vovu* to supply this deficiency by that veracity and frankness

which may naturally be expected from a man who is not in

the least connected with tl\e distillers in this country, nor

anywise personally interested in concealing or altering facts,

and who in this business looks out for no othf r reward but

the pleasure and satisfaction of being able to contribute his

mite to the public welfare, and to the preservation of the

health of so many millions of people, who may suffer either

from the ianorance or avarice of the distillers,—reserving to

nivsclf onlv some peculiar manipulations, which have no
intiuence on the public welfare, and which can merely

serve the private purpose of distillers, who use and put

them in practice.

On entering upon this subject T shall have no occasion

to enlarge on the quality of the grain, it being universally

known, that in order to produce a spirit which is pure, and
of a pleasant flavour, grain must be used which is pure, and
not spoiled by wet either in the field or the granaries. I

shall therefore confine my observations on the species of

grain, and observe in this respect, that the Dutch distiilers^

are perfectly acquainted with the manner of drawing spirits

from the malt of barley, as well as from unmalted barley

with a portion of malt added to it, in the proportion of a
third or fourth part ; and there are several petty distillers ia

that country who still make use of that 2;rain on account of

its low price; and in general the spirit dra\\n from barley

is of a very pure and vinous nature, provided always that

the operation be conducted in that slow manner which shall

be developed in the sequel : nor is it less true, that all great

distillers in Holland arc con\ineed that malt \ields not onlv

a purer spirit, but also a greater quantity than raw barley

tnixed with malt, in the beiv)re-meniioned proportion, con-
trary to the general opinion of the distillers in this eountn*

;

and my own experience has confirmed me in the above opi-

nion, if the malt be perfectly well made, for a very evident

reason. I'he artificial vegetation which the grain under-
goes disengages the saccharine matter, and renders it more
proper to be extracted by the wa'er; nav, it augments the

saccharine matter contained in the grain. To be convinceci

4 of
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of the truth of this remark, we have only to examine the

mak from time, to time during the operation, and we shall

find that this matter develops itself more and more as the

grain grows loneer ; vet this vegetation should be stopped

as ^^oon as this matter is disengaged from the length of the

grain, otherwise the saccharine part will be lost; and if it

be stopped too soon, when this matter has only disengaged

itself from half the length of the grain, as is done bv several

brewers in Holland, all the saccharine matter contained ia

the grain not being disengaged, it cannot be so easily dis-

solved in the w ater. I am convinced by several experiments,

which I have made mvself on several sorts of malt, and in

different degrees of perfection, that about a fourth part

more spirits is obtained from malt, which is perfectly well

made, than from that in wdiich the vegetation has been
checked too soon, or carried to excess. The manner of
drvino; it is also an article of equal importance ; and in fre-

neral, malt dried too quick, and bv an unequal heat, yields

not as much spirit, nor a spirit of as pleasant a taste, as

malt dried in an equal and slow manner. If it be consi-

dered that the saccharine matter of the iirain produces alone

and exclusively the spirit, it will b',; easily conceived that

malt of barley must yield more spirit, and of a more plea-

sant taste, in proportion as the saccharine matter is more
developed in the malt, and rendered more proper to be ex-

tracted and dissolved bv water than in unmalted or raw
grain, where this matter is united and combined with the

other particles of the grain ; and if some distillers in this

country are of opinion that raw barley mixed with a certain

quantity of malt produces somewhat more spirit, they.must
necessarily have made their experiments with malt which
liad not attained the last degree of perfection, and they

must not understand as well the art of making malt as the

brew-crs in tliis country, who have carried it to the highest

degree ot perfection. I rather incline to think that the di-

stillers in this country' prefer raw grain for the same reason

it is preferred in Holland, namelv, because it neither costs

so much trouble nor expense, and that the result depends
not on as many little circumstances and precautions.

In Holland but very seldom use is made of barley, not-

withstanding the puritv of the spirit which it yields, as it

has oeen t'ound cut that barley vields but little spirit com-
pared With otlier grain : for this reason other species of
gram have been substituted in its place, which yield a more
considerable proMt, while at the same time the spirit they

^ive
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give is by no means inferior, from the precautions attended

to in the operation.

Wheat mixed with a portion of barley malt, in the above-

mentioned proportion, yields more spirit than barley, and

of a vinosity and fineness of taste which exceed all belief;

and the distillers in Holland, who wish to produce a very

fine geneva, make use of wheat, and sell this spirit to pri-

vate persons, who desire to have it, at double the price of

common geneva ; and if the fermentation and distillation

be conducted with prudence, a spirit may be drawn from

it which equals the spirit of wine in vinosity and flavour.

I have known a distiller in Rotterdam who sold his spirit

drawn from wheat for true French spirit of wine ; and in

order to give it this flavour he made the grain ferment with

the dried Ices of wine, which he procured from France, in-

stead of barm ; the lees of wine having this advantage, that

they procure a slow fermentation, and, as they contain a

considerable quantity of essential oil of wine, they commu-
nicate to the spirit the flavour of the wine from which they

are taken. In Westphalia, and throughout the whole circle

of Lower Saxonv, no spirit of wine is to be found anyways

passable, although the distillers follow the process observed

in Holland in regard to the composition, without acting

upon the principles of the Dutch distillers with respect to

the fermentation and distillation, excepting the bishopric of

Hildershcim and its environs, where the distillers make use

only of raw wheat mixed wdth a small portion of malt ; and

this proves the superiority of wheat above all other species

of grain.

Notwithstanding all these advantages, wheat is not made
use of in Holland for common or general use, as experience

has proved that rye, \\hich in ordinary times is much
cheaper than wheat, gives nearly a third more spirit than

wheat, and that bv the wav of proceeding they have at-

tained the art of drawing from it a vinous and pleasant spi-

rit, and in point of salubrity by no ineans inferior to that

drawn from barley or v.heat, nay, perhaps superior in this

respect to the two others. Previously to my entering upon
a minute account of the distillation made use of and prac-

tised in Holland, I ought to observe, that it must not be

supposed that all the distillers scattered through that coun-

try are able to make good spirits. You find, on the con-

trary, in many places very bad geneva ; it is only the great

distillers in Schiedam, Welsep, Rotterdam, and in general

the distillers in the province of Gueldres, who are capable

of
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of delivering the spirit, which is so much sought after and
valued in foreign countries, while petty distillers, though they

follow the same method, but not to the same perfection,

from want of a knowledge of the first principles, and of a
good theory of the art of distillation, fail in their object

;

and it is for this reason that the servants and \\ orknien who
were procured in this country from the distilleries in Holland,
have never been able to succeed in producing a spirit of the

same good quality as their antient masters made in Holland;
and this is exactly as if a machine employed in manufacto-
ries were given to a man to make a stuff the properties of
which he does not know. The art of distillation is a branch
of chemistry, and subject to the principles and unvariable

laws of that science, and a person destitute of a knowledge of
the first principles of that science will never attain to the de-

sired degree of perfection in the distillation of spirits from
corn or grain. In Holland are also found unprincipled di-

stillers, who, making use of spoiled grain, have recourse to

the pernicious additions to cover the bad taste and flavour

of their spirit ; but fortunately the palate of the people is

so accustomed to a pure spint, that this pernicious sreneva

cannot be sold in the interior, but is for the most part ex-
ported to the two Indies, Africa, and other countries.

Commonly three sorts of spirit are made : one which re-

quires to be rectified over juniper berries for the use of the

interior, which is in some degree weaker than that exported
for England, because in Holland it is not usual to mix it

with water, but to drink it pure ; another for beino- exported

to England, also rectified over a small quantity of juniper

berries, but some degree stronger ; and a third sort, recti-

fied to the same degree of strength, but without the addi-

tion of juniper berries, for exportation to America, because
the North Americans do not like that flavour, but prefer

the spirit quite pure, without any addition which may give

a peculiar taste.

There are two principal processes :—Tiie major part of
the distillers take a quantity of flour of rye, ground rather

grossly, mixed with a third or fourth part of barley malt,

proportionate to the size of the tub in \\ hich the vinous fer-

mentation is to be effected. They begin by mixing it with
cold water; this mixture is much stirred with the hand to

prevent the flour from gathering into lumps, and tliat it

may be evenly divided. When this point is attained, water

is added to the mass, which water must have been heated

10 the degree of the warmth of human blood : ihe whole
5 must
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must be well stirred, Iti order to divide the grain in an even

manner ; after which the ferment is mixed with this wash,
after it has been previously well diluted with a Utile of the

liquid. Great attention should be paid to the tub being

kept in a moderate degree of warmth, fit for the intended

fermentation, by giving the air some access to the liquid,

and by prcventmg the rays of the sun from falling on the

tub in summer, and by procuring a current of fresn air for

the laboratory : the fermentation generally begins in this

case six hours after; should it be sooner, it is judged that

the fermentation will be too strong, and means are em-
ployed to check it : if it does not commence soon enough,
proper means are made use of to accelerate it : if the fer-

mentation be well conducted, it generally terminates the

third day, and the liquor grows very transparent, and as-

sumes an acrid taste, hot, and biting on the tongue. When
it has attained this point, the wort is well stirred, and the

mash with all the corn is put into the caldron ; and here-

upon they proceed to the first distillation, which is con-
ducted very slowly. Great attention should be paid, that

the mash be taken exactly at that time before the acetous

fermentation, which destroys the spirit, can begin. The
slowness of the first distillation is a point of the utmost
importance ; because, if you proceed rapidly, the essential

oil goes over with the spirit, and mixes with it so intimately,

giving it at the same time an unpleasant taste of corn, that

it is impossible to separate it from the spirit, or to destroy

this taste, but by pernicious additions hurtful to health :

thus, then, the success in obtaining a good spirit chiefly

depends on the first distillation. Hereupon the liquor is

rectified over juniper berries once or twice, according to the

sort of spirit which it is intended to produce. For common
use one rectification is sufficient; because, if the above pre-

caution be attended to, the spirit is sutliciently mild to be
drunk by the people, though not so fine, pleasant, and de-

licate, as that which has undergone several rectifications

;

and the product of these multiplied rectifications is called

double geneva, and paid fjr accordingly. Some distillers

mix their juniper berries innuediatcly with thnr wort, and
cause the whole to ferment tcijether: but in this case they

can only draw from it a spirit tor the use of the interior, or

for exportation to Enghuid ; for this reason they are gene-

rally only made use of at the rectification. In the before-

mentioned case, and njcthod of operating, I would however
recommend the addition thereof previous to the fermenta-

tiou>
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tion, because the juniper berries by their arpmatic virtues

augment the spirit a little if the fermentation be conducted
in a proper manner, as \vill be seen in the sequel.

The second method observed by the best distillers is as

follows :—You take the malt and rye in the given propor-

tion, and further some warm water, heated to a certain

degree of warm.th ; vou mix the corn, grossly (ground, with
this water, stirring and working it well, until the whole be
well mixed and evenly divided ; then let tlie wash rest some
time, until the meal has settled at the bottom ; hereupon let

the liquid matter flow into the fermenting tub, and recom-
mence the same operation wiih another quantity of water

poured upon the same corn, and repeat these operations

until vou are convinced that the Vvater thus drawn from the

corn at different times has dissolved the vrhole saccharine

matter contained in the meal
;
put this water into the fer-

menting tub, and as soon as the warmth is diininished

somewhat under the temperature of the blood, add the fer-

ment. The fermentation does not begin so soon as in the

first method, but is more regular and slow. Other distillers,

who observe the same method, pour all the water w hich
they intend to make use ofV in order to have a well diluted

wort, and of an equal degree of heat, at once in a tub, and
put their meal gently and slowly into this whole mass of

water, while one or two persons are quickly stirring the

mixture witli sticks made expressly for that purpose, in order

evenly to divide the meal, and to prevent it from gathering

into lumps. When the whole is well mixed they proceed,

as mentioned in the preceding article, bv drawing off the

liquid from (he grosser matter, &c. Sec.

This method is not entirely to be rejected, because the

water has thus a more free access to every part of the corn,

and for this reason can more easily extract the saccharine

matter. After the fermentation is finished, and the liquid

has become very transparent, and assumed the hot and
biting taste, you proceed to the aforementioned slow di-

stillation.

In all these cases the water for makincr the wort must be
more heated in winter than in summer; and when the wea-
ther is uncommonly hot, you should cool the liquid with
cold water, and at the same time add to it a little fresh flour;

and by this means you obtain a slow and almost impercepti-

ble vinous fermentation, w hich is a ver\- important point in

regard to the quality as well as the quantitv of spirit.

[To be cominucti.]

Vol. XVIIT. No. 70. H XVI. 0^
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XVI. On the Cure of the Gout. By A. Stenhouse, 3/.jD.

Edinburgh *.

X HAVE heretofore given some communications on the

ctfccts of ginger in the gout; and, although I have received

much rehef m the painful stage of that dl^ordcr, by the

daily use of it for these three years pa>t, yet the debility

that followed was not IcfS tedious : so that 1 continued mv
pursuit of something more cflicacious, which I am hopeful

1 have at last iound, and which I consider it to be a duty to

promulgate. Much have I thought for these eighteen vears,

and many an unintelligible page hat\-e I read upon this sub-

ject : but to come to the present (Question, since I am not
writing a book :—In the month of April last, a publication

V a? put Into mv hand, whicii had escaped mv notice, by a

judicious acquaintance, to whom I am iinicli oblicred, enti-

tled ' Facts and Observations respecting the Air-pump
Vapour-bath t in Gout, Rheumatism, Palsy, and other

Disorders; by Ralph Blcgborough, M.D., Member of the

Koyal College of Surgeons, Loudon ;' which apparatus, if

it has all the cflccts ascribed to it, should be in every hos-

pital and neighbourhood. I was so much pleased v.ith the

fuocer-sful operation of this apparatus, because it confirmed

an opinion I have long entertained of tlie immediate cause

of a paroxvsm of the gout (for of the gout I am only speak-

ing) that i was determined to trv the experiment on myself
the first opportuniiv, thougli on a more simple scale : my
opinion will be elucidated by the following remarks and
experiments :

The immediate cause of all acute pain I take to be

either irritation or obstruction : the latter is surely the im-
mediate cause of a gouty paroxysm. To trace causes to

their elements is but an uncertain pursuit, and cannot be

attempted here. That this obstruction takes place in the

minute branches of the arteries, I hold to be true ; nor do

'• Frem the Eiilabar^b Courant ol ]An\i\yy 9, i?o4.

f For a description of this ap^^aratus see a piinted letter of Dr. Bleg-

boiough, dared February 10, i£o2; also the Philosophical Magazine,
vol. XIV. p. 209. VVe cannot hete avoid noiicing a laie tilagiarism of

this invention. A French pnpcr, he. Cl<'f du CaiiK^i, of June 5, 1803,
informs ih; Parisians, that a M. JaqucsBoyol, a j.hysicianat Nice, among
other useful niciiical machines, tias invented different piimps for curing

^out. rheurnatism, pa'sy, Sec. bv administering baths cf a'ir and vapour.

The anicle concludes with stating, that Mr. N.ith. Green, the English

cnnsul ot Nice, had o^-'ercd the niudcu inventor 30,002 guineas to carry

his TJiscovery to Loiulon ! ! !

I see
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I see any phcenonienon in a fit of the gout, but what may
be accounted for by this hypothesis. It will be easy to see

that for the present I deny the existence of gouty matter
;

nor do I consider the earthy concretions formed in the

joints after repeated severe attacks to be a proof of this,

since the same plia^nomenon may be produced from the

blood out of the body bv a similar process. It is remark-
able that, though much has been written on this subject,

so little has been attempted, either to prevent the gene-
rating this disease, or mitigating the violence of its parox-

ysms. The' reason of this I take to have been a supposi-

tion that there was something deleterious in the obstructed

matter, and that it was unsafe either to prevent the fit, or

tamper with the parts affected : of this prejudice I have had
my share until within tiiese three vears. There is a preva-

lent opinion I knov*', with those unacquainted with the laws
of the circulation of the blood, that there are applications,

very improperly called repellents, which may drive back
the gouty matter; but I tell my gouty readers, there is no
operation can take place in the animal system in this sense

:

in fine, there can be no repellents nor discutients where
there are no absorbents : but my readers must be cautious

how they counteract the intentions of nature, or, if they

must use the word, they must l)eware that by improper
applications they do not repel the disposition of the system
to produce a paroxvsm, and thereby send it to some more
vital part; which happened to myself, the first symptom I

had of this disease.

I come now to describe my practice upon myself; I

have already said I took the hint from the air-pump vapour-
bath eight or nine months ago. The end of September last

I was attacked in my right hand, but being in the country
I could not put my intentions in practice until I came
home ; by this time the fit had acquired its last stage both
in pain and swelling. I then got a common tureen half

full of boiling water ; I laid my hand across, and covered

all over \\ ith some folds of tlannel ; but presently the steam
was so hot, that I was obliged to reduce the heat of the

water so as to be able to bear the steam. In a few minutes
the pain abated, and in about 25 minutes I was perfectly

free from pain ; and as the steam became so cold as to be
no longer useful, I dried my hand and wrapped it up in

flannel; and, had it not been for the swelling, T could have
used it as well as if nothing had happened. About this time
mv right foot began to give me some symptoms of an at-

tack ; 1 allowed it to proceed for about 24 hours, or until

H 2 I was
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I \va> coiuiiicftl it was to be a real fit. I then »;ot a pait

with two haiullcs, And from the handle? I su-^pinclcLl a

towel to rej;t uiv heel upon ; I then lilletl the pail with boil-

ing watePj ^o full as not to toueh my heel, and covered it

over with several folds of flannel for about half an hour, as

in the first experiment ; I dried my foot, and wrapped it up
in flannel : I was perfectlv free from pain, und walked about
tht; room as usual. I repeated this inunersion live or six

limes this dav and the foliuwinir, sinec when I have had no
complaint in mv foot; but, as I had only innnersed my
hand once in steam, in two days the pain returned, as if

the obstruction had not been perfectly removed. I had
recourse to the steam again, which I repeated two or three

tinus. I have waited thus long to give a fair trial to its

ctlecis. I am still alive, and have been in good health ever

since, though at the border of seventy.

j\iay I not fairly say that iicre arc two experiments,

and, what is more, at different statres of the paroxysms,

which have been successful in removing the immediate
cause, wliich I consider to be obstruction only, by the re-

laxing quality of the steam, or, what is the same thing,

diniinisliingi: the pressure of the common atmosphere? Fi-

nall;, I sludl continue the ginger daily, and repeat the va-

pou -bath when necessary; and if either stomach or bowels,

or other -viscera, shall be attacked, I shall immerse ray

whole body in a h.ogshead of steam. To prevent the fre-

quent return of the paroxysms I live abstemiously, being

certain that, in my case, the habit of body between reple-

tion and inanition will conduce thereto ; and such a state

V ill be the most likely to prevent or mitigate diseases of

any kind. If what has been said and done shall be thought

erri;neous, I shall kiss the rod of conviction.

A. Stk.miolsk, JNI.D.

XVII. On the Lie
(J'

Steamed Polafoes as a Snlstiiute for
Hay 10 CaitU'-^.

JL HK silver medal of the Society for the Encouragement
of Arts, Manufactures, and Commerce, was this session

voted to John Christian Curv^en, esq. M.P., of Working-
ton Hall, in Cun)ber]and, for his extensive experiments on
feeding cattle with steamed potatoes ; from whom the fol-

* From Tiansa'lio'is oft^y So ity for the Encouragencnt of Arts ^ Mii-

nufii.:tu,is, ofid Commir-Ct vol. xxi.

lowinir
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lowing accounts and certificates were received, and to which
engravings and descriptions are annexed :

SIR,

In a letter, which I had the pleasure of addressing to

you some time ago, I took the liberty of hinting at an ex-

periment I was making, in giving steamed potatoes as a

substitute in a great measure for hay.

I was then wholly unacquainted with its having been

tried. It was from my friend the bishop of LandaffI first

learnt that the Board of Agriculture had made a report upon
it. As 1 do not find that was carried to any great extent,

nor given in the way I have done, I shall, with much de-

ference to the Society of Arts, &c. offer what has occurred

to me, together with the j)lan I have adopted for steaming

and washing. Having nothing ol" the kind to assist me in

my beginning, I found great difficulty and much time con-

sumed, which I trust this w-ill remedy to those who may
be inclined to make the experiment.

My respectable friend and neighbour the bishop of Lan-
daff took the trouble of examining the process, and in-

quiring into every thino- relating to it, and has certified the

coniplctc success of the plan, and his approbation of the

apparatus. It was in consequence of the alarming failure

in the hay crop of the year 1801 that I found myself called

upon to take some steps to prevent the serious consequences

which were likely to result from it. The importations of

hay from Ireland in August were from gd. to lid. per

stone of 14 pounds. In this situation it fortunately oc-

curred to me, that I had for many years given a proportion

of steamed potatoes, mixed with the other food, to my
hounds, and found it to answer extremely well. If hounds
could stand their work with this feed, I could scarcely ad-

mit a doubt of its bcinir a hard as well as nutritious food.

Under this impression I began mv steaming in October

1801, and continued it till late in May. The prejudices

I had to encounter were such as would have defeated the

plan, had I not followed it up for some months v;ith con-
stant and unremitting attention ; and whoever attempts it,

will have difficulties to contend with that require particular

attention to overcome. In no one instance did it lail, and
my horses were never in such spirit and condition, la

October last I iccomnienced my operations, and am able

to steam from IGO to '200 stone, of fourteen pounds each,

ptT day : I have fed upwards of eighty horses constautlv

both seasons; and this year I have extended the Iced to mv
II

3

milch
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milcli cows, taking awav all hay and only giving a little

etraw. Each horse has a stone and halt" of potatoes, or
twenty-one pounds, estimated at 3d, per stone, 4^d.

;

steaming, a liaHpcnnv; ten pounds of bruised corn, Cd.;
five pounds of hay, .i>d.; two pounds of cut straw to mrx
with the corn, a haUpcnny ; malanT on the whole 13-J-d.

per day. Each tub of potatoes, containing eleven stone,

has one of cut straw mixed up with it ; it is given warm,
and a horse will eat a stone in less than half an hour, whilst

between six and seven would be required to cat a stone of
hay. The time gained for rest contributes greatly, I have
no doubt, to promote thp health and condition of the

horses.

The facility with which potatoes can be transported from
place to place, is much in their favour, and being without
dapiage, to which hay is liable, is a further object. The
individual gain \\ ill be found great where ground is highly

rated and not easily procured, as will be commonly the

case where horses are most wanted. In a national point

of view it may be iinportant, should the population of the

country advance as rapidly as it has for some years past.

The potatoe crop is produced from ground which would
otherwise be under fallow; and when proper care is taken,

the wheat after potatoes is equal, if not superior, to that from
fallowed ground. The year previous to my adopting my pre-

sent mcthrd, I sunk the rent of my farm, wJued at a thou-
sand pounds (about 7U0 acres), and seven hundred pounds be-
sides. In the last year I cleared, receiving the same prices for

my work, 21 S9 1. The only difference 1 can point out is in

the price of oats; this might deduct 300 1. I had forty acres

last year under potatoes : the wetness of the orround, and the

very unfavourable season, made my crop a bad one. I shall

have this year sixlv. I have found no ditiiculty in importing
from Scotland and Ire' and, at 3d. and 3J d. per stone. The
quantity being more than I required, 1 have sold to the

poor at reduced prices at 3d. whilst the markets were from
5d. to 5d. I had 300 acres under hav, and never suffi-

cient: I expect that 130 now will be more than sufficient

for all my wants. The value of hay was heretofore in pro-

portion to my necessity: having no longer occasio'n for

any, the price will fall to the neighbourhood. Indeed it

has, as I might purchuse at 6d. per stone what was seldom
or ever under yd., and more frequently a shilling. 1 have
evejiy pound of hay weighed, so as to prevent all waste;
and, though this is sonic trouble and expense, I have reason

to believe it is am.ply vepaid by the oeconomy it enforces.

5
' '

1 beg
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I beg parcion for the unreasonable length of this letter.

Without a considerable degree of enthusiasm, I should

never have got through with niy undertaking; and the so-

ciety will, 1 hope, excuse me if I have attached more im-
portance to the matter than it deserves. If any further in-

formation should be waa'ed, I shall be happy to give it.

With great respect,

I have the hoiwur to be^ sir,

Your obedient servant,

J. C. CURWEN',

P. S. I make no difference in the feed of a cart-horse, or

one of my carriage horses ; the allowa'ice is the same. The
coals for steaming i60 stone of potatoes, I have found to be
two Winchester bushels and a quarter, or 137 lb. of coal.

One labourer also is sufficient to steam, wash, £. s. d.

&c. 160 stone - - - - - 18
Two Winchester bushels and a quarter of coals,

at 3d. each bushel - - - - 7

2

The cost is therefore under a farthing per stone,

leaving a residue of 13d. per day, which in

six months wt)uld produce - - - 9 15

The cost of the apparatus, washer
Four tubs, at 2l. 2s. each
Boiler ------
Platform for the tubs - - -

Pump - - - .
-

Building _ . - _ -

Belle Isle,

March 6, 1S03.

12
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fifteen vcirs ao'o : thcv were l)nilecl with their other food
;

but I was soon obhged to desist from it, the hounds being

very violently purged and affected by it : from this trial [

was satisfied that the potatoe liquor contained a very poi-

sonous qualitv, which must be highlv pernieitnis. Indeed,

l have no doubt, if anv animal was suflered to drink the

water which comes from the potatoe, it would be destroyed

by it. It is upon this account I adopted the leaden cistern

upon which the tub rests, and into which the steam is in-

troduced. Though I am satisfied there is a great loss of

steam bv it, and an increased expenditure ot fuel, yet to

keep clear oithe potatoe liquor mixing with the potatoes, is

of the first importance. As a remedy against the loss of

steam, I should advise to lengthen the sleam-pipe in the

cistern, so as to throw the steam to the centre of the tub,

and to have a hole cut, and covered with a leaden cap, with

holes for the steam to pass throuo-h ; by which means the

condensation will fall by the sides of the tub, and much
steam be saved. The potatoes arc ukkIc much drier by
i^uiTerino- them to stand a few minutes in the tub after the

steam is taken trom ihem.

I had so little assistance from anv thing previouslv done
in stcamino;, that the lirst season it required five men to do

the v>ork which one man can now accomplish w ith ease.

It took two persons to wasli them, which they did in a

verv incomplete manner ; two to steam and bruise, and

one man and a horse to furnish water. The washer will be

found to answer the purpose admirablv well ; and when the

saving of water is an object, its value w ill be increased.

Several private familics^'iiave adopted them iijion a small

scale, and found great convenience from it. 1 believe the

jncthod I have adopted of mixing a portion of cut straw

(from a tenth to an eleventh part) is highly advantageous :

tjrst, as i^prevcnts the food passing too quicklv ; and, se-

condlv, as it keeps the mouths of the horses from being

clogired with the potatoes. Should doubts still remain as

to tlie performance and health of the horses thus fed, I am
readv to afford unquestionable proof from the persons w ho
have the care of them. I shall alwavs be readv to answer

anv questions, or to afford any further information in mv
jiower.

From wTiat I have previouslv stated, tlic advantages I

liave alrcadv reaped from this method wiil be ap}')aix'nt ; and
f cannot but sincerely wish, both ior tlie ad\aiitagc of the

public and indi vidua! '^, that through the medium of your

most
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most useful and respcctajjle society it may come recom-

mended to them ; which cannot fail of havmg con^idcra'jle

eflect. -l have the h(niour to be, sir,

Your ubedient servant,

London, J- C. CuRWEN.
March 12, 1803.

To Mr. Charles Taylor.

P. S. When the potatoes are sufficiently done, being of

a heat equal to the steam, the distillation ceases, and the

steam comes through the cock. The condensed water from

the steam formed during the operation is allowed to run ofi",

aftbrding a constant stream.

The above statements were confirmed by certificates f;om
the bishop of Landaff, and Arthur Young, esq.

Reference to the Engraving of ]\rr. J. C. Curwen''s Method
of Steaming Potatoes for the Use of Cattle. Explana-
tion of Fig. I, or the Ground Plan. (Plate II.)

A, the well from whence the water is furnished to wash
Jhe potatoes.

B, the spout which conducts the said water to the reser-

voir, where the potatoes are washed.

C, the frame of the potatoe washer, and reservoir of water.

D, a hollow wooden cvlinder or barrel, hooped with iron,

and perforated with oblong holes : it has a door at D, to

allow the potatoes to be put in or taken out ; it is of ^uch

a size, that eleven stone of potatoes will fill about two-
thirds of it, which quantity it will wash in two .minutes ;

it may be used six times, or wash sixty-six stone of pota-

toes, before the water in the reservoir be changed. When
the potatoes are taken out of the water, either pump upon
them, or throw a pail of water over them, and let it drain

through them.
E, the winch or handle, which works the washer by-

means of a small pinion F, working in a larger toothed

wheel G, occasioning one revolution of the washer from
two of the handle, as shown more fully in the subsequent
plate.

H, the conduit, through which the dirtv water is con-
veyed away from the reservoir.

r, the circle in which the crane K moves from its centre

at K, and in tracing which circle the w:ishing cvlinder,

when lifted from the water, is conveyed to the potaloe back
qr place of deposit L, which is raised from the fioor tl'.e

height of one of the tubs, or will meet one of them at the

other
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other circle M, so as that the oihiT crane N mav convey
the tub from thence to one ot the lead vessels O, on which
tlie potatoes arc steamed.

P, the hrick-work of the w atcr boiler in which the steam
is formed.

Q, the grate on which the fire is made.
R, the leaden steam pipe, one anH a half inch diameter,

a branch from which enters each of the vessels 0000,
inade of sheet lead, and on. which vessels the tubs contain-

ing the potatoes s*and whilst steaming.

SSSS, the cocks which let out the water condensed from
the steam, and impregnated with the juice of the potatoe.

T, the conduit which conveys away the water.

V, the frame-work or stillage, on which the leaden ves-

sels stand, about ten inches higher than the floor.

U U, the stone troughs, in which the potatoes are bruised

after being steamed, and before they arc given to the cattle.

Explanation of' Fig. TI.

C, the back or reservoir of water, for cleansing the po-

tatoes. -'

D, the wooden cylinder or barrel, which, bv turning the
.

iron axis extending through it, washes the potatoes contained

in the cylinder ; it is here shown in the state readv to be

raised, bv the crane and jack K, from the dirty water; it

can be disen'g;iged from the toothed wheel G, by a jointed

notch between the head stocks at W.
E, the winch handle.

F, the smaller pinion.

G, the larger pinion on a line with the axis of the cy-

linder.

X, a water-back or cistern above the boiler, supplied

from the pump Y, by the spout Z.

N, a crane and jack, by means of which the potatoes,

when washed, are conveyed to the steam vessels.

No. Ill, three of the wooden steam tubs, with perfo-

rated bottoms, placed on the leaden steam vessels or cis-

terns 000.
2 2, the boiler for the water formed of two Iron pans, .

screwed together by two flanges; each pan is in capacity

forty gallons.

R, the leaden pipe, which conducts the steam from the

boiler to the steam vessels.

000 0, the four leaden steam vessels, each twelve

inches diameter, and nine inches deep ; one of them is

shown separate from its wooden tub.
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3, a cock which conveys the water by a pipe from tlie

reservoir to nearly the bottom of the boiler.

4, a cock which stops the steam when the potatoe tubs

are taken oB\ ,

5, a safety vaJve fixed upon the top of the boiler, loaded

with a weight of about four pounds to a square inch.

6, a cock fixed in the side of the boiler to ascertain

when it contains a proper quantitv of water,

7j one of the potatoe tubs detached from its lead vessel

:

it is two feet high, twenty inches wide at the top and se-

venteen inches at the bottom ; it v.ill hold eleven stone of
potatoes. The boiler will steam sufficiently the four tubs

of potatoes in fifteen or tv.enty minutes time; and if the

w^hole are not in use, the lead pipes of those not wantt-d

may be plugged up. Each tub and cover is held down bv
four levers, and an iron ball at the end of each lever.

When the potatoes are sufficiently boiled by the steam,

the crane N raises and removes the tubs from their places

to the stone troughs L' U, a section of one of which is given

:

the potatoes are there bruised for use.

XVI IT. A demonstrable, accurate^ and at all Times prac^

tical'le Method of adjusting Hadley's Sextant so as to

render the Back Ohscrvation equally correct ivith the Fore
Observation ; and to measure an Angle of ] 50, 1 60, or

1 70 Degrees, as accurately as one of 30, 40, or 50 De-
grees. Communicated to the Astronomer Royal ly Letter

dated Sept. 23, 1S03. By the i?ei'. Michael Wakd,
of' Tamivorthj Staffordshire.

Jlj.avixg several years used a Hadley's octant by Dollond,
of the common construction, to compute the time from the

sun's double altitude, in order occasionally to examine the

rate of going of a gridiron pendulum clock, I have often

lost a number of observations from want of certain depend-
ence on angles above go*' : the same inconvenience attended

all attempts at revising a table of parallaxes of stars above
45° meridional altitude j and also all lunar distances above
90° required a more extensive instrument. The one I have,

however, being, from its tried accuracy, a j^reat favourite,

it became more an object with me to invent some mode
of bringing this instrument to measure larger angles than'

PO'^ than to purchase a more extensive one. Fiattermo-

myself that the subjoined experiments and observations

will
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will give, it" not exactness, at least a demonstrable do\ iatlon

within 13 seconds, I shall feil myselthappv it" what I com-
niunicate prove of service to others in it.s present state, or

niay cive rise to any new ideas ot iniprovcnicnt in the in-

strument itself".

It is a known principle in optics, that the angle of re-

flection is equal to \.\v' angle of incidence : hence the angle

formed bv B and C in fig. 1. (Plate III.) beinsr greater than

a right angle B receiving a ray and transmitting it to C,
the consequence from the above principles is, A D becomes
greater than AE; A E being equal to the distance of the

reflecting points in B and C in the second figure, B and C
formine a right angle, E and D coincide in the third fiiiiire

;

B and C forming an angle less than a right angle, AD be-

comes less than AE.
Let us now suppose the eve placed behind G in fig. 4,

so as to observe or bring the point G upon A, and l)ehind H
in the line BH let the flame of a eandle be placed; it is

evident that the ray HB from the flame will fall upon B,
he reflected to A, and be again reflected bv A in the direc-

tion AG, so as to be distinctly seen by the eye behind G.
Unscrew the lever of the back observation glass, and,

turning it round, adjust it like the fore observation glass ;

in this attempt it will be found ncccssarv to remove the

sight-vane to a new situation, which mav be done by glue-

ing a small bed of wood on the side at Z to hold it *.

Having

• It may be useful here to remark, that in upwards of looo altitudes

cf the sun, taken wiih my instrument with the back observation glass,

tamed ai here described, and the sight-vane in a bit of wood fastened to

the siiie, and ail t'sie opening df tlie back obstrvation glass covered by
pastiniT pi'.per over its surface, except a strip cxacilv as broad as the open-

ing, and at right angles to it, I have found, upon taking any tirn number
of double altitudes of tiie sun, with tlicir correspondent times, that when
the avfrH;:c vas found it alivays accorded in time and altitude with the

middle place; whcrea'!, when I have tried the fore observation glass in

the same manner, it was fretpjcntlv subject to deviation, and verv seldom

would bear apportioning, when both occupied the middle of the column.

I,tt ao cxiimple, raken yesterday, testify to what I u'^sert.

1S04, Ftliruary 1 3 X
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- Having adjusted the /'/?t/e observation glass asforaybre
observation, draw a pencil line from its centre to the centre

of the hole in Z, and from the centre of the index glass let

fall a perpendicular LM ; this line in my instrument is

6*33333 inclies.

Now Gil being previously made equal to I.M, and the

index set to zero on the limb, turn the back glass to its

/M-Qper situation, and adjust it as nearly as vou can,

The line GH is now to be changed for the following ap-
paratus :—In a scale of \A'ood (tig. 5.) about five inches

broad, a foot long, and an inch thick, let there be a slit

made* two or three inches long, and not exceeding l-soth
of an inch in breadth: at 6*3333 inches from this slit let

a scale of inches divided into tenths begin both wavs ; let a

telescope. A, magnifying any number of times, from three

or four to thirtN', l)e so contrived as to move nearer or
further from the slit by means of a screw, and also perpen-

dicular to the plane of the scale ; let the telescope also carry

an index corresponding to the centre of the cross hairs with-
in it; opposite to the slit let there be a socket to hold a small

bit of candle. The whole will be easily comprehended by
inspecting lig. 5.

Fix both instrument and apparatus on a plank, or in a
box open at both ends, so that GM may, for a reason to

be given below, be 176-S8734 inches.

If GK exceeds GH, the angle ACB is then more than
a right angle, and the angle KBH is double the angle SCB,
for SCA is drawn to represent a risrht angle.

But if GK equals GK, the angle ACB is a right anolc;
and Kand H coinciding, the angle KBH vanishes of course;
SCB vanishes also, and coincides v\ith the rioht ancle

SCA,
^ ^

But if GK is less than GH, so as that K fall on P, then
the angle AGB will fall within, or be included in the right

angle ACS, and the index line GB will take an ano^ular

situation similar to that of the line CW, and the angle PB If

will be double of the then angle SCW.
The reason why KBH is double the angle SCB is : Sup-

pose a ray comes from G upon A, is thence reiiecled to B,
the index glass B being set at more than a right ansfle to

The inference is, that by increasing the distarxe of the two reflecrcrs and
the eye, and coriffniiig the observation to a square about one degree, or
double the sua's diniTitter, in breadth, the accuracy is considerably in-

cseastd

.

" The slit falls behind the flame in the engraving.

AC,
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AC, whitever excess in incidence A receives, the same
excess in reflection also it transinits to GK3 of course,

therefore, KBH is double SCB*.
The apparatus being thus explained, and the prlnciplc»

established, let us now apply them pracLically to measure

tlie angle K IJ H

.

Let U3 first Jind the length of BII or GM.
From the property of the circle it is evident, that if the

radius be 57*2y578 inches, the sine of one degree will be

one inch, and the sine and tangent of angles less than ten

njinutes have no discernible dilierencc : therefore the sine

maybe useJ for the tangent: therefore 3'i3*7740S inches

radius will give six inches for one degree.

No\\', six inches being divisible into sixty tenths, one-

tenth of an inch will correspond to one minute : but, as

has been already observed, the angle K B H will measure

double the angle SBC; therefore half the radili? with the

same six inches sine, will measure out the minutes of the

angle SBC at one-tenth of an inch for each minute.

i'lien 176-33734 inches must be the length of BH or

GM.
If this length be doubled, then each tenth will measure

thirty seconds.

If tripled, the divisions will be twenty seconds each,

Sec. S:c.

Having placed the instrument, and directed the telescope

aloni; the line GM to A, light tlie candle and look for its

relieclion through the slit, and vou will find three, live, or

seven lines of light, but the middle one the brightest ; bring

that into the centre of the telescope by screwing the tele-

scope nearer to or further from the slit, as occasion may re-

quire : then note at what division the index on the telescope

stands; suppose it at 4^ of the divisions to the right, the

instrument will measure all angles by back observation

4'
1 3 " too much, vet subject to the laws of the back obser-

viition in the common wav : thus an angle of 42" 52' 30" so

taken, must be diminished to 42*^ 48' 15", and this taken

from 1S0° leaves 13 7" n' 45", the true angle: and so in

other cases.

If this mode be not approved of, another, perhaps as ac-

curate, mav be tried. Set the iiidex of the telescope to

on the scale of the apparatus," and the index of the instru-

ment at on the limb; then move the index of the instru-

ment along the limb till the middle bright light occupies

the centre of the telescope as before; and the angle of devia-

tion.
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tion, if to the left, must be suhtracted, if to the right, added

:

thus i' \b" in the example just given being to the right,

must be added.

Many more, and perhaps useful observations, might be
given, and a mode of setting both glasses perpendicular to

tiie plane of the instrument by the use of the above appa-

ratus ; but I fear I have already exceeded the limits allowed

to communications in a monthly publication, and shall

therefore add no more—except to say, it will give me much
pleasure to tind the present communication considered as

useful.

February, 14. 1S04..

XIX. On the Utility of the Oxygenated Muriatic Acid in

the Cure of Scarlet Fever ; ivith an eay JMode of pre-
paring it for Medical Purposes. By Mr. John x^vREy
Brathwaite, JSlemher of the Boyai College of Sur-
geons in London, and Surgeon to the Lancaster Di-
spensary *.

XiAViNG frequently experienced the inefficacv of the com-
mon mode of medical practice in the Scarlatina anffinosa,

I have been induced to make some inquiries into the nature,

cause, and treatment of that disease, which has been pre-

valent in this town and neighbourhood for three years last

past. The result of mv observations has been the disco-

veiy of a remedy in this disease, which is as much entitled

to infallibility, as mercurv in the lues, or bark in the a<ruc :

it is easily prepared, by any apothecary, of materials with
which his shop is, or ought to be, always supplied ; and re-

quires no complex pharn)aceutical apparatus with which
those unaccustomed to practical chemistry are often liable,

even from proper materials, to prepare chemical prepara-

tions totally different in their properties from those in-

tended.

As I have no doubt but the contagion of the scarlet fever

produces an extraordinary degree of disoxygenation of the
system, with great debility, and exhaustion of the sensorial

power; I was led to suppose that oxyoen, exhibited in some
easy and pleasant manner, might not only destroy the con-
tagious m.atter adhering to the tonsils, uvula, he, but, by
penetrating the fine moist membrane of the lun^s, and by
chemical attraction uniting v. ith the blood, excite the action

* ComiTiunicatcd by the Author,

of
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oF the arterial i-ysteni, warming the extremitie?, increasing

mscusible perspiration, exhilarating the sjiirits, and, invi-

gorating the vital principle without exhausting it, would
prove an efficacious remedy in this but too tatal disease.

This I have experienced in the oxvgenatcd muriatic acid,

whose known property of destroying putrid miasms, and
preventing intcction, in a gaseous slate, has totally abo-
lished the absurd i'arragos oFantient iiractice,

Wu'iolous and vaccine virus, exposed but for a moment
to the vapour of oxvgenatcd muriatic acid, lose their con-
tagious properties; and the latter, rubbed with one-eighth

of a grain of oxide of iron {nibigo Jerri) ^ will rarely com-
municate the disease : what then may we not expect from
this activ'c and elegant preparation! elegant I may justly

tntitlo it, as, when properly prepared and sutHciently diluted,

it mav be administered to patients of all ages, being a safe

and eillcacious remedy, possessed of a slight degree of grate-

ful acidity.

When called to a patient, in whatever stage of the scarlet

fever, mv practice for two years last ])ast has uniformly

been as f()llo\\s ;—One dram of oxygenated muriatic acid is

mixed with eight ounces of distilled water in a vial, and
shaken together : this quantity should be taken every tw elve

hours bv a patient from fourteen to twenty years of age

;

but it is preferable to administer it in draughts divided from
llie quantity above mentioned into §ij, Biss, gj, and Bss

bottles, as ihc patient's age and situation require, ordering

ihenx to be taken at such periods as for an adult to consume
the quantity in the time menlioned, and to younger pa-

tients smaller doses, as half a dram or two scruples of the

acid to eight ounces of water. By this method the oxygen
gas is not separated and lost each time the vial is opened, as

may easily be perceived by its smell in the apartment. It is

also absolutely necessary the medicine be placed in a dark

situation, wrapped ii\ paper, lo prevent the disoxygenating

influence of light.

Since the use of this medicine I have never had recourse

to emetics, purgatives, blisters, or diaphoretics; a regular

perseverance in the oxygenant remedy has universally suc-

ceeded, my patients rapidly recovering, and being seldom

afllictcd wiih tho^e eoniplaints succeeding the scarlet fever,

such as pain of the join's, paucity of urine, and universal

anasareous swellings. Even should these folhnv, I recom-
mend a contiiiuance of the medicine until these symptoms
entirely disappear, T\hich will be found n)ueh earlier than

by the usual mode of treatment. Indeed, if the oxygenated

preparation
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preparation is duly persevered in, I am of opinion those pain-

ful and distressing affections will rarely occur. . It is also

possessed of this desirable property, that it may be easily

taken by children, who generally are the most numerous
patients in this disease, and to whom all medicines are ad-

ministered with difficulty ; 1 have frequently heard them cry

for that stuff which mended their throat, as they expressed

it : indeed in that respect its effects are truly admirable, far

surpassing the disagreeable practice of gare;ling and syrin-

ging, which in numerous instances, even if possible to do it,

is productive of mischief. Hov/ far superior then must be

a remedy which, by passing over the infected and fre-

quently ulcerated part immediately, not only gives instan-

taneous relief, but entirely removes that fetid smell origi-

nating in severe cases from these parts ! Patients often wish
to be frequently sipping a little of the oxygenant liquid :

which is not improper; but it must always be done out of

a wine glass, as admeasurement with a spoon is dangerouSj

the oxygen rapidly oxidating the metal of which it is com-
posed, and by that means conveying into the stomach a

poisonous fluid, from which death might ensue.

The muriatic acid has long been used as a medicine, and sir

-William Fordyce strongly recommended it in the ulcerated

sore throat and putrid fever ; but the oxygenated muriatic

acid has, I believe, been rarely employed-. Dr. Crawford*
.once took twenty drops of it, diluted with water ; but soon
jafterwards found an obtuse pain, with a sensation of con-
striction in the stomach and bowels : this uneasiness, not-

.withstanding the use of emetics and purgatives, lasted for

several days, and \\ as at last removed by drinking water im-
pregnated with sulphureous hepatic air : this effect he attri-

butes to the manganese, which had been used in the distilla-

tion of the acid, containing a portion of lead. I should rather

suppose it proceeded from the dose of twenty drops being

taken. Oxygenated muriatic acid readily gives to living ani-

mal bodies its superoxygen, and the remains is common
muriatic acid ; a dose of which similar to the above would
undoubtedly, in delicate constitutions, produce similar ef-

fects. In no case whatever have I found it necessary to

exceed the quantity before meniioned, but it has sometimes
been done by my patients through an anxious desire to get

well ; the same uneasiness has, however, been produced

which Dr. Crawford experienced, though the preparation

» Philosophical Transactions, vol. Ixxx,

VoL.XVIII, No. 70. I was
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was made so as not possibly to contain cither lead or any

other metallic substance.

To prepare the oxygenated muriatic acid in a perfect state

of puritVj put two ounces, bv measure, of distilled water

into a narrow tubulated bottle with a ground glass stopple ;

into this gradually pour, by measure also, as much muriatic

acid, the specific gravity of which is as 1 1 70 to 1000 of di-

stilled water, frequently shaking the vial ; add then to it

two drams of oxymuriate of potash *, which in a little time
\\'\\\ fall to the bottom, the acid seizing the small portion of

alkali, and liberating beautiful globules of vital air, which
slowly rise towards the surface, diminishing as they ascend,

superoxvgenating the acid : a little agitation now and then

facilitates the process, but it will be three or four days be-

fore the acid becomes hvperoxygenated : the stopple should

be put loosely into the vial and tied over with a piece

of bladder, but not too tight, allowing it to move when
the gas is rapidly extricated. This process should be per-

formed in a dark situation, and the oxygenant medicine

be after preserved, by putting (uer the bottle a circular piece

of pasteboard, to prevent it from being injured by the de*

uxvsrenatino; power of light.

it is not in scarlet fever only that this preparation pro-

mises to be of advantage ; I have found it useful in angina

maligna and other diseases proceeding from or producing a

deoxyoenation of the blood : in many lingering cases of the

late intiuen:fa it was exhibited with evident advantage, in

the doses above mentioned.

From the trials made bv Guytcm Morveau and others,

it appears that the oxygenated muriatic acid in a gaseous

form possesse<? the power of neutralizing and destroying

contasrious miasmata, even in rooms where the sick are

present, without the slightest inconvenience. Possessed of

amazing expansibility, this gaseous oxygenant ditfuses itself

over the most extensive apartments, leaving nothing un-
touched, and touching nothing it does not appropriate j

rapidly oxidating metallic bodies, particularly iron and steel,

(which should be removed,) and radically destroying the

most olVensive odours, thereby rendering innocuous perhap.^

deadly contagious poisons.

To completely purify any apartment, where a patient suf-

fers in the scarlet fever or any other contagious disease, so

'* The best oxymuriate of potash I ever had, was made by Mr. Hoyle,

An ingenious chemist in Manchester \ loo grains yielding ne^Iy 7+ cubic

inches of oxygen gas.

as
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1

as to render it perfectly safe not onlv to the attendants but

to the rest of the family, take a china teacup and saucer^

put into the cup two ounces of common salt and half an

ounce of the black oxide of manganese, previously pow-
dered, w ith one ounce of water ; then take an ounce and

half of sulphuric acid, and pour a little of it now and then

Into the teacup among the other ingredients : immediately

an amazing quantity of oxygenated muriatic acid gas will

be disengaged, and diffused through the apartment : this

should be suffered to remain only a few viinntes, removing
it out of the room into the staircase ; bv \\ hich means the

vhole house will become impregnated with this gaseous

oxvgenjint : it will be proper to take it into the room fre-

quently during the day, adding to it a little fresh sulphuric

acid, and then replacing it in its former situation.

It was mv intention to have transmitted a more minute
account of the scarlet fever, and its mode of treatment by
this oxvgenant remedy, illustrated with cases ; but suffering

at present under an arthritic complaint, I found myself in-

adequate to the undertaking : perhaps at some future period

Imav again take up the pen to corroborate what I have as-

serted : should this, however, be the means of rescuing one
individual from a premature grave, theintentionof the writer

will in some degree be accomplished.

Lancaster",

March i, 1S04.

XX. Report of Galvanic Experiments made on Men and
Animals. Read to the Class of the Exact Sciences of
the Academy of Turin by C. Rossi *.

I. Experiments on Rabbits suffocated in IVciter.

Thermometer 7°t; barometer 27 inches
j

pile 25 disks.

JlIaving cut off' the hair from the nape of the neck and
the stomach of a rabbit, I suffocated it in a pail of water,
and, as it gave no apparent signs of life, I galvanized it for

tv.enty minutes : but in vain, as it was really dead. I did
the same thing to another, v hich I drew sooner from the

v.ater, that is to say, while it still exhibited signs of life j^

but I was not able to save it by means of galvanism.

* From the "Joiuiml de Phyjiqie, Vend. an. la.
- We suppose Reaumur's is meant = 44*6 fahr.—Edit.

I 2 A thirds
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A third, being taken sooner from the water, was saved

;

though it had already experienced a convulsive cough, and
in all probability would have died without the assistance of
the pile. This convulsive couoh ijavc nie reason to suspect

that a small quantity oF water had penetrated throusrh the

larynx and the trachea into the bronchix and pulmonary
vesicles, which prevented inspiration and expiration, like

an organic defect, or as an obstacle to these functions,

while it causes the glottis also to remain shut in asphyxiae

of this kind-*. It is for this reason that the application of

galvanism is in general inciVectual in such cases, if an arti-

ficial aperture be not previously made in the trachea to admit
air, w liich, as a stimulant proper to the lungs, bv exciting

a cough, may cause the small quantity of water lodged in

these cavities to be thrown up. If the animal be then gal«

vanized as above, it may be recalled to life with greater cer-

tainty, provided the excitability of the heart and lungs be

not absolutely destroyed, as I have mentioned in the article

of Bronchotomy, in my Treatise of Chirurgical Operations.

To satisfy myself on this point, I suffocated a fourth rab-

bit in the same medium, and, having examined the state of

the aerian passages, I discovered that the glottis was shut

by a spasmodic falling down of the epiglottis 5 the trachea

and the bronchiae. were empty; but in the pulmonary vesi-

cles I found a small quantity of water, sufficient in this case

to oppose the return of the pulmonary functions, imless an
artificial passage be opened as already remarked : this quan-
tity of water was indeed so small that it would not have

been capable to produce any derangement in the above ve-

sicles, had the atmospheric air been at liberty to exercise an
action on the exterior surface of the breast.

To assure mvself of these principles I suffocated a fifth

rabbit, prepared like the rest, innnersing in the water the

head and shoulders only. After struggling some time, it

suddenly ceased to move ; on which I galvanized it for ten

minutes ; when it recovered.

It is my duty to state, that in the first the water had pe-

netrated the pulmonary vesicles ; and when this is the case

it is needless to turn down the animal's head, as some have

proposed : in the last, the small quantity of water which
entered by incomplete inspiration had not gone beyond the

commencement of the bronchias.

* I am not ignorant of what has been done by Troja and other phy-

sicians.

n. Expe^
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II. Expermeiiis on Rabbits suffocated in Sulphurated

Hijdrogen and Carbonic Acid Gas.

Thermometer 8°*; barometer 27 inches j pile 25 disks.

It is much easier to recall animal life in these cases of

asphyxia, because there is no mechanical obstacle to the

functions of the respiratory organs, and as the glottis gene-

rally remains open. Having* prepared a rabbit, and suffo-

cated it in sulphurated hydrogen gas, (a mode which occa-

sions no agitation in the animal as water does, because it

first renders the nervous system torpid, and then extin-

guishes the property of transmitting the animal fluid ca-

pable of exciting the animal and of preserving it in life,) in

three minutes after apparent death I galvanized it, forming
the circle as before mentioned during three minutes, and
observed movemeuts either in the feet or at the stomach.
These movements increasing by the continued action of the

fluid of the pile for eight minutes more, efl'ected a return of

respiration and of life at the same time ; but the animal re-

mained apoplectic. To bring the animal from this state, I

applied galvanism, with great precaution, to the external

part of the nostrils, and at the same time made it drink

vinegar. By these means the functions of the external

senses returned twenty-three minutes after suffocation, but

it remained stupid for four hours.

I must here observe, that I had before suffocated tv;o

others on which galvanism produced no effect, probably

because it was too late.

Another rabbit, prepared and suffocated in carbonic acid

gas as the preceding, was subjected to galvanism for eigh-

teen minutes, bvU without success. Finding that there

were no hopes of recalling it to life, I formed the resolution

of opening the cavity of the breast and the pericardium. I

then galvanized the diaphragm, forming the circle between
it and the spinal marrow ; and though the contractions of
that muscle were sufficient to excite some movement in

the heart, they were not able to maintain it for any length

of time. I then applied the galvanic circle to the nerves of
the heart, and to the heart itself : it was now twenty-six
minutes after suflbcation, contractions were manifested in

the above organ, and in consequence of the iralvanism were
repeated at intervals, and continued to forty-six minutes,
I then directed the action of the galvanism to the mvscles

* i° Reaum. = 46 '4. Fahr,
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oF the extremities, which gave contractions till fifiy-cigUt

ininutcp ; when all motion ceased.

I repeated the same experiment on a similar animal,

taking care not to begin till eighteen minutes after : it was
preserved from death, but remained apoplectic for nine

hours. At this period it was completely restored by swal-

lowing a little vinegar. I then suflfoeated a third in the

same gas ; and after galvanizing it for sixteen niinutes

without hopes of reviving it, I electrified it positively, and
also applied galvanism. I immediately observed, with sur-

prise, distinct pulsations of the heart, and at the same time

some respiration, for about eleven minutes; but these move-
ments ceased at the end of eighteen minutes, after which ii

was really dead. From this fact it would appear that some
doubts might be entertained in regard to the different nature

of these two fluids ; that is to say, vitreous electricity, and
that of the pile. I do not, however, see that their nature is

essentially different. I rather observe a dlficrence of condi-

tion between them, and particularly in their manner of

acting on animals ; for an animal electrified positively when
it still retains a certain power to animalize the electricity,

is put into a state capable of supporting a stronger exci-

tant, such as the fluid of the pile, which is also electric

but diflerently modified, which being applied to animals

the organs of which are already deprived in a great measure
of the property of feeling the stinmlant, onv>hich they can-

not, as we may sav, re-act, must be considered as capable

of speedily annihilating the little vitality still existing in the

same organs, unless applied with great clrcmnspection. It

niav therefore be laid down as a general principle, that when
excitabihty is accumulated it may always be employed with

ad\ antage ; that when real indirect debility exists, recourse

must be had to it with caution, and it must be applied onlv

by degrees ; and, lastlvj that if the patient is asthenic, the

use of it may become fatal.

To throw more light on this difficult point in regard to

the application of galvanism, I shall resume other experi-

ments, which will form the subiect of another memoir,
containing a detail of several cures obtained by means of the

above fluid, and among others of partial palsies, and of a

case of hydrophobia, which C. Vassalli-Eandi has a.lrcady

announced in his letter to C Rossi. You will observe that

the above-mentioned experiments, as far as concerns the

duration of vitality in regard to galvanism, do not exactly

correspond in all animals ; wliich pro.yeii that the vitality of

animals.
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animals, whether warm or cold blooded, is not equal in all,

though in general the products are equal.

III. Experiments made on a JMan decapitated on the l&tk

of January.

Thermometer 61°* 3 barometer 27 inches; pile 50 disks:

solution, muriate ot soda.

A robust man, aged thirty, was decapitated at forty-six

minutes after eleven, on the 18th of January. The body
was immediately conveyed to the hospital of St. John,
where it arrived at fifty-nine minutes after eleven. The
thermometer was at 7**, and the barometer at 27 inches :

the pile was composed of fifty pairs of disks, and the paste-

board was moistened with a solution of muriate of soda.

The series of experiments were immediately begun.

The first was to excite the diaphragm without applying

an armature to the spinal marrow, as is generally done.

Having applit-d the conductor of the positive part to the

spinal marrow, and that of the negative to the pit of the

stomach, previously moistened with the solution of muriate

of soda, the movements excited in the diaphragm were very

strong, and those of the heart were no less so. The lungs

performed several expirations, charged with vapours which
at each expiration covered with aqueous drops the surface

of a glass plate even when the conductors were no longer

applied. The movements of the heart, which had been ex-

cited by those of the diaphragm, continued for three mi-
nutes, and were distinctly felt on applying the hand to that

region.

Eighteen minutes after decapitation the cavity of the

thorax was opened, and the diaphragm was then irritated

with the point of a scalpel : the movements were sutficiently

strong to excite also the heart ; but the movements of the

latter could not be preser\'ed by that stimulus as they

were by the pile, even when the conductors were no
longer in contact with the before-mentioned parts. I then

applied, as before, the conductors to the spinal marrow and
the diaphragm, and the contractions excited w ere so strong

that the heart was put in motion for five minutes.

Having removed the left lung to unpover the thoracic

aorta, 1 applied the conductor of the positive part to the

heart, and that of the negative to the aorta. The move-
ments of the former were very brisk, and were exceedingly

* 6*3 of Reaum. := 43'7 Fahr.
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striking in the aorta. At twenty-three minutes after decar

pitation I cut the thoracic aorta near its passage into the

diaphrugm, and it was taken from the thorax, wiih the

heart, and insulated on a plate of glass. I insulated also a

portion of the anterior straight muscle of the left leg, and
at thirty minutes after decapitation I heoan to irritate the

heart with the scalpel ; but the contractions were very

feeble : those of the straight muscle, excited with the same
stiniulaiit, were much stronger ; but it was not possible to

produce the least effect on the aorta.

Thirty-four minutes after decapitation I made use of the

pile : it excited pretty strong contraciions in the heart, still

stronger in the straight muscle, and a few faint contractions

in the aorta, which soon ceased entirely. I continued the

experiment, sometimes irritating the heart and the muscle
with the scalpel, and sometimes with the fluid of the pile,

till tifty minutes, when the mo\emeni3 of the heart disap-

peared altogether, while those of the muscle were still visi-

ble by means of the scalpel, and very strong by means of
the pile.

I opened the cavities of the heart, that is to sav, the ven-

tricles and auricles : the scalpel produced no effect, the pile

alone was capable of exciting some faint movements in the

ventricle ana right auricle. At this period, that is, at fifty-

six minutes after decapitation, the scalpel still produced

some effects in the insulaied straight muscle 3 but the pile

excited in it very strong contractions, which continued till

an hour and eighteen minutes ; after \^•hich they entirely

ceased.

I then turned my observations to the muscles of the ex-

tremities left in their place : in these the scalpel occasioned

sensible contractions, which increased very much in strength

bv UK-ans of the pile : they still continued one hour and

fifty-three minutes, at which time 1 left off my experi-

ments.

These results are perfectly analogous to those which I

communicated to the class in regard to dogs which had
been decapitated; it is therefore needless to repeat the con-

sequences which ought to be deduced from them. Besides,

they will be found in the memoirs, which, by a decree of

the academv, will be inserted in the volume now in the

press. I shall only observe, that if the theorv of Crawford

and Lavoisier on animal heat is the n)03t correct of any yet

formed on that subject, and if the assertion of Humboldt
on the property which he ascribes to oxygen, of nourishing

vitality, be true; these experiments will oblige us to con-:

elude
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elude that the blood of the rence cavs deposited in the right

auricle, though surcharged with carbon, has not power to

destroy vitality, like the blood in the pulmonary veins,

\\ hich, according to the received doctrine of animal hc:it,

is charged with the recent product of respiration, and which

is aftenvards deposited in the left auricle. In this case,

Haller, and all those who believe that carbon is the de-

stroyer of vitality, would be wrong, or the said theory

must be defective. For the left' auricle, Vv'hich during the

hfe of animals that respire, and which have the heart di-

vided into four cavities, is in contact v.ith the blood, charged

with the products resulting from respiration, is of all the

cavities of the heart that which loses vitality soonest,

—

though, according to Humboldt, oxygen is the nourish-

ment of vitality; while the right auricle, which is the last

to lose it, is, during the life of these anim.als, forced to re-

ceive the blood surcharged with carbon.

IV. Galvanic Exper'/ments made on a Man decapitated

January the 22^/.

Thermometer 61" * ; barometer 27 inches
;

pile 50 disks:

solution, muriate of soda.

A young man, thirty years of age, stout and robust, was
decapitated on the 22d of January at noon. The body v/as

transported to the anatomical theatre of the hospital of St,

John, where it arrived at six minutes after noon. The per-

sons present were^ Vassalli-Eandi and myself, professor

Anselmi, Geri, Giorcelli, and Massi, members of the col-

lege of surgery, the chief of the gendarmerie of the 27th

division, and several others. As soon as it arrived, the

experiments were begun.
The object of the first experiment was to excite the dia-

phragn). The conductor of the positive part was applied to

the spinal marrow, where it was cut, and that of the ne-

gative to the pit of the stomach : very strong expirations

were immediately produced, and the glass plate was co-

vered with vapour. The heart was put in motion, and
was still in that state when the cavity of the thorax v.as

opened to excite it by the mechanical stimulps of the scalpel

;

and bv these means also it experienced contractions. Those
excited at the commencement of the experiment, and which
had already decreased^ were renewed. The pile was then

employed as before, and the diaphragm exhibited contrac-

tions so strong, that they made those of the heart four times

* 6-5 Reaum, = ^,.5-7 Fahr.
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as strong as they had been when excited by the stimulus

ot" the pile : they continued till fourteen minutes, though
those of" the diaphragm had ceased.

I then removed the left lung to uncover the thoracic aorta,

and at seventeen minutes we applied the conductors to the

heart and the aorta near the diaphragm : the contractions

of the former were very strong, while those of the aorta

were such that they approached the heart, where the con-
ductor of the negative part was applied. Vassal Ii-Eandi,

who measured them with his decimetre, found that the

shortening of the aorta was a millimetre. Inmicdiately

after, I cut the aorta transversely near its insertion in the

diaphragm ; and, having repeated the experiment as above,

the shortening at twenty-one minutes after decapitation was
about two millimetres. At twenty-four minutes the heart

v\as insulated with a part of the aorta on a glass plate. A
portion of the aorta a decimetre in length was also insulated

on the same plate v ith a part of the same length of the sar-

torius muscle, while an assistant uncovered the muscular
tunic in a determinate place of the small intestines. Every
thing was ready at the twenty-sixth minute, and the expe-

riments were begun by irritating all these parts with the-

point of the scalpel.

The results were as follow:— 1st, The heart, with the

small part of the aorta still attached to it, gave moderate
contractions, while the separated portion made only some
faint movements ; but those in the sartorius muscle were

very strong. 2d, The conductor of the positive part being

applied to the small portion of the aorta still attached to the

heart, and that of the negative to the apex of the heart,

produced movements of systole and diastole much stronger

m all the four cavities, and even in the continued part of

the aorta, which shortened about a millimetre. The sepa-

rated portion of this aorta, the two conductors beii\g applied

to the two ends, gave contractions, or rather became short-

ened about a millimetre. The portion of the sartorius

muscle exhibited a shortening of fifteen millimetres.

I then applied the conductor of the positive part to the

spinal marrow of the neck, and that of the negative to the

place of the muscular tunic, which had been freed from its

peritoneal covering, on which the movement of the intes-

tines was peristaltic ; and when the conductor of the nega-

tive part was introduced into the anus, the contrary motion

took place. Thlrtv-four minutes after decapitation the parts

were left at rest till the thirty-sixth minute, and in that in-

terval I uncovered the anterior straight muscle of the left leg;

after
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after which \ve repeated, with the stimulus of the scalpel, the

ci periment before described. The results were : 1st, Some
visible movements in the ventricles of the heart and the left

auricle, more visible in the right, but none in the separated

portion of the aorta. In the poriiou of the sartorius muscle

we observed very strong contractions, as well as in the in-

testines, and ver)' strong contractions in the straight muscle

of the leg. 2d, With the pile we excited movements of

svstole and diastole vePy' sensible in the four cavities of the

heart, but still more sensible in the right auricle, and with-

out anv appearance in tlie portion of the aorta. We re-

marked a siiortening of twelve millimetres in the portion of

the sartorius muscle ; the movements of the intestines were

prettv strong, and those of the straight muscle of the leg

very strono;. At forty minutes the experim.ent was sus/-

pended tjirthe forty-fifth. After this term, having resumed

it as before, the results we obtained v. ere as follow :—The
scalpel exercised scarcely any action on the left ventricle,

and none in the left auricle. There were pretty apparent

movements in the right ventricle, and still more apparent

in the right auricle ; we found tliat those of the portion

of the sartorius muscle were two millimetres: none were

f'xcited in the intestines, but there were very strong move-
ments in the straight muscle. 2d, On the other hand, we
obtained bv the pile verv faint movements in the left ven-

tricle and auricle, more apparent in the right ventricle, and

still strono;er in the riiibt auricle. Those observed in the

portion of the sartv)rius muscle were ten millimetres, and
verv visible ones were perceived in the intestines ; very

strono- in the beioie-mentioned anterior straight muscle. At
tiity minutes after decapitation all the parts were left at rest

till fiftv-three minutes. During tliis interval I uncovered

and cut transversely the sartoruis muscle, and we then

repeated the experiment as before. The results v»e had with

the scalpel were as follow :

1st, The left ventricle and arricle gave no marks of scn-

bibilitv ; those exiiibited by the right ventricle were scarcely

perceptible, while the right auricle gave verv strong move-
ments : those of the portion of the sartorius muscle wTre
three millimetres. The intestines were not irritated, bui the

straight muscle and the two parts of the left sartorius gave
very strong contractions. 2d, By makine; use of the pile,

the left ventricle exliibited only very slight movements, and
none were produced in the auricla c>f the same side. The
movements in the right ventricle were more apparent, and
»till o-rcatcr in \\i^ auricle of the same side. In the portion

Qf
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of the sartorius they were six milHmetres. The contrac-

tions oF the straight muscle were very strong, and they were

nine millimetres in the two portions of the straight sartorius,

which was attached to the respective points. Fifty-nine

minutes had elapsed after decapitation, and the experiments

were continued on the same parts ; and it was not till an

hour and twcnly-three minutes that they were abandoned.

I shall not give any detail respecting them, because they

were made in the same manner as the preceding. The re-

sults, however, were as follow :—The aorta first ceased to

exhibit contractions which were excited by means of the

two stimuli before mentioned ; the other parts ceased their

movements in this order : the intestines, then the left cavi-

ties of the heart ; the right ventricle and the right auricle

the last : after the right auricle, the insulated portion of the

sartorius muscle, while the muscles in their places still ex-

hibited very strong contractions. It was then thought use-

less to continue the experiments, since it was proved that

the voluntary muscles were the last to lose their movement.

XXI. A Report of the State of His Majesti/'s Flock of Fine^

u'oolled Spanish Sheep during the Years 1800 a?id 1801 ;

with soma Account of the Progress that lias been made
towards the Introduction of that valuable Breed into those

Parts of tlie United Kingdom where fine Clothing Wools

are grown with Advantage,

V_/N the 9th of June 1800, when his majesty's Spanish

flock was shorn, it consisted of 100 ewes and wethers,

which produced as follows :

Wool washed on the sheeps' back - 39Slb.

Loss in scouring - - - 104

Amount of scoured wool - - 294
Which produced, when sorted.

Prime 234 lb. at 5s. per lb.

Choice 34, at 3s. J-65l.lls.
Fribbs 26, at Is. 6d.

Eight rams and nine ewes were this vear disposed of,

which were all that could be spared from the flock. Two
of the rams went into Dorsetshire, where the breed is much
approved by some skilful judges of sheep, and seems likely

to produce considerabFe advantage by crossing with the

common sheep of the country.

}
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Mr. Bridge^ of Winford Eagle, communicated this vear

the result of an experiment he had made on three kinds of
sheep ; viz. Dorset, half Spanish and half Dorset, and half

Spanish and half Mendip.
He kept these sheep from the year 1 798, when they were

lambed, till February 1 800, when they were butchered as

fat sheep; and having valued them in June 1798, he found
the carcases of each sort, with two years wool which had
been shorn from them, to yield at that time the following

increase in value

:

Real Dorset - - - 4l. 5s. 6d.
Half Spanish half Dorset - 4 3 8

Half Spanish half Mendip - 3 19 2

In these experiments Mr. Bridge's woolstapler values the

i)orset wool at Is. 2^d. a pound, and the half Spanish
wool at Is. 44d. only; but as the Spanish cross in both cases

increased the quantity of wool, and as half Spanish wool
has never, when its value was properly known, been sold

for less than Is. 9d. and generally more than 2s. a pound,
there can be no doubt that the improvement in value, arising

from the cross, is in both cases considerable.

Mr. J. Ridgeway, of Upperton, in the parish of Yazor,
in Herefordshire, communicated an experiment, in which
two sheep, the one a Ryeland and the other half Spanish
and half Ryeland, of equal weights, were fed by him toge-

ther : the half Spanish sheep produced in a year 2 lb. 12oz.
more wool and 5 lb. more mutton than the Ryelander.

This gentleman, whom his majesty graciously permitted to

have rams from the Spanish flock some years ago, has also

shown by his accounts that the wool of his flock, of about
16 score sheep, has been so much increased both in quan-
tity and in value by the Spanish cross, as to have produced
nearly twice as much money for each clip after the Spanish
blood was established in it, as it usually did before.

In June 1801, the Spanish flock consisted of 108 ewes
and wethers.

Which produced in wool, washed on the sheeps' back, 397 lb.

Loss in scourinp" - - - 112o
Amount of scoured wool - - i283

Which produced, w^hen sorted,

Prime 237 lb. at 5 s. 6d. per lb.

Choice 31, at 3s. 6d. J-731. Is. 9d*
Fribbs 17, at Is. 9d.

The wool of the rams and fatting wethers, which had
4 been

I
731.
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been kept separate, was prepared for sale at the same tlme^

and produced in

Wool on the shccps' baek - 220lb,

Loss in scouring - - 82
Amount of scoured wool - 138

Which produced, when sorted,

Prime oGlb. at 5s. per lb. "^

Choice 30, at 3s. 6d. I 30l. 6s.

Fribbs 12, at Is. gd. J
Tliis year, eight rams and twenty-two cues were soldi

If the foot rot had not unfortunately damaged the rams very

materially, more of them would have been disposed of. It

is however observable, that although the rams that arc

kept at Windsor in rich land are occasionally attacked by
this harassing disease, the ewes and wethers that feed on
the drv and hilly pastures of Oatlands have never been sub-

ject to lameness of any kind.

Eleven wethers that had been sent to the marshes in

order to try the effect of rich pasture in fattening sheep of

this breed, were slaughtered this year by Mr. King, of

Newgate Market, previous to the Smithfield meeting,

•uhich usually takes place the week before Christmas.

Two of the carcases were given to persons who had been

useful in ascertaining the value of the Spanish breed ; the

remainijiii; nine were sold to Mr. Giblet, butcher, in Bond-
street, whose iudgment in selecting, and liberality in pur-

chasing, the best carcases is well known, both to those of

\i honi he buys and to those m ho buy of him. The sale bill

is as follows

:

1 Sheep, 6 stone 6 lb, at Cs. per stone

1 Diito
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for several days, and of his customers who purchased the
joints. Experience has, however, demonstrated ah'eady,

both at Windsor and at Weybridge, that Spanish muttoii
is of the best quaUty for a gentleman's table.

The pelt wool of these eleven sheep was taken off", in

order that its value might be ascertained.

It weighed in the yoke - 36 lb.

Loss in scouring - - 8

Amountof scoured wool - 28

Tt was sold as skin wool for 4 s. 6d. a pound, and of course
produced 51. IQs. or 10s. a sheep, all expenses deducted.
The amount of this profit was quite unexpected, and holds
forth a source of advantage in this breed, that has not pro-
bably hitherto been calculated upon.

Of all who have laboured to render his majesty's patriotic

views in importing Spanish sheep permanently useful to his

subjects, Dr. Parry, of Bath, deserves the highest com-
mendation. Amidst the labours of a profession always
toilsome when successful, and particularly so at Bath,
where persons, whose diseases cannot be ascertained bv
the faculty elsewhere, continually resort, the doctor found
ieisure to employ himself in the improvement of the British

fleece, by crossing various breeds with Spanish rams pre-
sented by his majesty to the marquis of Bath and to the

Bath Agricultural Society.

The prizes the doctor has continually obtained from the
judicious and respectable body from whom he borrowed
rams, for cloths made of his own wool, in the midst of a
manufacturing country' and amongst abundance of able

competitors, prove to a demonstration that he has brought
the fleeces of the mixed breed very nearly to the value of
the original Spanish; nor is this to be wondered at, v^hen
we recollect that the effect of a mixture of breeds operates

in the following proportions :

The first cross of a new breed gives to the

lamb half of the ram's blood, or - 50 per cent*

The second gives - - - - 75

The third . - - - _ sj^
the fourth ----- 933

At which period it is said, that if the ewes have been judi-

ciously selected, the difference of wool between the original

stock and the mixed breed is scarcely to be discerned by the

most able practitioners.

Mofe need not be said of the doctor's merit ; his book,
which
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which everv man who wishes to improve \vool ought (o

read, will give a more just idea of the acuteness of his dis-

crimination, the dihgcnee with which he pursued his pur-

pose, and the success that finally attended his judicious

management, than can be stated in the brief form of a re-

port like this.

Much, however, as Dr. Parry deserves the gratitude of

all who honour the fleece, lord Somerville's merit stands at

least as eminently conspicuous. Enmlating the example of

his sovereign, his lordship, whose just discrnnination of the

value of different breeds of stock is admitted by the most
experienced agriculturists, made a voyage to Portugal for

the sole purpose of selecting, by his own judgment, from

the best Hocks in Spain, such sheep as joined in the greatest

det-ree the merit of a good carcase to the superiority in wool

which the Merino flocks are allowed to possess.

His lordship succeeded, and brought home, more than

two years ago, a flock of the first quality, w hich will pro-

bably repay with advantage the costs of the undertaking, as

some of his lordship's rams arc said to have been already

sold for 100 guineas each.

As ten crops of wool have now been shorn from his ma-
jesty's Spanish flock, and not a single sheep from Spain has

been introduced into it during the whole of the ten years that

have produced them ; and as the tenth crop afforded nearly

iive -sixths of prime wool and only one-fourteenth of fribbs;

it is to be hoped that the deep-rooted prejudice which has

for ages deceived the people of England into an opinion that

Spanish vcool degenerates in this climate, will now be finally

lod^>ed in that catalogue of vulgar errors which the increase

of human knowledge daily enlarges. It is to be hoped also

that a bold assertion hazarded here, that the mutton of

Spanish iine-woolled sheep is coarse, tough, and little better

than carnon, will be contradicted by the evidence of Mr.
Giblet and his customers, to the satisfaction of those who
have unwarily given credit to it.

His majesty having been pleased to permit the sale of such

sheep as can be spared from the Spanish flock to be conti-

nued, the rams will be delivered at Windsor, and the ewes

at Oatlands, in the latter end of August. As, however, it

has been suggested to his majesty that the carcases of the

sheep are evidently improved, and that the wool has rather

gained than lost in value, six guineas will in future be the

price of a ram, and two that of an ewe. And as his majesty

has been graciously pleased to continue to intrust the ma-
nagement!
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nagement of the flock to Sir Joseph Banks, all letters on
the subject of it, addressed to him in Soho-square, will be
answered, and the utmost endeavours used to consult the

convenience of those who wish to become purchasers.

July 1802. Joseph Baxks.

XXII. Medico-chemical Researches on the Virtues and
Principles of Cantharides : extracted from a Memoir of
C. Beaupoil Li/ C. Deyeux*.

X HOUGH the animal kingdom affords only a small number
of substances which can be employed in medicine, it must
still be allo\\'ed that among those to which it has recourse,

there arc some the effect of which is so certain^ so constant,

and so striking, that if they were wanting it would be im-
possible to find others to supply their places.

Cantharides in particular are of this number. Every
body kno\\s the manner in which they act, and the re-

sources thev afford in a variety of diseases. It needs there-

fore excite no surprise, that an examination of these insects

should at all times have engaged the attention of the most
celebrated physicians, and that chemists have often tried to

subject them to analvsis.

The principal object of all those who have laboured on
cantharides has been to discover whether the vesicant pro-

perty, which thev possess in the highest degree, belonos in

general to all the parts of the animal, or whetlier it does

not rather reside in a particular matter, which, ii:^depend-

ently of those that accompany it, can act alone, and give

rise to the effects produced by the whole cantharides.

It would no doubt be superfluous to relate here every

thing which has been done or said on this subject; but it

is of importance to remark, that no one before Thouvenel
pursued the route which would lead to a solution of the

proposed problem : it has been therefore ^ince the period

^vhen that physician published the difl'erent experiments he
made on cantharides, that any hopes have existed of obtain-

ing more accurate knowledge respecting the properties of

the immediate materials of these insects.

However, in rendering justice to the efforts made by
Thouvenel, it must be allowed also that he has not carried

to a sufficient length the labour w hich he commenced so

* From the Annslfi de Chivik, No. \\z.

Vol. XVni. No. 70. K well.
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veil, since he neglected some of the most important ques-

tions necessary to be treated, and particularly those which
relate to the vesicant, diuretic, and aphrodisiac, properties

of cantharides.

To supply in some measure the silence he has observed

on these tiiree points, Reanpoil has thouo;ht proper to exa-

mine cantharides again. The dissertation in which he has

published his experiments having appeared to nie worthy
of being known, I shall give an extract from it.

The author divides this dissertation into four parts.

In the first he gives a cursory view of the specific cha-

racters of cantharides ; the processes employed to collect

them ; and the preparations to which they are subjected be-

fore they are introduced into conmierce for medicinal pur-

poses.

In the second he gives a short accoimt of che use made
of these insects since the days of Hippocrates to the present

period.

The third contains a correct account of the attempts made
by chemists to analyse cantharides, as well as a view of his

own experiments, and of the results he obtained.

The fourth contains every thing that relates to the phy-
siological essays made with these animals ; to the effects

produced by the external application and internal admini-

stration of them ; and observations on the phaenomena ob-

served on opening several dogs, which the author caused

to swallow either whole cantharides or their different im-
ruediate principles, which he was enabled to separate by

means of particular processes.

As the first ajid second part contain nothing which may
not be found in various authors, I shall proceed to the third

part, which is merely chemical.

It has already been observed that Thouvenel was the first

who examined cantharides in a maimer likely to prove use-

ful. Water and alcoholic fluids were, in particular, the

two agents which he thought proper to employ in prefe-

rence for separating from these insects the soluble parts

which he expected to obtain. The results by means of these

two fluids were

:

1st, A reddish yellow extractive matter of a pungent bit-

terness, similar, he says, to that of ants, except its being less

acid.

2d, A vellovv matter less dark than the former, and al-

most insipid.

3d, A fat matter of a green colour, of an acrid savour,

arid having the smell peculiar to whole cantharides.

5 4th, A
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4tli, A parenchymatous matter.

Similar products were obtained by C. Beaupoil t but, in-

stead of being satisfied with ascertaining their existence, he
examined them separately ; and in this consists the chief

difference between his labour and that ot'Thouvenel.

He lirst remarked, that the aqueous solution of the kind

of extractive matter furnished by cantharides soon experi-

enced a sort of alteration when exposed to the air ; that the

liquor became turbid, formed a yellow precipitate which'

acquired a peculiar odour, became covered with a viscid

pellicle which emitted a foetid ammoniacal odour ; and that

when it arrived at this term the same liquor exhibited no
longjer any sensible change. He then remarked that the

solution in question, before it experienced all the changes

occasioned in it bv exposure to the air, gave a strong red

colour to tincture of turnsole ; that when mixed with rec-

tified alcohol, or with ether, it divided itself into two parts

nearly equal, one under the form of a black glutinous pre-

cipitate insoluble in alcohol, and the other under that of a

yellowish brown matter exceedingly soluble in alcohol.

He ascertained also that the black precipitate dried readily

in the air, became brittle and friable, and reddened tincture

of turnsole ; that it combined very well with potash, suffer-

ing to be disengaged ammonia; that when distilled over an.

open fire it sw"elled up and gave an acid liquor, a thick oil

and carbonate of ammonia, and that it left in the retort a

dry, brittle, and friable charcoal.

Proceeding then to examine the yellow matter which re-

mained in solution in the alcohol, C. Beaupoil asserts, that

when it is concentrated by the evaporation of its solvent,

it retains the same odour and the same savour as the ex-

tract; that it dissolves completely in water, and reddens

tincture of turnsole ; that it combines wholly with .potash

without any disengagement of ammonia ; and that this

combination result^ from a homogeneous and glutinous

body soluble in water, and capable of being precipitated by
a weak acid; and, in the last place, that when distilled over

an open fire it swells up very little, gives an acid liquor, a

black foetid oil, and carbonate of ammonia; but that all these

products are in general less abundant than those obtained

from the black precipitate.

Of these different results the author thought it his duty

to attend more particularly to the acid, which, as seen, is so

easily observed in the infusion of cantharides, or in the ex-

tract which thev furnish.

He at first supposed that this acid was analoeous to that

K2
^

of
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of vinegar : he even thought that the existence of It miglit

be ascribed to the practice adopted by those who collect

canrharidcs, of exposing them to the vaj)iHir of that acid

;

but having subjected to experiment some of these insects,

collected without the aid of vinegar, he ^aw that they ex-

hibited the same phnenonicna as those of the shops. He
was therefore obliged to renounce his first idea, and to at-

tempt to ascertain by experiments the nature of the acid

presented to him. It, however, appears that all his efforts

m this respect were entirely fruitless ; for he at length con-

cludes that he is not yet enabled to give a decisive opinion

;

and that, though the acid in question has some analogy

\\ ith the phosphoric, he thinks that it does not possess all

its properties, and therefore that it ought to be placed in a

particular class, until that which it oi^ght to occupy shall be

fixed by new experiments.

The third product of cantharldes, called by Thouvenel and

Beaupoil the green matter, does not seem to experience any

alteration in the air, at least in its physical properties. It

is insoluble in cold water; it liquefies in hot water, on which

it float? in the manner of oil : alcohol and ether both dis-

solve it, and in these two menstrua it is decomposed by

water. Oxygenated muriatic acid brought into contact

with this matter, and renev. ed from time to time, does not

at first appear to have any action on it; but small whitish

and shinmg; scales, which fall to the bottom of the vessel,

are gradually seen to detach themselves from it ; in less than

eisiht days it loses its odour and colour, becomes thick and

glutinous, and, notwithstanding several lotions, it alwavs

1-ctains ih-C odour of the oxygenated muriatic acid*

Diluted nitric acid assisted bv heat gives it a russet colour,

a rancid and pungent odour, and even a pretty strong con-

sistence.

Caustic soda unites with it without the aid of heat, and

without the disengagement of anmionia. The product of

this union is decomposed by acids.

When exposed to the highest degree of heat it fuses and

forms a liquid, as it were, oily and slightly transparent, which

by cooling soon resumes the solid state. In a stronger heat

it is decomposed, its colour changes, and there passes oyer

into the recipients a yellowish oil, very analogous to that

furnished by yellow wax when distilled, an acid phlegm,

but not an atom of carbonate of ammonia.
In regard to tlic parcnchyme, which forms the residuum

of the different macerations, infusions, and decoctions, in

water, alcohol, and in ether, the author, after ascertaining

that
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that these fluids could extract no more, subjected it to the

action of caustic potash, which caused immediately to be
disengaged a ver)- sensible odour of ammonia. When this

odour was once dissipated the liquor was liltered, and im-
mediately mixed with muriatic acid. The mixture became
turbid, and gradually produced a precipitate, which, when
dried and put upon burning coals, exhaled an odour similar

to that of animal matters in a state of combustion.

Distilled in a retort this parenchyme gave a phlegm, thick

empyreumatic oil, and a verv large quantity of carbonate of

ammonia. The residuum of the distillation presented a kind
of charcoal, from which was obtained, by incineration in

the open air, a kind of white ashes, in which were found
carbonate of lime, phosphate of lime, sulphate and muriate
of lime, and oxide of iron.

Taking into account the quantity of each of the products

obtained by means of the above experiments, the author

asserts that an ounce of cantharides well diied contains
Gros. Grains.

Black matter _ _ _

Yellow matter _ - _

Green matter _ - -

Parenchyme _ _ _

Acid - an indefinite quantity.

Phosphate of lime - - -

Carbonate of lime - - -

Sulphate and muriate of lime

Oxide of iron _ _ _

To complete the labour \\hich C. Beaupoil had under-

taken, it still remained to determine the physiological pro-

perties of cantharides, as well as those of their most essential

immediate properties. This he appears to have performed

with considerable success in the fourth part of his disserta-

tion. Besides other results, he found the following from the

experiments he made on this subject

:

]st. That cantharides which have been subjected to no
preparation almost alwavs produce disagreeable effects \^hen

taken internallv ; but these effects are relative, according to

their intensity, the age, strength, and constitution of the

animals, and the dose administered to them : that the oeso-

phagus, stomach, and small intestines, are the parts parti-

cularly affected ; that such animals as do not fall a sacrifice

to their effects experience a desire to puke, very severe

pains, and various accidents, which seem to announce that

the parts touched by the cantharides have a tendency to be-

come disorganized.

K 3 2d, That

1
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2d, That aqueous extract of canlharidcs in less clones than

cantharides thetn&clvcs, gradually produce^ the same effects;

but that its action on the urinary passages is more striking.

3d, That the black matter is nuieh more active than the

extract; that animals to which it is given are subject to

pain and vomiting, but rarelv anv of them perish.

4th, That the green matter given internally does not

seem to have deleterious qualities, since all animals to

which it is administered, even in pretty strong doses, have

not seemed to experience any bad effects.

5lh, That the yellow matter does not appear to be more
active than the green matter.

6th, That the extract, the yellow matter and the black

matter, applied all three separately to the surface of the

body, produce the vesicant etfect nearly in the same time.

7th, That the green matter applied externally seems not

to act when alone ; but that its action soon appears when
mixed with wax, and when reduced by these means to the

consistence of cerate.

I must not forget to observe that C. Beaupoil was not

satisfied \\ ith trials nu;de on animals, but had the eouraae

to repeat them on himself. After acquiring all the infor-

mation necessary, he thinks he is authorised to assert that

the vesicant property resides essentially in the extractive

and green part of the cantharides, but that the extrs^etive

part alone acts on the urinary and genital system.

From these details it is seen that the author has carried

his examination of cantharides further than Thouvenel.

But though his labour" is very extensive it is still far from
being complete, since many things remain to be done, par-

ticularly in what relates to the green matter ; for it is diffi-

cult to conceive how, when administered internally, it has

no action -on the animal oeconomy; while applied exter-

nally it produces the vesicant effect. This objection which
J made to the author, and of which he felt the importance,

will no doubt induce him to make new experiments, in

order to ascertain w hat ought to be expected from the use

of the different parts of this substance, from w hich medicin^

derives so ijreat benefit.

XXIII. Obr
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XXIII. Olservat'tons on. the Prussic Acid, and the Pro-

duction of a Pijrophorus hxj the Prussiate of Iron. By
D. H. Grindel*.

JLt is well known that Scheele, when distilhng prussiate of

iron per se, found that a part of the colouring matter passed

over undecomposed, and was contained, in combination

with ammonia, in the water that first passed over, and also

in union with carbonic acid gas in the void of the receiverf.

I had long intended to prosecute this experiment further,

and to examine whether it was not possible in this manner,
without further medium, to disengage the prussic acid in

the gaseous form from prussiate of iron, to combine it \^ ith

pure potash, and produce prussiate of potash free from iron.

Late observations on the prussic acid in bitter almonds, 8cc.

induced me to pav attention as:ain to this circumstance,

and I made the following experiments :

I. I put a small quantitv of Prussian blue of the shops,

finely pulverized, into a small glass fitted with a pneumatic
tube, and heated the whole over a spirit lamp, after the

tube and the glass had been closely united. As soon as a

strong smell of bitter almonds was disengaged, I immersed
the tube in mercun', and received the gas in a solution of

pure potash. The gas was continually absorbed by the

potash ; but it at length displaced the fluid, and I ceased to

expose the Prussian blue to heat.

II. The potash impregnated with gas smelt a little of

bitter almonds. I then placed it in a sand bath, and suf-

fered it to evaporate slowlv to one half. On cooling I

perceived at the bottom of the glass irregular crystals,

some of which were foliated, others tabular, and some
seemed to be cubic. These crvstals I separated from the

fluid. They exercised a complete reaction, like prussiate

of potash on sulphate and nitrate of iron,—only that the

{)recipitate was greenish blue, and became of a beautiful

)lue onlv by the addition of acid after a part of it had been

dissolved,

III. The liquid separated from the salt was decomposed
with a little alcohol, and there \\ as produced a white tender

precipitate, which I again separated l)v the filter. The quan-

tity, however, was so small that scarcely any trace of it

remained on the paper.

* From Neues AUgnneinis JoHoial dtv Cheviie I'cn Hermbstadi, fer'f.

vol. i. no. 6.

t Schctle's SchrifteHj vcL ii p. 542.

K 4 IV. The
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IV. The liquor which passed throiis;h had in the course

of a few hours, and this perhaps woulcT have been the case

sooner had I left it at itst, deposited at the bottom an oil

which appeared yellowish, and which could not be mixed
by shaking it with the supernatant liquor. I sutfered it to

stand till the next day, in order that I might make more
accurate observations in the day-time ; but saw with asto-

nishment that the oil had disappeared, and had left in its

place a crystalline precipitate, which, though small, exhi-

bited all the phrenomena of prussiate of potash. I here

suspended all further research, as I was not able to repeat

the experiment with sufficient accuracy, and therefore re-

served it for further examination. It was, however, esta-

blished by the first and second experiments, that by this

process prussiate of potash, free from iron, can be pro-

duced. But if carbonic acid was combined with the prussic

acid, an idea I was led to take up by the difference of the

crystals which were produced, and by the greenish blue

precipitate, it is natural to suppose that the latter expelled

the former in part, and mixed also with a part of the

potash
J
and, therefore, the prussiate of potash must have

been separated from the prussic acid.

Berlhollet's experiment, in w hich he treated prussic acid

with oxygenated muriatic acid, was here of importance*.
The prussic acid was decomposed, and an oil was pro-

duced : the oil in water sank to the bottom : it no longer

reacted like the prussic acid on combinations of iron : it

was not inflammable: it evaporated in heat, and in course

of tune v.as converted into small cr\'stals. If I entertained

any doubts in regard to niy own experiments, this coinci-

dence in some manner removed them. The same pheno-
menon was confirmed by an experiment of a quite different

kiud, where an oil was produced by the action of alcohol

oil the prussic acid and carbonate of potash. The confir-

mation of Berthollet's experiment affords cause for more
accurate research in regard to the fundamental mixture of
prussic acid, oil, and alcohol.

It still remains to be examined, whether the oil produced
in this mjinner, according to my experiment, was prussic

acid. It was possible that the crystals produced might have
been again taken up bv the fluid, and even by the air,

which in mv experiments was quite filled with it. Whether
the oily lluid produced was really an oil, I was not luriher

able to dcternime ; but bv shaking it w ith the watery fluid

* Cr:;ll's Annal-ai; 1790, vol. i. p. i86l.

I divided
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I divided it like oil into small globules, which again soon
united.

I must here mention another plicenomenon, which I

cannot pass over with indifference. Every time I heated,

for a considerable time, the Prussian blue of the shops over

a spirit lamp, in order to prepare the gas, so that the Prus-

sian blue was pretty well decomposed, and had become
brownish black, I observed, when the glass v/as broken,

still hot, that the Prussian blue here and there inflamed in

the same manner as pyrophorus prepared from alum and
charcoal, or like sulphate of potash and charcoal, but without

a blue flame. The Prussian blue was alw ays heated over a

bpirit lamp, so that it was impossible an inflammation could

arise. Three or four experiments, repeated for this purpose,

confirmed this observation, but I was obliged to break the

glass while hot. The same thing did not take place with
prussiate of iron, but T made the experiment only once.

The production of pyrophorus bv this process m^ay be
explained in the following manner :—The Prussian blue of

the shops contains, as is well known, argillaceous earth

(potash) and a little sulphuric acid ; now, as the prussic

acid and carbonic acid are disen2:aged, a decomposition of
the sulphuric acid may take place ; the sulphur which is

produced mav unite with the free argillaceous earth; and in

this manner we may be conducted to the well known theoiy

ofpyrophorus. If this explanation be not agreeable to nature,

we have perhaps still obtained more. In my experiments

a partial decomposition only took place each time, as only
some particles, and those of the largest size, inflamed.

This observation might conduct us to the nature of the

substance which in this case is the agent, and these expe-

riments may perhaps furnish abler chemists with matter for

future research.

XXIV. Experiments on the Oil produced from the Leaves

of the Laurel Cherry . By C. Roloff rf Magdel'wg*.

X HAVE made some experiments with the distilled oil of
the leaves of th« laurel cherry, the result of w hich I here
communicate, because they are different from that of the
experiments of M. Bucholz with distilled oil of bitter

almonds,

As M. Bucholz employed potash with success for the

* From the same woik as the preceding article.

separation
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separation of the radical of the prussic arid from the before

mentioned oil, I made choice of hme in order to examine
whether earths could be employed for the same purpose, as

I believed, and I made the iollowino; experiments :

I. 1 shook for some time half an ounce of fresh prepared

hme water, with three drops of the oil of the laurel cherry,

by which means a complete mixture of both was cflected,

and no oil floated at the surface. To this mixture I added

half a dram of clear liquid muriate of iron, by which a

greenish precipitate, inclining to blue, was produced.

When mixed with a sufficient (juantity of the muriate, the

greater part of the precipitate was rcdissolved, and the

liquid assumed a green colour. After a short lime a small

quantitv of a blue precipitate \\ as deposited, which when
Altered, washed, and dried, amounted to nearly half a grain,

and exhibited all the appearances of prussiate of iron.

II. I repeated the above experiment, only with this dif-

ference, that I cmploved six drops of oil. The same phte-

nomena were produced, and the blue precipitate at length

obtained corresponded perfectly in weight with that of the

first experiment, for it amounted to nearly a grain.

By this experiment it is also proved that the distilled oil

of the leaves of the laurel cherry forms, by means of lime,

prussic acid. I must here remark that, for the greater

certainty, I repeated both experiments, as I did in regard

to all the rest, without shaking the oil of the laurel cherni-,

with lime water, bv which means I obtained a clear

fluid. This I mixed with a drop of the solution of prussiate

of potash, by which I produced the same shade of colour

in the fiuid as in the precedino- experiments, and after a

little rest a blue precipitate deposited itself at the bottom.

As INl. Biichoiz did not succeed completely in produeim;

prussiate of iron, by treating the distilled oil of bitter al-

monds with ammonia, T resolved to repeat the same expe-

riment with the oil of the leaves of the laurel cherry.

III. With this view I shook six drops of this oil whh a

dram of pure fluid annnonia, and mixed with them half a

dram of clear deliquescent muriate of iron, v>hich was still

diluted with two drams of distilled water. The result was

a green precipitate, mixed v. ith a great deal of blue, which,

by the addition of pure muriatic acid, left a blue preci-

pitate, which when washed and dried amounted to a lirain,

and exhibited all the phaenomena of prussiate of iron.

Bv this also it is proved that anmiouia is in no manner
prejudicial to the formation of the prussiate of iron, as

M. Bucholz concludes from his experiments. The rea^^on

whv
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why this accurate chemist obtained so few traces of prus-.

siate of iron, no doubt was, that the oil of bitter almonds
contains Icsg of the radical of the prussic acid than that of

the leaves of the laurel cherry*.

I am also of opinion that the prussic acid does not exist

as such in a free state, and with alkalies and earths can
form no prussic acid salts without a portion of the oxide

of iron. To confirm this opinion 1 made the following

experiments :

IV. Six drops of the oil of the laurel cherry being shaken
with half an ounce of lime water, ten grains of acetite of

copper dissolved in a dram of distilled water were mixed
with it, which produced a green precipitate. This preci-

pitate was again perfectly dissolved by the addition of the

acetous acid.

V. I repeated the same experiment, with this variation,

that instead of lime water 1 employed ammonia, by which
I obtained the same result.

These experiments, in my opinion, confirm in a com-
plete manner that the prussic acid cannot exist as such
without a portion of the oxide of iron ; otherwise a reddish

brown precipitate, according to analogy, must in these ex-

periments have been produced. Want of oil prevented me
from carrying my experiments further.

XXV. On. the Ether suggested hy Sir Isaac Newton,
compared with the supposed newly discovered Principle of
Galvanism. By Governor PowNALLf.

xxLTHOUGH at an advanced period of life the mind does

not possess strength sufficient for the pursuit of any new
research, or for the study of any neiv hranch of science, of
which I am conscious as I ought to be

;
yet feeling myself

capable to follow the researches of others, and to judge of
their theories when formed, I have in all humble diffidence

followed the experiments, and attended to the theories,

which modern philosophers have made and foraied respect-

ing the ph^enomena of a supposed newly discovered prin-

'* In two experiments with ammonia and the oil of the leaves of the

laurel cherry, mnde hy a process different from that of M. Bjcholz, I

was not able to obtain prussiate of iron; 1 however have no doubt that

this might be effected.

f Conimunicated hy the author.

c ile.
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ciplc, which, from the name of the first studying observer,

has hccn called galvanism.

Whilst thus following the phn:nomcna as exhibited in

the experiments of these philo.-^ophers, by which this sup-

posed newly-discovered agent acts and operates impulsively

and chemically in, on, and by various substances, metals,

semimetals, minerals, mineraiic and other solutions ; on
water, glass, resins, animal motion and senses, fungie and
vegetable substances ; I A\as rather disappointed to find,

(under the present advanced state of science) that these ex-

perimentalists were at first so disposed to imagine, or so

willing to have it imagined, that they had severally made
discoveries of some hitherto secret principles in nature, or

that thcv referred to unknown causes operating thereby.

On further more scientific investigation, however, by such

accurate })hilosophers as Volta, Dumas, and especially Dr.
Wollaston, thev simplified the results of their experi-

ments, and have in general agreed to refer all the phaeno-

mena of this supposed newly discovered principle, to an
agent long known by the name of electricity. Yet I cannot

but wish that philosophy had not stopped here ; for I own
that I cannot conceive this electric agent to be a prime
principle sui generis, but only a species of operation,

classing with all the rest under a more simple and general

principle, becoming, by its various modes of cooperation,

under various circumstances, a.formal or perhaps an cfll-

eient cause common to all. Instead, therefore, of being led

to a plurality of principles and causes, as superficial theolo-

gists have been, by the various operations of divine agene\',

to a plurality of gods, \a here they ought to have found the true

ONE, I keep an eye fixed on a one general principle, which
I have been used to acknowledge, as investigated and an-

nounced by .Sir Isaac Newton, so far as to substantiate its

existence. The principle I mean, as known to exist really,

but which requires further investigation to ascertain, by its

nature and operation, how far it may be a general efficient

cause, is that elastic active medium whieli Newton named
ether—'^ iste aether (id enim ei nomen quid ni imponam,
quid sit non definio) quoddam medium longe longeque

rarius et subtilius quam aer vel lumen, longeque etiam ma-
ois elasticum et actuosum" —" quod corpora omnia faeil-

lime i)ermcat, perque ccelos universos vi sua elastiea difVu-

suni est." The existence of this principle mav be taken as

a datum, a*; a known fact ; and so far as concerns the

phaenomena of its operations. Sir Isaac Newton states,

that
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that by its compressed elasticity, and its vibrations, it ap-

pears to attend and cooperate in all the known operations

of nature ; in gravity ; in attraction of aggregation, and in

all the chemical interchanges therein; in repulsion; in the

various movements of light, as its direction goes in riijht

lines ; in its inflections, its refractions, and reflections ; in

its fits of easy transmission and reflexion ; in heat and light;

in magnetism*; in electricity, and in that species of elec-

tric attraction t, " quae tarn angustis finihus contineatur ut
usque ad hue omsiem observationem fugerit : et fortass^

attractio electrica ad istlus modi exigua intervalla extendi

potest, etiamsi non esciteturfrictiove." This appears spe-

cifically to distinguish that electric operation which has
course given to it, by the simple contact of metallic and
other substances, without being excited by friction, as

vitreous and resinous electricity is. This ether, bv its

compressed elasticitv, or by its vibrations, appears to attend

or cooperate in the sense of sight and hearing, and in ani-
mal motion X-

It evidently appears that Sir Isaac Newton had investi-

gated the nature of this ether, so far as to substantiate lono-

ago its existence, and its operations as a cooperatingybr/wa/

caase, so as to recommend it to investigation how far it

may be found to be an efficient cause, general to all the

phaenomena therein referred to by him. Although he stated

this his information, merelv as matters of inquiry, to be
pursued by others, yet these phtenomcna, and the opera-

tions whence they arise, have been but lately submitted to

experiment ; and that with a view and in a line referring

to supposed newly discovered principles in nature, and to

unknown causes therein.

Here I would wish to recommend the opinion and the

words of Professor Cotes to such of the late philosophers

who have these views §

—

'^ ad veram philosophiam pertinet

* There is a peculiar phrenomenon, diflFerent from all others, by which
this principle acts or is acted upon. It appears to be connected wiili

some agent cxtern:il to ii, by which it acquires and maintains a direction

to the north pole of our globe ; but yet. whatever be this cooperating

agent, whose current gives this specific rendencv to the nisgnet or mag-
netic needle, this tendency, so far as relates to the magnetic body itself,

can be reversed in the b.)dy itself, as the curreat of the power which
actuates the voltaic pile can, by an alteration in the position of its part=,

he reversed. It is known that the magnetic needle, on being stricken

with lightning, has been reversed; and the artiticial magnet can have its

poles reverse- d bv the same means by which it was tirst made a magnet.

t 'Newtoni Opt. qua;re 31. at the time in which Newton speaks.
* Qu^re 23 et 2+.

§ Piifatjo ad Newton: Piincipia.

renim
\
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rcrum naturas ex vere cxi«tentihuscausis derivare— in horo-

looiis autoniatis idem indicis horarii niolas vcl ab appcnso

pondcre vcl ab intus concluso elatere oriri potest. Quod
si oblattim horologium revera sit instructum ponderc j

vidcbilur qui fingit elatcrcm, et ex hypoihesi sic praepro-

pcre confict:!, motum indicis cxplicare suscipict."

In what I have stated above, I have, perhaps presump-
tuously towards better piiilosophers and wiser men than

nvyself, perhaps from inexperience in the present advanced

state of science, ventured to express a w'ish that a course

of experiments were instituted to investioate the nature and
operations of this ether, a principle known to exist ; how
far and in what manner it acts ; how, if at all, it operates,

by its compressed elasticity, in becoming a coopei'ating or

an efficient cause to gravity and attraction ; how far and in

what manner it may, by its active movement and its vibra-

tions, cooperate with or be a cause to the phaenomena of

heat, light, electricity, and all the attractions of natural

or chemical affinity, and of the various interchanges therein
;

and how far, and in what manner, in animal sensations

and motion ; how^ far, and in company with what pouer,

it may give to maonetism a polar course. I have ventured,

perhaps hazarding my prudence, to recall the study of phi-

losophy to these pursuits in the very line which Sir Isaac

Newton so long ago marked out—but which yet, from
some suspended doubts about this ether and its existence,

have been, as seems to me, neglected and passed by.

XXYI. On the Preparation, Cidti/re, and Use of the Orchis

Root. By J. Pefxival, M. D.*

Oalf.p Is a preparation of the root of Orchis, or Dog-
stones, of which many species are enumerated bv botanical

writers. The Orchis mascula Linn. Sp.pl. is the most valued,

although the roots of some of the palmated sorts, particu-

larly of the Orchis latif'olia, are found to answer almost
equally well. This plant flourishes in various parts of
Europe and Asia, and grou s in our country spontancouslv,

and in great abundance. It is assiduously cultivated in the

East ; and the root of it forms a considerable part of the

diet of the inhabitants of Turkey, Persia, and Syria. A
dry and not very fertile soil is best adapted to its growth.
An ingenious friend of mine, in order to collect the seed,

* FiO.-n Hunter's Georgical Essays.

trans-
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transplanted a number of the orchises into a meadow, where
he had prepared a bed well manured for their reception.

The next spring few of them appeared, and hot one came
to maturity, their roots being black and half rotten. The
same gentleman informed me that he had never been able to

raise any plants from the seed of the wild orchis ; but he
ascribes his want of success to the wetness of the situation

in which he resides. I have now before me a seed pod of
the orchis, the contents of v^'hich, to the naked eye, seem
to be seed corrupted and turned to dust; but, when viewed
through a microscope, appear evidently to be organized, and
would, I doubt not, with proper culture, germinate, and
produce a thriving crop of plants. The properest time for

gathering the roots is when the seed is formed, and the

stalk is rcadv to fall, because the new bulb, of which the

salep is made, is then arrived to its full maturity, and may
be distinguished from the old one by a white bud rising from
the top of it, \\hich is the germ of the orchis of the suc-

ceeding year.

Several methods of preparing salep have been proposed
and practised. Geoffroy has delivered a very judicious pro-

cess, for this purpose, in the Histoire de VAcadc'in'te Royale
des Sciences, 1740; and Retzius, in the Sv/edish Transac-
tions, 1764, has improved Geoffroy 's method. But Mr.
Moult, of Rochdale, has lately favoured the public with a

new manner of curing the orchis root : and as I have seen

many specimens of hiS salep, at least equal, if not supe-

rior, to any brought from the Levant, I can recommend the

following, which is his process, from my own knowledge
of its success : The new root is to be washed in water, and
the fine brown skin which covers it is to be separated by
means of a small brush, or by dipping the root .in hot
water, and rubbing it with a coarse linen cloth. When a
sufficient number of roots have been thus cleaned, they are

to be spread on a tin plate, and placed in an oven heated to

the usual de2;ree, where they are to remain six or ten mi-
nutes, in which time they will have losttheir milky whiteness,

and acquired a transparency like horn, without any dimi-

nution of bulk. Being arrived at this state, they are to be
removed, in order to dry and harden in the air, which will

require several davs to effect ; or, by using a very gentle

heat, they may be finished in a few hours*,

Salep, thus prepared, may be afforded, in this part of

* Vide; ?4 Letter from Mr. John Mnultto the author, cor.t-.ining a new
icethod of preparing salep, iu Pail. Traasac:. %'ol. hx.

England,
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Ensland, where labour bears a high value, at about 8tl. or

loJ. per lb. And it might be sold still cheaper, if the

orchis were to be cured without separating from it thebrowii

skin which covers it ; a troublesome part of the process,

and which does not contribute to render the root either

more palatable or salutary. Whereas the foreign salep is

now sold at 5s. or 6s. per lb.

The culture of the orchis, therefore, is an object highly

dcservinir of encouragement from all the lovers of agricul-

ture. And as the root, if introduced into common use,

would furnish a cheap, wholesome, and most nutritious

article of diet, the growth of it would be sutficiently pro-

fitable to the farmer.

Salep is said to contain the greatest quantitv of vegetable

nourishment in the smallest bulk. Hence a very judicious

v.riter, to prevent the dreadfid calamity of famine at sea,

has lately proposed that the powder of it should constitute

part of the provisions of every ship's company. This pow-
der and portable soup, dissolved in boiling water, form a

rich thick jelly, capable of supporting life for a considerable

length of time. An ounce of each of these articles, with

two quarts of boiling water, will be sufficient subsistence

for a man a day *; and, as being a mixture of animal and

vegetable food, must prove more nourishing than double

the quantity of rice cake, made by boiling rice in water.

This last, however, sailors are often obliged solely to sub-

sist upon for several months, especially in voyages to

Guinea, when the bread and flour are exhausted, and the

beef and pork, having been salted in hot countries, are be-

come unfit for u'^e f.

But, as a wholesome nourishmrnt, rice is much inferior

to salep. I digested several alimentary mixtures prepared of

mutton and water, beat up with bread, sea-biscuit, salep,

rice flour, sage powder, potatoe, old cheese, &c. in a heat

equal to that of the human body. In forty-eight hours

they had all acquired a vinous su}cll, and were in brisk fer-

jiientatiou, except the- mixture with rice, which did not

emit many air bubbles, and was but little changed. The
third dav several of the mixtures were sweet, and continued

to ferment ; others had lost their intestine motion, and were

sour; but the one which contained the rice was become

• Port.ible soup is sold ;,' z'. 6d. per ib. ; salep, if cultivated in our

own countr)', mie;lu be arVoidcd at lod. per lb.: the day's aubsisteuce

would ilicrefore amount only to twopcncc-lnltpcnny.

t Vide Dr. Lind's Appendix to his Ebsay en the Diseases of Hot

Ciimaics.

putrid.
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putrid. From this experiment it appears that rice, as an
aliment, is slow of fermentation, and a very weak corrector

of putrefaction. It is therefore an improper diet for hospi-

tal patients ; but more particularly for sailors in long

voyages, because it is incapable of preventing, and will not
contribute much to check the progress of that fatal disease,

the sea-scurvy*. Under certain circumstances rice seems
disposed of itself, without mixture, to become putrid 5 for

by long keeping it sometimes acquires an offensive foetor

;

nor can it be considered as a very nutritive kind of food, oa
account of its difficult solubility in the stomach. Expe-
rience confirms the truth of this conclusion : for it is ob-
served by the planters in the West Indies, That the negroes

grow thin, and are less able to work whilst they subsist

upon rice.

Salep has the singular property of concealing the taste of

salt water f ; a circumstance of the highest importance at

sea, when there is a scarcity of fresh water. I dissolved a

drachm and half of common salt in a pint of the mucilage

of salep, so liquid as to be potable, and the same quantity

in a pint of sprmg water. The salep was by no means dis-

agreeable to the taste, but the water was rendered ex-

tremely unpalatable.

This experiment suggested to me the trial of the orchis

root as a corrector of acidity; a property which would
render it a very useful diet for children. But the solution of

it, when mixed with vinegar, seemed only to dilute, like au
equal proportion of \\ ater, and not to cover its sharpness.

Salep, however, appears by my experiments, to retard

the acetous fermentation of milk, and consequently would
be a good lithing for milk pottage, especially in large towns,

where the cattle, being fed upon sour draff, must yield aces-

cent milk.

Salep in a certain proportion, which I have not yet been
able to ascertain, would be a very useful and profitable ad-

dition to bread. I directed one ounce of the powder to be

dissolved in a quart of water, and the mucilage to be mixed

* Cheese is now become a considerable airiclt. of ship provisions.

Whtn mellowed by age, it ferments readily with flesh and water, but

separates a rancid oil, which seems incapable of any further change, and
must, as a septic, be pernicious in the scurvy ; for rancidity appears to

be a species of putrefaction. The same objection may be urged, with
still greater propriety, against the use of cheese in hospitals; because

convalescents are so liabk to relapses, that the slightest error of diet may
occasion them. Vide rercival's Letter to Mr. Aikin.—Thoughts en
Hospitals, p. 55.

t Vide Dr. Lmd's Appendix.

Vol. XVIII. No. 70. L with
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with a sufficient quantity of flour, salt, and yeast. The
fionr amounted to two pounds, the yeast to two ounces,

and the salt to cio:hty orains. The loaf, when baked, was
remarkably well fermented, and weighed three pounds two
f)unccs. Another loaf, made with the same quantity of

ilour, &c. weighed two pounds and twelve ounces : from

whicli it appears that the salcp, thou<rh used in so small a

proportion, increased the gravity of the loaf six ounces, by
absorbing;; and retaining more water than the flour alone vi'as

capable of. Ilalf a pound of flour and an ounce of salep

were mixed together, and the water added according to the

usual method of preparing bread. The loaf, when baked,

weighed thirteen ounces and a half; and would probably

have been heavier if the salep had been previously dissolved

in about a pint of water. But it should be remarked, that

the quantitv of flour used in this trial was not sufficient to

conceal tiie peculiar taste of the salcp.

The restorative, mucilaginous, and demulcent qualities of

the otehis root render it of considerable use in various dis-

eases. In the sea-scurvy it powerfully obtunds the acri-

mony of the fluids, and at the same time is easily assimu-

lated into a mild and nutricious chyle. In diarrhoeas and

the dysentery it is highly serviceable, by sheathing the inter-

nal coat of the intestines, by abating irritation, and gently

correcting putrefaction. In the symptomatic fever, w-hich

arises from the absorption of pus, from ulcers in the lungs,

from wounds, or from amputation, salcp, used plentifully,

is an admirable demulcent, and well adapted to resist that

dissolution of the crasis of the blood which is so evident

in these cases. And, by tlie same mucilaginous quality, it

is equally efiicacious in the strangury anddysury ; especially

in the latter, when arising from a venereal cause; because

the discharge of urine is then attended with the most exqui-

site pain, irom the ulcerations about the neck of the blad-

der, and th.rough the course of the urethra. I have found

it also an useful aliment for patients who labour under the

stoue or gravel *.

From

* The ancient chemists seem to have entcrtnincd a very high opi-

nion of the virtues of the orchis root, of which the following quotation,

from the SECRETA SECRETORUMof Raymund Lully, affords a di-

verting proof. The work !s date<i 1565.

SEXTA HERBA.

" Satirion herl a est plviribusnota, hujusradicis coliecta ad pondus lib*

4.Uic xo nicnsis Januarii, contunde fcrtiter et massam comusam pone in

ollam
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From these obsen'ations, short and imperfect as thev are,

I hope it will sufficiently appear that the cuiture of the

orchis root is an object of considerable nnportance to the

public, and highly worthy of (uicouragcment from all the

patrons of agriculture. That taste for expcnment which
characterizes the present age, and which has so amazinsrly

enlarged the boundaries of science, now animates the ra-

tional farmer, who fears not to deviate from the beaten
tract whenever improvements are suggested, or useful pro-

jects pointed out to him. Much has been alreadv dou-i for

the advancement of agriculture ; but the earth still teems
with treasures which remain to be explored. The bounties

of nature are inexhaustible, and will for ever employ the

art and reward the industry of man.

XXVn. On the Plants employed hy the antient People of
Europefor Poisoning their ylrrows. By C. Coquebert*.

xxLL those nations who live by hunting have sought, in

the vegetable kingdom, for active poisons in which thev
might dip their arrows, in order to kill with the greater

certainty the animals they employed as food.

Most historians have neglected to make known to us the

plants used for this purpose by our ancestors, the half sa-

vage inhabitants of Europe, in the most remote periods.

Chance, however, put into my hands two Spanish works,
in which I found some passas-cs which throw lio;ht on this

mterestmg subject.

The title of the first of these works is Synopsis Stirpinm
indigenarum Arragonice, published in 1779, the author of
which, a native of Saragossa, denotes himself by the initi-

als C. A. R. This author quotes a manuscript of Cien-
iuegos, his countryman, who wrote about 15 IS on the bo-
tany of Arragon, who relates that in his time the Spanish
hunters were still accustomed to poison their arrows, and
that the poison in which they dipped them was so power-
ful, that if an animal was in the least wounded the hunter
was sure of his prey. The vegetable from \^ liich they pre-

ollara de aurichalco habente in cooperculo 20 forasr.jna minuta sicut

ithomi, et pone inius eo prsdicta messa lactis vaccini calicli sicut

mulgetur de vajcca ib. 3. et mellis libram i. vini aromatici lb, j. et repone
per dies zq. ad soiem et conserva et utere.

" Ibtius irsq; dcsis ad pondus 3.4. ec hora dici decirm exhibita ir,u-

jieri post ipsius menstrua eadem nocre concipiet si vircun ea a"dt."
* from Biblioibeque Pbysico-ecovorucue, an vi.

L 2 parcci
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pared it was the Feratrum alliiw, white hellebore, a plant

very eoninion in the pasture lands of the alpine mountains.

To prepare the poison, however, for this purpose required

some dexterity. Cientuegos add?, that in his lime the

king of Spain had a huntsman who understood it tho-

roughly.

The second work from which I have derived information

on this subject is the Histor\' of the War of Grenada under

Philip II., by Mcndoza. This author, so highly esteemed

by the Spaniards for the purity of his style, his impar-

tiality, and the extent of his learning, says, that the

poison which the hunters of his country employed at the

time he wrote_, that is at the beginning of the sevwiteenth

centuiT, was prepared in the mountains of Bejar and

(jruadarrama, and was called in that part of Spain El zumo
de vedegamlre. It was formed into an extract of a reddish

brown colour. Another indigenous poisonous plant, which
the inhabitants called Ycrva, that is to say '* the herb," by
wav of excellence, was employed for the same purpose in

the high mountains of Grenada : it is the ylconitum lycoc-

totium, or wolf's-banc, which, like the Veratnim, grows

on the high mountains. The effects produced on the ani-

mals wounded by poisoned arrows are, according to Mcn-
doza, the same, whether hellebore or wolf's-bane be em-
ployed. They both consist in sudden and great debility,

coldnes?, numbness, and cecity : they foam at the mouth,
and are thrown into a state of convulsion. Mcndoza says,

that two plants, which he indicates only by the Spanish

names of Meniirillo and Retavia, with the meaning of

which I am not acquainted, were employed as antidotes.

After I had seen these passages, I was desirous of exa-

mining what Haller says of the plants mentioned in his

llistor'ia Stirp'mm i/idigennrinn Helvefice, or rather in the

French translation which Vicat has given of the part which
relates to the properties of plants.

" If it happL-ns," says he, " that the poison of the Fb'

ratnim penetrates to the blood, without having lost any of

its force, death immediately ensues, even though introduced

by a slight wound : this has been observed when the an-

tient Portuguese were accustomed to poison their arrows

\\ ith the juice of that plant." This observation was con-

firmed by the exjieriments of Matthioli. When death takes

place in this manner, putrefaction makes so rapid a pro-

irrcss that the flesh of the animal becomes tender as soon as

it ceases to breathe. Guikndinus speaks also of the poi-

son which the Spaniards prepared from this plant.

Two
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Two drachms of a decoction of the root of the Vtrratnnn

injected into the veins of an animal, throw it immediately

into convulsions, and produce vomiting followed by death,

and almost at the same moment a state of flaccidity.

A spirituous infusion, according to Haller, has more
strength than an aqueous, and the latter more than a de-

coction or an extract. There is reason to believe that the

activity of this plant resides in the volatile parts which the

boiling disengages.

Under the article black hellebore, Helltlorus viridis of

Linnjeus, Haller says also that this plant serves to poison

arrows j and he quotes jMonardus, who relates that a

chicken died in consequence of a fibre of black hellebore

being made to pass through it? crest. So deleterious an
action, however, can hardlv be allowed to this hellebore,

since in the time of Columella the root of it was employed
to make setons for cattle, which were made to pass throusrh

the skin, and particularly of the neck, and thereby excited

«uppuratio!i.

In regard to wolf's-bane, the following observation,

on that species called by Linmeus Aconitum cununarumy
occurs in the work of Haller :—The juice of this plant

having been accidentally introduced into a wound, in a very

fcinall quantity, it produced cardialgia, syncope, swelling,

and at length aangrene of the arm.

It appears from these facts, that the three plants aboye
mentioned, but chiefly the Vfralriim, were those employed
by the antient inhabitants of Europe for poisoning their

arrows ; and that the introduction of fire-arms made them
gradually abandon the use of this poison, which was still

employed by the Spaniards in the seventeenth century.

XXVIII. Experimertt showins the Advantage of Periscopic

Spectacles. By W. H. Wollastox, M.D. F. R. S.

To Mr. Tilloch.
SIR,

J. HE opinion given by Mr. Jones, in your last Magazine,
respecting the improved form of spectacle-glasses, on
which 1 had delivered my sentiments in the precedinor

number (p. 327), induces me to trouble you once more
upon that subject.

It is wholly unnecessary to make any reply to the vari-

L 3 ous
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ous observrJ-ions ot" Mr. Jones, or to remark upon the

expt nmcnt by which he has deceived hinisell", because

all doubt of the advantage of the periscopic glasses may be

rcnjovji by the following direct comparative trial, which
an\' person who chooses can repeat w ithout diftkuitN

.

i have before nie two glasses, each of 4 inches " posi*-

tive focus," as proposed by jVJr. Jones, the one double

convex, which in his judgment is pronounced to be " /';/-

dul'ilahly the Lest and most convenient thut can he deviled"

the other a concavo-convex, or meniscus, which bethinks
" evidrntiij the worst of the twofor a spectncle-glass."

When I Ijx the former at the distance for most distinct

vision opposite to a printed octavo page, and approach

my eve to the gla^s, I cannot without pain read quite 24

lines; but upon substituting the periscopic glass, fixed in

the same position, I can discern every word' in the page,

which contains 40 lines.

'i'he enlargement of the field of view observable in this

trial, is sufficient to evince the superior utility of the pe-

riscopic glasses ; but Vvcre there occasion to compare more
nearly the circular surfaces that may be scon with equal

distinctness by each, they would be found to dificr by a

ratio -ts great as that of three to one.

' The difference is of course more evident in glasses of so

high power, than in those .used by most long-sighted per-

sons for common purposes ; but it cannot be doubted

that in the latter ak^o a corresponding, though smaller,

inequality subL^sts, v/hcrever there is the same dissimi-

larity of construction, even when the focal distance is

longest.

The advantage in question i?, therefore, indisputably

proved by direct experiment ; to the novelty also Mr. Jones

himself has unintentionally conlriinUed very satisfactory

evidence : but as to its importance, those only who have

the misfortune to labour under any defect of vision must,

ultimately decide.

I remain. Sir,

Your obliged humble servant,

Mijrchio, iSc4. \V. H. WOLLASTON,

XXIX, Process
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XXIX. Process for extracting the Salt, iiitk a Base of
Lime, contained in YcUow Cinchona. C'jmmunicated to

M. FouRCRor ly C. Deschamps, of Lyons ^.

JL AKE twelve pounds of vellow cinchona, of a good quality,

pounded, and sifted through a hair sieve f. Put it into a

large pitcher with a beak, and pour over it fifty French
pints of pare cold water. Sutler it to macerate for twenty-

four hours, taking care to stir it several times in the course

of the day. Decant it next morning, pouring the liquor,

which has been left to form a deposit during the night,

through a close sieve made of goats' hair. Then pour this

and the followingr infusions into vessel?, which must be

jireserved in a cool place:

Pour over the remaining; matter, after the moisture ha^

been suffered to drain oft", thirtv French pints of cold water.

Leave it to infuse for twenty-four hours, stirring it as be-

fore; then decant the liquor, and pour over the matter, when
\\ ell drained, twentv pints of cold water, which makes the

whole of the water to be 100 pints.

At the end of twelve hours' maceration, squeeze the matter

in a press ; then filter all these infusions united, and put

them to evaporate in a large broad bason of silver, or of

tinned copper. Maintain the evaporation by a gentle heat,

that the liquor may not approach the degree of ebullition ;

and wken reduced nearlv to a half, pour it into a vessel and
leave it till it is perfectly cold ; then filter it, and wash se-

veral times by pouring; water almost cold tlirough the filter

the deposit which has been left upon it.

Unite these lotions to the filtered liquor, and continue the

evaporation in a smaller vessel until it be reduced six or

seven pints. Then leave it to cool, filter it aiain and wash
the resino-mucous matter as before, until the last portions

furnish very little precipitate by the addition of carbonate

cf potash.

* From the Antiales de Connie, No. 14.2.

f The cinchona which i have hitherto employed in preference for ex-
tracting this salt w?.a the veMov.- kind. It furnished ir in more abun-
dance, and presented less difficulty in purificanon than the red and the'

gray, which I treated also. The quantity which it produced mav be
estimated at an ounce and three j^ros per pound of the yellow cinchona
employed. This result never varied in the specimens I used. The
we!^.ht of the cinchona lewpioved was at least twelve pounds. The'ioss

by this (uian'ity was Jess than if I had operated with a aiualler quantity
;

ths crystals, ccsides, were larger aod more distinct.
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Continue this evaporation, filtration, and wasliinof, until

the hquor, by means of a gentle heat, has been brought to

half the consistence of syrup. Then pour the liquid nito a
vessel of earthen ware *, which must be deposited in a cool

place and left at rest for a fortnicrht.

At the end of that time pour off, by inclining the vessel,

the condensed liquor, which will float over the crystals

that have been formed. Wash them with a sufficient quan-
tity of water, rubbing them gently with a small soft brush,

or the barb of a quill, in order to free them from the thick

extract which adheres to them.
After this washing, detach the cr^'stals, removing as little

as possible the resino-extractivc matter to which thev are

often fixed in this first crvstallization f. Pound the salt and
dissolve it, triturating it several times in a sufficient quantity

of cold water. Filter these solutions, including the liquor

which arises from the washins;; of the crystals, and evaporate

the whole to the consistence proper for cr\-stallization %.

By this first purification vou will obtain crystals verv

little coloured, and much less mixed with substances foreign

to the salt. If you wish to obtain them of a greater degree

of purity, vuu must proceed to a second purification in the

following manner

:

After having washed and detached the crystals, dissolve

them cold as before; filter the liquid, \\ash the deposit*

and reduce the whole by slow evaporation to the proper

degree.

The salt obtained will be exceedingly beautiful and per-

fectly pvue. Its crystals are formed of lauiinai truncated

* For these crystallizations I prefer flat dishes to those which are

conical.

f If care has been taken to fiher the liquor several times, accord-

ing as it is concentrated, and always after it has been suftlrcd to cool,

it will be so much freed from the resino-gummv part, that after the

first crystallization, though the saline mass will still be of a russet colour,

the base of the crystals will be free from that matter which it was my
chief object to remove.

The small portion of salt which I had the pleasure of sending to you
arose from the first crystallization alone. VV'nen the infusion was reduced
to six or seven pints, I took care in the course of the subsequent evapora-

tion to filter it cold at three difftrcnt times. By pursuing this course, very
little matter adheres to the saline crust, and the supernatant extractive

nisrtci can be separated with tiie grerittr facility.

+ The more I advanced in the purification of my salt, the less I thick-

ened i)ie I'qiiPr : the degree of ccncintration must be proportioned to the

quantity of extractive or resinc-mucous matter it may have contained. It

ia not easy to hit this point.

at
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at tlielr extremity and applied obliquely to each other : I

propose to call it cinchonate of Ume.

I have several times obtained in the crystallized mass a

different disposition; which struck me the more, as it is not

often found, namely, in groups, perfectly round and re-

gular in the divergency ot the lamina of which thev are

composed. They are in a manner insulated, and each of

them exhibits a summit which hangs over the plane surface

of the other crystals. This variation in the assemblage took

place onlv in the tirst crystallizations : I never observed it

in those which produced the puritled salt.

The process here indicated is not sufficient, as may rea-

<iily be conceived, to extract from cinchona the whole of

the salt it is capable of furnishing. The thick liquor which
floated over the tirst crystallization, and which has been laid

aside, still contains a great deal of it. To obtain it, the

extractive matter must be freed as much as possible from
the other two immediate materials of cinchona which op-
pose most the separation of the saline substance, the resin

and the mucous matter, which are extracted separately or

combined.
For this purpose, when I wished to ascertain In the most

precise manner the quantity of this salt which yellow cin-

chona might contain, confining myself always to water as

an agent, I treated, cold, this compound extract, as indi-

cated for the purification of the first product, and repeating

the dilution, filtration, and evaporation, I found means to

insulate, in a manner, the extract of cinchona, which when
thus treated retains scarcely any thing but the mucous part.

When the saline liquor, thus purified, refused to furnish

crystals, I united it to that which floated over the salt car-

ried to the highest degree of purity, mentioned in the first

article of this process. This mixture still furnished me
with abundance, and in the last result the li(]uor I aban-
doned had still such a saline appearance as to give me reason

to expect something more to add to my recapitulation of its

contents. On examination I found nothing but products
similar to those which I obtained from the decomposition
of the crystallized salt. The matter which I precipitated is

absolutely of the same nature; it is only more coloured in

proportion to the resino-extractive matter it contains.

The means which I have here described are attended with
considerable embarrassment, and require a good deal of time
and expense, which no doubt might be avoided by treating

the bark differently. I have several times thought, that by-

employing
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employing fewer lotions, infusions, Sec, I should obtain a
less quantity of salt, but that, as this would chanire nothing
in the nature of the product, 1 should lind it more advan-
tageous.

Having in the first place proceeded to an analysis, and
wishing that as little of the salt as possible should escape

me, I conducted the process in a rigorous manner ; and
since that time I have practised the same manipulation.

There is reason, however, to think that tlie operation

might be much shortened by the hi-lp of alcohol : as this

fluid has no action on the calcareous salt of cinchona, it

might be employed two ways to remove the resin, which
forms the greatest obstacle to the extraction of this saline

substance, either by subjecting the cinchona in its natural

state to the alcohol bef(;re proceeding to aqueous infusion,

or by exposing to its action the exiractive matter which
results from the concentration of the lirst infusions.

XXX, On Galvanism. By a Correspondent.

^^„ To j\[r. Tilloch.

XT ;

INoT having seen or heard any satisfactory hypothesis con-
cerning the increased efiect produced bv the Galvanic bat-

tery upon animals by increasing the number of plates, and
upon metals bv enlarging their surface, 1 beg, through your
valuable miscellany, to call the attention of Mr. Davy and
other philosophers to the subject ; and shall be happy to re-

ceive, through the same channel, an explanation of these

apparently inconsistent pliaenomena.

It is vvcll known that the effect on animal bodies is pro-
portionate to the series or number of plates of which the

battery is composed, and that on metals it increases with
the area or surface of the plates employed. The fact is at-

tempted to be accounted for upon the supposition that the

skin, from being an imperfect conductor, is capable of
transmitting only a certain portion of Galvanic fluid, and
that metals, being perfect conductors, can transmit any in-

dctlnitcly larger quantity. But this theorv, although it may
be supported by experiment when e(pial mnnhers of small
and large plates are employed, does not appear to me to

account for the phaenomena when d{f}\reut numlers of
plates of equal sizes are used,

I conceive
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T conceive the following propositions will be admitted as

axioms in this scitace:

1st, The quantity of fluid evolved is proportionate to the

quantity of metal oxidated, wheihci; the oxidation of tht

metal be the mediate or immediate cause of its evolution.

2d, The quantity of metal oxidated is in proportion to

the extent of surface exposed to the action of a proportionate

quantitv of acid. Thus four parts of acid will produce four
times as much oxide from an eight-inch plate^ as one part

would from a plate of four inches.

3d, The fluid evolved is, from the equal attraction of
equal portions of the conducting body for equal portions of
the fluid, diflused cijually over every equal portion of the
ronductino- substances of which the battery is composed,
in proportion to the conducting powers of each respec-

tively.

• 4th, The quantity of fluid transmitted through metallic

arcs is measured bv tl;c degree of ignition produced.

5ih, The intensity of the shock received is the measure
of the quantity of fluid transmitted through animals.

Hence"it will follow, that from a battery of 23 eight-inch
plates, or of 100 of four inches, four times as maich fluid

w ill be evolved as from one of 25 four-inch plates, sup-
posing the distance between the plates equal, and the same
pjl^oportiun of acid employed in both cases ; or, in other

words, the fluid evolved will be as the area of all the plates

taken together, and it will be equallv diflliscd over the wholf.
surface of each batteiy in proportion to the conducting power
of its several parts.

Now suppose the skin, from its imperfect oonductinn*

power, incapable of transmitting more fluid than is evolved
from a battery of 25 four-inch plates, and that this supposi-
tion will account for the intensity of the shock notbeine in-

creased when 25 eight-inch plates are used ; so far the fact

and theory would agree. But under other circumstances
this theory mvolves contradiction and absurdity. For ex^
ample, as no diirerence in the intensity of the shock is per-
ceived, whether 25 four-inch or 25 eight-inch plates be
used, the skin cannot transmit more fluid than is given oat
by 25 four-incb. plates.

But the skin v.'ill transmit from 100 four-inch plates a

greater quantity of fluid than from 25 plates of the same
size

;

Therefore the greater and lesser quantities are equal : for

the skin cannot at the same time have^ and not have, the

d pov.er
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power of transmitting any excess of fluid above a given
quantity, suppose that produced bv 23 four-inch plates.

vSonic other theory must therefore, it appears to me, be
necessarily resorted to. I anij sir,

Your obedient sen'ant,

Marxh 12, 1004.. B. E.

XXXI. Shclcli of a Geological Delineation of South Ame-
rica. By V. A. Von Humboldt.

[Concluded from p. 36.]

JlJ-AVIXG already given a cursory view of the general ap-
pearance which the mountains of South America exhibit to

the eye of the geologist, I shall now enumerate the different

kmd-^ of mountains which I have hitherto discovered in that

country^ beginning with the oldest.

I. Primitive Moroiiains.

Granite.—^I'he whole cordillera of Parima, and particu-

larly the neighbourhood of the volcanoes of Duida and Mar-
cielago, consist of granite, which does not form a transition

into gneiss. In the cordillera of the coast it is almost everj:

where covered and mixed with gneiss and micaceous schist.

I saw it disposed in strata of from two to three feet in thidi-

tness, exceedinglv regular, declining from three to four per

league, towards the north-west between Valencia and Porto-

cabcllo. I found it on the Rincon del Diablo south-east

from Portocabello, with large and beautiful cr\'stals of feld-

spar an inch and a half in diameter, like the large grained

granite on the high sunnnits of the Schncegebirg and the

Fichtelbcrg, those of Scotland and Chamouni. It is here

split into regular prisms ; and I saw it on C'alavera du Cerro

do Mariana beyond Cura, and on tlie Silla de Caracas,

in this prismatic form, which the learned mineralojjist

M. Karsten observed on the Schneekoppe in Silesia. The
northern part of Cjermanv, and the lands on the Baltic in

Europe, but not the plain to the south of the Fichtelbcrg

in Swabia and Bavaria, are full of monstrous blocks of gra-

nite wliich have rolled down from the heights. In neither

of the llanos of South America, that of Orinoco, and that

of the Amazon river, did we find any such masses, and no
fragments of primiti\ e mountains. The granite mountains
of Los Marichcs near Caracas, and those of Torrito be-

tween.
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tw-een Valencia and St. Carlos, and that of Sierra Neveda
de Merida, contain, like that of St. Gothard, fissures which
are covered with verv beautiful and large rock crystals.

The granite is covered with gneiss and micaceous schist,

particularly on the cordillera of the coast of Venezuela.
Gneiss is abundant in particular from Cape Chichibocoa to

Cape Codera in the Tcquez, Cocuiza, and the mountain
Guigne, as well as in the islands of the Lake of Valencia,

where I found (on Cape Blanc, opposite toGuacara.) blackish

quartz in the sueiss which passes into Lydian stone, or
rather into the schistous state of Werner. The Macanao
on Margaret's island, and the whole cordillera on the isth-

mus of Cariaco, is nothinor else than micaceous schist full

of red garnets ; and at AJamquarez it is combined with a

little cvanite. Green garnets are mtermixed with the gneiss

of the mountain Avila. In the gneiss of the rock Cala-»

micari in Cassiquiare, and in the granite of Las Trincheras

near Valencia, I saw round masses, from three to four

inches in diameter, interspersed, which consisted of finer

grained granite, yellow feldspar, a great deal of quartz, and
scarcely anv mica. Is this old granite contained in some
of later formation, or are these masses, \\ hich have the ap-

pearance of accumulations, merely the eflect of attraction,

which here and there made the particles to approach nearer

to each other, but at the same time that the whole moun-
tain was formed ? This phaenomenon of one kind of gra-

nite interspersed in the other is observed also in Silesia, at

\\'unsiedel, on the Fichtelbers:, in Chamouni, on St. Ber-
nard, on the Escurial, and in Galicia. Nature is uniform
in her natural productions, even to the small variations ia

proportions.

The micaceous schist passes into talc schist in the cor-

dillera of the coast, on the mountain Capaya, and on the

Ouebrada Secca, in the valley del Tuy. In the cordillera

of Parima talc is found in very large siiining masses, and
this has contributed so much to the celebrity of the Do-
rado, or Cerro Ucucuamo, between the river Esquivo and
Mao, in the island Pumacena. The bright fiery appearance

exhibited sometimes by the truncated pyramids of the large

Cerro Calitamini, near Cunavami, at sun-setting, seems also

to proceed from a stratum of talcy schist cut perpendicu-

larly towards the west.

Small idols of nephrite, which I saw brought from Ero-
vato, show that to the south of Randal de Mura there are

nephrite rocks in gneiss like those I found at the bottom of
St. Gothard^ near Ursern, This formation was repeated by

nature
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nature in the laiiJ ot the Tupinambaros Indians. La Con-
rfamuic discovered this variatic .i oi' the hard nephrite, which
is known under the name ot" the Ania/on stone.

The granite, gneiss, and micaceous schist, contain here,

as in Europe, strata of chlorite schist arranged under each

other in the sea at Cape Blanc west Irom Guayra. Very
|mre and beautiful hornblend schist is found in the streets of

Guyana ; and, still more south, in the Cordillera of Parima,

feldspar etiioresces into porcelain earth in the Silla de Ca-
racas ; strata of quartz, with magnetic iron-stone, is Ibund

at the sources of the Cutuche, near Caracas
;
grained folia-

Ceous, primitive limestone, without tremolite, but with a
great deal of sulphureous pyrites and sparry iron-3tone, on
the ^uebrada de Topo on the road from Caracas to Guavra.

This limestone is entirely wanting in the cordillera of Pa-

rnna, where it has been sought for many years. Zeicheii

Schist, a kind of carbonaceous iron, and pretty pure gra-

phite, are found in the Oucbrada de Tocunic near Chacao,

m the Ouebrada Secca near Tuy, and north from the La-
gunaChica; on the difficult road which leads across the

isthmus of Cariaco to Chiparipara, there are found veins

of quartz, which contain auriferous sulphureous pyrites

and antimony, native gold, gray silver ore, mountain blue,

malachite, iic.

The copper ore of Avoa is the onlv kind here taken from
the earth : sixty or seventy slaves ol)tain yearly 1500 quin-

tals at most of refined copper. The quintal is sold for

twelve piastres. The valley in which thiS ore is dug up is

less unhealthful than the valleys near the sea where the

Indians wash gold ; namely, Urama, Maron, and Alpago-
ton, where the air appears to be poisonous, as is the case

in the fertile valley of Cararinas between Nirgua and Rio

Jaraeuy. The o;oJd is dispersed throughout the v. hole pro-

vince, particularly in the strata of quartz at Baruta, Catia,

Guigne, Ouebrada del Oro near Tuy, and on the Cerro de

Chacao, and Real de Santa Barbara near St. John, v^herc

I foulid barvtic spar, the only instance I ever met with in

this country. All the rivers of the province of Characas,

wash down gold. It however does not thence follow that

this province is rich, and contains veins of gold not yet

discovered : the gold may be interspersed in whole masses

of granite ; and J am acquainted with no high granite cor-

dillera, either here or in Europe, the rivers of which do
not wash down gold. The Cerro Duida of Esmeralda in

Dorado, the Ouebrada du Tigre near Encaran^ada, and the

Ccrrus dc Amoco, the Real de S. Barbaro nc^ir St. John,

the
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the Oucbrada de Catia, the alum ore of Chuparuparu, some
traces of iron ore in the llano of St. Sebastian, and par-

ticularly the Aroa abundant in copper^, seem to call for llie

industry of the miners.

Aririilaceous schist is very scarce : it covers the micace-
ous schist on the southern declivity of Venezuela, in the

neighbourhood of the Llanos, in the Quebradas deMalparo,
and Piedra Azu! : there is blue argillaceous schist, with
veins of quartz, on the isthmus of Cariaco, near Chupa-
ruparu, in the Distillador Arroyo du Robola, and also on
Macanao. Tn the four last-mentioned places there are

Ibund in the arsxillaceous schist alum and vitriolic schist, iu

strata of tvvo or three feet in thickness, which effloresce

sulphate of alumine, or natural alum, with which the Indi-

ans of Guayqueries carry on a little trade.

Serpentine is found on the cordillera of Venezuela above
micaceous schist, on the surface of Villa de Cura, at the

height of 245 toises ; between the Cerro de Piedras Negras
and the Rio Tucutunemo, here and there green olivin mixed
withglinuner, withovit garnets, schillerspath, or hornblend,

but with veins of bluish lardstonc.

Grunstcin (green rock), original trapp, an intimate union
of hornblend and feldspar, sometimes intermixed with sul-

phureous pyrites and quartz, often confounded v/ith ba-
saltes, and very little known in Europe, is found in strata

of two fathoms in thickness, or balls of from three to four
feet in diameter, composed of concentric strata united with
micaceous schist or original argillaceous schist, in several

places of the northern an.d southern declivity of the cordil-

lera of the mountain Avila, in the sea near Cape Blanc, in
a. real vein which traverses the strata of gneiss, but inter-

mixed with newer granite, which fills up the vein betweent

Antimano and Carapa near Caracas. The gray stone con-
tains here red garnets which I have never seen in Euroj5c.

I have sent specimens of them to Madrid in the first box
which I transmitted to the captain-general of Caracas,

11. Kind of Mountains ivhicli form tlie Transition from
Primitive to Alluvial Mountains. For?nation cf tho

Transition v/ IVerner.

This formation is found in particular to the north of the

Parima cordillera, opposite to Caccara, and in large masses
on the southern declivity of the V^enezuela cordillera. Be-
tween the llanos and Morros of S. Juau, between the Villa

tie Gura anJ I-arapara, between longitude Q° 33' and 9^55',

one seems to enter a bad of basaltcs, on descending from
th«
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the height of 300 to 63 toiscs above th.e level of tlic spa,

Kverv thing rcnnndr) one here of the niountahis of Blhu
in Holieniia, or of Vienza in Italy. The primitive ser-

jKntin on the l)anKS of the'rucutunemo, which like that oi'

ijiUsia contains copper veins, heconies gradually mixed
with feldspar and hcnnhlend, and makes the transition into

trapp or grunsten). I'histrapp is found in stratified masses

declining 70° towards the north, or in balls with concen-

tric strata, which, interspersed in calcareous clav, torni

pyranndal hills ; sometimes the trar.siiion argillaceous

schist of Werner is interspersed in green and very heavy

argillaceous schist, which consists of hornblend and argil-

laceous schist intin)atcly mixed together. The same argil-

laceous schist makes a transition near the (Jucbrada dc

Piedras Azulcs into the primllive argillaceous schist above

which it lies. The trapp or grunstein contains also fohace-

ons olivin, crystallized \n pyramids of four faces, a fossil

which M. Frieslt:ben discovered on our tour into Bohemia,

and described in the JNIineralogical Journal of Frcyberg,

auglte with a shelly fracture, Icucite in dodecaedra, the

sides of the holes and cavities of which are covered with

green earth like that of Verona, and a substance which

has the splendour of mcuher-of-pearl, and which 1 consi-

der as zeolite. All these interspersed fossils increase to-

wards Parapara, and the trapp there forms real amygdalite.

Above this amygdalite, near the hill Florez, at the entrance

into the large valley of Orinoco, lies that remarkable stone

which is scarce in Europe, and which Werner descriljc.-*

imdcr the name of porphyry schist. The hornschist of

Charpentier, a kind of rock v.hlch accompanies basaltes,

forms groups of irregular columns, and by the impressiou

of the terns which it contains in the middle of the moun-
tains, as discovered by M. Reuss, proves that it is not of

volcanic origin. The porphyry schist of Parapara is a green

mass of sonorous stone, which is very hard, acute angled,

and has transparent fragments on the edges : it strikes lire

with steel, and contains vitreous feldspar. I did not ex-

pect to find this stone again in South America; it however
does not form here such groups of grotesque appearance as

in Bohemia, and on mount P^ugoneide in the Venetian ter-

ritories, where I have seen it.

III. Alluvial Mountains.

These secondary formations, which are of later orifriii

than the organic bodies of the earth, follow each other in

the order of their relative age, as hi the plains of Europe,
2

"
and
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and as has been mentioned by that excellent geologist M.
Von Bach, in his Muicralogical Description of the Connty

of Glatz in Silesia, a smair^^ork, which contains valuable

ideas and interesting observations.

1 found here two formations of compact limestone. The

one makes a transition into the small grained and imper-

ceptibly foliaceous limestone, and is identic with the lime-

stone of the high Alps ; the other is compact, exceedingly

homogeneous, with several petrifactions of shells, and ana-

logous to the limestone of Jura, Pappenheim, Gibraltar,

\'erona, Dalmatia, and Suez ; a formation of foliaceous

gypsun}, and another mixed with clay, containing common
salt and rock oil. The saline clay which I always found

accompanied with rock salt in the Tyrol, Steyerniark, and

Salzbourg in Swisserland ; marl schist stratified in lime-

stone of "the Alps, and two formations of sandstone, one

of wiiich is older and almost without petrifactions, some-

times small and large-grained sandstone of the llanos, and

the other full of the remains of marine animals, v> hich

forms the transition into the compact limestone.

The blue limestone of the Alps, with white veins of cal-

careous spar, is found on the micaceous schist lying upon
the (^uebrada Secca near Tuy to the east from the Punta

Dclgada, on the road from Cumana, on the Impossible

towards Bordones, on the island of Trinidad, and on the

mountain Paria. This limestone contains here, as in Swis-

serland, three formations arranged under each other :

—

1st, Repeated strata of black marl schist; marl schist, or

cupreous schist of Thuringia, mixed with pyrites, and earth

pitch on the Cuchivana near Cumanacoa. This clay con-

tains carbon, and absorbs the oxygen of the atmospheric

air. 2d, Saline clay mixed with rock salt and cr\'3tallized

g\-psum, in which the salt pits of Araga, Pozuelas, and

Margaret's Island are placed. 3d, Small-grained sand-

stone, with a calcareous base, almost without petrifactions

of shells, always penetrated by water, and sometimes with

brown strata of ferruginous earth on the Cocpllard, Tamn-
quiri. I am not cerTain whether the last-mentioned stone

lies on the limestone, or is not sometimes covered by it.

This limestone serves as the base for a newer one. It is

exceedingly white and compact, full of holes (Cueva del

Guacharo, in Vvhich thousands of birds reside, and among
which is a new genus of Caprimulgus, from which a kmd
of fat much used in the country is obtained, Cueva del

S. Juan, Cueva del Cuchivano) ; sometimes porous like

the Franconian, and forms grotesque rocks (IMorros de

Vol. X\'HI. No. 70. M S. Juan
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S. Juan, dc S. Sebastian). It contains strata of black

hornstone, which passes into siUceoiis schist or Lydian
stone (Morro de Barcelona) and Egyptian jasper to the

south of Curataquiche. Over this compact hniestone is

placed, as on Jura, very bcautilul alal)asicr in lari2;e masses

at Soro, in Golfo Triste. All this gypsum contains sulphur

as well as the gTpsuni of Bex and Kretzetzow, and in the

.Carpathians. This formation of limestone, with black

hornstonc and gypsum, seems also to occur in the valley

of the Amazon and Rio Negro, where they were found by
la Condamine near Cuen^a, between Kacam and Guyausi,

on the east side of the Andes.

This limestone and gypsum (the latter in the llano of

Barcelona near Cachipe) are ofte.u covered in the valleys of

Orinoco, and the Amazon river, by a conglomeration or

sandstone, with large strata, in which the remains of lime-

stone, (|uartz, Lvdian stone, all of greater antiquity than

the sandstone itself, occur. This conglomeration, breccia,

which has a similarity to that of Aranjuez, Salzburg, Sec,

is extended over more than ISOCK) square miles in the

llanos. It contains strata with small grains and traces of

brown and red iron ore. I have never seen petrifactions

in it.

The sandstone full of shells and coral, without any traces

of crocodiles in a country \\ hicli unfortunately contains so

many, and which passes into limestone, but on closer ex-

amination is intermixed with grains of quartz, is of newer

formation, and always nearer the coasts : F. Araya, Cabo
Blanco, Castillo, S. Antonio de Cumana.

It may perhaps be expected that I should close this de-

scription with an enumeration of the volcanic productions

of this country, which has been convulsed by the most
terrible carthcjuakes, the high summits of which (Duida),

and lately some of its caverns (Cueva du Cuchivano), vomit

forth flames, where boiling springs are thrown up from
Golfo Triste to the Sierra Nevada de Mcrida (the springs

of Triachevar I found to be 72°*3 of Reaumur), where, on
the coast of Paria, near Cumacator, there is an air volcano,

the noise of which is heard at a great distance, and sul-

phureous pits in several places as at Guadaloupe—a coun-

try where, in the extent of several square miles, the whole

surface is undermined and hollow (Tierra llueca de Cari-

aco), where, in the year 1766, the earth, after being agi-

tated eleven months by violent shocks, opened on all sides,

and p.jured forth sulphureous water and bitumen ; and
"vvlvj-c, jn the jnidst of the driest plains in the Mera de

I Guiuiipu
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Guanipa and du Can,^, flames burst from the earth. But
nature discharges nie from this task. The effects of
the volcanoes m this part of the world are very different

from those seen in Europe. Great and melancholy in their

consequences, thev change the rocks which are exposed to

their action. The immense revolution of Pelileo and Ton-
guragua de Zuito has not only covered the earth with
lava, but with clavey mud, deposited by the sulphureous

water which spouted fr-om the earth. The sulphureous

g)-psum, the mixture of sulphureous pyrites in all the

rocks, ev-en in granite, the bituminous saline clay, the

rock oil, or asphaltum, which every where floats on the water
or lies on the ground, the immeasurable quantitv of rain-

water, and the lakes which penetrate into the earth heated

by the sun, the aqueous vapours and immense quantities of

hydrogen gas every where disengaged, seem to be the prin-

cipal causes which contribute to produce these volcanic

effects.

The sulphureous pits of Guadaloupe, of Montmisene,
St. Christopher de I'Oualiban, St. Lucia, and Montserrat,

are in all probability connected with those on the coast of
Paria. These volcanoes, however, belong rather to the pro-

vince of natural philosophy than of mineralogy ; and I must
visit other countries before I can venture to form any opi-

nion on so difficult a subject. Mav Heaven avert from the

eastern side of New Andalusia such a catastrophe as that

which has convulsed the plains of Pelileo !

XXXII. Observations on the Conditiofi of the Inliabitants of
the Cape of Good Hope*.

J.F the condition of mankind was to be estimated entirely

by the means it possessed of supplying an abundance or

preventing a scarcitv of the necessarv articles of life, andij;-

must be confessed they constitute a very essential part of its

comforts, the European colonists of the Cape of Good
Hope might be pronounced amongst the happiest of men.
But as all the pleasures of this world are attended with evils,

hke roses placed on stems that are surrounded with thorns,

so these people, in the midst of plenty unknown in other

countries, can^ scarcely be considered as objects of envy.

Debarred from every mental pleasure arising from the perusal

of books or the frequent conversation of friends, each suc-

* From Barrow's Travels, vol. ii.

M 2 ceedins:
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cecding day is a repetition of the past, whose irksome

samtnicss is varied only by the accidental call of a traveller,

the IcsS welcome visits of the Bu.sjesn)ans, or the terror of

being put to deVth by their own slaves, or the Hottentots

in their employ. The onlv counterpoise to tins wearisome

and miserable state of existence, is a superfluity of the ne-

cessaries of life, as far as regards the support of the animal

functions, which all, of cveiv description among the colo-

nists, have the means of acquiring with little cxxTtion either

of bodv or mind.

A short sketch of tlie circumstances and resources of the

several classes of the colonists will i)e sufficient to 9onvey a

general idea of tht^ir respective conditions. The twenty-

two thousand Christian inhabitants that compose.the popu-

lation of this colony maybe reduced into four classes:

1. People of the town,

2. Vine-growers.

3. Grain -farmers.

4. Graziers.

1. The people of the town we have already obser\'ed to

be aa idle, dissolute race of men, subsisting chiefly by the

labour of their slaves. In order to derive a fixed income,

and to avoid any trouble, they require each slave to bring

them a certain sum at tlie end of every week ; all that he

can earn above this sum is for himself, and many are in-

dustrious enough to raise as much money m a few years as

is s:ifiicient to purchase their freedom, and sometimes that

of their children. The price of provisions, and the price of

labjur, bear no sort of proportion : Butchers' meat is only

about twopence a pound, and good brown bread, such as

all the slaves eat, one penny a'pound. A connnon labour-

in r slave gets from two shillings to half-a-crown a day, and

a mechanic or artificer five end six sliiiliugs a day. The
pe ole of Cape Town are slmost all of them petty dealers,

and they have a remarkable propensity for public vendues.

Not a day passes without several of these being held both

be ore and after dinner. And it is no uncommon thing to

sec, the same identical articles exposed at t'.\u different sales

th^ same day. In fact^ a vendue is a kind of lottery. A
m ill buys a set of goods in the mornii^g which he again

exposes to sale in the evening, sometimes gaining, and

sometimes losing. Yet all moveable property on sale by
public auction is liable to a duty of live per cent, 3i of

which the auctioneer is accountable for to government; the .

remainder is for himself. I cannot give a stroniicr instance

«i the rage f jr vendues than by observing that, in four suc-

cessivs;
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cesslve months of the year ISOl, the araount of pro-

perty sold bv pubHc auction \v:i3 1,500,000 /ix dollars,

a sum equal to the whole quantity of paper money in

circulation, which, indeed, may be considered as the onlv

money, of late years, that has circulated in the countr\-. In

what manner, therefore, these articles were to be paid for is

a sort of mysteiy, which, however, the declining state of

the colony may before this have explained.

The better sort of people are those who are employed in

the dificrent departments of 2;ovcrnment, but tlieu- salaries

were so small that most of them were petty merchants.

Others have estates in the country, and derive a revenue

trom their produce. Others again are a sort of agents for

the country boors, and keep houses to lodge them when
they make their annual visit to the town. These are a kind

of Jew brokers, who live entirely by defrauding; the simple

boors, in disposing of their produce and purchasing for

them necessaries in return. A boor in the Cape can do
nothing for himself. Unaccusiomed to any society but

those of his family and his Hottentots, he is^the most auk-

ward and helpless being on earth when he gets into Cape
Town, and neither buys nor sells but through his agent.

The emancipated slaves and people of colour are generally

artificers ; many of them support their families by lishing.

During the whole year there is great plenty and variety of

fish caught in Table Bay, and cheap enough for the very

poorest to make a daily use of.

House-rent, fuel, and clothing are all dear; yet, I will

be bold to say, there is no town nor city in all Europe,
where the ma<s of the people are better lodged or better

clothed ; and tire is less necessary here than in most parts

of ilurope. The keep of a horse in Cape Town was never

less, under the English government, than 25l. sterling a

year, yet every butcher, baker, petty shopkeeper, and artifi-

cer,had his team of four, six, or eight horses, and his chaise.

It is true, his horses were lent out for hire one day, and
drew himself and his family another j but still it seemed in-

explicable how they contrived to keep up an establishment

so much beyond their apparent means. Their creditors, I

imagine, long before this, will best be able to give a satis-

factory explanation, since British money has ceased to cir-

culate among them.
It is true they are neither burthened with taxes nor assess-

ments. Except on public vendues and transfer of immov-
able property, government has been remarkably tender in

imposing on them burthens, which, however^ they might

Ms ' very
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very well aflTord to bear. Their parochial assessments are

equally moderate. At the first establiishment of the color^v,

a kind of capitation tax was levied under the name of lion

and tijger monei/. The fund so raised was applied to the

encouragement of destroying beasts of prey, of which these

two were considered as the most formidable. But as lions

and tygers have long been as scarce in the neighbourhood of

the cape, as wolves are in England, the name of the assess-

ment Ikis been changed, though the assessment itself re-

mains, and is applied to the repairs of the roads, streets,

water-courses, and other public works. The sum to be
raised is fixed by the police, and the quota assigned to each
is proportioned to the circumstances of the individual ; the

limits of the assessment being from half-a-crown to forty

shillings. The persons liable must be burghers, or such a^

are above sixteen years of age, and enrolled among the

burgher inhabitants. The ordinary amount is fixed at about
five thousand rix dollars a year.

Another assessment, to which heads of families are liable,

is called chimney and hearth money. This is, properly

speaking, a house tax, fixed at the rate of eighteen pence a

month, or 4^ rix dollars ayear, for everv house or fire-place.

This should seem to be an unfair assessment, as the richest

and the poorest inhabitant, the man v. ilh a large house and
he who possesses only a cottage, are liable to the same con-
tribution; as it is presumed that everv house has its kitchen

fire-place and no other. The amount of this assessment is

about five th(nisand two hundred rix dollars, which, at the above

rate, corresponds very nearly with the number of houses in

the town.

They are subject to no tvthes nor church-rates whatso-
ever towards the maintenance of the clergy; these being

paid in the most liberal manner out of the treasury of go-
vernment. Nor is any demand made upon them for the

support of the poor. The very few that, through age or

infirmities, are unable to maintain thcniselves, are support-

ed out of the superfluities of the church. Where the

mere articles of eating and drinking are so reasonably pro-

cured as in the Cape, it is no great degree of charity for

the rich to support their poor relations, and, accordingly, it

is the common practice of the country. Those who come
imder the denomination of poor are, for the most part,

emancipated slaves, who may not have the benefit of such
relations. Nor docs the church provide for such on uncer-

tain grounds. Every person manumitting a slave must pay
to the church fifty rix-dollar3_, or ten pounds, and at the same

time
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time give security that such slave shall not become burthen-

some to the church for a certain number of years.

The police of the town is committed to the management
of a board consisting of six burghers, called the burgher
senate, llie fimctions of this board are various and nn-
portant; but they are performed in that careless and slovenly

manner which is ever the case where men are compelled to

accept an office to which there is annexed neither pav nor
emolument. The only exception that I know of is in the

situation of an English justice of peace. In every public

emplovment of a permanent nature, like that of the burghtT
senate, if the emoluments are not such as to make it worth
a man's while to keep his place, the odds are great that the

duties of it will be neglected. This was the rock upon
which the Dutch, in all their East India settlements, split.

The appointments of their servants were so small, that those

who held them could not live without cheating their em-
ployers ; and this was carried on to such an extent, as to

become a common observation, that in proportion as the

Company's finances were impoverished, their servants \\ ere

enriched.

The business of the burgher senate consists in seeing that

the streets be kept clean and in proper repair; that no nui-

sancebe thrown into the public avenues leading to the town;
that no encroachments be made on public property; that no
disorderly houses be suffered to remain; no impositions

practised on the public ; no false weights normeasures used.

They are authorized to regulate the prices of bread ; to en-

quire from time to time into the stale of the harx-est; and to

take precautions against a scarcity of corn. They are to de-

vise measures ancl suggest plans to government that may
seem proper and effective for keeping up a constant succes-

sion of coppice wood for fuel in the Cape district. They
are directed to take particular care that the tradesmen of the

town, and more especially the smiths and cartwrights, im-
pose not on the country boors in the prices of utensils ne-

cessary for carrying on the business of agriculture. They
are to report such crimes, trespasses, and misdemeanors, as

come within their knowledge, to the Fiscal, who is the

chief magistrate of the police, and attorney-general of the

colony.

It would be in vain to expect that such various and im-
portant duties should be faithfully fulfilled for a number of
years without any consideration of profit or hope of reward

j

or that every advantage would not be taken which the situa-

tion might offer. Some of the members of the burgher se-

ISI 4 nate
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iiate sent their old and infirm slaves to work at the public

roads, and received for thein the same wages as were paid to

able-bodied men ; others had teams of horses and waggons

that never wanted employ. These things arc trifling in

themselves, but the public business suffered by it. When
the English took the place, the streets were in so ruinous a

condition as scarcely to be passable with safety. A small

additional assessment was laid upon the inhabitants, and

in the course of five years they had ncarlv completed a

thorough repair of the streets, to the great improvement of

the town. If they should be induced to light the streets

with lamps, it would not only add greatly to the embellish-

ment of the town, but prevent a number of accidents that

happen in the night time among the slaves. It would also

tend to the encouragement of the whale fishery there. But

the pTcatcst of all improvements, and one easily to be ac-

coniplishcd, would be to conduct the water into the houses.

The head of the spring, where it flows into the pipes which

conduct it to the. present fountains, is higher than the roof

of the highest house in the town
;
yet, by a strange piece' of

lornorance or perverscness, they have carried it down to the

lowest point on the plain leading to the castle, so that those

who live at the upper end of the town have half a mile to

fetch water, which is done by two slaves, who consume
many hours in the dav iti this employ, and arc a great an-

iiovance to the public fountain, where they are ^quarrelling

ancl fighting from morning till night.

The pleasures of the inhabitants are chiefly of the sen-

sual kind, and those of eating, drinking, and smoking pre-

dominate
;
principally the two latter, v>hich, without much

intermission, occupy the whole day. They have no relish

for public amusements. They have no exercise but that of

dancing. A new theatre was erected, but plays were con-

sidered to be the most stupid of all entertainments, whether

ihe performance was English, French, or German. To
listen three hours to a conversation was of all punishments

the most dreadful. 1 remember, on one occasion only, to

have observed the audience highly entertained ; this was at

an old German soldier smoking his pipe ; and the encourage-

ment he met with in this part of his character was so great,

and liis exertions proportioned to it, that the whole house

was presently in a cloud of tobacco smoke.

There is neither a bookseller's shop in the whole town,

nor a book society. A club called the Concordia has lately

aspired to a collection of books, but the pursuits of the prin-

cipal part of the members are drinking, smoking, and

fiamin";.
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gfimiug. LTnder the direction of the church is a library,

which \\as left by an individual for the use of the public,

but the public seldom trouble it. In this collection are some
excellent books, particulaily rare and valuable editions of

the classics, books of travels and general history, acts of

learned societies, dictionaries, and church history. Books
are rarely found in Cape Town to constitute any part of the

furniture of a house. So little value do they set on educa-

tion, that neither government nor the church, nor their

combined efforts, by persuasion or extortion, could raise a

sum sufficient to establish a proper public school in the co-

lony ; and few of the natives are in circumstances to enable

them to send their children for education to Europe. But
those few w ho have had this advantage generally, on their

return, relapse into the common habits of the colonists. I

repeat, that if the measure of general prosperity was to be

estimated accordins: to the ease of procuring abundance of

food, the people of the Cape may be considered as the most
prosperous on earth ; for there is not a beggar in the whole

colony, and no example of any person suflering for want of

the common necessaries of life.

2. The wine-grow'crs, or as they are usually called at the

Cape the wine-boors, are a class of people who, to the bles-

sings of plenty, add a sort of comfort which is unknown to

the rest of the peasantry. They have not only the best

houses and the most valuable estates, but, in general, their

domestic economy is managed in a more comfortable man-
ner than is usually found among the country farmers. Most
of them are descendants of the French families who first

introduced the vine. Their estates are mostly freehold, in

extent about one hundred and twenty English acres, and
the greater part is emploved in vineyards and garden-

grounds. Their corn they usually purchase for money or ia

exchancje for wine. Their slieep also, for family use, thcv

must purchase, though many of them hold loan farms on
the other side of the mountains. The produce of their

farms, however, is sufficient for keeping as many milch
cows as are necessary for the family, and they have abun-
dance of poultry. The season for bringing their wine to

market is from September to the new vintage inr^Iarch, but
generally in the four concluding months of the year. ; alter

which their draught oxen are sent away either to their own
farms or others in the country till they are again wanted.

The deep sandy roads over the Cape islhuius require fourteen

or sixteen oxen to draw two loggers of winc^ whose weight
is not '21 tons.

The
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The tax upon their produce is confined to tliat part of it

vhich is brought to the Cape market, and is at the rate ol"

three rix dollars for every Icggcr of wine, and the same
*\\\r\ for every legger of brandy that passes the harrier. All

that i* consumed at home, or sold in the country, is free of

<lutv. Neither are they subject to any parochial taxes or as-

sessments, except a small capitation tax towards the repair of

the streets and avenues leadmg to the town, and the lion

and tllgcT money for the exigencies of the district. They
are equally exempt, with the people of the town, from
church and poor rates; the fornuT beiiig liberally provided

for by government, and the other description of people not

being known in the country districts. The wine-farmers

take their pleasure to Cape Town, or make frequent excur-

sions into the country, in their tent waggons drawn by a

teaiT! of six or eight liorses; an equipage iVom which the

boor derives a vast consequence over his neighbour, who
may onlv possess a waggon drawn bv oxen.

The following rough skelch, which was given to me l)v

one of the most respectable v/ine-boors, of his outgoings

and returns, will serve to show the condition of this clai»

of colonists r

Oui^oh^s,

The first cost of his estate was - R. D. 15,000

15 slaves a 300 Rd. each - - 4,500
SO wine Iceeers a 12 - - QGO
Implements for pressing, distilling. Sec. - 500
3 team of oxen - - 500
2 waggons - - SOO
Horse-wairgon and team - - 900
Furniture, utensils. See. - - 2,000

Amount 25.1 GO
Intercut 6 percent. R. D. 1509 5

3 Sheep per week for familv Usc, 156 per year,

a 2{r
- R. D. 390 O

Clothmg 15 slaves fi 15 Rd. each per year - 225 O
Corn for bread 36 nuiids a 3 Rd. - - 108

Tea, cofi'ee, and sugar - - 150

Cloihiuii- for the i'aniily and contingencies - c50 O

Dutv at the barrier on 120 leggtrs of wine and brandy 3C0 O

Wear and tear 100 Rd. parochial assessments 20 120 O

Ainount of outgoings carried over 3212 5

Amount
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Amount of outgoings brought over R.D. 3212 5
*.

Retwns.

100 legtrers of \vinej3r0ught to market a 30 3D00
20 ditro of brandy ditto a 50 - 1000

The wine and brandv sold to the country

boors, with the fruit and poultry brought

to the Cape market, are more than suffi-

cient to balance every other contingent

and extraorduiary expense.

Amount of returns 4000 4000

Balance in favour of the farmer R. D. 757 3

or /'. 15 7

which sum mav be considered as a net annual profit, after

every charge on the farm and on housekeeping has been de-

frayed.

The payment of an estate purchased is made easy to the

purchaser. The customary conditions are to pay by three

instalments, one-third ready money, one-third in one year,

and the remaining third at the end of the second year ; and
the latter two-thirds bear no interest. And even the iirst

instalment he can borrow of government, through the loan

bank, by giving- the estate as a mortgage and two sufficient

securities. So that very large estates may be purchased at

the Cape with very little money, which is the chief reason

of the multiplicity of vendues.

[To be continued.]

XXXIII. Intelligence and Miscellaneous Articles.

GEOLOGY.

J. HE block of g<.'psum found at Pantin two or three months
ago, containing a considerable portion of the skeleton of a
quadruped, has been purchased by the prefect of La Seine,

and given bv him, in the name of the comnuine of Paris,

to the Museum of Natural History. The administrators

have entrusted the examination of it to M. Cuvier, one of
their members.

This quadruped is not a ram, as supposed, and as men-
tioned
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tinned in the last number of the Philosophical Macazin?

,

but one of those unknovn species the bones of which are

found dispersed througirnit the plaster quarries in France,

and which constitute an intcnnediate genu^ between the

rhinoceros and the tapir: onlv detached parts of this ani-

jnal have hitherto been found, such as fragments of the

head, feet, 8:c. ; and it was by comparing the.-;; scattered

porlions that Cuvier was able to form a complete skeleton.

The block of Pantin has tlje advantage of containing

more parts than ever were before seen together, and con-
sequentlv of confirming the results obtained, by uniting the

fraiunents previously found.

It contains a lower jaw, an upper and a lower molar
tooth, the vertebrae of the neck, those of the back and
If-ins, the ribs, the omoplata, the humerus, the bones of

the fore-arm, a portion of the pelvis, one of the femur and
one of the bones of the leg; but the head and feet are

wanting.

As the head and feet, however, had been before found in

other blocks, the parts lately obtained con)plcte the know-
ledivc of the species ; and are the more valuable as it will

be difficult to find them united in an order so near to that

of life.

This quadruped is one or th^- eleven species already deter-

mined by JNI. Cuvier, ixocn bones found in the plaster pits

of France, and of which no living specimen has vet been

found on the surface of the globe by any traveller or natu-

ralist. Its height is superior to that of the fox, and less than

that of the sheep. The block of Pantin shows that it had

at least sixteen ribs. All the species of the genus to which
it belongs, and which Cuvier distinguishes by the name. of
palccotherinm, had. like the one in question, molar teeth

very like that of the rhinoceros, with canine teeth and in-

cisors like those of the tapir, and the form of the bones

of the head render it probable that, like the latter, they had

a trunk *.

As the remains of these animals now lost are of great

importance to the history of the globe, the administrators

of the French Museum of Natural History wish very much
to obtain a complete collection of those iound in the neiah-

bourhood of Pariv. They have therefore requested all the

proprietors of plaster pits, or persons residing in the neigh-

bourhood of them, to collect and transmit to them such

* See a history of thes: animali in the Annaies du Muicum d'Histoire

Ka'.uieilc.

blocks
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blocks as contain bones in a state of ffood preservation, with

a promise of returning them, if desired, ai^ter thev have been
examined. The names of the persons who choose to pre-

sent articles of this kind will be inscribed on them when
publicly exhibited, and rewards have been offered to those

labourers who succeed in preserving bones entire.

A work by Mr. Parkinson, of Hoxton, on the organic

remains of the former world, is in considerable forward-

ness. The first part, on the fossils of the vegetable king-

dom, illustrated with coloured plates, in quarto, will, v»e

understand, be published on the ] st of June next.

Humboldt's travels.

. M. Humboldt, the Prussian minister at Rome, received,

in the beginninii; of Februarv, letters from his brother, dated

Valladolid, iuMechoacan, September 24, 1S03. This cele-

brated traveller had descended into the crater of the volcano

of Torcello, which still burns, to the depth of seventy toises,

being only about fifteen toises from the bottom. He states

that the examination of this volcano, which has existed only
since the !29th of September 1739, will enable him to throw
considerable light on the nature of these terrible phaeno-

mena. His letters do not give so positive hope of his speedy
return as that of the 11th of August. He says he waits,

before he embarks, for a good vessel, and the total cessation

of that malady known by the name of the vow? lo negro,

which at that lime occasioned great ravage at La Vera-Cruz.
These two circumstances, he adds, may retard his departure

till the spring. He and his fellow-travellers were i-n perfect

healthT

CL"RING or MEAT.

The following curious receipt for curing fresh provisions

to carry abroad, has been tried by a gentleman who has

twice iiiade the experiment on a voyage to Archangel, and
once to the West Indies :—Let the meat, whether beef or

mutton, be fresh killed, and when hung to be perfectly

cold, let it be cut up in quarters : lay each on a block, and
sprinkle it over with ingredients pr^^pared in the following

manner : I^ignum vitse fine chips one pound, common salt

four ovmces, coarse sugar four ounces, salt prunella half an
ounce : when it has been well sprinkled in, close the whole
in sheet lead ; which done, lay it in a chestj and, as each
lot is laid in, cover it with fresh sawdust; ram it well down
and cover the whole close. Meat, particularly fine fat beef,

4 has
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has been eaten fresh, so prepared, six weeks or two months,
after saihng from England ; the beef must be in fine order,

and when taken out for dressing (it roasts best) it should

be wiped and scraped clean, and put down to the tire aa

quiek as possible.

MEDICINE.

Dr. Keutsch, an able physician, who practises in the

Danish West Indian islands St. Croix and St. Thomas, has

established a new method, which has hitherto proved suc-

cessful, in the treatment of the fevers peculiar to these

islands, and which are fatal to the Europeans. He employs
friction with oil. 'Ihe Hrst idea of this process was sug-

gested to him by the theory of Scheele, of Copenhagen, n\

regard to the use of oil in the plague; a theory which has

been published in Baldwin's Recollections respecting Egypt.

Of eight soldiers under the care of Dr. Keutsch, six were
cured of ihc fever in ilie course of twenty-four hours by
means of sucli friction. It produced strong perspiration,

and checked the vomiting. The doctor in some cases ren-

dered the etJ'ect of the friction more efficacious by adding

camphor to the oil. This discovery is no doubt valuable :

the fever cured by this process is the same as that which
occasioned so much ravage at St. Domingo.

CHEMISTRr.

It appears by the following letter from C. F. Bucholz to

the editoi's of the Xtnes Allgemtin.es Journal cltr Cliimie^

dated Erfurt, October 11, 1803, that there is no such simple

earth as that called agust earth:—"The agust earth dis-

covered some years ago by professor Tromsdt)rff -''', and af-

terwards confirmed by the experiments of Richter to be a

peculiar kind of earth, no longer exists. About a fortnight

ago I procured some of this earth for the purpose of sub-

jecting it to cxaminatifjn, and had proceeded so far that it

was ready for being washed and dried; when, in consjquence

of a large (quantity of lime which in presence of my friend

Haberle 1 precipitated by pure carl)onate of potash from the

muriatic fiuid from which this earth, several times treated

with anmionia, had been precipitated, I began to doubt of

the simplicity of the agust earth. Ivly friend Tromsdorff,

to whom I communicHtcd mv cx)>eriments, now informs

nie that he has found that the agust earth is not simple

;

he considers it as a combination of lime and an acid, pro-

bably the phosphoric. As he had too small a quantity of

* rhi.osojihicai Magazine, vol. vi. p. 287.
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agiist earth to confinn this suspicion by experiments, he
requested me to pay attention during my researches to the

acid- I made experiments tor the purpo;-e, and was so for-

tunate as to produce phosphorus and phosphoric acid, and
to find that the so called a2:ust earth is actually phosphate
of lime. M. Haberle and uiyself made some experiments

on the phosphorescence of pulverized cr^'stals of" a^ustite,

which when thrown on a hot plate of iron give a very lively-

bright green light : a crystal of agustite rubbed on a piece

of woollen cloth exhibited a \txy strong atti-action for small

bodies. All these circumstances assign to the fossil hitherto

called aiTustite a place near to apatite. The phosphate of
lime, therefore, has been three times given out as a simple
earth ; as ivorv earth, bone earth, and agust earth. It is

therefore probable that chemists in future will not be so

easily led into this kind of error.

IMPROVEMENT IN GEOGRAPHY.

Mr. Churchman, author of the magiietical charts, bas
proposed an improvement in the construction of maps, by
which the altitude, declivity, and perpendicular height of
the hills and mountains throughout any country or an\' par-

ticular district can be indicated- This plan consists in.

tracing certain lines over the surfaces of the parts intended

to be so marked, and is applicable to maps akeady pub-
lished ; that is, to such as have been constructed by a proper

survey, as the map of Kent, which has been performed at

the public expense, and published under the direction of the

Board of Ordnance, and other maps now executing in a si-

milar manner. The lines are rendered efficient for the pur-

pose proposed, by employing with them an universal pro-

portion to ascertain their respective indications. Such map*
would probablv be useful for military purposes as well as

fox matters respecting canal navigatioxi.

rvrETEOE.-
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XXXTV. Experiments to ascertain whether there exists any

u^ffinity hetiuixt CarhoJi and Clay, Lime and Silex, se-

parately or as Compounds united irith the Oxide of Iron

forming Iron Ores and Iron Stones. By David Mushet,
Esq. of' the Calder Iron- If'orks*,

JL he subject of the present inquiry, which has long en-

gaa;ed my attention, is of considerable importance in the

ceconomy of the manufacture of iron, and is a necessary

key to the development of many facts connected with that

truly philosophical process. To the chemist and the philo-

sopher it will most probably be more acceptable than to the

manufacturer. A long continued train of success and ex-

perience frequently exalts the latter in his own opinion be-
yond the confines of elementary science. Conscious of his

attainments by practice both in the quality and quantity of
his results, he seldom acknowledges the existence of che-

mical and philosophical principles ; or, if he docs, it is

merely to shade them witfi that ridicule which is often the

banc of useful inquiry.

If we were certain that we had reached the ultimate pro-

gress of discovery in the properties and affinities of the most
useful metal hitherto discovered, then the injury done to

science and the arts, by avoiding all inquiries to explain

upon simple principles the agency employed in the manu-
facturing of iron, would be of less importance. But if the

matter is iir.partially investigated, there will be found suffi-

cient reason to apprehend that oiar knowledge and .general

progress in the iron trade are more applicable to quantity

than quality. The successful exertions of individuals have
increased the njanufacture of cast and malleable iron beyond
ail precedent in this country ; nor have we been without

some enlightened individuals who have laudably endea-

voured to form a superior quality along with the extension

of their manufactures. Success has so far crowned their

praise-worthy exertions, aided by the operation of knowledge
in removing the prejudices of the artisan, that bar iron of

our own manufacturing has been substituted to a great ex-

tent, in place of that formerly used of the Swedish and
Russian marks. But hitherto all attempts have failed to

make bars of a proper quality to form steel in any degree

* Communicated by the Author.

VoL.XVIII. No. 71.
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comparable to that we daily manufacture in great quantities

from foreign iron.

Here we remain at an immense distance behind ; and
while our manufacture of iron goods exceeds the collective

exertions of all Europe, we humblv feel our dependence
upon two foreign markets for the supply of that steel iron,

without which the beauty, the utility, and extent of our

hardware manufactures would be essentially injured and
abridged.

The policy of the foreign holders of this article comnui-
nicates many undue advantages to the favourite few to whom
the steel iron is consigned in this country. The rapid pro-

gressive ri>e in value of this iron for ten vears past, has al-

ready nearly doubled the price of steel to the workman, and
given the trade in general a mclancholv foretaste of the evils

of dependence and monopoly*. This is not all; the im-
porters of steel iron avail themselves of their advantageous

connection, and generally annex, as a condition of pur-

cbasiuix, that the steel manufacturer shall buy a proportion

of inferior or common marks. This he is frequently obliged

to do, and take his chance of the market in disposing

either of all or of part of this obligatorv purchase. The con-

sequences are obvious; only large capitalists can in general

enter the trade, and these most naturallv will cover their

probable risk of loss upon the sale of a superfluous stock

of bar iron by an additional tonnage upon the price of blis-

tered and manufactured steel.

There are few but are convinced that there exists some
material differenre betwixt us, the Swede.^, and Russians, in

the form or minutiae of our processes for makinoi: bar iron

respectively, ni the nature of our fuel, or in the construc-

tion of our ore^. If the most faithful imitation of the fo-

reign processes for the making of bar iron has completely

failed in forming quality, then the difl'erence must lay be-

twixt the nature of pit coal fuel and that of wood ; or the

fossil construction and combination of an endless variety

of secondary ores, contrasted with the richer, the magnetic,

and more metallic ores of the Swedish and Siberian mines.

If the analysis of pit coal furnish us with data sufficient

* It was reported <;oinc years ago, that the mine of Danamoia in Swe-
den, from tl'.e ore of wuich 4 to 5000 tons of steel iron of the best marks
are yearly maJc, had heeii inundated bv the overilowinu or bursting of a

neighbouring idke. The holders of iron in this cour.irv immed'ately

spcculaici upon an unheard-of ri:e in the price of this article, which
WIS fortunateiv soon after counteracted by a certainty of the mischief not

bcin^j nearly so extensive as was firit apprehended.

1 to
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to assert, that after proper distillation, or coaking, the resi-

duum coke is equally purely compounded, at lea^t in many
instances, as the charcoal obtained from the combustion
of wood, then the chief weight will hinge upon the different

qualities of the ores introduced into the smelting furnace

here and abroad *.

If this supposition is well founded, the constituent parts

of our ores, and the effects of their mixtures respectivelv,

surely become an object of the highest consideration.

There are now nearly 130 blast-furnaces at work in Bri-

tain, the produce of many of which, as to quantity, may
be alike, but each of which will most likclv possess some
distinguishing characteristic mark as to quality. It is also

verv generally understood, that the native impression or pe-
culiarity of quality adheres to the metal in every subsequent

stage of operation. Weak or fusible pig iron requires not
only a greater quantity to waste to form a ton of bars, but
is afterwards found possessing an inferior degree of mallea-

bility and tenacity. On the contrar\'^, strong or refractory

pig iron forms malleable iron with greater facility, of course
with a less loss of metallic matter, and constitutes what is

well understood by the term a strong hodij of Iron.

The means employed to render each of them malleable

being alike in both cases, though an investigation of this

subject might not be immediately productive of any advan-
tage to the mere manufacturer of pig iron

;
yet, as it miirht

tend to unfold the causes of several admitted effects in the

operations of the blast-furnace, and tend to develop some
affinities not hitherto suspected of being brought into plav,

it would ultimately throw light upon the fabrication of bar

iron and steel : a desideratum of much importance to the

community.
Arrangement and classification seem in all systems and

theories the grand primary steps towards knowledoe and
perfection. Impressed with this truth, I ventured Several

* I mean that this assertion should be ccr.f.ned to some pit coals only,

and to the quantities of caibon and a^hes which enter into their composi-
tion. In many instances I ha%e found the coke of pit coal nnore free

from ashes, and coniaining of course a larger proportion of carbon thaa
the general run of voods. What difference may result in the manu-
facturing of iron with such ccals, arising from the residuum or ash being
chiefly an earthy mixture, and wood, the residuum of which is chiefly

alkaline, I never have determined by direct experiment. This import-
ant and extensive licld of investigation still lies open and unexplored to

the manufacturer and the chemist, or both. I have alluded to it in

one of the subseq'.ient paragraphs of this paper, as forming a part of an
important and national branch of inquiry.

N 2 years
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ycai's ago, through the mechuni of this pii'Dllcafion, to ar*

range our irou-slones, gencrullv cieuoniinatccl " secondary
argillaceous ores of iron," into four classes, viz. calcareous,

argillaceous, siliceous, and class of equal mixtures. I have
since added to these, three new classes, not hitherto, 1 be-

lieve, acknowledged as iron-stones, viz. .carbonaceous, bi-

tuminous, and granulated: the two former classes, if ever

examined or suspected as belonging to the varieties of se-

condary ores, were either considered as coal or rejected as

whin stone. Analysis, however, bv the separation of a

large portion of metal from each, taught me to value them
accordingly, and to rank them as real secondary ores of iron

pos'^essed of new and interesting features.

Of the first four classes, the varieties chiefly urjcd at iron-

works are those of the class I have styled " equal Uiixturcs."

But as the combination of lime, clav, siicx, non, and oxv-

gcn, is susceptible of an almost endless variety of modifica-

tion before any one earth cxclusivelv predominate, even the

same class of ores may in their results afford a similar va-

riety in the peculiar or native properties of the metal which
it contains. Under this class we find numerous modifica-

tions of calcareous earth crystallized, in the state of spar,

on marine remains, dis'^eminated, or m chalky lines parallel

or intersecting each other throughout the fracture of the

ore.

The next supply in point of quantitv is derived iVom the

argillaceous ore ; but there are but few varieties of this class

that approach to anv great degree of ])uritv.

Calcareous iron-stone in its purest state is extremely

scarce, and is as yet no where found in quantity excepting

upon the Whitby and Scarborough coast. Its appearance

beinc^ very different in point of colour from common iron-

stones renders it an object of suspicion to the iron-master

in general ; and there are but few varieties hitherto that

liave been permitted to enter the precincts of the lurnace-

yard. The union of lime, however, in tiie common quali-

ties of iron-stone forms a striking and interessing character,

which is frct|uently beneficially felt by admitting a reduc-

tion of that quantity of lime-stone in the furnace which
ore highlv argillaceous would require.

The siliceous class of iron-stones seldom or ever form

any part of the supply of the manufacturer, and I believe

their existence in a state comparatively pure is equally un-

known to him and the mineralogist. In general it may be

remarked, that at all iron-works iron-stones containing a

larsjer proportion of sand than common are carefully re-

jected.
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jected, for containing ",bad iron." This prejudice, without

stoppiuff to inquire into the correctness of the deduction,

has tended to lock up from general examination numerous

strata of iron-stones which unfortunately were impressed

with the usual external characteristics of the siliceous genus

of stones. Manv of these equally rich in iron, with some

of those used in the blast-furnace, are buried in the rubbish

of quarries, or contumeliously branded as a mischievous va-

riety of sand-stone.

The general theory founded on practice, and which is

commonly admitted at iron -works, is, that that iron-stone

is best which fluxes itself, or that, in other words, contains

a considerable proportion of lime in the state of crystal,

spar, or otherwise. The assertion is, and I believe it to be
just, that such iron-stones tend more to m.ake '^ sulphury

U'on," i. e. iron richly carbonated, than any other variety :

hence these are always in great request. Again, those va-

rieties of iron-stones that present smooth fractures of a
dull blackish or grayish black, or gray or grayish white co-
lour, and uniforni throughout, are held next in estimation

at iron-works. These, with the same justness of remark,
n)ake •' good iron;" but their tendency to form " sulphury
iron" is inferior. The fracture of pig iron made from such
iron-stones is generally less brilliant than from the former,
seldom presents a carburated surface, but by manv is pre-

ferred for excellent n}eiting iron. These varieties generally

arrange themselves under the argillaceous class of ores. Jn
these the manufacturer adds another, wliich is merely a
modification of the same class, but united to an evidently

large proportion of sand. The theory which is here applied

is, that such iron-stones make a coarser quality of iron than
the former, and that, when the quantity on the furnace is

increased beyond a certain proportion, the quality of the
UJetal becomes hard or less carbonated.

These facts, which seem to result from general practice,

may be thus shortly arranged, every circumstance beino-

alike to all :

1st, Calcareous iron-stone has a direct tendency to ma-
nifest a larger proportion of carburet than any other class

in the blast-furnace, and of course enhances at the same
time the absolute value of the metal.

2d, Argillaceous iron-stones form iron of an equal qua-
lity in the estimation of some, but in manufacturinsf exhi-
bit always a less apparent existence of cavbon and an in-

ferior tendency to carburate.

3d, Siliceous iron-stones have uniformly a tendency to

N 3 destroy
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destroy or secrete the existing carbon in the furnace ; rcducr

its absoUite quantity in the j>ig, and lower its value to the

manufacturer. From this arrangement it will be easy to

explain the full meaning of the manufacturer when he de-

signates the product of any ore " bad iron." The phrase

is merely rclaiive, and onlv implies a want of saturation of

the coaly principle, and docs not extend to the after results

of the metal, supposing it underwent the manipulations of

the forge. The contrary is the fact ; for the " bad iron" of

the pig iron maker is the most suitable to the purposes of

the forge, whether its intrinsic value in the market is con-
sidered, or its facility in forming bar iron with much less

loss than when carbonated metal is operated upon.
With this fact before us, are we justifiable in condemning

to perpetual oblivion, without trial and without examina-
tion, every ore of iron that is not as profitable as another in

the blast-furnace for the manutacturing of gray or melt-

ing pig iron ? May not the converse of the above proposi-

tions hold good ? and may it not ultimately be discovered,

that argillaceous and siliceous iron-stones, which yield in-

ferior quahties of melting pig iron, form a quality best cal-

culated for ihe purposes of the bar iron forge?

The univ'Crsal run in favour of easilv carbonated iron, and
the general result of the quality of bar iron at most of the

forges in the kingdom, give a shade of probability to this

supposition.

To prosecute an inquiry into the fact itself would open
an extensive field of rich investigation. The subject di-

vides itself into three principal branches. The first, to

which this "paper is meant as introductory, is an inquiry

into the affinities exerted by the different earths, which
commonly enter into the con)position of iron-stones, upon
the carbon of the furnace, and to ascertain how far and to

what extent these reta.rd or promote the carbonation of the

metal

.

The second and most laborious branch would be, by di-

rect experiment to form portions of cast iron, malleable

iron, and steel, from one particular oxide of iron, (or from

any iron ore ^\hose properties were nicely ascertained, to serve

as a C'Cneral standard,) mixed and fused with different earths,

and in various proportions. Thus a rigorous scale of com-
parison would bo easily formed from the results thus ob-

tained, as to every possible shade of quality which most pro-

bably results from certain affinities existing betwixt the me-
tal and earths. Chemical analyses would finally close this

division of useful labour, by enabling us to compare with

foreififu
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foreign irons the residua afforded by our various qualities in

the different stages of manufacture.

The third and not the least interesting province of na-

tional inquiry, and which would form an essential epoch in

tlie history of iron making, would be a practical analysis ot

the numerous qualities of pit coal ; not merely to ascertain

the quantities of bitumen, carbon, anJ aslits w hich they

contain, but bv forming real metallic products by ineans of

each quality, and subjecting these to positive and compa-
rative trials, enable us to pronounce which are best calcu-

lated to promote the general interest of the manufacture.

In the pursuit of knowledge in this laborious, sable, but

very interesting iicld, science might ere long, and \\ ithout

any visionarv effects of a fanciful miagiuation, establish her

empire over the regions of the foundrv, and bv her enlight-

ened steps exhibit to us, even in the most remote and inglo-

rious manipulation of this art, the unerring operation of

principle and the general harmony of established causes.

Then, perhaps, our labours might be productive of a classi-

fication descriptive of the natural product of our ores and
fuel. The Germans have long had their steel ore and the

S\^edcs their steel iron; and mav not analvsis point out, ac-

cording to the various combinations of our ores, however
inferior in manv respects, what particular mixture v.ould

form the best bar iron, and \\ hich the best steel ? Already
the manufacture of melting cast iron, so far as it relates to

a judicious choice of ores, seems thoroughly understood.

The first of these divisions now pointed out being the

task I have assigned to mvself, I shall proceed to state the

train of reasoning which was the foundation of the extensive

series of experiments meant to be detailed.

Ever}^ day, convinced of the correctness of the practical

deductions formerly stated, relative to ores combined with
different earths, I was anxious to form an explanation of
the causes which would in everv particular prove satisfac-

tory of the facts. At one time I attributed the effects of
the calcareous iron-stone to the decomposition of carbonic

acid in burning the iron-stone, and part of the carbon either

uniting to the particles of metal, or, which in effect would
nearly be the same thing, carr\nng off a portion of its oxy-
gen. I again supposed that this effect might be produced
by a stronger affinity existing; betwixt the iron-stone and
the raw limestone added as a flux, the carbonic acid of
which might be decomposed, and the carbon attracted by
the iron. Having satisfied myself, bv direct experiment,

that carbonic acid (even admitting it as decomposed) never

JS 4 affords
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afTords any carbon to iron in fusion, I was forced to seek a

new theory.

I had often remarked that, in forming cnicibles, a mix-
ture of plumbago, charcoal, or coke-dust, while it conferred

a degree of toughness to the clay in the act of heating, and
presented what is by workmen called clinking, uniformly

created a degree of fusibility bevond the natural tendency of

the clay w hen unmixed. It occurred to mc that this fusi-

bility might proceed from a chemical affinity being excited

by the clay upon the carbonaceous matter of the addition

in very high temperatures, and that someihing similar taking

place betw ixt the earths and the carbon in the blast-furnace,

might tend to explain, in a satisfactory manner, the phaeno-

mcna of the different iron-stone?.

I immediately considered lime, clav, and silex, in some
respects in the same state as the metallic oxides, and parti-

cularly similar to the one with which they were united in

their earthy state; each of them separating from the com-
mon mass, according to their affinities, portions of the car-

bonaceous matter of the fuel, and either with it becoming
a binary compound, or by discharging it in the state of an
elastic vapour.

From this theory it seemed consonant with the. practical

remarks formerly made to deduce, that the fact of calca-

reous matter in the blast-furnace, and particularly in union
with iron-stones, forming iron more carbonated than argil-

laceous or siliceous ores, might arise from a less degree of

affinity subsisting betwixt calcareous earth and carbon, than

between the others and that substance : or that, in other

words*, lime not absorbing at all, or in ver)' small quantities,

the carbon of the fuel, a larger portion was left to be united

with the iron; and hence followed an easy explanation of

its tendency to form carburated or '' sulphury iron."

As the products of carbonation diminish bv the increase

of clay, I immediately inferred that clav absorbed a larger

portion of carbon than lime, and this robbed the iron of a

portion of its coaly princij)le. The same reasoning I ap-

plied to siliceous iron-stones, but in an extent proportioned

to the excessive decarbonation' of the metal when these

iron-slones are used in quantity.

As all theory, however, seemed objectionable that was
not fov.nded upon direct experiment, particularly when the

elementary principles could be subjected with ease to their

supposed respective affinities, I determined to engage in an
undertaking, which, though it at first sight appeared labo-

rious, promiseu a rich and an abundant harvest.

The
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The experiments arrange themselves imcler the-follov.ing

heads

:

1st, On the affinities which exist betwixt liitie, clay, and

silex, and carboji, in temperatures fioni 150*^ to 170^ of

Wedgewocd.
2d, On the affinities which exist betwixt carbon and ores

variously -compounded, judging comparatively irom their

metallic results in fusion.

3d, On the affinitie-, which exist betwixt carbon and pri-

mary and secondary ores of iron, arranged according to their

former classification, judging also comparatively from their

nictaliic results.

[To be conrir.utd.J

XXXV. Researches in regard to the ]\Ian?ier in which Na-
tural Bodies exhihit Colours, and Exf)e7'hnents on a ?ieiv

Theory of that PhcBuomenon. By S. F. Hekmbstadt*.

First Part—ivhlch contains ayi Examination of the Qiies~

lion, JVhether Light be a simple Sid'stanceP

X HE colour of any object considered as a phasnomenon is

the result of the sensation impre^^sed on the organ of sight

by the effect of the object, and can no further be explained.

If the result of this effect is to be defined from physical

causes, it is then necessary to follow its producing causes

to discover them if possible, and to deduce from them a

rational explanation consistent with natural principjes.

If wc set out from any other j'.rinciple, the effective causes

are considered as accessory things ; and no other result can
be obtained from our researches than hypothesis susceptible

of any modification, and for that reason insufficient.

It was from this principle that the antient philosophers

proceeded when they wished to give a proper idea of the

prcdaction of colours ; and therefore it was natural that the

hypothesis they formed should be subject to anv modifica-

tion, and readily give place to other hypotheses.

Newton himselt, who without doubt is the greatest amono-
the modern philosophers, did not render his hypothesis in

regard to light and coicurs perfectly free from this objec-

tion. The experimenis which he llrst made in the year

1666 on the refraction of light, gave him reason to observe

* From Nenes JlUg/'meinfs Journal dcr Ckcmie, by IKriiibjCndt, KJ-ip-

rpth, &.C. vul. ii. no. i. Benin ito3.

its
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its close connection with the colours of bodies, and to form
from it a system which, as a monument of human inge-

nuity, is worthy of admiration.

Some of the supports of this system of colours, which at

present is ujade the ground of the explanation given of the

phaenomena of colours, have been shaken by Euler's hypo-
thesis ; but it can by no means be entirely overturned.

Nev. ton's experiments on the reiraction of the ravs of

light, have undoubtedly proved that light must be considered

as the first and only cause of all colours, and be made the

principle on which they are explained.

But when we found on it the hypothesis, that white light

is a mixture of the seven simple coloured ravs, which can

no lonoer be decomj)osed, and when this hvpothcsis is made
the foundation of another, to show how the natural bodies

exhibit their colours according as they reflect tiiis or that

ray of light and absorb the rest,—this to me appears to be
merely an auxiliary hypothesis, capable of explaining the

consequence in part, but by no means entirely.

Had Newton, the celebrated author of this system, been
as good a chemist as he was a geometrician and philosopher;

and had the knowledoe of chemistry been as x'videly extended

in his time as it is at present; that great man, as modest as

he was free from prejudice, would in the prosecution of his

discoveries have proceeded to the first causes ; and these re-

searches would have exhibited to so philosophical and accu-

rate an experimenter the object of his inquiries in a diffe-

rent point of view.

This, however, was not the case. Newton, and most of

his followers v.ho emploved themselves with researches on
this subject, examined rather the refrangibility and reflexi-

bility of light than its intimate nature ; and therefore it was
unavoidable thai phsenomena should either escape or be con-

cealed from them, which are every moment produced bv
the action of light, and which in its effects act a distin-

guished part as tiie means of producing coloius.

Some new experiments which I made on light, and a re-

petition of those of others, have exhibited to me phreno-

racna which seem to merit attention, as they may serve to

enable us to form some opinion in regard to the object in

(juestion.

That I may pursue these experiments in systematic order,

I shall here mention the ideas which gave birth to them ;

thev were as follov.s ;

1st, Is the \\hite colourless light a simple and not a com-
pound substance ?

ed, Is
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2<1, Is it the product of a mixture of two heterogeneous

substances ? and in this case, what are the compounding
parts ?

3d, Does light consist or not in a mixture of seven dif-

ferently coloured ravs ? and, if the latter be the case, how
and under what circumstances does light act as a medium
for the production of colours ?

4th, What influence have the matters which in contact

\vith light produce colours on the change of its mixture ?

In regard to answering the first question, it will be ne-

cessary to deternhne in general, if possible, whether any-

thing can exist actually perceptible to the senses in the

simple state.

As far as our experience in the knowledge of nature per-

mits us to judge, we nmst admit amonjr material objects in

general, and among the more subtle matters in particular,

an incessant and mutual action, which is so powerful, that,

in the moment when we endeavour to disengage simple sub-

stances from their mixtures, they again enter into new com-
binations, and exercise on each other a productive power
which never ceases.

It hence follows, that the impression by which these

matters afi'ect our senses must be considered either as the

result of new mixtures '. or it must be admitted that these

matters, by their mixing and productive power, are capable

of exciting ideas of their specific and individual existence.

If this mode of considering the subject be applied to I'cht,

it follows, that it must be considered as the result of the

mixture of two different component parts. But here a

question naturally arises, What are the principles which
produce light, considered as the product of their mixture ?

As the ansv/er to this question cannot be founded on any
<\\\Qi\\o\\ a priori, it must be explained by experiment ; for

it is the result of a research respecting light that can pave
the way to a solution of it. With tliis view the following

experiments were made :

Expcrijyieiif I.

On a bricrht summer dav, ^^hen the horizon was obscured

by no cloud, a bundle of rays was introduced into a darkened

room in such a manner as to cover the bulbs of two ther-

mometers suspended in a perpendicular direction : (me of

these thermometers, which I shall call A, was at the di-

stance of 12 inches, and the other, B, at the distance of 24,

reckoning from the point where the light flowed in.

Oistrvation.—In the course of ten minutes the mercury
in
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in the thcrniometcr A stood at 1 5" of Reaumur, and that

in B at \A^. The former, therefore, was the temperature of

the hght itself.

Experiment II.

I let the above apparatus remain without any ehanje, but

suspended near the thermometer B another, C,'the bulb of

whieh was covered with a mixture of chalk and clear gum
water, and completely dried.

Observation.-^Ax. the end often minutes the temperature

of the thermometers A and B was the same : in C the mer-
cury stood only at 12 degrees.

Experiment III.

T again left the apparatus in the same state, but in place

of the thermometer C substituted a new one, D, the bulb

of which was covered with a mixture of 2;um water and ver-

milion completely dried.

Observation

.

—At the end of ten minutes the mercury in

A and B was in the same state as before ; but in the ther-

mometer D, the bulb of whieh had been covered with ver-

milion, it stood at 1 7 degrees.

Expej-'iment IV.

In the like manner I suspended near the thermometer B
.another, E, the bidb of which was painted black, with a

mixture of lamp-black and gum water.

Ol'servalio'i.— At the end of ten minutes the temperature

of the thermometers A and B was as before ; but the one E,
painted with lamp-black, exhibited the temperature of 90°.

Tiie results of these experiments were striking, but I was
uncertain on what principle I could explain them. Two
explanations only were possible. 1st, Either the colours

which I employed act as conductors of heat : or, 2d, They
have dlifercnt degrees of power to extricate heat from light.

To ascertain these points I made the followmg experiments:

Experiment V.

I took three cylindric glasses of equal thickness, and
filled one with dn' pounded chalk, another with dry pounded
ciniia'oar, and the third with burnt lamp-black. In each

of tiiese glasses I placed the bulb of a thermometer, in such

a manner that it was every where covered by the pulve-

rized substance. The three glasses were then deposited in

a small wooden box, and hot saiid being poured over them,
they were left at rest for ten minutes.

Obxcnation.—The temperature of ilic sand was now 50
decrrees
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degrees of Reaumur, the thermometer in the chalk indi-

cated the temperature of 35 degrees, that in the cinnabar 40,
and that in the lamp-black 35.

It hence follows, therefore, that the conducting power of
these substances for heat is as little proportioned as their

capacities for it to that heat which the light excites in them :

otherwise the lamp-black must have acquired the 2;5"eatest

temperature; whereas it exhibited the lowest, and conse-

queutlv showed the least power for conducting heat*.

lliese results, therefore, are a sufficient proof that the

light, when it acts on substances of different colours, is

capable of producing different degrees of heat, if in their

former state they were free from heat.

But it is worthy of remark, that the thermometer painted

with chalk exhibited a lower temperature than that of the

1
1
sht which fell upon it: and this shows that white lioht

possesses rather the property of extractmg heat from colour-

less bodies than producing in them heat : which agrees with
some other experiments.

If the results of these experiments, therefore, be employed
to determine whether light be a simple substance, or a pro-

duct of the mixture of two different component parts, we
are naturally led to adopt the latter idea, namely, that light

is not a simple but a compound substauce.

We are thus conducted to the answering of the second
question, What are the component parts of light ? We are

taught by the above experiments, that chalk, when it comes
into contact with a colourless ray of light, not only produces

no heat, but even lessens the absolute heat of the light

;

and on the other hand, that lamp-black in contact with
light is capable of producing the greatest degree of heat.

The latter is the ease also when other black objects are

subjected to the action of the light, and is confirmed in a

striking manner by the well-known experiment, that snow
under a piece of black cloth melts much sooner than under
white.

It hence follows also, and this is agreeable to Xewtou's

• The author's infcrenre is in some respects incorrect. The sxperi-

mcnt was instituted to determine whether the colours he cmplovtd acted

a- conductors of heat, or had different degrees oF power to extricate hc^c

frwin light. The result only proves a certain truth respecting; the con-

ducting power of the suis/arre-s eip.pli yed. The powtr of ail bodies tu

transmit heat is. in some d;;gree ar least, as their densities. Their co-

lou;s also may atTctt the result; hut from dissirril<^r sub>tinces we appre-

hend no accuate inftreiice c;^n be dia-.\ii respecting the point in qucbticn.

—Edit.
principles,
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principles, that black objects must be considered as those
which absorb the light, and capable of depriving it of its

luminous property : on the othL'.- hand, those niusrbe con-
sidered as white or colourless objects wliich reflect the light

that falls upon them, and for this reason appear white.
But here arises another (juestion—If dark objects destroy

the action of the light which falls upon them, while white
objects do not, what is the efficient cause of this difference ?

This question may be easily answered on the principles of
Newton by this observation, that black objects absorb the

light, and white reflect it.

This explanation, however, is vnerelv an auxiliary hypo-
thesis to attempt to explain something, but it by no means
explains the result. Should it be explained on satisfactory

grounds, a second question will arise, namely, Why is light

absorbed by black objects, and not by white ? Is this effect

accompanied by particular phenomena, or not ? And if this

be the case. What are the phaenomena which are exhibited

for our observation ?

If the above experiments be made the ground for an ex-
planation of this point, it thence follows, that in the mo-
ment when light is deranged in its luminous action by i

black object, an exaltation of its temperature takes place.

But the exaltation of the temperature of a body supposes-

the existence of free heat. If bodies, however, in a state

of rest, exposed to the action of light, can on no good
grounds be considered as capable of themselves to extricate

heat ; and if heat is produced by their contact with the rays

of light which are not hot of themselves, lioht must be con-
sidered as that object which contains the principles sufficient

for the disengagement of heat.

But if the heat combined with light cannot exercise an
action till the light is brought into contact with another

object, it must be combined with it in a different form.

This vuiion or mixture of two heterogeneous bodies in a

new product supposes an afKnity between them ; and this

is a sufficient proof that light must be considered as the

product of the mixture of caloric and another substance,

which unite by the power of afliniiv.

We hence see by what means light, in consequence of

its action on some bodies, can produce heat, and why this

is not the case with others. If an object, tb.erefore, is ca-

pable of exciting heat by its contact with light, its attrac-

tive power for the matter that produces light mu?t be greater

than the attractive power of this matter for caloric. Hence
it follows, that the productive matter of light ismiscible with

other
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other matters, and consequently subject to the g'eneral laws

of chemical or mixing affinity, which places its materiality

bevond all doubt. It follows likewise that colourless bodies

tor this reason when they come into contact with light can
produce no heat, because their attraction for the producin-Jr

matter of light is less than the attraction of this matter for

caloric.

Since we are thus naturally induced to consider light as

a product or mixture of the producing matter of light and
caloric, it will be necessary also to introduce this matter
under a characteristic name into the nomenclature of na-
tural elements. But the producing matter of light is not
of itself luminous ; it assumes this quality in the product
of its mixture with caloric^ and consequently it must be
distinguished by the name of photogen from the Greek
words !^-j:rog and ysivoiJ^oii, which signify to produce light-

Light, and the matter that produces light, must also be
as different from each other as cause and effect. The pro-
ducing matter of light may be a component part of many
objects in the world, and be distinguished by different qua-
lities. It may also exist in the concrete form, mixed with
other bodies ; but it can never exist pure without mixture
with other elements, because, as already observed, all ele-

ments in nature are in a continual state of mutual reaction,

and exercise on each other an incessant power of attraction.

If the producing matter of light and caloric enter into

mixture, the result is light ; consequently caloric is that ele-

ment which converts the producing matter of light into

moveable or radiant liojht.

[To be continued.]

XXXVI. Fourteenth Communication from Dr. Thornton
relalive to Pneumatic Medicine.

March 20, 1804.

To Mr. Tilloch. No. i, Hinde-strect,

SIR, Manchester-square.

J. FEEL happy when I can relate to the philosophic world

cures Ions: ago accomplished, which show also the perma-

nency of the benefits received ; and the present early ca^e

is, I think, a ver)' striking example of the efficacy of the

aerial remedy.
Case of Spasms.

Mrs. Gillespie, get. 35, a married lady, for near a twelve-

month
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month was affected \vlth a stomach complaint, as india;ci?-

lion, lliUulcncc, heartburn, a loathing of animal food, dis-

turbed sleep, great eniacialion, a dry cough, and frequent

excruciating spasms, with frequent hysteric affections in the

throat : her debility was great, and her breathing extremelv
short upon using the least exertion. Having taken a great

deal of medicine to no manner of permanent good, she re-

solved to try the vital air; and this was as far back as the

year 1793, and with the approbation of her apothecary

Mr. Batcson, of Gun Dock, a very old practitioner, whose
name accordingly deserves to be remembered here. The
same plan of medicine was pursued as before : a uallon of
vital air, mixed with three gallons of atmospheric, inhaled,

and in six weeks this lady was restored to the blessing of

health. Being called, a ^'q.w days ago, into consultation bv
Dr. Hamilton, respecting this lady's niece, No. 3, Brixton,

I was pleased to find Mrs. Gillespie looking extremely well,

and she ielt more anxious than I might be to have her case

generally known to the world.

Olservations on this Case by Dr. Thornton.

I. The connection of the oxygenated blood on the sto-

mach is found from the greater degree of appetite experi-

enced by those in the country than when in a contlned

place, and from the effect of inhaling the superoxygenated
air as increasing the appetite in this and other patients.

U. That the spasms should cease is not to be v.ondered

at, as undigested food in the stomach not only makes un-
concocted or ill-formed blood, but acts as a local stimulus,

ferments, and occasions the extrication of fixed and inflam-

mable airs, and, distending lively parts excessively, throws
them into inordinate action ;—but once get the stomach
right, the main spring of the animated machine^ and all

then goes on well.

HI. This lady at first was so weak, that with difficulty

she could get out of the coach up stairs, and the artificial

mode of drawing into the lungs the superoxygenated air was
accomplished with extreme diiiicult\'.

IV. Warmth, spirits, appetite, gradually increased; de-

bility, so productive of spasm in the language of the old

school, soon disappeared : and this case, with others, tends

to prove, " that the combined pouers of medicine and air way
produce a good, ichen eitherfperhaps, would fail singly."

Mr. Roberts, oilman. No. 5, Blandford-strect, \\hom T

sav/ to day, makes the following report relative to the vital

air.
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air. His dyspepsia had existed two years :—" From the

tirst day inhaling the vital air, found every thing stay on
my stomach : before I vomited every thing up ; before, ani-

mal food took such an eftect upon me, that I was obliged

to leave the room where anv joint \\ as : now I eat every

thing with an appetite, and, after retuniing from inhaling

the vital air, am disposed to devour even the victuals in the

street."—This patient has left off the vital air, as consider-

ing himself cured.

I have the honour to remain, yours, 8cc.

Robert John Thornton.

XXXVII. History of Asti-onomy for the Year \S03. Read
at the College tie France ly Jerome de Lalande*.

JL HIS year will not appear so remarkable as the two pre-

ceding ones, in which new planets and comets were disco-

vered
J but it presents a series of important labours under-

taken for the improvement of the science, either terminated

or bes^in.

M. Piazzi has published at Palermo a veiT valuable work ;

a cataloe:ue of nearly 7000 stars, each observed several times

with excellent instruments calculated and reduced to the

year ISOO. It was at the College de France that the author,

fifteen years ag;;o, made preparations for this immense la-

bour. We have received the catalogue of 500 stars by
M. Cagnoli, with their right ascensions and declinations,

which are very correct : on this work he has been employed
twenty years.

Lalande my nephew, with his nevv- aids and an inmiense

number of his own observations, has entirelv reconstructed

the catalogue of 600 new stars, which fur many years he

has inserted in the Coimoissance des Temps, and which
serves as a foundation for the calculations of the greater

part of our astronomers.

As the stars arc the foundation of all our astronomical

determinations. Dr. Maskelyne has carefully revised the

thirty-four stars which he announced as having the utmost
degree of precision, and w hich we have all emplf)yed, as

being entitled to full confidence : he found in them an error

of 4 . \

The inteiTuption of our correspondence with England
during the war has induced me to undertake a very consi-

derable labour.

* FroTi the Ma^azin Enaclopediaue, no. 15, Nivose. an 12.

Vol. XVlil. No.^71. " O I have
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I have calculated some hnii'lreds of the sun's altitudcit

ohscrvcd in England and France, for several years back, be-

fore and after the equinox, and have deduced from them
the sun's right ascension, .uid conseijuentlv tliat of the stars

which had been compared with him. 1 have fcjund that it

is necessary to add b" to the positions of the stars which
Dr. JMaskelyne gave U'^ as being certain to a second, and
which all astronomers employed with the greatest security :

but perceiving that observations made at the distance of tif

from the zenith and at 6()" <>;ave riirht ascensions which
differed sometunes 15 , I ctmciuded that tliere were errors

of division of b" in the interval of 20 degree-^ : it will there-

fore be necessary to recur lo the whole circle, to verify the

nmral quadrants employed at Pans and at (jreenwicii.

I was at first surprised to find errors of lO" and then of
20''' in the right ascensions ; but I thought tliem of less

consequence when I saw that from 42 to 45 degrees they

were lo", and that from 54 to 36 they amounteil to 2()'^

Tlie medium, therefore, between results very different is

found to be the same, because the altitudes correspond at

the two seasons, and the sura of the small errors compen-
sates for that of the great.

To remedy this inconvenience in the divisions of the

mural quadrant, M. Delambrc this year observed the sun

for two months, partly before and partly after the autumnal
equinox, with a multiplying circle, and by 300 observations

he had places of the sun indcpendcnl of »hc stars. But a

second in the refraction, or in the height of the pole, may
occasion all the uncertainty : it will, however, be ren}oved at

the next equinox.

Picard and La Hire in the seventeenth century made the

first correct observations for accomplishing this end, and

the French iri the present century will have made the last

to attain it completely.

Herschel asserts that the stars called Castor y of the

Lion, and several other double stars very near to each

other, turn round in periods of some centuries. M. Tries-

necker is not of opinion with M. Flauguergues, that in th.r

double star ^ of the Great Bear the two parts have changed :

there are 14'' distance between tlie two stars oi which it i^

conposcd.
M. Vidal has observed at Mirepois zones of the circuai-

polar stars which were wanting.

M. Delambrc at the svunmer solstice made an observation

of the obliquity of the ecliptic with a multiplying circle.

The mean of four years observations, and of two years made
bv
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by my nephew Lalandc, gave as the mean for 1300 SS*' 2S':

this IS the result of more than IJOO observations; but it

supposes the height of the pole to be 48'^ 50^ 13" instead of
14''', and the latter supposes the refraction of Bradley in-

creased bv v. By these means he makes the winter to

agree with the summer solstice, between which there was a
difference of 7 or 8'^. The bad weather did not permit him
to observe the winter solstice with the circle which I caused
to be constructed bv Lenoir for the observatory of Palermo.
The astronomers Bradley, Lacaille, and Mayer, found for

1750 -23° 28' 18-5"; the secular decrease, therefore, would
be 42" per centurv; and I prefer this result to that of the

equation of the sun produced by Venus, which would give
50".

Dr. Maskelvne found v/ith a mural quadrant at Green-
wich 23*^ 27' 57"; but the English have not yet adopted
our repeating circles, with which one may be certain to a
second, and with which no errors in the divisions are to be
apprehended.

Piazzi, at Palermo, found 23" 27' 56-6" with an excel-
lent circle by Ramsden, but net a repeating circle.

The Academy of Berlin has still proposed, for 1806, the

determination of the obliquitv of the ecliptic, both by theory

and observation. The details are contained in the jSIoniteur

of November the first. But little remains to be done in that

respect.

The refraction still contains a doubtful element ; it is the

correction required bv the density of the atmosphere.

M. Gay has presented to the Institute an interesting me
moir on this subject, and there is one in the Transactions

of the Society of Manchester : an extract of it has been
inserted in the BiMiofhcqiie Britanmque published at Ge-
neva.

The mea^^ure of a decree of the earth in Lapland, which
1\L Melanderhielm has procured for us, and the calculations

it required, were transmitted to us in the month of April

by Messrs. Svanbers;, Overbom, Holmquist, and Palander:

they have found the degree to be 57197 toises. That found
by Mauperiuis. Clairaur. Camus, Lemonnier, Outhier, and
Celsius, in l 736, was 5/405, which is greater by 20S toises.

This enormous difference was suspected. The degree of
LapLnd was at variance with all theor\' and with every

other measurement : it gave to the earth too great a flatten-

ing ; \A hereas the new degree gives g^-r, which is not much
different from the -^ given by the new meridian of France,

O 2 compared
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compared with the degree measured in Pera^ It is, how^
ever, so dilBcult to admit an error ot" such magnitude, that

we have requested information from Sweden on this suhject.

M. Mechain set out on the ^fith of Ajiril 1S03 for Spain,

to continue the meridian of France to the 39th degree of

latitude, that is to sav, as far as the Balearian ishmds. He
was accompanied by Mcchain junior, Dezauchc junior, and
they were joined by M. Chaix, an able Spanish astronomer.

I gave him an excellent circle of ly inches radius, made
by Lenoir^ a telescope of a large aperture was added to it

:

there are twelve large reverberators, and he will be able to

continue his triangles to Majorca and Ivica, thouLih at the

distance of 93000 toises from the coast of Catalonia, in the

mjnths of January, February, and March, which are those

most favourable for such observations. In the mean time

he has formed six subsidiary triangles between Barcelona

and Tortosa, as detailed in the Monitcur of November 15.

But in the midst of storms and tempests, surrounded by
thunder, and sleeping under a tent upon straw, he has been

obliged, for the purpose of completing his operations, to

cause wooden huts to be constructed on summits the cli-

mate of which is dreadful. On the 27th of October he was
on the highest peaks of Montserrat lor his last triangle. On
the 23d of November tlic \\ hole were finished ; but the brig

destined to carry him to the Balearian islands, having lost

twenty nien by the yellow fever v»hich broke out at Malaga,
was obliged to perform quarantine, and Mcchain could not

proceed thither, though the court of Spain had given the

necessary orders. At length on the Sth of January he set

out for Ivica, where he will commence his operations. It

seems to be determined that the war shall not prevent this

useful labour. By these micans we shall h.ave an exact mea-
surement of 12 degrees, the mean of which will be the 4.5th

dep;ree, the one we are most interested to know, to verify

still better our universal measure and the magnitude of the

earth.

C. Chaptal, our learned minister, to whom all the arts

and sciences are under daily obligations, and by whom the

College de France has been revived, wished also to dispense

to astronomy the favours of an enlightened government t f

which he is the organ.

The observatory has received some new acquisitions. On
the 17th of August a meridian telescope eight feet long and

of four inches aperture, and an axis of 46 inches, made at

London by the celebrated Ramsden, Wd& erected, and oa
the
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the 6th of September M. Bouvard observed the moon : he
observed the equinox ; and tnese operations will not be in-

terrupted.

The minister has purchased a dividing machine for ] 2,000
francs, made bv Samuel Rehe : it is 43 inches, and was
bought by M. Andreossi after the death of that artist. It

has the same form as that of Ramsdcn, the description of
\\ hich I translated : it will probably be of use to our artists.

The large telescope of Caroche, wdiich is 22 feet, and
equal to that of Herschel of the same length, has hitherto

been useless, because it wanted a stand to support it, and
a terrace to be placed on. JNI. Tremel, an able mechanist
who made the stand, died on the 13th of February, before

Jie could linish it. Caroche had a terrible fall in attempting
to use it ; so that, notwithstanding the great expense we
liave been at, our enjovment is still retarded..

M. de Narcy has made prisms of rock crystal placed over
each other in such a manner, that the diameters of the sun
and moon can be measured by the double refraction of
Rochou ; father Boscovich made use of it to measure small

angles.

M. Lenoir has made a circle of 20 inches for M. Piazzi

of Palermo, who proposes to measure a degree : he has

added to it a powerful telescope.

(jo\ernment, bv a decree of Vendemiairc 1st, determined
that the standards of the metre and of the kilogramme, and
of all the rules whieh have ser\'ed for the difterent measures
of the earth bv the French astronomers, shall be deposited

at the national observatory, under the inspection of the

Board of Lonirilude.

The minisier Chaptal has given a gratuity to M. Flau-

guergues, whose zeal for astronomy is still maintained at

\ iviers in an ex'emplary maimer.
The minister, at my solicitation, caused also to be pur-

chased, and deposited at the observatory, in the month
of August, the observations of M, Lemonnier, which I

have not had an opportunity of seeing. They consist of
fourteen large volumes : the observations, which terminate

at the 30th of October 1791} have been printed up to the

6th of .Tune 1 745 : but it is only since the Sth of April 1 755
that they were made with the mural of 7J^ feet. As those

of Bradlev are printed only for 1 7oO—1755, and as those of
Dr. Maskelyne do not begin till the month of Mav 1765,
there is a gap of nearly ten years; to supply which we have
recourse to the observations of M. Lemonnier, though not

3 so
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So correct as those oF Grceius Ich. i'ut Lcnionnier observed

more stars. I propose to unite to this deposit the observa-

tions of Picard, Louville, Lacaille, Bougucr, Bailly, and

d'Agelet, which are in my hands.

M. Bouvard has made at the Luxembourg, or palace

of the senate, an excellent meridian of mean time, which
it is much to be wished the public w ould use, as is done in

England and even at Gene\ a, a:id as those do who have

good time-keepers by Bcrthoud and Breguet. Our small

annuary gives the difference for each day, which amounts
at most to a quarter of an hour. On the 27th of September
I renewed, at the Institute, the proposal of setting the ex/»

ample by adopting mean time, which alone is regular, and

can form a real measure.

Ii has been apprehended that this might be a restraint

on the public, who make use of sun-dials ; and the Insti-

tute has thought that government in this measure ought to

take the lead by causing tb.e clocks in the national buildings

to be regulated by mean tim?. I do not despair of seeing

adopted '.'is new kind of exaci-ess, which is necessary on
account of the present improved state of the arts and the

science^". M. Henry Lepautc. on the 5Gth of December,
erected in the Institute a beauv j1 clock, which will serve

as a regulator ; it indicates both mean and true time.

The astronomy of the planets has this year made some
progress. M. Delambre has reconstructed tables of the

sun, by introducing fourteen new equations furnished him
by the theory of Laplace, and calculating; 500 observations

of Bradley and Maskelyne. He has increased the mass of

X'^enus, which he employed in 1 792, in the ratio of 92 to 104,

and diminished that of Mars in the ratio of 100 to 72.

The tables of the moon of M. Burg have been corrected

by introducing new positions of the stars, and the equatioil

of 160 years, found by Laplace. M. Burg has found the

longitude of the moon for 1801 to be 3^ 1l5° V ns" 4-

10-2''' + O-S'^ and the secular motion 10^ 1'^ .52' 43*5''.

On the 1st of November M. Burekhardt presented the

result of his calculations, in which he found 4*6'^ less than

the longitude given by M. Burg, whose tables come down
only to the 1 7th of November.
L. and anom. ISOl - SMj*" V 12-7" 0* 18** 56' 55-6"

Secular mot. - - - 10 7 52 45-5 6 18 49 17-8

The difierenee arises from the new equaiion of M. La-
place, which M. Burg, peihaps, made too small.

The eclipse of the sun which took place on the l6th of

August

1
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Aiigrtist was observed almost even' where ; it furnished us

vv ith the verification of several longitudes^ and gave us a ri-

gorous a<rreemei\t in the tables.

M. Burir, who refused to come to France with an advan-

tageous appointment, has been indemnitied by a pension

from the emperor.

M. Leapold, who was employed with me in observations

and calculations, made preparations for observing the eclipse

at Bourdeaux with JSl. Lescan, professor of hvdrographvj
M. Ducom, professor of navigation j and M. Thibaut, a

captain in the navy : but the weather was not favourable.

I have made new tables of Nercur)^ and Venus, by em-
ploying the perturbations or inequalities produced by the

attraction of the other planets. Al. de Laplace had given

the equations estimated In' M. Bouvard.

M. Burckhardt calculated the tables. I corrected the

elements according to the latest observations, and I have
had the satisfaction to see that the new ones arc so exact

that no errors of any consequence can be found in the most
correct observations of Mercury and Venus.
M. Flaugucr^ucs has calculated the equation of Mercury

in tenths and seconds, and the logarithms to eicfht places.

The following is the last inferior conjunction of \'cnus,

observed at Pans by Burckhardt and Lalande mv nephew:
Mean time of the true conjunction December 31st, 3^

15' 3"; and the true longitude, counted from the mean
equinox, 9^ 9° I9' 5".

It gives for the correction of the present tables, — 13" in

longitude, and — i'' in latitude; but by means of the cor-

rection wliich I made in the epochs and mean motions
there remains oniv l" of error for the longitude. I jind in

1795, V; m 1796, 2"; in 179S, 1"; in 1799, l"; in ISOl,
zero : w hich proves that tiiere is no change to be made in

the new elements.

In the digression of March 13, 1S03, M. Flauguergnes
found + 21" and -f-

4".

In the month of May ! SX)4 Venus will astonish the public
by her great splendour ; and we shall be obliged to annf)unce
in our journals, that she is not a new star, nor an extraor-

dinary comet.

The opposition of IMars at the end of 1S02 — 6'^ in

longitude, + 2"' in latitude, for the tables which Lalande

mv nephew published in the Connoissunce des Temps for

the year 12, 1S04.

M. Bouvard has reconstructed the tables of Jupiter ac-

cording to observations made for ten years, employing
O 4 equations
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equations of conditions which give the means of verifying

all the elements. He has brought them to such perfection

that the errors amount only to lo"; brt the mass of Saturn,

reduced to :r3T:o) i-'' more exact than that deduced from the

satellites.

The opposition of Jupiter gives ~ 2'' in longitude.

The opposition of Saturn in the month of March gave

for the correction of the tables in longitude — 1 7", and in

latitude zero. But M. Bouvard will undertake the same
labour in regard to Saturn as that which he has announced
on Jupiter.

The disappearance of Saturn's ring, according to the cal-

culations of Duscjour, will not take place till the end of

June.

For the end of December he found only an almost disap-

pearance, or an instantaneous disappearance * ; a tendency

to disappear f. But the disappearance was complete from

the 20th of December to the luth of January, according to

M. Mechain and M. Flaugucrgues, at \^ivier3. I have

thence deduced the place of the node of Saturn's ring in

the ecliptic 5' 1 7* ll'; the observations of 1774 gave 5* 17"

29': the difference is small, and makes only 18' in twenty-

nine years for the motion of the node of the ring. 1 found

still less for the anterior disappearances X-

The reappearance took place on the 14ih of June, accord-

ing to M. Flaugucrgues.

On the l6lh, according to M. Vidal ; and the result was

nearly the same.

Among the rare observations which M. \^idal has sent

us, there is one very extraordinary. On the 1 1th of Octo-
ber he observed Jupiter and Venus at the same time as the

limb of the sun : they differed only 10' in declination: he

saw them together in the lield of the telescope. He ob-

served Saturn in the meridian 20' before the sun.

Olbers's planet, discovered on the 2&th of March 1802,

has this year afforded occupation to all the astronomers. It

had been lost since the l6th of October 1802 ; we were all

impatient to see it again: M. Harding, of Lilienthal, first

enjoyed this satisfaction; on the loth of February he saw
it like a star of the twelfth magnitude.

M. Messier followed it till the month of September, not-

withstanding the extreme difficulty of seeing it with the best

telescopes.

Messrs. Burckhardt and Lalande my nephew observed

* Vol. ii. p. 124. t Page 153. + Astron. art. 3355.
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il at the Military School, or Ma'ison du Champ de Mcrs,
as long as it could be seen on the meridian. They found
the opposition on the 2Sth of June 1803 at 23'' 57' lO''

mean time in 9' 7° 39'^ with 46*^ 26' 36'' of latitude.

On the 1 llh of July iM. Eurckhardt gave us the new ele-

ments, by which we can find it again in the month of March
next.

The sidereal revolution, 1681 days -fjf^; tropical revoiu-

tion l680-97j or 4 years 7 months 11 days.

Semi-axis _ _ _ 2-767123
Aphelion - - 4= I'' 6' 46''

Node - - - 5 22 27 33
Inclination - - 34 38 50
Anomaly, June 30 - 10 19 9 O

Which gives for the mean longitude the 1st of .January

1804, 9^ 29° 52' 5S"; eccentricity the same as in the pre-
jceding elements, 0*2463 ; diurnal motion, 12' 50-9S3''3 an-
nual niotion, 78** lo' 9'\

M. Burckhardc has been employed in calculating the per-

turbations experienced by the planets of Piazzi and Olbers.

In consequence of the attraction of Ju}nter these calcula-

tions are exceedingly complex, because the higher powers
oi' tlie eccentricity and mclmation produce a great number
of terms.

He has given formulae of the perturbations to the 5th
power ; and he even believes that the eleventh power mio;ht

furnish sensible terms for that of Olbers. He is engaged
in these researches.

On the isth of Thcrmidor of the year 1 J, according to

the senatus co/isulliim of the 26lh of Vendemiaire preced-

ing, government admitted M. i3urckhardt to the privileges

of a French citizen. Want of this admission prevented

him from being a member of the Iiistitute at the last elec-

tion. Government wished to indeninify him by a flattering

distinction due to exalted merit. This is a new encourage-
ment to the labours with which he daily enriches astro-

nomy.
On the 4th of April the Institute decreed, for the first

time, the prize of astronomy which I founded the preced-

ing vcar. It was adjudged to Dr. Olbers for his discovery

of a tenth planet.

I see with regret, that (he Germans have no more respect

for Dr. Olbers than thev have for Dr. Herschel. The name
•of Pallas has no foundation: jealousy, perhaps^ is the cause
oi this injustice.

I have had the satisfaction to find that astronomy is cx-

tendin.»i
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tcntlinp: even in America. D(;n Antonio clc Robrcdo \\2i<

sent nic from the Havaimah minute caleulaiions of the

eclipse of the sui\, on the lOth of February J 804, made by
tlie analytical methods of M. Duscjour. for (ivery country of

the earth, with all the dimensions of the curves of illumi-

nation. These calculations, more extensive and more exact

than those in \\\t Connohsavce des Temps for the vcar 12,

arrived too late to be inserted in that work ; which I much
regretted.

The French government has resolved to re-establish the

mission to China, which is equally useful to the sciences

and to political relations. One of our ablest astronomers

has formed the project of going thither ; and however great

his utility may be here, I did not oppose this plan of gc/mg

to a distance from us, in order that he may still be of more
service to us.

The duke of Brunswick has resolved to cause an observa-

tory' to be constructed. Baron von Zach has l,>een at Bruns-
wick for that purpose ; and I have thanked, in the name of
all astronomers, the prince who increases the number of
heroes, protectors of astronomy, whom I have mentioned
in the preface to mv work on that subject.

Tile Italian republic has requcbted an astronomer to co-
operate with iM. Ciccolini in the observations made in the

Institute of Bologna.

M. Vassalli-Eandi has requested that the observatory of
Turin may be put into a state of activity.

The margrave of Baden, having taken possession of Man-
heim on the 23d of November lSO-2, preserved the instru-

jus^nts of tljc observatory; and JNl. Bary has announced to

me a new series of observations.

My Bibliographic AUrouorniqve appeared on the oth of

.fune in a quarto volume of 00') pages. It contains as large

a catalogue, as I was able to make, in the course of thirty

years, of all the astronomers and all the works on astronomy
which have appeared for tv-o thousand years.

Bailiy's large History of Astronomy terminated at ] 781

:

I have continued it to the end of 1 802.

M. Goudin has givea a new edition of his Astronomical
Memoirs.
On the 1 7th of March the Board of Longitude published

the Cot/nnissqnce des Temps for the year 13, which contains

every thing relating to astronomy that has been done in the

countries where it is cultivated : the history and observa-

tions of the new planets and of the l:i?t comets; a new ca-

tiingue, which makes the number of tlic stars known to be

13,000;
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13,000; memoirs and observations by baron von Zach and
M. Ciccolini, Dclambre, Mechain, Vidal, Flauguergues,

Goudin, Sorlin, Lalaade uncle and nepliew, Buvckbardt,
Noi'CT, Chabrol de Murol, and Thulis ; witb the History

or Astronomy for the years 8 and 9, to serve as a continua-
tion of tliat given for the preced'n«j[ years since ] 7S£.

The Conmissance des Temf \ \ox the year 14 is on the point

of apn'tring : it contains all the calculations of the moon
made from our nev/ tables for the use of the navy, with
a great nunibei of observations, tables, and memoirs, by
Laphce, Delambre, X^idal, Herschel, Messier, Burckhardt,
Lalande uncle and nephew, Olbers, Thulis, Flauguergues,

and Duc-la-Chapelle ; the history of astronomy lor 1 S02 ;

supplevDcnts to my Bil'licgrap/iie ; tables of aberration for

14<; s'ars, a twelfth catalogue of new stars, a table of the

changes in longitude and latitude for fiOO principal stars,

the measurr.:K'nt of the degree in Lapland, and a table of
all the articles contained in the forty-five last volumes of
the Connoissance des Temps since 1760, vv'hen I began to

keep a register of the annual protrress of astronomy.

M. Legcndre has given to the Institute a new formula
for the reduction of tlie apparent distances, with tables for

simplifying the use of them : there are already a oreat num-
ber : we shall have an opportunity of choosing that which
appears the easiest and shortest.

M. de Laplace has given in the Bulletin a theory of the

deviation of falling bodies, in consequence of the expe-

riments of M. Guglielmiui and Henzen!)crg. The result

is, that the deviation ought to be null towards tlie south,

though M. Guglielmini found it to be three lines. But
these experiments are so difficult to be made, and the resist-

ance of the air so little known, that this does not impeach
the results of JVL Guglielmini.

The Ephemerides of Milan for 1S02 contain observations

of Mercury; of the occultation of the Spica Virsrinis on the

30th of March 1801 ; tables of the annual parallax of Mars,
of the precession of the stars, and of the motion peculiar to

a great number of them.

Those of 1S03 contain the perturbations of Piazzi's planet

bv jVL Ori.mi, and observations of that planet and of that of

Olbers.

M. Laurent Rcgnier, professor of astronomv at Upsal,

has published a dissertation De Massis 'Cornetarum.

The Ephemerides of Vienn.i for 1804 contain observa-

tions of different places by M. Triesnccker and M. Bmc:.

The.
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The latter gives a scries of observations of the uiooiij which
jjiay serve to verlfv' his tubles.

On the 24th of September 1S03 we received the tenth

volume of the IVansactions of the Italian Society, which
contains a valuable catalogue of the stars by M. Cagnolij
the opposition of llersehcl in ] 794 by Slop and ojipo'^itions

of ?*Iars by Chinjiuehi, at Padua, in 1790, 1792, and 1794.
The Society of the Sciences at Warsaw has published a

volume of memoirs, in which there are observations by
M. Sniadecki-

On the iJlih of Oct(»ber 1S03 we received the Memoirs
of the Academy of Sciences at Berlin for 1799 and 1800,
in which there are anecdotes for the l^istor)- of the Mathe-
inr'ics bv Bernoulli; the pendulum which swings seconds

at ijcr'iu, bv M. Burui, 3 f. 2 in. 0-24 lines ; a memoir on
the problem of the precession of the equinoxes, by the for-

mula; of Lagrange, by M. John Trenjblev j and astrono-

mical observation's 1798— 1600 by M. Bode.

My small stereotvpe tables of logarithms, the most exact,

most convenient, and cheapest ever published, have been
again collated by M. Bubna : no faults were found in them ;

ai^d 1 announced that I would give a hundred francs for

£ach fault which might be discovt/ed.

Besides the Interesting journal of baron Von Zach, enti-

tled MonutUche CorresfjoniLnz der Erde and H mmelkimdey
there is one at Weimar entitled Algemeine Geographisc/ie

JSphemeridert, by Gaspari and Bcrtuch : the number for Fe-
bruary ] 803 contains an engraving of the celebrated astro-

nomer Joseph ISiJvholas de f'isle, from a painting at Paris

in the possession of Me-=--i.!r.

We have received the Memoirs of the Academy of Pe-
lersburgh for 1795 and I 79G, in which there are observa-

tions ot Henry; memoirs by Schubert on the theory of the

pioon and on the transits of Mercury ; one by M. Rumouski
on the figure of the earth; two by M. Kraft on nautical

astronomy; and one by M. Inochodzof on the heights of
several places ob.-erved by the barometer.

M. NoToj^ihzoff, president of the academy, has caused to

he placed in the observatory a beautiful transit instrument,
which he purchased from Ramsden during his residence at

London. On the 25th of July he obtained an increase of
the lunds of the academy.
M. Wisniewski, of Warsaw, has been invited to Peters-

bnrgh on the recommendation of professor Bode, whom he
assisted. ITe arrived there on the 1st of August, and began

his
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his labours in the observatory with great zeal. The presi-

dent expects to draw to Petersburgh an astronomer of repu-
tation.

Hitherto we have seen no native of Russia distintmish

himself in that country by astronomy. But 1 experienced
an agreeable surprise, and entertain consoling hopes, when
I see young Alexander Oulibisheff, at the age of ten, con-
verse with me on astronomy in a manner I never before

witnessed, ev^en in France, from persons of twenty years of
age. He was born at JVloscow on the 27th of November
1793.

The emperor of Russia, in the new statutes of the imperial

university of Vilna, issued on the 6th of May, ordered that

there shall be an observer and professor of astronomy.
M. Poczobut, who has long resided there, is a pledge that

our science will not be neglected.

M. Sniadecki, a Polish astroiwmer, formerly of Cracow,
not having been able to obtain from the Austrian go\-em-
jiient the necessary assistance for that observatorv, lias pre-

ferred the obsen^atorv of V'ilna, where he will assist M. P(jc-

zobut.

M. Honore Ponz, an ingenious clockmaker, whose ex-

cellent clocks I have announced, has this year made an im-
portant improvement by adding free escapements, which
are ingenious, and whicli bv means of remojHoirs leave no
room for the inequalities of rouage to affect the motion of
the pendulum. He presented a description of it to the In-

stitute on the lith of December.

[To be continued.]

I

XXXVin. A Letter to Governor J^owy:all from Dr.
Thornton.

April 16 1804.,

No. I, Hiiuie-street,

SXR, Manchester-square.

WAS pleased to find a gentleman of your sound judg-

ment, matured by the enjovment of long life, chiefly con-

secrated to science^ observing the changes of men and
things, recalling the philosophic world to the sentiments

entertained by our forefathers. When Dr. Priestley made
his discoveries in chemistry, like John Hunter he disclaimed

all the advantages of reading; and the French chemists,

catching at the seemingly new lights he threw out, formed
a brilliant system which went to acknowledge no authori-

ties
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lies but their own. You, sir, even in the new science of
galvanism, have advanced the sentiments of Sir Isaac New-
ion ; and in this letter I shall extract from a verv scarce

work, entitled A Treatise on the Animal ]>( n')mv, by Dr.
Bryan Robinson, (published in 1734, in Dul)lin, the second
edition,) some passages which show the advances then made
in chemistry and the animal ceconomy. In the pr^^facc tliis

learned writer says :
" Harvey, from experiments and ob-

servations, traced out the circular motion of the blood.

After him Lower made some further discoveries concerning
that motion, and the causes by which it may be disturbed.

After these great men, the knowledge of the animal ceco-

nomy received no very considerable improvement till Sir

Isaac Newton discovered the causes of muscular motion
and secretion ; and likewise furniehed materials for explain-

ing digestion, nutrition, and respiration. To him I am
chiefly mdcbted for what I have delivered on those heads."
He then goes on, in a most ingenious and satisfactory train

of deep reasoning, to establish very curious and interesting

propositions respecting the motion of the blood, in twentv-
three propositions, and then proceeds to

Proj)osition xxiv.—'* The life of animals is preserved by

acid parts of tlie air mixed with the blood in the lungs ; which
parts dissolve or utieimate tlie blood, and preserve its heat

j

und by both tliese keep up the inotii n of the heart.
'' I shall prove the truth of this proposition from a series

ef experiments and observations.
^^ First, then, animals die when they are deprived of air by

stopping the wind-pipe, or putting them in an air-pump
and draw ing out the air. And they likewise die soon in a

small quantity of air so closely confined as to have no coni-

nmnication with the rest of the atmosphere : small birds

cannot live above three or four hours in a (juart of such air;

and a gallon of air included in a bladder, and bv a pipe al-

ternately inspired and expired by the lungs of a man, will

become unrit to preserve life in little more than one minute
of time.

*' Hence it appears that air is necessary to preserve tlie

life of animals ; and likewise, that a constant supply of fresh

air is necessary to that end.
" Secondly, A candle goes out, glowino- cords and red-

hot iron cease to shine, and animals die, in the air-pump
on drawing out the air. A candle goes out, glowing coals

and red-hot iron cease to shine, and animals die, in a small

quantity of air so closely confined as to have no comnmni-
cation with the rest of the atmosphere. Animals die in air

rendered
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rendered effete by burning coals or candles in it tdl they are

rxtinouishcd, and glowing coals or candles arc extinguished

in air rendered effete by animals breathing in it till they die.

Hook found, that if air rendered effete be blown on live

coals, it produces no other effect than to blow off the ashes

and put out the fire ; and that the more vou blow, the more
dead is the light, and the sooner is the tire (]uite extinct; in-

sonuich that in a very little time the coals become perfectly

black, without emitting the least glimpse of light or shin-

ing ; at which time if one blast of fresh air be blown upon
those scenungly dead, extinct, and black coals, they all

begin to glow, burn, and shine afresh, as if they had not

been at all extinct ; and the more fresh air is blown upon
them, the more they shine, and the sooner are they burnt
out and consumed : and animals put into such effete air

soon die, though for some time they breathe and move their

lungs as before. The medium found in damps is present

death to those who breathe it, and in an instant extinguishes

the brightest flame, the shining of glowing coals, or red-

hot iron, when put into it. Conmion air, by passiu"*

through red-hot l)rass, red-hot iron, red-hot charcoal, or

the flame of spirit of wine, becomes unfit to preserve life,

and the shiniiig of lire and flame.
" Hence it anj)ears that fresh air preserves life in ani-

mals by the very same power, or by the operation of the

very same parts, wherebv it preserves tire and flame in sul-

phureous and unctuous substances when once thev are kin-

dled.

" Thirdly, If t^o parts of compound spirit of nitre be.

poured on one part of oil of cloves or caraway seeds, or of
any ponderous od of vegetable or animal substances, or oil

of turpentine thickened with a little balsam of sulphur, the

liquors grow so very hot in mixing, as presently to send up
a burning flame; if a drachm of the same compound spirit

be poured upon half a drachm of oil of caraway seeds, even
in vacuo, the niixture immediately makes a flash like gun-
powder : and well rectified spirit of wine poured on the
same compound spirit flashes. Common sulphur and ni-

tre powdered, mixed togeiher, and kindled, will continue
to burn under Vv ater, or in vacuo, as well as in the open
air.

''^ Now, since air is necessary to preserve common fire and
flame in sulphureous and unctuous substances v. hen once
they are kindled, (and it appears by these experiments that

fire and flame may both be produced and prese: ved in sul-

phureous and unctuous substances by acid particles even.

without
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without air,) it tblhnvs that air prc?;erves fire and fl;ime bv
means of acid particles j and since it preserves the hte of

animals by the operation of the very same particles whereby
it preserves fire and flame, it likewise follows that it pre-

serves the life of animals bv its acid particles.

'* Fointh/if, I'he venal blood is of a deep purple colour,

and the arterial blood of a bright red, in all parts of the body
except the lungs ; and in them the blood is of a dark purple

colour in the pulmonary artery, and of a bright red in the

pulmonarv vein. Hence it follows that the blood changes

Its deep purple colour into a bright red in the communicant
branches of the pulmonarv arscry and vein which are s]iread

on the vesicles, and that u changes its bright red into a
deep purple colour in the communicant branches of the ar-

teries and veins of other parts. If blood be drawn out of a
vein, its surface, which is contiguous to the air, will acquire-

the same bright red colour which the blood acquires in the

luno;s ; and if this red surface be cut off with a s^harp knife,

the blackish surface of the remaining blood, being now
touched and acted upon by tlie air in the same manner as

the first, will acquire the same colour as that did ; and the

same chanire of colour will be made in the bottom of the

cake, if it be turned upwards in the cup, and exposed to

the air; and if blood just drav.n be stirred and agitated till

the air be intimately mixed with it throughout, its whole

substance will soon acquire the bright red colour of arterial

blood. If the windpipe be stopped with a cork, and some

time alter the operation (when the air which is shut up in

the lungs is made effete, that is, deprived of its acid parts)

blood be drawn from the cervical arteiy, it will have the

same dark purple colour as venal blood.
" Now, since from these experiments the air must touch

venal blood drav.n out of tlie body to change its deep purple

colour into a bright red, and the acid parts of the air cause

the same chanae of colour in the blood in the lungs, it will

follow that there must be a like contact of these acid parts

with the blood in the lungs : and since I have shown that

air preserves the life of animals bv its acid parts, it will

likewise follow that the life of animals is preserved by acid

parts of {he air mixing with the blood in the lungs.

'' FiJ'tlJif, The bright red colour acquired by the blood

in the lunos, from its pur.tv and intenseness, is the red of

the second order of colours in the table of Sir Isaac New-
ton's Optics, p. 206 : but the blackish or deep purple co-

lour of venal blood turns into this bright red without pass-

ing tlircugh the colours of blue, green, yellow, and orange,

and
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and therefore must arise from the indigo and purple of the

third order, and not from the indigo and violet of the se-

cond ; and consequently by that table the tingeing corpus-

cles of the blood are lessened in the lungs.
** Hence it appears that the acid parts of the air dissolve

or attenuate the blood in the lungs.

" Oil of vitriol and water poured successively into tlic same
vessel ji;row very hot in the mixing : aquafortis, or spirit

of vitriol, poured upon filings of iron, dissols'es the filings

wiih a great heat and ebullition: and the acid of the air

constantly applied to sulphureous and unctuous substances,

when once they arc kindled, continues to dissolve them with
the heat of fire and flame.

*' From these experiments VvC learn, that it is the nature

of acids to dissolve bodies with heal; and therefore, since I

have shown that the acid of the air dissolves thu blood, it

nnist be allowed that it warms the blood at the same time

it dissolves it.

'" When animals arc deprived of the acid of the air, the

pulse in less than one minute of time becomes small and
quick ; as may be observed in a dog, when his lungs are

liiacle flaccid and w ithout inotion by laylnc; open his thorax-

Upon emptving mv lungs of air as much as I could, and
then stopping mv breath, my pulse has grown small and
quick, with a kind of trembling convulsive motion, in les3

than half a minute of time. And Thurston observed the

pulse to grow smaller on an intermission of respiration, and
greater again on repeating it.

" 1 Jence it appears that the motion of the heart lessens im-
medialelv on animals being deprived of the acid -of the air;

and consequcntlv that this acid, b\' dissolving or attenuatiiig

the blood and preserving its heat, keeps up the motion of

the heart.

" Therefore (he proposition is true.

'' Scholium.
'* 1. The motion of the lungs in breathing Is no otherwise

necessary to the life of animals, than as by this motion the

lungs receive a constant supply of fresh air.

*' For Hook, after he had laid open the th.orax of a dog,

tut away his ribs and diaphragm, and taken ofi' the peri-

cardium, kept him alive, before the Koyal Society of Lon-
don, above an hour, by blowing fresh air into his lunsfs

with a pair of bellows. It was observed, that as often as he
left ofl' blowing, and suffered the lungs to subside and lie

still, the dog presently fell into dying convulsive motions,
and soon recovered again on rene^A'iiig the blast. After he
had done this several times with like success, he oricked all

VoL.XVnLNo. 71. P
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the outer coat of the \\\n^^?, with the slender point of a sharp

pcnkniR', and })y a conctanf blast made with a double pair

of bellows he kept the lungs alwavs distended and without

motion ; and it was observed, that while the lungs were thu3

kept distended with a constant supply of fresh air, the dog
lay still, his eyes were quick, and his heart beat regularly;

but that upon leaving off blowing, and suffering the lungs

to subside and lie still, the dog presently fell into dying

convu'oive motions, and as soon recovered airain on renew-

ing the blast, and supplying the lungs with fresh air.

*• 2. 1 he motion of the lungs in breathing does not change
the colour of the blood in that part.

^^ For Lower, on opening the pulmonary vein of a dog near

thiC left auricle of the heart, when his lungs were kept dis-

tended and without motion by a constant supplv of fresh

air, observed the blood drawn to have the same florid co-

lour as the arterial blood of other parts.
*' Further, if the motion of the lungs changes the colour

of the blood from a dark purple to a bright red, I see no
reason why the motion of the muscles, when continued for

some time, should not keep up tliat red colour in the veins;

and consecjuently, why, imder strong exercise, venal blood,

contrary to experience, should not be of a bright red colour.

For a strong and vigorous motion of the muscles must un-
doubtedly contribute as nnich to preserve the bright red

colour of arterial blood, as the motion of the lungs contri-

butes to produce it.

" 3. The death of animals and extinction of flame in a

confined air are not caused by a diminution of its elasticity.

'^ For there is sometimes as great a diminution of elas-

ticity in the air in violent storms of wind, and hurricanes,

as there is in a small 'quantity of confined air at the time
when animals die, and candles go out in it, and yet no such
effects follow. Further, if animals die and candles go out

in a conlined air from a diminution of its elasticity, then.

these effects would not be produced in different quantities

of confined air until its elasticity was equally diminished in

them ; but it has been found by experunents, that at the

time when animals die and candles go out in two different

quantities of confined air, there is a greater diminution of

elasticity in the smaller quantity than in the greater: and
therefore life and flame are not destroyed by a diminution
.of the elasticity of the air. '^lliis is further confirmed from
an experiment mentioned above ; for if eflete air, however
forcibly blown on live coals, extinguishes them in like man-

. uer as it does when in a state of rest, then the same eflete

^ir, Avhich in a quieecent stale cannot preserve life, will not
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fee able to do it when it is pressed into the lungs ^vith any

force, even a greater than is sufficient to swell the air-

vessels to their usual magnitudes : and therefore animals do

not die in a confined air^ from the vesiculce not being suf-

ficiently dilated on account of a diminution of the elasticity

of the air. A diminution of the elasticity of the air is no
otherwise hurtful than as it hinders the vesicles from being

sufficiently dilated, and thereb.y hinders the blood from re-

ceiving its usual quantity of acid in a given time ; on which
account the blood will not be sufficiently dissolved and
warmed in the lungs; which will make respiration quick

and uneasy, but cannot cause sudden death."

His xxviith Proposition is,
—'' The nourishment ofanimals

chang-es its texture in their bodies till it becomes like their

solid and durable parts.

" For the solid and durable parts of animal bodies grow
out of their nourishment ; but their growth is from an ad-

dition and adhesion of like parts, and therefore the nourish-

ment of animals changes its texture in their bodies till it

becomes like their solid and durable parts.

^' Cor. 1 . Hence it appears that animals will not be rightly

nourished when their nourishment does not change its tex-

ture in their bodies till it becomes like their solid and dura-
ble parts.

*' Cor. 2. Hence it appears that the nourishment, by
changing its texture in the bodies of animals, becomes
more dry and earthy than it was before, otherwise it w^ould

iiot be like their solid and durable parts.

" Proposition xxviii.

—

The texture of the iiourishment is

changed in the bodies ofanimals by a gentle heat and motiorii
" The first remarkable change in the texture of the nou-

rishment is made in the stomach : in this bowel the solid

parts of the food are dissolved and intimately mixed with
the fluids. This mixture is usually called chyle.

" Some, from observing that fluids have a power of dis-

solving bodies, have thought that a fluid in the stomach
dissolves the food and turns it into chyle ; but as it does
not appear from experiments and observations that there is

a fluid in the stomach endued with such a power^ this opi-
nion is without foundation.

"" Others, from observing the great strength of the giz-

zards of fowls, and that there is commonly gravel found in

them, have imagined that the food is dissolved in the sto-

machs of fowls, and consequently in the stomachs of all

animals, by attrition or grinding. But if this opinion be
examined, it will likewise appear to be without foundation;
for the food of fowls is mostly grain, all sorts of which are

P 5 hard
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hard and covered with tough skins; and therefore before

tlii.«- food can be dissolved and turned into chyle, it must be
«!oftened and its skins ground off; the llrst of which is done
by warmth and moisture in the craw , and the second by
attrition in the gizzard. Bv these contriwutces the food
of fowls is prepared and fitted for digestion, as hum:wi
food is by cooker)' and other wavs of preparing it, and
by the grinding: of the teeth. But if we should grant that

the food of fowls is dissolved and turned into chyle by attri-

tion, it will by no means follow that food is so dissolved

and turned into chyle in a human stomach, which has no
gravel in it, and has but verv little muscular strength in

comparii^on of the gizzards of fowls. There may be many
diflfcrcni contrivances in different species of animals, to

soften, grossly divide, and prepare their food for digestion ;

but it will not from thence follow that their food is digested

or turned into chvle bv different causes.
'' The food is dissolved and turned into chvle bv a gentle

heat and motion. Heat makes many bodies fluid which
are not fluid in cold. Lead is melted by a heat C\ght times

as great as the external heat of a human body ; tin, bv a

heat six times as great ; wax, by a heat twice as great ; and
bones, X\ ith the addition of a little water, are dissolved in a

digester by heat in a little time. If the heat of the stomach
be nearly eqival to that of the blood, it may be sufbcieat,

when the orilkes of the stomach are prettv exactly closed,

to dissolve the food in a few hours, and tarn it into chvle ;

especially w hen it is assisted by the motion of the stomach,
which by agikiting ami mixing the food will contribute to

this end. For, since heat can dissolve solid bodies, and no-
thing is found in a human stomach, besides a gentle heat

and motioi>, which can dissolve the food and turn it into

chyle, it will follow ihat the food is digested or dissolved,

and turned into chyle, by a gentle heat and motion.
'* The chyle in nJoving through the intestines is further

dissolved by heat and njotion ; and the finest part of this

fluid being conveyed into the blood, is still i'urther changed
by the same causes, namely, a gentle heat and motion, till

it puts on the form of blood, and, at last, becomei:! tit to

nouri:>h the body by being made like its solid and durable

parts. The growth of the chicken in the shell out of the
wliiit* of the egg is a strong proof of the truth of this ; for

here is manifc^ifly nothing, besides a gentle heat and mo-
tion, to change the white of the eecc: so as to convert it inta
blood, and rendor it til nourishment for all the parts of an
aniimal bodv.

^' Co* , Heftee aniiiwils will not be right! v nourished when
the
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ilic texture of their food is not rightly changed in tlieir bo-

dies bv heat and motion; vvhicli may be ov\!Ug either to

an unfitness in the food for such a change, or to degrees ui

heat and motion unfit to effect it.

*' Proposition xxix.

—

The constituent solid parti of ani~

malsy according to i/wlr several natures^ are endued with

peculiar nttractive powers of certain magnitudes or strengths,

hf ii'hich they draw out of the fluids mouing through them
like parts in <-erfaln quantities, and thcrely preserve their

forms and just magnitudes.
'^ For, without attractive powers agreeable to their na-

tures, the constituent solid parts of animals cannot draw
like particles out of the fluids movnng through them, and
consequently cannot preserve their forms ; and unless these

powers be of ca-tain strengths, they cannot draw those parts

in such (juantities as are proper to preserve their magni-
tudes : and therefore the proposition is true.

^' Cor. ]. Hence bo<:lies will not be rightly nourished by
proper food, chauged by just degrees of heat and motion,
when the attractive powers of their solid parts are chanr^ed

cither in their natures or in their masfnitudcs.
'^ Cor. 2. Hence animals of the same species will grow

faster or slower out of the same nourishment right iy chauged
by heat and motion, as the attractive powers of their solid

parts are stronger or weaker: and universally their growth
in a given timic will be greater or less, as the attractive

powers of correspouding parts are greater or less ; or as the

finids moving through those parts abound more or less with
similar particles, that is, with particles rightly fitted to be
attracted by those powers.

^' General Scholium.
" I have shown that the nourishment of animals becomes

more dry and earthy in their bodies, and that this change is

effected by a gentle heat and motion. How a gentle heat

and motion cause this change in the nourishmqnt, may be
understood from what Sir Isaac Newton has delivered con-
cerning the nature of salt. This great man, finding from
experiments and observations that salts are dry earth and
watry acid united by attraction, and that the earth will not
become a salt without so nmch acid as makes it dissolvable

in water, has given the following account of the formation
of particles of salt

;

'^ * As gravity makes the sea flow round the denser and
weightier parts of the globe of the earth, so the attraction

may make the watry acid flow round the denser and com-
pacter particles of earth for composing the particles of salt

:

P 3 for
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for othenvii-e the acid would not do the office of a medium
between the earth and common water, for making salts dis-

Bolvable in water ; nor would salt of tartar rcadilv draw off

the acid from dissolved metals, nor metals the acid from
mercury. Now, as in the great o;lobe of the earth and sea

the densest bodies by iheir gravity sink down in water, and
always endeavour to go towards the centre of the globe, so

in particles of salt the densest matter mav always endeavour
to approach the centre of the particle : so that a particle of
salt may be compared to a chaos, being dense, hard, dry,

and earthy in the centre ; and rare, soft, moist, and watry,

in the circumference. And hence it seems to be that salts

are of a lasting nature, being scarce destroyed, unless bv
drawing away their watry parts by violence, or by letting

them soak into the pores of the central earth by a gentle

heat in putrefaction, until the earth be dissolved by the water

and separated into smaller particles, which by reason of
their smallness make the rotten compound appear of a black

colour. Hence also it miay be that the parts of animals

and vegetables preserve their several forms, and assimilate

their nourishment; the soft and moist nourishment easily

changing its texture by a gentle heat and motion, till it be-

comes like the dense, hard, dry, and durable earth in the

centre of each particle. But v.hen the nourishment grows
unfit to be assimilated, or the central earth grows too feeble

to assimilate it, the motion ends in confusion, putrefac-

tion, and death.'"— i\e///. Opt. p. 361, 36t?.

^' Hence it appears that to lender the saline part of the

aliment fit tc nourish the solid parts of animals and vegeta-

bles, part of the superficial watry acid must by heat and
motion be drawn off from the particles of salt, by which

they will become more dense, hard, dry, and earthv, like

the solid and durable parts of the bodies : and, according

to the different degrees of heat and motion in the different

species of animals and vegetables, the watrs' moisture will

be drawn off in different proportions, so as in each species

to render the particles like the solid parts of the bodies of

that species.

"And further, ifwe consider that water is a very fluid taste-

less salt, and that animals and vegetables, with their several

parts, grow out of water and watry tinctures and salts, we
mav, from what has been said, understand the manner in

which the nourishment of animals and vegetables is changed

by a gentle heat and motion till it become like the solid and

durable parts of their respective bodies.
^' Proposition xxx.

—

The glands in the lodies of animals

^

accord'uii^
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according to their several natures and disposifhns, are en-

dued ivith peculiar attractive powers ly which tliey suck in

various juias from the hlood,

*' That the glands of animals have such attractive pow-
ers, T shall prove from experiments and observations:

*^ * Iftwo plane polished plates of glass (suppose two pieces

of a polished looking-glass) be laid together, so that their

sides be parallel and at a very small distance from one an-
other, and then their lower edges be dipped into water, the

water will rise up between them. And the less the distance

of the glasses is, the greater will be the height to which the

water will rise. If the distance be about the hundredth
part of an inch, the water will rise to the height of about
an inch ; and if the distance be greater or less in any pro-

portion, the height will be reciprocally proportional to the

distance very nearly. The weight of the water drawn up
being the same, whether the distance between the glasses

be greater or less, the force which raises the water and sus-

pends it must be likewise the same, and suiter no change
by changing the distance of the glasses. And in like man-
ner, water ascends between two marbles, polished plane,

when their polished sides are parallel and at a very little

distance from one another. And if slender pipes of glass

be dipped at one end into stagnating water, the water will

rise up within the pipe, and the height to which it rises

w ill be reciprocally proportional to the diameter of the ca-

vity of the pipe, and will equal the height to which it rises

between two planes of glass, if the semi-diameter of the

cavity of the pipe be equal to the distance between the

planes, or thereabouts. And these experiments succeed

after the same manner in vacuo as in the open air, (as hath
been tried before the Royal Society,) and therefore are not
influenced by the weight or pressure of the atmosphere.'"

—

See Newt. Opt. p. 36b, 3(57.

"^ Now, since the rise and suspension of water between two
glass planes, and in small glass pipes, are not owing to the

pressure of the atmosphere, they must be caused by an at-

tractive power in the glass proportional to the weight of
water systained by it. Let H,h denote the heights of the

column of water sustained between the two glass planes and
ot the cylinder sustained in a small glass pipe; B,p the
breadth of the column and periphery of the cylinder; and
D, d the thickness of the column and diameter of the cy-
linder : and then the attractive power which sustains the

column will be as HBD, or as B, because H is as — ; and
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the attractive power which sustains the cyhnder will be as

or as p, because h is as —

.

hpd p—
' - , or as —
4 ^ 4
" Hence it appears that the attractive power which sustains

the \\ ater arises onlv from those parts ot" the glass which are

contiguous to the surface of the elevated water ; or, more
truly, from the parts of a narrow surface of the glass, whf;se

lower edge touches the surface of the water, and whose
height is the small given distance to which the attractive

power, v.ith which glass attracts water, reaches ; and there-

fore the attractive powers of the glass planes and small glass

pipe will be as £? B and p. But the powers are as the weights

sustained bv them, that is, cB. p :: HBD. -i~: whence
4

HD will be equal to ^- ; and, when D is equal to — , II

will be equal to h.
'' This power varies in one and the same pipe, or becomes

difl'erent when exercised on different fluids. For one and
the same small glass pipe will sustain difiercnt weights of

different fluids, as appears from this table.

Fluids.
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" Tn the first column are the names of the fluids j in the

second, the heights to which thev rose in one and the same
glass pipe ; in the third, the densities of the fluids ; and iq

the fourth, the weights sustained bv the same pipe. 1 ob-
tained the weights bv multiplying the heights into the den-

sities : for the weights of cylinders are as their magnitudes
and densities taken together, or as their heights and densi^

ties taken together if their bases be equal ; but the bases of
all the cylinders of difl^erent fluids sustained by one and the

same pipe are equal, and therefore the weights of such cy-

linders are as their heights and densities taken together.
*' Hence it appears that one and the same glass pipe at-

tracts diflerent fluids with difl'crent degrees of force. It at-

tracts spirit of vitriol more strongly than oil of vitriol, oil

of vitriol more strongly than water impregnated with salt,

water impregnated with sal gem and nitre more stronsly

than connnon water cold; conunon water cold, more strongly

than the animal fluids and connnon water made boilina; hot;

the animal fluids more strongly than fermented liquors
;

fermented liquors more strongly than oils ; and oils more
gtrongly than ardent spirits.

*^ So then, if equal quantities of all the fluids of this

table were mixed together, the same glass pipe would suck
in diflerent parts of this heterogeneous fluid in diflerent pro-

portions. It would suck in more parts of water impreg-
nated \\ ith salt than of oil or ardent spirits. The parts least

attracted would be driven oflT, to make way for those which
are most attracted to enter into the pipe ; as in a fluid where
the force of gravity alone takes place, the lighter bodies are

forced to ascend, to make w-ay for the descent of bodies

which are heavier.

" Sir Isaac Newton has proved from experiments, that

the particles of light attract ardent spirits and oil more
ttrongly than water; and by consequence, if we suppose a
small pipe to be formed out of particles whose attracting

powers are the same with those of the particles of light, and
one end of it to be dipped into a heterogeneous fluid com-
posed of equal quantities of all the fluids of this table inti-

mately mixed together, such a pipe would attract the parts

of oil and ardent spirits more strongly than those of water,

and suck in more parts of the two former than of the latter.

The fluid, therefore, drawn or:t of tlie heterogeueous fluid

by this pipe, would be diflerent from the fluid drawn out of

it by a small glass pipe; for two fluids will be diflerent,

when they either consist of diflerent parts, or of the same
parts- mixed indifferent proportions.

" Now,
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*' Now, since pipes of different natures draw off difTercnt

fluids from one and the same heterogeneous fluid, it tol-

lows, thai the secerning pipes of the glands, according to

their different natures and dispositions, suck in various

juices from the hlood, which is a heterogeneous fluid con-

sisting of a great variety of parts : and, consequently, the

proposition is true."

This work, which contains 338 pages, shows how
much the knowledge of the animal cecononiy was advanced

in those days, and how great a genius Sir Isaac Newtou
was, and the prevalency ot his opinions, now almost passed

hv in oblivion. And in a second letter, for this, I fear, has

already become too long, which I shall have the honour to

address to you, I shall endeavour to show that the new che-

niical doctrines, as they are commonly called, were the

doctrines of Hook, \^•ho vas contemporary with Sir Isaac

Nt'wton, and published prior to iMayow by him : and if in

following up vour plan 1 shall east out any additional lights

on so interesting a subiect as you proposed, 1 thall feci

hiEhlv gratified; and have the honour to remain, dear sir,

Vs'iih all due respect and esteem.

Your faithful obedient servant,

Robert John Thohnton.

XXXIX. Memoir on the JVcol anrJ Sheep of Cachemire

and Bonfan. Read in the Agrieidfural Soc'ietj/ of Parh
in the Si/ting of Frimnire 7, Year *), hij Alexander
L?: Goi;x de Flaix, former!'j an Officer of Engineers,

JMembcr of the ^Isiatic Societij at Calaitta, &e.*

.' VGRicuLTiTF.E^ the most necessar\'^ and most useful of

all arts, can flourish only under a good government. Thi;;

principle has so often been proved, and is so evident, that it

is suflicient merely to mention it. It is an axiom of poli-

tical oecononiy.

Anionir the different branches of rural ceconomv, that of

breeding sheep is, I will venture to sav, one of the most
advantageous : it requires constant attention on the part of

the proprietors ; it calls for the meditation of agriculturists

iind the solicitude of government. This branch, so inte-

resting to commerce, the arts, and manufactures, began to

be improved in France since Lormov, in the year 1750,

introduced iBarbary sheep, and still more since the intro-

* From the Decade Pblioio^dque, no. i6 and 17, year 12.

2 duction
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duct'ion of the Spanish breed. This branch, so useful to

the progress of all our cloth and woollen manufactures, is

carried to such a degree of perfection in Cachemire, that

the wool of that country, known there vmder the name of

touss, is the finest and most silky in the universe. This
fact I can prove by the shawls, the use of which began ia

France, and has thence been extended all over Europe since

our expedition to Egypt. These superb articles, v. hich ruin

all our manufactures, since they cannot imitate them even
with the wool of the Merinos, is fabricated in Cachemire
with the touss of that country wool, which is so exceed-

ingly beautiful that it might be taken for silk.

To publish processes, and the methods employed by the

people among whom this art is cultivated vath success, and
to propose to government the putting them in practice, is

placing confidence in its beneficent views. Sensible of this

truth, I have endeavoured to mak(^ known in this memoir
sonie processes used in Cachemire in regard to the manner
of washing and taking care of the sheep, and the niethods

employed to prepare the wool. These methods, which have
improved the sheep and ameliorated the wool, mio;Iit be
adopted and followed in France with advantage : they would
be attended with beneficial results ; at least, I have reason

to think so, since the climate of these countries is nearly

the same as that of France, as I shall prove hereafter.

No country in the world is diversified in a more agreea-

ble manner than Cachemire ; it unites the advantages of all

climates. The plants which grow between the tropics thrivs

in the plains and on the sides of the hills of that small di-

strict, and those of the most northern regions become na-
turalized on its mountains, the summits of which are co-

vered with snow throughout almost the whole year. In these

points of viev,-, Cachemire is one of the most agreeable coun-
tries of Indostan, since it is so much favoured by nature.

A pure and constantly serene sky, brilliant nights, con-
tinual dews, and innumerable springs which water the hills

and the plains, the town of Slrinagar situated in the middle
of fertile fields, the terraces of the houses of which form so

many gardens suspended in the air like those of Semiramis,
the celebrated queen of Babylon, as we learn from history,

—all these give but an imperfect image of the country.

The mountains which surround this rich and fertile di-

strict produce abundance of aromatic plants, which afford

excellent pasture for sheep : they are covered almost the

whole year with wild thyme and sweet marjoram. It is to

all these advantages united that Cachemire is in part in-

debted
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flchtcd for the superiority of its wool, and the beautv of ifs

flocks. Care, ami a few processes which wc do not follow,

and which I shall explain in this memoir, contiibr.te to

carry both to the utmost degree of perfection. France,

happv by its situation, by the industry and the means of its

inhabitants, and by the influence of its climate, might ob-

tain all these advantag-'s when it chooses : such a country

must be extremelv proper for breeding and improving all the

species of sheep, and those brought from everv part of the

earth ought to thrive in it.

The Cachemirian sheep is one of the most beautiful of

its species: its mean lc;igth is fiom thirtv-six to forty

inches; its height from twenty to twentv-two, and its

weight from fifty-five to sixiv pounds. The most distin-

guishing characters of this species area small head and lively

eves; their front is not rough, and they have a long and

wrir)k.Ied dewlap. The Lin)bs are brought forth with crispy

wool on the flanks, but the\' have only a few flocks on the

back and along the spine, ilach sheep produces, one w ith

another, about three scrs of thirty ounces each of clean

w col ; for it is never sold till it has once been washed on the

animal before it is shorn^ and then by processes which I

shall here describe.

The body of these animals being well proportioned in all

its parts, renders their gait light, easy, and secure. The care

taken ni breeding them, and the methods pursued, give them
great vigour, a lively and even bold look, sound health,

and a beautifid w bite covering of very long fine silky and
undulating wool. They resemble those beautiful flocks

which Virgil and his successful imitator Delillc describe in

their innnortal poems; those flocks so celebrated in anti-

quity, the shepherds of which were kings. One of the

valuable and essential qualities of the Cachemirian sheep is^

that they stand heat as well as cold. Cachemire, being situ-

ated between the thirty-second and thirty-third degree of

north latitude, and inclosed by a double chain of loftv

mountains, experiences th**. heat of the torrid ;^one, and the

cold of France: but the air of this country is constantly

dry ; and the successive transition, sometimes vcn' sudden,

from extreme heat to cold, is by no means prejudicial to the

sheep. This efi'ecf, in my opinioii, arises from the hard-

ness of the cranium of these animals, their conformation,

and the practice of not shutting them up. The same effect

I have remarked in i!;eneral in India, not only in the natives,

who alwavs go bare-headed, and who make continual vise of

ablution with cold water, but also in all the animals. 'J'he

sheep
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sheep of Cachcmirc are not subject to giddiness and glan-

ders, fatal diseases, which occasion so much havoc and de-
struction among sheep. I have made the same observation

in regard to the sheep of the Arcadian pastures, and those

in the pasturage of Etna and Parnassus ; which being kept
with great care, admit of being compared with those of
Cachemire.

Whether owiug to barbarism, or a mechanical attachment
to the old habits of pasturaoe, which is the only occupation
of the Tartars, since w ar cannot be one, the breeding of
sheep is the branch of rural oeconomy most attended to in

Turkey. The method of penning, and that of migration,
have preserved there the fineness of the wool, and prevented
deterioration of the animals. This is a certain truth, and
which will be admitted by every traveller of observation.

in Cachemire, as in Greece and in Spain, the sheep are-

moved from place to place, that they may be kept all the
year through in an equal temperature. They pass the

winter in pens in the plains, and the summer on the
mountains. They even enjoy this advantage in Cache-
mire, ttiat the migrations are shorter and less laboriousy

because this small pvovince is surrounded by high moun-
tains.

But the Cachemirlan shepherds, to secure their sheep
from the effects of the great heat of the summer season,

make them traverse a lake or a river several times a dav.

They never crowd them together in cots or confined places,

as if nature had not given them a fleecy clothing capable
of securing their bodies from the intemperance of the sea-

sons. It is a fact well known that damp air is prejudicial to

them; but it is proved also, that the acrid and almost
mephitic air which prevails in close buildings, occasions

among these animals putrid and inflammatory diseases,

from which those of Cachemire are free. The humidity,

say the natives of that country, which always prevails in

obscure sheep-cots, however large they may be, is far more
hurtful to these animals than the humidity of the atmo-
sphere. Every one is able to appreciate the justness of this

reasoning: the raephitism of cots would occasion to the

ptrono'cst of these animals not only severe diseases, but
would injure their wool.

Lone; experience has proved for centuries to the Cache-
mirlan shepherds, what reason had demonstrated to the illus-

trious Daubenton, that the immediate action of the open air,

daily bathing, and several times a day during the great heats,

occasional showers, and the dews, as well as continual mi-
gration.
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gratlon, instead of being hurtful, contribute to ibe health oi
the Hocks, as well as to whiten and soften the wool. By
these means also the wool acquires a silky texture, and at

the same time it is whitened bv the ravs of the sun. Our
shepherds, slaves to their prejudices, and deaf to the coun-
sels of the wise DauHenton, are always apprehensive of ex-
treme cold : what ought to render them easy in this respect

is, that the flocks jn Caehemire are inclosed in pens daring
tlic whole winter, and on mounls Athos and Olympu-;
amidst frost and snow. 1 cannot help mentioning the latter

instmcc j it is sufficient to convince even the most incredu-

lous.

What I have said proves that the Caehemirians follow at

all seasons that salutary method of penning, which allows

the climate to have its full influence, so beneficial to the

health of ihe flocks, and necessary to improve the fleeces,

and maintain the beauty of the race.

But one particular care of the shepherds of this province,

as well as of Thibet and Boutan, who possess the same
breed of sheep, but which we do not observe, is to prefcr a

lamb of the second birth for a breeding ram. It has been
proved to them by constant experience, that the rams of this

birth are almost always stronger and more beautiful than

those of the first, and even of ahy other. By following this

practice they have been able to maintain and improve their

breed. It is to this care, and that of not crossing the breed,

apractice followed bv the Arabs, who never mix tl.e breeds

of their beautiful horses which they call tlie nol>ie breeds>

that they are indebted for the extraordinary fine white silky

wool, which generally, from the nape of the neck to the

flanks, is from twenty to twenty-two inches in length : but

it may readily be conceived that the wools on the flanks and
lower parts of the body ciumot be equally long. Every
where the wool, however, of these animals is at least five

or six inches, and ecjual in length. This wool, in fineness

and whiteness, exceeds that of the Merinos, and that even

of the sheep of the Algerine states, and of Angouri, a

town in Turkey in Asia, wiiich we call An2;ola. This as-

sertion is proved by what I have already observed in regard

to shawls.

Salt, the use of which has for some time past been in-

troduced among us, mixed with a root called commonly in

Europe Indian satfron, and which in botany is denoted by
the name of curauna, terra nicr'Uu, given at dift'erent periods,

more or less distant, according to the season, the quality of
the pastures, and tliat of the herbs they produce,—less fre-

quently
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quentiv in winter and during very cold weather, but oftener

in the time of the great heats, and when the air is damp,;—is

the only remedy employed by the Cachemirian shepherds to

prevent diseases among their flocks. A milky plant, called

in Indostan ardepal, of an exceedinsi;lv bitter taste, is used

by them also with sfreat success : thev make the sheep eat

of it when they observe any of them in a languishing state.

This plant, so useful, would succeed, in my opinion,

in our climates ; it thrives without care on the mountains as

well as in the plains; in dry soils as well as in moist. Its

utility renders it exceedingly valuable: we ought to endea-

vour to naturalise it, because it is salutary not only to

sheep but to all other animals. It is given in particular to

sheep and to o-oats, as a specific agrainst the itch ; the cla-

velee, swellings and contagious diseases which sheep contract

during verv damp weather, when the herbs shoot up, and the

fresh pastures contain small insects, which occasion among
these animals the rot 5 in the latter case they are made to

cat it ; for the itch thev af^ rubbed with the juice.

The stem of the ardepal rises to the height of from fifteen

to eighteen inches ; it is woody, and of the size of the little

finger : its bark is very smooth, reddish, and velvetv : the

leaves stand opposite to each other, are sixteen or eighteen

lines in length, shaped like a heart, velvetv, nervous, tender

and thick. They always abound with a milky juice, which
is exceedingly bitter ; they are faintly indented, about as

large as apiece of thirty sous, and of a dark srcen colour.

The roots are ramose, vellowish, tender, and contain a juice

similar to that of the leaves, but thinner. The flower is di-

vided into five petals, of the length of two or three lines,

and a line in breadth; thev are rounded at the extremitv, of

a jonquil colour, inclosed in a monophvllous calvx, which
remains and envelops the pod or oblong fruit, which suc-

ceeds the flower: the flower has three stamina, and an acute

ovarium unprovided with a stvle. The fmit is divided into

three cells, separated bv a strong membrane, each containing

three or five spherical seeds : each of these seeds i? inclosed

in a hard capsule, of a reddish brown colour, the kernel of
which is very bitter, yellowish, and rather soft.

In general Cachemire is very proper for the breeding of
sheep ; but I must observe, that the shepherds never give

them green herbs, but thyme and marjoram. In pens thev
get nothing to eat but dry straw mixed with a small quantity

of barley or millet, named joz^c/i : and during their mlora-
tions, or in the fields, they are allowed to feed only on dry
herbs, or the kaves of the bushes.

What
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What T have here said is contrary to our ideJs arkl

methods iu regard to the hreeding ot :<hee|). Meadows are

no where found in Indostan. Tl\e Hindoo is convineed that

an ear of rice or wheat, or of anv other gramineous plantj is

preferable to ten and even to a hundred trusses of hay.

The fleeces of the Cacheniirian shei-p art in general in

good condition> because the flocks are never comiacted
among brush-wood, which would tear the wool on the Ixiek

of the animal. It is well known that the only wool suscep-

tible of acquiring delicate and brilliant colours by the pro-

cess of dyeing, is white wool: for this reason the Cdchemi-
rians separate all those lambs which arc black or brinded. It

is known also that the longest is the fittest for being spun>

and for making strong cloth.

The general practice in Cachemirc is to shear the shec'p

only once in the year. By this method the wool obtained 18

longer and of a better quality. But the shepherds of this

country know, that if tlie fleece were left on the animal for

a long time, and partieularlv on ewes, they could neither

suckle their young nor be rendered productive. I shall not
enter into any explanation of these motives, as the utiluv of
bot!^ practices has been proved by experience : I shall

therefore only observe, that the shearing takes place fifteen

Or twenty days after the return of the great heats, in order

that the sheep may perspire ; which renders the wool more
pliant.

^\n essential and peculiar quality of the Cacheniirian

wool is, that it has no hard course part. This is a valuable

quality, since hard wool is found even among that of the

JSpani^h sheep.

At the lime of shearinjr, the Cachcmirian shephcrdei,

who have Ions; studied everv thing; that can contribute to

preserve the beauty of their breeds, to improve the wool,

and prevent diseases among their flocks, bathe the sheep

tv. ice a day. and even oftener when the heat increases and
renders it necessary. The periods for performinsr this opera-

tion are two hours after sun-rise, and the afternoon, v\hcn

the rays of the sun begin to be weakened in consequence of"

their obliquity. They ha.ve observed th:U bathing when the

sun is vertical crisps the wool, renders it harder, checks
perspiration, and exposes the sheep to the dane;er of what is

called strokes of the sun ; this is a severe accident, and oc-

casions fevers which are called giddiness.

Cleanliness is the first cause of health: this principle is

true in every respect; it not only preserves from diseases,

but maintains the beauty of form. Every European travel-

3 ler.
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ler, who has "been in the habit of observing, knows that the

Hindus are indebted for the beauty of their hair, which is

exceedingly long, to the frequent use of bathing and ablu-

tions 5 and they are also less subject to colds tiian the Eu-
ropeans, who never bathe their heads.

The Cachemirian wool is divided into two kinds : that of
llie young sheep, which is called arouel; and that of the old,

•distinguibhed by the name of duauvxe. The fleeces of the

lambs, till the age of two years, or eighteen months, are

sold separately ; they are employed only for making a kind
of fur to winter caps.

The first of these kinds is a little shorter than the other;

it is produced by sheep from the age of three years, when
the shearing of the touss begins, to that of seven or eight.

The ditaume is Jonge-r, a little less greasy, weaker, and
less silky ; it is employed for making the Cachemirian cloths,

which have been imitated by the English. We also have
attempted to make tiiem in our manufactories; and they
are known in Europe bv the improper name of Casimir,

whereas the real name ought to be Cccheynir.

I have already remarked, that the wool, before it is shorn,

is washed on the animals. These two kinds of wool are each
sub-divided into two sorts, that of the back and that of the

belly: but before they are employed in commerce, or spun,

they are subjected to certain operations, by which they are

improved. These operations, so useful and beneficial, are not
practised in Europe. They are first exposed to the vapour of

a slight ley, composed of nJearly fifty pints of water, about
ten or twelve pounds of the ashes of the leaves of the banana
tree, or of a clayey barren and white eartli, which is easily

reduced to powder, and which by the Indians is called ole,

'J'hey are then washed with the farina of a small cylindric

bean, called moungue, known in botany by the name of

mango. The shawls in India are waslivd with the same
farina.

The first of these processes <;onsists in exposing the wool
for seven or eight hours to the vapour of the ]e\', that it may
be penetrated by it. The wool is heaped up, without being

pressed down, upon an eartlien ware dish ; it is washed ia

running water, and dried in the open a'u".

When this operation is terminated, the wool is subjected

to another : it is left to soak in an earthen vessel, and each

flock is rubbed several times in the same manner as linen is

by our washerwomen. It is then repeatedly rinsed in pure

water, or in a river, to free it from the farina with which it

has been washed. These processes render the wool more
Vol . XVIII. No. 7 1
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pliable and silky, and bleach it wilhout breaking or tear-

ing it: and tiic tarina of the mnungiic has the property also,

by its nuicilage, of soliening it, and giving it a peculiar

whiteness without crisping itj which any other substance

would do.

It has been asserted, on the authoritv of some travellers,

that shawls are made from the hair of a kind of goat: in my
opinion it might be said, with equal propriety, that they arc

made of the hair of the stag. I am astonished that writers

should amuse themselves at the expense of the public by
spreading such falsehoods.

Another idea, no less distant from truth, is, that these

shawls are made from the wool of Iambs torn from the

bellies of their mother. This account, which cannot be

read without sentiments of pain, is not only absurd but

atrocious; it is contrary to every thing we know of the mild

and humane manners of the Hindus. Besides, this assertion

cannot be tmc, as it is well known that the wool of those

lambs is very short; and such a practice would be destructive

to the sheep, in consequence of the danger attending the

operation.

The superfine shawls are not made of sheep's wool, but of

the wool of the camel. This wool, with which we are not

acquainted, and which cannot be cultivated in France with-

out considerable expense and great difHculty, is exceedingly

v;iluable ; it is more beautiful than Vigonia wool, and as

dear as it is scarce : it is found only on the forehead and
around the ears of that large animal.

The finest shawls, those made of camels' wool, besides

being exceedingly dear*, are very scarce, and it is difficult

to procure them; it is even often necessary to order them at

Sirinagar, the ca)>ital of Cachemire, the only place where
they are manufactured.

llie common fine shawls manufactured in Cachemire are

the white, and cost two or three pounds sterling : they have
flowered corners, and a border of greater or less breadth ac-

cording to the price. They are three ells and a half in

length, and half an ell in breadth. The common ones only

are dved, unless ordered to be so. The latter cost from
twcntv-five to thirty shillings.

Shawls, the weft of which is camels' wool, are distin-

guished by the name of cacachetl; the white, with the weft

of sheep's wool, are called seanmi; and the rest are known
by the appellation of passari. I have thought it necessary

* Thfiy cost ten guineas at the manufactory.
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to distinguish them here by the names given to theiii in the
country. This nomenclature, if a matter of indifference to

the consumer, will not be so to commerce.
As this wool is not sold till it has been scoured, washed,

and subjected to the process of washmg with the farina of
the moungue, it gives no more loss: some of the shepherds
have assured me that the loss ought not to be estimated at

more than a fourth of the weight 3 a new advantage result-*

ing from this kind of sheep.

The wool of the belly is never employed for shawls; it is

used for a particular kind of stuff manufactured in the en-
virons of Sirinagar. This stuff is consumed m the country
and neighbouring provinces. The wool is sold at from fifteen

to twenty-five shillings per^e?-, which weighs twenty ounces
French weight. The whole is sold in the country, to be ma-
nufactured into shawls, sashes, or borders for turbans ; the
two latter are only half an ell in breadth.

The Cachemirian pieces of cloth are more than sixty

French ells in length, and a little more than half an ell in

breadth. The price at the manufactories amounts only to
the moderate sum of fifteen pence. These cloths, far su-
perior either to those of England ot France, are worth only
a fourth of what they are sold at in the latter countries. Be-
sides great disproportion in the price, there is also a great

difference in the quality of the casimirs : those of Cachemire
last much longer. This superiority can be ascribed only to

the superiority of the wool.

To propose to the French government to send for this

breed, either to rear them in France, or to improve the best

of our breeds by crossing them with rams and sheep of the

Cachemirian breed, is to propose a project worthy of it.We
already experience the advantages resulting from the breeds

obtained in Spain : the wool produced by crossing the Me-
rinos by our indigenous breeds has been much improved, and
great advantage might certainly be expected from crossing

with the finest sheep in the world. This new attempt would
bring our wool to a state of perfection. I have even reason

to think, from the obser\'ations and experiments of Dau-
benton, to be found in his work entitled Instruction pour le$

Bergers, that the wool of France might be improved to

such a degree that it would become superior to that of Ca-
chemire. " Experience has proved to me," says he, " that

it would be easy to preserve and improve in France the

breeds of fine-woolled sheep, and that the rearing of these

sheep would be of great advantage to our farmers, and a
great resource to our manufactories!" There can be no

Q 2 doubt
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doubt that, by crossing the Cachcmirian breed of sheep with

cur ov.'n sheep or thcMerinos, it would be possible toobtaiii

in France snperlljve wool as UeHUtiini as that ('lTlp!o^'ed in

nianuidcuiring the MiasHilicenl shaw!«, the fineness, silky

texture., and wbikness ot" wliich we so much admire, i

mav even assert without prcjiulging too much, that this

wool would bc€on\c .«»uperi()r tothat ofCarliemirc ; it would

carry our cloths, Jtuown to be the n^on beautitul in the

world, to the hinhcst degree of perfection.

It perhaps will be objected, that admitting the possibility

of introdiK'ing and naturalising in France this breed of fine-

woolled iiK^cp, the most beautiful on the earth, there would

be some disadvamiagc in regard to the weight of the fleece

;

since it is well known that Merinos, bKought from Spain

and bred in France, conimoniy produce twelve pounds ot

wool, while the CaGhemiriavi breed produce only seven or

eio-ht. But the ditVcrence in thi; fineness might pcrhapi

anaRc up for this deficiency ; because the same quantity of

stuff can be maide with a fourth or a third less of Vigonia

wool, than with the finest Spani?h wool, in consequence of

the superior l"juc;ness of the former. It would be a matter

wf inditfereace, therefore, to have a few pounds less of pro-

'iucc, provided the same quantity of cloth were obtained,

iiesidcf, the Cachcmirian wool being miKh finer^ and abso-

liitelv free from any coarse part, a great benejit Mouid arise

trom rearing this breed, which require less nourishment,

and are fed with straw ; wb.ich is never the case with th«t

French sheep or the Merinos.

The loss which tlie merchants sustain by purchasing uri-

acoured wool, \Vould not exist were the Cachemirian sheep-

»Aturalised in France. As Daubenton- was probably mis-

taken, when he said,.in his Instra-ctum nnx Bergc-rs, that go-

i-crnmcnt sent tor Cachemirian sheep at the same time that

it procured sheep from Roussillon, Spain, and England, F

?.ni the more inclined to believe that my conjecture respect-

ing this error i? weli founded ;. becauS'., having had an op-

portunity, during mv residence in India from 1769, to 17S6

whcr>. 1 returned to Europe, of seeing the correspondence o^

tlie old East India compaav, Vvhose privilege ceapcd in 1770,

and, since that period, the correspondence of the roval ad-

Hiinistcation, I found nothing which had any relation to

this circumstance.

To bring sheep from Cuchemire is certainly not impos-
?ible; but though such an attempt docs not present the same
u<k as the expedition of Jason, it woidd, however, be very

iLid^.cult, C3vtf.cially to .one unacquainted with th^ Indian lan-

guage?,:
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g«ages_, and not familiarised with the manners of the Indians.

i must therefore repeat, that Daubentan, and those who,
without further examination, have repeated his assertion.,

that in the year 1776 Cachemirian sheep were sent for t»

jbe introduced into France, were evidentlv xjwstakt-ii.

To Mr, TilIo<^h.—{LeNer 11.)

XL. Qirious Extracts from old En^^Usk Boofis, uith
Remarks tvJilch prove, that the Telescope, &c. wer^
known in England muck earlkr than in any other

Country.

1- At the conclusion of my last letter*, I intimated that I

had found a passage in an old book, which threatens to de-c

prire lord Napier of the honour of being the rirsi amonti; tii^

moderns who re-invented the method by which Archi-
medes made the golar beams destructive to the Roman fleet;

and which also justifies a belief, that the revival of the
telescope, generally acknowledged to have been known to, if

not invented by, Rogpr Bacon, took place earJiei* than is

commonly supposed.

2. The passage I allude to is to be found in the Panto-
metria of Leonard Digges, esq. first printed at London in

157 If, and again by his son Thomas Digges, esq. in 15c>i.

In the preface to this second edition, written by the latter.

we read what follows :

*^ 3. Archimedes also (as some suppose) witli a flasse

framed by reuolution of a section parabolical), fired the

Roman nauie in the sea, comming to the siege of Syracusa.
But to leave these cclestiall causes, and things doone of an-s

tiquitie long agoe, my father, by his continuall painfull pracr
tises^ assisted with demonstrations mathematicall, was able,

and sundrie times hath, by proportionall glasses, duelv sir

tuate in conuenient angles, not onely discouered thino-sfarre

off, read letters, numbered pqcces of money with the verve
coyne and superscription thereof, east bvsonie of his freends

of purpose, upon downes in opeq. fields, but also scueii

* It will not be amiss if, before the reader enter on this second letter,

he peruse the nrst, on the " Memoir by lord Napitr,"' &iz. ini^ertcd in
no. Ixix of this Maj^azine.

t See Rnbins's Mathematical Tracts, vol. ii. p. 252, compared with
the art. TiUsro'>e in Dr. Hutton's Dictionary, ajid with the title page of
the Piirticmrti 1^1,

Q, 3 niylea.
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myles off declared what hath beene doone at that instant \n
priiiate places. Hce hath also simdrie times, by the sunne
beames, fired powder and dischargde ordinance haltc a mile

and more distante; which things I am the boulder to report,

for that there arc yet lining diuerse, of these his dooings

oculati testes*-, and many other matters farre more strange

and rare, which I omit as impertinent to this place."

4. On looking f:::inher into this interesting old treatise, I

find, in the 21st chapter of " the fyrst bookc," the fol-

lowins; curious paragraph

:

^' Thus much I thought good to open concerning the ef-

fects of a plaine glassef, very pleasant to practise, yea most
exactly seruing fur the description of a plaine champion
country'. But marueilious are the conclusions that niav be

performed by glasses concaue and conuex ot circulaire and
parabolicall formes, using for nmhiphcatirn of beames
sometime the aide of glasses transparent, which by traction

should unite or dissipate the images or ligurcs presented by
the reflection of other. By these kinde of glasses or rather

frames of them, placed in due angles, yee may not onely set

out the proportion of an whole region, yea represent before

your eye the liuely image of euery towne, uillage. Sec. and

that in as little or great space or place as ye will prescribe,

but aloo augment and dilate any parcell thereof, so that

whereas at the first appearance, an whole towne shall pre-

sent itselfc so small and compact together that yee shall not

discerne anye difference of streates, yee may by application

of glasses in due proportion, cause any peculiare house or

roume thereof dilate and shew itself in as ample forme as

the whole towne first appeared, so that yee shall discerne any
trifle, or reade any letter lying there- open, especially if the

sunne beames may come unto it, as plaincly as if you were

corporally present, although it be distante from you as farre

as eye can diserie : But of these conclusions I minde not

here more to intreate, hauing at large in a uolume by itself

opened the miraculous effects of per&pectiue-glasses J. And
that not onely in matters of dircouerie,but also by the sunne

* Evc-witresses.

+ By glasses the author here means any plane reflecting surfaces ; fof

h: begins tliis 21st chapter of his first book with these words^" The
best kii^dc of gla^sf. fur this purpose is of Steele lincly pplishcd, neither

conuex nor concaiie but flit, ike."

J Most probably this work is lost among the " several rnatbennatical

treatises ready for the press, which, by reason of law-suits and other avo-

Citions. he was hindered from publijhin^." See Dr, Hutton's Dictionary,

article D/pgfs.

beanies
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blames to fire powder, or any other combusxible mater,

\\ Inch Archimedes is recorded to have doone at Svracasa iii

Sicilie, when the Roman nauie approached that towne.
Some haue fondlv surmised he did it with a portion of a

section parabohcall artificiallye made to reflect and unite the

sunne beames a great distance off, and for the construction

of this glasse, take great peines with high curiositie to

write large and many intricate demonstrations, but it is a

meere fantasie and utterly impossible, with any one glasse

whatsoeuer it be to fire any thing, onely one thousand pace
off, no though it were a 100 foote ouer, marry true it is, the

parabola for his small distance, most perfectly doth unite

beames, and most uehemently burnetii of all other reflect-

ing glasses. But how bv application of mo glasses to ex-
tend this unitie or concourse of beames in his full force, yea
to augment and multiplie the same, that the farder it is

caried the more violently it shall pearse and burne. Hoc
opus hie labor est, wherein God sparing life and the time
with opportunitie seruing, I minde to imparte with my
eountriemcn some such secrets, as hath I suppose in this

our age beenc reuealed to very few, no lesse seruing for the

securitie and defence of our naturall countrey than surely to

be maruailed at of strangers."

5. Ko writer on optics whom I have had an opportunity

of consulting, gives us any thing satisfactory on these cu-

rious passages. In one of our latest and best scientific dic-

tionaries, a part of our first quotation (§3.) is given without
any comment, and the able writer of the article Telescope in

another late excellent General Dictionary-, contents himself

with mentioning the name of Digges in respectful terms/
Dr. S. does not mention the Diggeses at all ; and Mr. R.
in his remarks on that learned gentleman's system of op-
tics, does little more than cite a small part of our second
quotation (§4). I have not looked into any foreign authors

on this occasion; thinking it verv unlikely that I should find

in them any satisfactory account of two old English books,

which have been so sparingly noticed by our own writers.

Modesty as well as prudence, recommends caution in a case

w here men of deserved celebrity have been so very circum-
spect. Yet I shall offer a few remarks with that freedom
which becomes the cause of truth, trusting to your intelli-

gent readers for a candid construction of what I shall ad-

vance.

6. And first T would ask, with all possible respect, whether
(to say nothinc; of theor\') the able men I have alluded to,

might not hcpartli/ discouraged from hazarding any remarks
» Q 4 on
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on the pagsQgeg before us, by contemplating the very great

distance at which Digges asserts that his father fired eun-
powder by me^ns of the solar rays r a distance which ex-

ceeds that which, in our former letter, we ventured, per-

haps hastily, to think rather poetical, in a greater ratio than

that of 2640 (the feet in half a mile) to 2002, or than that

of ^3 to 10. The genilemcn could not he ignorant that

Archimedes was said to have produced his famous confla-

gration at a great distance ; and this, after all, may have

been the true state of the fact. But it is probable that

neither of them had ^een Napier's proposal to excite flame
" at any appointed distance." Surely an expression which,

as observed in my last, needs qualification, cannot be ad-

duced ir; support of another which almost excecda belief.

But, to avoid all controversy in a case which admits of

some latitude of opinion, I would respectfully ask better

judges of the subject, \A'hethcr the light * of the sun, re-

elected from terrestrial objects, be not always accompanied

yi'ith a real, though often insensible heat, which ccefcris pn^
riluSj is ever proportional to the density of such light?

Whether windows partially reflecting the rays of the sun

when near the horizon, may not be seen at a great distance
;

and whether the spectator does not receive from them a real,

though generally an immeasurably small, portion of heat ?

Whether the sun-beams, partially reflected from the smooth
surface of the sea, do not sensibly increase the heat or^

shore ; and whether this effect be not universally experi-

'" So much conviiiccd v.z'^ the celebrated Gravesande of tlic intimate

ronnection between tire qnd light, that he defines a Kicid body in these

words—" Carpus 'vocalur lucidum, quod lumen emrtiii, idest. igr.em per It-

neas rtctas agitata A body is called lucid which emirs l-gb.', that is,

gives foe 4 motion in right lines." Pbys. Elem- viathfm, Exprr:. rotifinu

printed 1721, vol. ii. p. ji. See also the able Dr. Hutton's Dictionary,

article L'ght. For the bencRt of those who are alwavs hunting after

new books, which are very often ^A/ books improved for the ivcnsr, it may
not 1 e amiss to add that, about seventeen ycais ago, I heard professor

Jtil:n RoL-ison, of Eiiiiiburgh, ceitainiy one of the best judges in Europe,

recommend ilijs work of Grave;;nnde (the third edrtion, if I rightly re-

member) as, upon the whole, the best book of the kind that had then

been published ; and I do not know that any work of equal merit and
extent has since appeared. Whether the professor said any thinpj in

praise of the English translation I do not reccl ect, but 1 rather think

not- The truth i>, that the excellent prehmtnaiy discourse, the only part

of iht F,nglish edition J have read, is but indifferently translned. A
vork on natural philosophy has Ion;-; been expected from iVIr Robison

himself; but science h^S not hitherto received this benefit, owing, 1 be-

ri*!ve, to his p or stKte of health. VVe may judge of the manner in

which it would h^ve beea executed by the articles he hes given to the

En<.yclop,»;dia liik^nnica.

enced^
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enccd, or at least regarded as real, by the inhabitants of hot
countries, even at considerable distances from the \^ater

?

Whether if such heat, instead of being indefinitely diffused,

could be united in one spo^, a very great effect might not ba.

expected at a very great distange? Whether Buffon has as-

certained the limit, the nc plus ultra, at which combustion
can be produced by the reflected solar rays ; and whether,
on the contrary, he docs not confidently affirn), that, with
St, better apparatus, he could have produced the same effec*

at a proportionably greater distance, as from the nature of
the case itself he evidently gould ? Whether, if JNlauper-

tuis's idea of an amphitheatre lined with mirrors were re-

alized ; or if, as you once suggested, a body of 2000 or 300O
men, each furnished with a speculum, were trained to direct

the Sim's image to a particular spot, bodies might not b©
inflamed at distances of which at present we have no con-
ception? As the Diggeses, both father and son, appear to
have enjoyed, at one part at least of their lives, the invalu-

able privilege of making any costly experiments they thoutrht

proper at the public expense*, whether thev may not have
possessed an apparatus as much larger than iiuflbn's, as the
elfect was greater?

7. Whatever answers your intelligent readers may think
due to these queries, not a man of theni will doubt that

Digges, the father, actually fired gun-powder, a/ some ^rcat
distance, by means of the reflected rays of the sun ; aiid if

so, lord Napier's first proposal must have been anticipated

by many years.

8. I thought the two foregoing passages from the Pan-
t07netr'ia, especially the second, sufficiently wonderful ; but,
when I had written thus far, a learned and worthy friend of
yours and mine put into my hand the Stratloticos of
Thomas Digges f, printed in London in 1590; at the 359th
page of which I find the follov.ing astonishing, but, as I

hope to prove, not unaccountable passage :

9. My father, " joyning continual experience" (in the
use of artillery) ^' for many yeares with geometricall de-t

monstrations, sought, and at last found, and did frame an
instrument, with certaine scales 01 randons, to perfourme
all that Tartalea by his tables promised : as also by reflec-

tion of glasses to fire pouder aad discharge ordinance many.

• See Pantomctria, p- 1"";.

+ In a listof Thomss Dieges'5 works, at the beginning of the Str'ti«-

tic-os, "'c hnd that he was the sole author of that piece, and that the Pan-
t^metna (second edition) was bctun by bis father, aiul augmented and
tjnished by himself.

miles
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niitcs dLstant. And such was his fdicitie and happie sue-'

c*<-S?e, not only in these conclusions, but also in y'^ Optikes

ami Catoptikes, that he was able Ity perspective glasses duely

s^.ituate upon conuenient angles, n\ such sort to discouer

euerv particularitie dt tl)e country round a'oout, wheresoeuer

vhe siunic bcames might pcarse: as siilicJicc Archimedes
(Bakon of Oxiord onely excepted) I have not read of any
"ui ui'tiofi* euer able by means natural to performe the like.

Which partly grew by the aid he had by one old written

book of the same Bakon's experiments, that bv strange ad-

venture, or rather destinic, came to his hands, though chiefly

bv conioviMiig continuall laborious practise with his mathe-
matical! studies. The which upon this occasion I thought

not amissc to rehearse, as wel for the knowne veritic of the

matter (diuers being yet aliue that can of their owne sight

and knowledge bearc faithful witnesse, these conclusions

being for pleasure commonly by him with his friends prac-

tised) as alao to animate such mathematicians as enjoy that

quiet and rest my froward constellations liaue hitherto de-

nved me, to implov their studies and trauels for inuention of

these rare seruiceable secrets. But such is my hard destinie,

that as God's pleasure was to take my father Irom me, in my
voung and tender yearcs, and even at that verie time when I

bcean to grow capable of those secretes, and himselfe (hauing

bene lono' debarred his owne inheritance and natiuc soile being

restored) mcnt then inunediately to returne to his wonted

places of exercise, there to have deliuered me experimentally

those the fruits of his long trauels and practises, so sithence

his death, having fostered by studv and conference those the-

orical sparks mathematical!, frominfancie by him impressed,

after I grew to some maturitie of yearcs and judgement, lit

tn enter into trial and practise of these conclusions, by con-

tinuall law-brables (being torments as repugnant to my na-

mre as the infernal! Furies to celestial! JVJuses) I haue lor

many yeares bene so vexed and turmoiled, and from those

delectable studies violently haled, that of all those rare con-

clusions and secrets 1 haue scarsely hitherto had any time

of repose or quiet to wade effectually in any one, sane onely

that of great artilcrie," Sec.—But '* so soone as bv God's

aid I shall uutwine my sclfe out of this miserable labyrinth,

wherein so long I haue bene snared, my first endeiiours

ghal be entirely to thiish the treatise of that new science of

jnaneging this new furious engine and rare inuention of

• T. e original being in the old English black letter, the word arlton,

like the other emphatic words, is in the Roman character. Does th«

author mean ucuud^'yor in battle?

great
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great artillerie, in such perfection as hitherto hath not bene
in any language imparted with any nation of Europe.— /^i-

rescit vulnere virtus*."

10. I have transcribed the greater part of this curious pas-

sage, because the " miserable labvrinih" of '^ law-brables'*

in which the poor author \\ as " snared," may verv ratio-

nally account for the amazing assertion, that his father, *'by
reflection of glasses, fired poudtr and discharged ordinance

many miles distant." It is evident that when Digges wrote
the above passage his mind was ill at ease. It is probable
his work was carelessly printed, without being revised by
himself^ and that for 7niles we should read poles, or some
other denomination inferior to miles ; for it is not to be
credited that Digges, supposing him in his senses, would
have inserted in his Stratioticos in 1590, that his father,
" by refiecfion of glasses, fired ponder arid discharged ordi-

nance many miles distant -," and in the Pantornctria in 1591,
that his father produced the same effect only '* halfe a mile and
more distant ;" appealing in both instances to eye-witnesses,

and to all appearance meaning precisely the same fact. It

may further be observed, that m our second quotation he
has not asserted that either he or his father had so *^ auo--

mented and multiplied the unitie of beames, that the
farder it is carriea the more violently it shall pearse and
burne." No : he only mentions the extreme difficulty of
such an attempt, and rather obscurely talks of imparting
something on that head on a future occasion.

1 1 . This letter would exceed all reasonable bounds, and
would consume more time than I can bestow upon it, were
I to trouble you with every observation which these passages
would fairly bear. Many such will so readily occur to your
intelligent readers, that it would be superfluous, if not offi-

cious, m me to suggest them. I must therefore content my-
self with settling the dates of other pretensions to discoveries

w hich seem to have been previously known to the Digseses,
and thus hastening, not however without all the circum-
spection my lime will allow, to the general conclusion
which I have in view. And here I should be sorr\^ to have
it supposed that the proofs I shall adduce in support of those

who appear to have just claims of priority, imply any censure
on other claimants. Far from ever)' liberal inquirer be the
baseness of vilifying departed men of talents, whom genius, or
even what is called good fortune, may have conducted, clear

of all plagiarism^ to discoveries previously made by others

!

Virtue flourishes in adversity.

12. To
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12. To proceed then : Our second quotation (§ 4.) seems
clearly to imply the knowledge and use of what we call the

Qr^tfera o'>'>'cura, which has been always believed to have been

first described by John Baptista Porta *. Whether this our

second quotation was written by Digger the lather or son,

we have no absolutely certain means of determining; for

the Pq.nto}rielria, from whence it is taken, was begun by the

father, as we have seen, and " augmented and finished"

bv the son, who, it is possible, might have interpolated this

passage into that part of the work, which most p/obablv

was written by the father, as it stands in the 28ih page of

the book, which, exclusive of preface, he, contains I95

small folio pages. But is it reiisonable to suppose that a

man who, as our first quotation shows, was acquainted with

the n)ore diflicult combinations of glasses, and *' assisted

with demonstrations mathematical!," was ignorant of the

comparatively simple structure of the Camera obscuraP If

then Digges the father, who published the Pnnlomctria in

1571, and died about the year 1374t> really knew, as in all

probability he did, the structure and use of that instrument,

he must have preceded Porta in that knowledge by more
than twenty years. But if Dirges the father did not possess

that knowledge, it seems undeniable that his son did ; and
1391, the date of the Panfometria, will still carry an Eng-
lishman's pretension about three years beyond that of tha

respectable Italian, whose work did not appear till about

1394.

13. I shall next briefly discuss a more important claim,

that of the iuvention or revival (shall I call it;) of the Te-
lescope. Descartes, wiiose authority in this case, as in manv
others, is justly regarded, tells us, that " about thirty years

ago ;j: lived one James Metius, a native of Alcmacr in

Holland, a man wholly ignorant of the liberal arts, though

his father and brother
j{
cultivated the mathematics. This

* In his Magia Nairtralis, lib. xvii, cap. 6. according ro Dr. Hutron's

Diet. art. Cmirra O^scuia; and in lib. iv. cap. 2. according to Wolfe,
and Ston' , who copies much from him. They agree that that work ot

Baptist 1 Porta was first piintecJ about the year 1594. See Elcm. Math.
Univ. Oi'tic § fio, and D.opt. § 327^ and Mathem. Diet, articles Ca-
vic-'-ci ()l>:cura and TeJt.'cpe.

+ Hutton's Diet. art. Diggn.

X Thrit i;, : bout the year 1607, or thirty years before 1637, when he
firs: published h's X>/c/)/r/^if. See Button's Diet. art. C;:?rMy. The above

extract, which on several acco'ints is worthy of transcribing, is taken from -

Elzevir's edition of that work. 16^4.. cnp. i. § i. p. 71.

II
Descartes here means Adrinn Metius, professor of the mnthematics

at Franckenaer, who supported his brother's claim to the discovarv.

3 man's
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man's favourite amusement was to make burning glasses

and specula -, and in winter he formed some even of ice, a

material \\ hich is known by experience to be not unlit for

this purpose. As on account of this pursuit he had at hand
manv glasses of various forms, by a lucky hit he applied

two of'them to his eye, one of which was somewhat thicker

at the middle than at the edges ; the other, on the contrary,

bclngr much more prominent at the edges than in the mid-
dle ;"and thus having happily fitted them to the extremities

of a tube, the telescope of which we speak thence derived

its existence." Saverien, not attending, as he ought, to these

words of his illustrious countryman, who passed much of
his time in Holland, tells us that " Kepler is the inventor

of the telescope," and that " it certainly was not brought

into use till the year l609*." But Kepler himself advances

no pretensions to the discovery. In the dedication to hi^

D'loptrice, which is dated January 1611, he says that " some
were then contending about the honour of tlie first in-

vention of the instrument, and others boasting of having

brought it to perfection; but that Galileo had secured a

more splendid triumph, in having first shown its use in de-

tecting the arcana of astronomy,—a triumph, by the wav,
to which, with all due respect to the celebrated " Tuscan
artist," our great countryman Harriot has equally strong

pretensions \. Kepler then modestly prefers his claim to

the first discovery of the rationale of '•' the dioptrical reed"

{arundo dioptrica), as he calls the telescope, but by no means
to the discovery of the instrmnent itself. Borelli X and
other writers favour the pretensions of Jansen of Middle-
burgh, and Sirturus tliose of Lippersheim, anotlier^ Dutch-
man.

14. But the earliest claim, next to that of the Diggesesy

and the still prior one I shall presently notice, is^hat of

John Baptlsta Porta, whose pretensions to the first discovery

of the Cajnera olscura we have just considered. This mo-
dern Italian Maecenas, in his Magia Nafuralis, published,

as we have seen, about 15^4, has these words, " Sintrum-
que rectcy 8cc. If vou know how rightly to combine both
these" (a concave glass and a convex one) '^you will clearly

• Saverien, Diction. Unrj. de Math, et de Fhysique, articles Lunette and
Ttlescope.

t See the account which Dr. Zach, astronomer to the duke of Saxe-

Gotha, published iu the Abtron. Ephem. of the Royai Acad, of Sciences

at Berlin for 1788, of Harriot's papers found by hirr. in 1784 at Petwoith
in Sussex, the seat of lord Egremont. See also Dr. Hution's Diet., or

:he Eocvcl. Britan. art. Harris.

X In his uract Di *ijtro TeUscopioum Invafore, ed. 1653, cap. 12.

S2e
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gee boll; remote and near objects enlarged. In this respect I

have given no small assistance to many of my friends," &c.

From this passage, Wolfius concludes that *' Primus didio

procitl, See. Eeyond all doubt Porta was the first who con-

structed a telescope." But Wolfius adds that " he did not

understand his own invention, for which he acknowledges

he was indebted to chance," &c.* It is however highly-

probable that the candid Wolfius, for such, from many in-

sumces, he appears to be, and the honest, ingenious, Scot-

tish L;;arder.er, Stone, who here translates his words, would

not have spoken so very positively in favour of Porta's pre-

tensions, had they been apprised that Digges, the father, not

only constructed, but understood the telescope in the year

1571, when the Pajitometria was first printed.

15. But the knowledge of the telescope in this country^

at least of its theory, may be distinctly traced to a still ear-

lier date. In proof of this assertion, which to some will

appear a boUl one, I beg leave to refer you and vour readers

to Recorde's " Path-way to Knowledge," a book on the

elements of geometrv, printed in the year 1551, and dedi-

cated to king Edward VI. of England. Though this book

is, I believe, not remarkably scarce, I may venture to say

tliat its contents are but little known. For, after all the

disputes about the discovery of the Telescope, can it be sup-

posed tliat the following paragraph would have been so long

withheld from public view, if the book itself had not lain

neglected, in the repositories of the curious, ever since the

days of Jansen, Kepler, and Galileo ? In the repositories of

the curious ! Shall I speak out a melancholy fact ?—For little

more than the price of waste paper I delivered my venerable

liccorde, once the companion and instructor of an amiable

prince t, from the merciless hands of a snuff-man, who,
reo;ardless of liis gemowes, hkeammcs, nooks, and cantells|,

had stripped off lus outer garments, and, proh pvdor ! con-

demned him to the meanest purposes of a vulgar trade, thus

forcing snuff into the indignant embrace of geometry !

1(5. Recorde, in his preface, has this remarkable passage :

*' But to retournc againe Lo Archimedes, he did also by art

perspectiue (whiche is a part of geometric) deuise suche

vlasses within the towne of Syracusa that did burne their

enemies shippes a greate waie from the towne, whiche was

a meruailous, politike thynge. And if I should repcate the

* See IV/'fii E'.enicrJa Matbcicos Uiiixfua, Diopt, § 327; and Stone's

Marhemat. Diet. art. Ttlescopc.

\ F.dward VI.
+ Parallels, parallelograms, sectors, a::d segments,

<2 VarietJe
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varietic of such straimge iniientions, as Archimedes and
others haue wrought by geometric, I should not onely ex-
cede the order of a preface, but I should also speake of
suche things as can not well bee understoode in talke with-
out some knowledge in the principles of geometrie. But
this will I promise, that if I maie perceiue my paines to be
thankfully taken, I will not onely write of suche pleasaunte

inuentions, declaryng what they were, but also will teach

how a great nomber of them were wroughte, that thev maie
be practised in this tyme also. Wlicreby shall be plainly

perceiued that many thynges seeme impossible to bee done,
which by arte maie verie well bee wrought. And w hen
they bee wrought, and the reason thereof not understoode,
then saie thevulgare people, that those thynges are doun bv
negromancie. And hereof came it that frier Bacon was
accompted so greate a negromancier, whiche ncuer used
that art (by any coniecture that I can finde), but was in

geometrie and other mathematical! sciences so experte that

he could doe by them suche thynges as appear wonderful!

in the sight of moste people. Great talke there is of a
glasse that he made in Oxforde, in whiche men mioht see

thinges that weare doen in other places, and that wasludged
to bee doen by power of euill spirites. But I kncnce the rea-

son of it to lee good and natural!, and to le wrought hy geo-
metrie (sith perspective is a parte of it), aud to stande as well

v'ith. reason, as to see your face in a commoji glasse. But
this conclusion, and other diuers of like sort, are more meete
for princes, for sundry causes, then for other men, and ouo-ht

not to be taught commonly."
17. On this passage I shall only obsen-e, at present, that

we have no right to doubt that Recorde actually " knew the

reason" of the reputed magic of Roger Bacon's glasses, of
which there was " great talke" in his time. For, besides

his reputation as a physician, he had a mathematical cha-
racter at stake ; having for some time publicly lectured on
geometry at Oxford*. Nor can it be said that Recorde
might affect a knowledge of optical glasses which he did

not possess, and cloak his ignorance under the strange opi-

nion (as it appears to us) that such knowledge was only
*' meete for princes." For he dedicates his book to Ed-
ward VI. in a long address, dated 28th January 1551 j and
is said to have been physician to that excellent young prince,

as well as to his miserably bigoted and tyrannical successor

Mary tj either of whom might have required him to com-

* Se€ Dr. Hutton's Diet art. Record:. f Id. Ibid.

municate-
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tunicate the knowledge he preteilded to have of Bacon '5

inventions. A mail ijinorant of what he professed would

iiever have unnecessarily exposed himself to the danger of

beiiui; held up by the rival court physician.^ as an empitic

in "perspective'* (optics), and comecpuiithj, ai tl-.cy would

not have failed to infer, in medicine. Thug v,e have great

reason to believe that Dr. Rccorde possessed considerable

Itnowledoe, at least of the theory^ of that combination of

oinlcal glasses now called a refracting or dioptrical telescope.

[To be continued.]

XLI. LeltcY o/'Spallanzani to C. Senebier in regard to

Respiration*

.

Jl oiT knov/ that for a longtime the reepiration of man and

of animals has been the principal object of my physical re-

searches. I made you acquainted with the motives w hich

induced me to treat on thii subject, and the plan which I

formed of subjecting to examination the difierent classes of

animals, beoinning with tho?c where auimality ends, and

asceudinec by degrees to that which comprehends the mam-
malia. Before my labour, which is pretty far advanced, be

completed, I am desirous of communicating to you some

parts of it J
but this is not so much to gratify your wishes

as to know vour opinion of it. I shall, therefore, take the

opportunity of this letter to communicate to you in parti-

cular a ohccaomenon, the enunciation of which will, per-

haps,, excite in you some surprise.

As I intend to treat on respiration, it is evident that I

oujyht to introduce living animals which breathe. I shall^

however, pursue a contran^ course, and shall first give my
observations on dead animals, of animals which have been

Uepriv'ed of respiration.

Animals which breathe have, indeed, been the first object

of mv researches ; but in proportion as I observed the eiie-

mical changes produced by them in air during their life, I

endeavoured also to discover those produced after their

Ueath.

I\o means certainlv can be more efficacious for advan-

cing the proore.-s of the physical sciences than to open a ncu^

route, or to continue that which has been trod by other phi-

losophers, setting out from the point w here they stopped.

Fri)'^ iIk Jcutrtij! dc V'^-sicxi^ Fructidor, an. ix.

The
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Tbe practice which I flatter myself I have acquired in expe-

rimental matters has proved to me that, instead of pursuing

a direct course, as the greater number do, it is often of ad-

vantage to follow a cross road wdiere no one has before passed,

or even which no one has ever thought of entering. This is

what I have chosen to do in my researches.

In recounting the results of my experiments, I shall not

give you the specific names of the objects of them ; I con-

fine myself here to generalities alone. I shall only observe,

that I employed the eudiometer of that celebrated chemist

Giobert to ascertain the chemical alterations of the air : I

found it the most convenient, and at the same time the best

fitted to my chemico-physiological researches.

I inclosed in a given measure of common air different

kinds of w'orms. It was by this class of animals that I be-

gan my researches. I thus learned that those which had
organs for respiration, as well as those destitute of them,
absorbed all the oxygen of the air, or at least as much as

was absorbed by the phosphorus of Kunckel. I observed

that in the latter animals tlie organ of the skin supplied the

place of lungs. This novelty induced me to search for an-
other. I was desirous to know whether this organ ceases to

absorb oxygen when the worms cease to live ; or whether it

then still retains this property. To resolve this problem I

confined some of these animals, when dead, in close vessels,

placing them in the same circumstances under which they

were during life : the oxygen was in the same manner en-
tirely absorbed. ^

Though these animals began to give manifest signs of

putrefaction, or putrid fermentation, as appeared by the

disgusting odour they emitted, by their change of colour,

and the softening of their parts, I put them again into con-
fined air. The fermentation ahvays went on increasing,

and the absorbing force was not checked. Having shut up
these substances several times in close vessels, I ascertain-

ed, by analysing the inclosed air, that the destruction of the

oxygen gas was completely and constantly effected by these

putrefied matters, from the commencement of their putre-

faction until they had attained to the utmost term of it;

that is to say, until it was finished, or until they were re-

duced to a slate of almost complete decomposition.

It is well known how much power heat and water acting

together have to macerate flesh : this may be easily perceiv-

ed by ebullition. I tried the latter method also to discover

whether this process would take from them or lessen their

faculty of absorbing oxygen ; but it was preserved in its full

Vol. XVIII. Nq. 71'. ' R vigour.
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vigour, though the worms were reduced by long ebullition

to such a slate that their parts scarcely auliered. I sub-

jected to experiment by both these processes different kindti

of these animals, which compose the order of terrestrial and

aquatic testacea, and the result \\ as always the same. The
singularity of this phaenomenon made me seriously think

that there might be something equivocal in this absorption

of oxygen, and I almost conceived the possibility of it.

In each of these 'ir'alv?ei?, not only the natural proportion

of the oxygen gas to the azotic gas was changed, but there

was always a certain quantity of carbonic acid gas, I then

thoujiht that this gas might be the result of oxygen
ccmSined with the carbon of the animal. But in this case

it was evident that the animals would not appropriate to

themselves the base of the oxygen gas which they dimi-

nished. My reasoning acquired strength by an observation

which taught me that when, instead of shutting up the ani-

mals in common air, I inclosed them in pure oxygen gas,

the quantity of that gas destroyed was more considerable

;

and the case was the same with that of the carbonic acid gas

produced.

This observation, however, did not appear to me decisive;

because it might have happened that the great quantity of
carbonic acid gas arose from a greater affluence of carbonic

acid extracted from the animals by a greater quantity of

oxyc:en, which might excite in the animal fibre a strong mo-
tion, since it is proved that this substance has a very stimu-

lating force.

The increase of the carbonic acid gas produced by ani-

mals placed in pure oxygen gas is not, indeed, constant,

since they several times consumed -^^^^ of this gas, while no
more than -j-^^ or

-jf,,^
of carbonic acid gas was observed in

this atmosphere. In like manner, by making the experi-

ment w ith common air, one mav see that when its oxygen
is entirely destroyed, it is not uncommon to discover in this

residuum only two or three hundredths of carbonic acid

gas.

To clear up these apparent contradictions, I had recourse

to an expedient which ought to be decisive: I placed dead

aaimals in a medium entirely deprived of oxygen gas, be-

cause either no carbonic acid gas would be produced in that

gas, which would have furnished me with an unanswerable

proof that the production of this gas depended on the oxy-
gen of the atmosphere; or, what is the same thing, that it

was the effect of the combination of this principle with the

carbon
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carbon exhaled from the animal, or I should have obtahied

this carbonic acid gas nearly in the same manner as when
the animals are shut up in common a.iv; and then it would
be proved that it did not depend on the oxygen of the air,

and consequently that it was exhaled immediately from the

bodies of these animals in an aeniorm state, or in that of

carbonic acid combined with caloric and become gaseous.

I therefore shut up different kinds of worms just kill-

ed, in pure azotic gas extracted from the fibrous part, well

washed from the fresh blood by means of nitric acid, ac-

cording to the process of the celebrated chemist Berthol-

let; but in these experiments carbonic acid gas was mani-
fested. I contirmed this experiment by another, in which
I inclosed the animals in pure hydrogen gas 5 and more than
once I had a quantity of carbonic acid gas produced in these

mephitic gases, greater than when these animals were con-
fined in common air. I was therefore forced to conclude,

that the carbonic acid gas produced in these two cases was
no way dependent on the oxygen of the atmosphere; and,

consequentlv, that the oxygen gas destroyed by the presence

of these dead animals had its base absorbed by them.
I remarked that several animals of this class could live

some hours in these mephitic gases. In consequence of this

observation I inclosed some of them, provided with organs

proper for respiration, in hydrogen and azotic gas ; during
the same time I shut up other individuals of the same spe-

cies in common air. The result was, that in these twoi

cases I obtained nearly the same quantity of carbonic acid

gas. In these animals, therefore, there was an absorption

of oxygen, and the appearance of carbonic acid gas was ei-

ther a production of carbonic acid gas, or of the carbonic

acid, the base of which escaped out of these animals.

But it may, perhaps, be asked. Are worms the only ani-

mals which continue after death, or in their state of decom-
position, to absorb the oxygen of the atmosphere ? This
question appeared to me of so much importance that I en-
deavoured to solve it by experiments on other classes of ani-

mals superior to that of worms. I employed insects which
always retain the same form, as well as those which pas3

through the three states of larva, chrysalis, and winged
beings. I made my experiments under all these circum-
stances. But after I had put to death these insects, and fol-

lowed their decomposition to the end, 1 always obtained a

complete absorption of oxygen when I left for some time
the putrefied matters shut up in common air : the absorp-
tion occasioned by tlie dead insects wagj however, much

R 2 slower
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slower than that produced by the hving, insects, which wa?
tfi'ccted with lingular rapidilv.

You will be a.-ilonished when I tell vou that a larva,

weighing only a few grain?, appropriates to itself as much
oxyfren in the same time as an amphibious animal a thou-
tiand times as voluminous ; and that this considerable ab-

sorption is certainly repeated in an enormous manner in the

prodigious number of aerlan passages disseminated through-
out the bodies of these liviner beincrs.

I extended these experiments to dead fresh-water and
marine fish inclosed in conmion air. Their size permitted

me to make these experiments also on their interior parts

after they were separated, such as the intestines, stomach,
liver, heart, and ovaria ; but all these parts absorbed the

oxygen of the air completely, like insects and worms.
One capital point of my reasearches was to discover the

proportion of atmospheric oxygen absorbed by dead and by
living animals. Water is the natural habitation of fishes

;

but that which stagnates in a vessel is soon spoiled, and be-

comes fatal to these animals, though covered with common
air ; consequently, fish imprisoned in this manner suffer in

such a situation, which is disagreeable to them : they come
to breathe at the surface, and perish in a very short time. I

have seen several die sooner in water of this kind than when
exposed in the open air without any water.

From these observations useful hints may be deduced in

regard to the chemical changes of the air by which water is

covered, I should, however, have been altogether incor-

rect had T adhered to this method only : I therefore added

to it a better, by placing the vessels in which I kept these

fishes in a stream of running water, by which means the

water in the vessels could be continuallv renewed. By this

method I was able to obtain with more precision the pro-

portions indicated.

I observed in amphibious animals after death the same
phaenomena as those exhibited by worms, insects, and

fishes; but living amphibia gave me other results. I had
observed that several of them survived for some days the

destruction of their lungs; which furnished me with an op-

portunity of submitting them in that state to my experi-

ments, and to remark the precise absorption of the oxygen
made by the lungs and by the organ of the skin. I was

thus enabled to form a comparison between the oxygen ab-

sorbed by these mutilated animals and by those which had

not been treated in the same manner.
"^'ou will see in my book how small is the absorption of

oxvo;cii
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oxvgen bv the lungs in comparison of that absorbed by the

skin, though it has been generally believed that in this class

of animals, as in others \vhich are higher, the destruction

of the oxvgen gas of the atmosphere ought to be referred

entirely tolhis organ. Some kinds of amphibia also which
1 deprived of their lungs lived much longer in the open air

than those which had lungs when I inclosed them in me-
phitic air, where they were entirely deprived of oxygen

gas. I discovered also that some of them die much sooner

when their skin is slightly covered with a spirit of wine

varnish. The cause of this difference is evident : by means
of this varnish these animals then not only cease to absorb

oxygen, but they can no longer free themselves from the

carbonic acid which ought to be exhaled, and its expulsion

is necessary to their existence; while in the mephitic gases

in which t placed these animals I always found carbonic

acid in its gaseous state.

I was, however, able to ascertain the exact absorption of

oxygen by the cutaneous organ, without depriving amphibia

of their lungs : I confined their bodies in receivers in such

a manner that they had no communication with exterior

air, while at the same time they had their heads out in the

air, in which they could freely breathe. I thus clearly as-

certained, that the absorption made by these animals when
dead is onlv a continuation of that which they made during

life.

Hitherto I have spoken only of the four classes of cold-

blooded qnimals; it therefore remains that I should say

something of birds and the mammalia : as the latter have a

greater relation to man, they ought to be more interesting to

our curiosity. Birds also absorbed oxygen in the experi-

ments to which 1 subjected them, both when living and
dead ; and even their parts, such as the brain, muscles, in-

terior parts, and also the skin. I shut them up alive, like

the amphibia, in vessels in such a manner that they breath-

ed in tiie open air without these vessels ; which furnished

me with the means of ascertaining the quantity of the ab-
sorption by the cutaneous organ.

The mammalia, who are in the order of quadrupeds, gave
me results similar to those exhibited by birds; but I obtain-

ed others of great importance from that singular species of
<juadrupeds which are rendered lethargic by the air, or

which, as is commonly said, sleep during the winter.

I observed that the phsenomena of respiration change in

these animals according to the different degrees of the tem-
perature of the atmosphere, and that similar phaenomena are

R 3 remarked
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remarked in the circulation, in consequence of the great

affinity between these two fonctions. Ecing desirous to ex-

amine them thoroughly, I kept in my house lor five years

the five species of these animals found in Italy. By making
researches in regard to their respiration 1 had still another

object in view, which was to study the habits of this class

of animals, and every thing that might be interesting to

their history, because too little known, or not sufficiently

explained. Having, therefore, near me this sreat number
of animals, and having obscr\ed them during dirterent sea-

sons of the year, and seen them in their natural retreats, I

>vas able to accomplish my plans as I wished.

As the event must be curious, you will remember my
marmot, which was so lethargic during the severe winter of

1795; I then kept it for four hours in carbonic acid gas, the

thermometer marking — 13°. It continued to live in this gas,

which is the most destructive of all : a rat, at least, and a

bird which I placed in it perished in an instant. It appears,

then, that its respiration was suspended durin^r that time.

\ submitted to the same experiment bats w hich were in the

same lethargic state, and the result was the same. I then

continued my experiments. I preferred these flying animals

to the marmot, apprehending that this animal might fall a

sacrifice to these trials and perish, because I had only two,

on which I had other experiments to make, whereas I had

in my possession a great number of bats.

I was therefore desirous to know, whether wheri respira-

tion was suspended in these animals a production of carbo-

nic acid would be effected by the organ of the skin. I then

substituted azotic for carbonic acid gas, in order that the

result might not be doubtful. I placed in this gas two bats,

the thermometer being at — 9®. At the end of two hours I

took them outj and having gradually introduced them into a

warmer medium, they gave evident signs of life: but I

found no carbonic acid gas in the azotic gas ; which made
me conclude that tiiis temperature was too low for the ex-

halation of it. I continued these experiments at a tempera-

ture suecc'sivelv higher to — 3, by which means ^4- of car-

bonic acid gas were produced, though the lethargy of these

animals was still strong.

In this state of things I repeated the experiment under

the same circumstances, only I removed the bats into an-

other vessel full of common air; but I then found not only

the production of b\ hundredths of carbonic acid gas, but

also the destruction of b hundredths of oxygen gas. Though
these two small q^uadrupcds were in respirable air, tlieir pro-

found
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fT)und lethargy prevented them from profiting by it. They
did not absolutely respire; that rising and falling occasioned

in their flanks during respiration was not remarked; the

case was the same in the open air. It is therefore evident,

that this partial consumption of oxygen gas was the conse-

quence of the absorption of this substance by the cutaneous

organ.

It thence results, that this chemical power of absorbing

the oxygen of the atmosphere belongs to these cold-blooded

animals when dead, and that when living they exhibit the

same power, which is continued even when their bodies are

in a state of decomposition.

In a word, this total suspension of respiration experienced

by these animals when exposed to a violent cold, becomes
unsupportable to them and occasions their death, as I have
seen m my experiments ; so that this state of lethargy into

which they fall when in their burrows, which happens to

some small animals, and in general to amphibia, is always

accompanied with a weak principle of respiration, as I shall

show in its place in my work.
Several worms,,and among them the greater part of the

testacea; many insects, among which systematic writers

place the Crustacea ; besides the immense family of fishes, have
their residence always in the water, and sometimes cease to live

in it. Will the faculty they have of appropriating to them-
selves oxygen when they remain exposed to the air, be main-
tained in that fluid, because it is mixed therewith a quantity

of oxygen gas? I was inclined to think so; but to assure

myself of it, I made direct experiments.

With this view I placed different kinds of these animals
when dead in tubes filled with water, above which I caused
a given measure of air to ascend. The oxygen gas of the
w ater communicated with that of the air. It appeared then
clear to me, that if the foraier were absorbed, the second,

or at least a part of the air, without the water in the tube,

ought to replace that kind of vacuum which might be pro-
duced in it, and re-establish the lost equilibrium. This took
place; and I must observe, that every time I made the expe-
riment on several individuals of these three classes, though
the experiments were very numerous, the air which covered

the water was deprived of its oxygen gas.

I must mention also another observation which I made.
When, instead of these aquatic animals, I placed at a given

depth under the water terrestrial animals, or their parts, I

obtained the same destruction of the oxygen gas of the air

placed above it. This proves that the property which these

R 4 animals
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animals have- of absorbing oxvgen in the air, is retained by
thcni in the water, though not destined to live in it, and
though it be iatal to them.

Hitherto I have spoken of the organ of the skin, and
shown in the six classes of animals, that it has the power of

appropriating to itself the oxygen of the air, not only when
these animals are alive, but even after they are dead. 1 wish
to call your attention for a moment to this power commu-
nicated by nature to other parts, which, though essential to

their oeconomy, present themselves to the air as if they were
only accessary. I here allude to the shells of the tcrrc>itrial

and aquatic testacea : they belong, as you know, to the

family of worms.
When I observed that these dead animals decomposed

common air by absorbing its ox^'gen, I imagined that the

shells might contribute to this operation; because 1 consi-

dered that they were organized according to the demonstra-

tion of Hcrissant, and that they formed a whole with the

animal which inhabited them. It was easy to verify this

idea by inclosingihe shells alone in common air, and the ef-

fect showed that my conjecture was well founded. This ab-

sorbing faculty is manifested also in the testacea which in-

habit the earth, and in those which sojourn in the waters.

I was able to estijiiate the quantities of oxvgen absorbed by
the animals alone and bv their shells; only I remarked, that

the absorption produced by the shells was slower than that

by the ammals.
While engaged with these experiments, analogy suggested

to me the idea of a body which was indeed of a dilTerent

kind, but which seemed worthy of attention. The shells of

the testacea are formed by two substances, one terreo-ealca-

reous, the other animal. The shells of the eggs of birds arc

formed of these two substances : Is it not possible, or rather

probable, thought!, that this absorbing principle mav reside

onlv in these coverings ? I actuallv found it in the shells of

all the egsjs which I subjected to experiment ; and as I have

a proof that a part o[ the oxygen absorbed by the shells of

testacea parses mto the animals which inhabit them, it is

probable that it concurs to the preservation of their life. I

think I have proofs of this sufficiently strong to show the

passage of the oxygen gas into the interior part of the egg
in order to vivify it, and to concur to the development of the

germ it contains.

I cannot leave these considerations on the shells of testa-

cea and of eggs, without throwing some light on a point in-

S'iparable fiom their nature. Their constituent principles, as

we
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we have seen, are an organic tissue, and an earth entirely cal-

careous. Is the absorption of the oxygen of the atmosphere,

however, produced by these two substances, or by one exclu-

sively of the other ? I at first thought, that, to obtain a solu-

tion of this problem, it would be necessary to subject both

to experiment ; and I began with the calcareous matter, be-

cause it could be easier employed for that purpose. As it

had all the essential relations with carbonate of lime, I was
enabled to ascertain, with great convenience, whether it pos-

sessed this absorbing power: in that case there was reason

to conclude, that the carbonate of lime of the shells had
the same ; but if carbonate of lime did not possess this

facultv, it was clear that the absorption of the air by the

shells did not arise from the calcareous but the animal part,

and this is what I concluded; because the purest carbonate

of lime, crystallized and transparent, calcareous spar, kept a

long time immersed in common air, does not occasion in it

the least alteration.

I had a striking confirmation of this by some shells of the

helix pomatia and the helix nemoralis, which I found by
chance in the garden, and which appeared to me to have
been alone time deprived of their inhabitants, as I judged
from their being W'orn, and from the alterations they had
experienced ; thevhad become lighter, and easily broke, or

were reduced to powder, between the lingers. The calcareous

matter refound by means of acids and fire, left me no
doubt in regard to their nature. I however found that they

had lost a great deal of their power of absorbing oxygen,
and that this loss was greatest in the shells which had been
most disorganized. It must therefore be admitted, that the

organization of the shells of testacea is the cause of this

absorption, independently of the calcareous matter, or at

least that without this organization the shells could not

produce that effect. In like manner, if these shells are pre-

served in such a manner that they are not sensibly decom-
posed, even though kept several years, they still retain their

active property of speedily absorbing oxygen.
Such, my learned friend, are the principles of which I

was desirous to communicate to you some idea. Though
the pulmonary respiration of this numerous species of ani-

mals has been the principal object of my experiments for

se\eral years, I wished only in this letter to give you a hasty

sketch of them, in order to show how living animals con-
tinually consume oxvgen gas in a manner independent of
the lungs, and how they destroy it even after their death :

y.ou have seen it in cold-blooded animals, as \\ell as in

worms
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worms, insects, fishes, amphibia; and in warm-blooded
animals, I mean birds and manimaUa, this destruction in a
given proportion of common air is complete, at least as far

as can be shown by Kunckel's phosphorus.

In speaking of mammaha, I made, on purpose, several ex-
periments on certain parts of their bodies, such as the

muscles, tendons, bones, brain, fat, blood, and bile. Each of
these parts destroys the oxygen gas in ditlcrent proportions,

except the bile, which appears to be incapable of that

operalion; bvit the blood is not the only one of the animal
parts most proper for the destruction of oxygen gas ; though
1 first believed that, in this respect, it was superior to tlicm

all, judging from what has been written on the blood in re-

gard to the decomposition of the air. The blood of cold

and wann-blooded animals, the venous as well as the ar-

terial, have been subjected to experiment, and 1 had no va-

riation in the results.

In the beginning of this letter I expressed my doubts on
the consumption of oxygen gas, occasioned by worms shut

itp in common air: Is it produced by the absorption of its

base, or rather by its combination with the carbon which is

exhaled from these animals ? I found the carbonic acid in the

vessels contained in these animals, and this carbonic acid

must have some source, since the vessels are full of it ; but

this doubt was removed by showing the appearance of this

gas, though the worms were confined in azotic and hydrogen
gas. I observed the same thing in the five other classes of

animals ; so that I think tnyself authorized to assert, from
the fact in the experiment with oxvgcn gas, that this gas

abandons its base to the cutaneous organ of the animals,

which absorb it as well as the different parts of their

bodies.

Eut you will perhaps ask. Whether the azotic gas of the

atmosphere suffers any chemical alterations in so great a

muUiplicity of experiments ?— I shall observe in answer,

that I never made any without considering this gas, and

without finding that, according to the varieties of the ani-

mals, it sometimes remained imtouched, and at others ex-

perienced some diminution; but that it was always very

small in comparison with that of the oxygen gas, though

the latter is scarcely equal to a fourth of the former ia

common air.

I then saw that the chief direction of this animal absorb-

ing force is to take away and appropriate to itself oxygen :

it has a direct relation with the temperature of tlie atmo^

sphere, so that it may almost be established as a general rule,

tilat
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that the absorption of oxvgen is directly as the heat of the

ambient air in which animals reside; and this accords very

well with the observations made on phosphorus.

In these results, which I have made known to you in so

brief a manner, because I reserve the accompanying proofs

for my work, vou see the immense consumption made of
oxygen gas by animals at the expense of the air ; that by
the lungs, or other analogous organs, is no doubt great, but

it is still immensely increased by the absorption occasioned

by the exterior surface of the body ; and it is the same in ani-

mals furnished with organs proper for respiration and in

those which are deprived of them : nay more, when ani-

mals which respire cease to live, the destruction of oxvgen
gas, which no longer takes place by respiration, continues

by the organ of the skin, and even increases in regard to

some animals when putrefaction is far advanced. If we
take into consideration the incalculable number of animals

Avhich peoples even,- part of the globe, whether they inhabit

the land or the water, it would appear that the oxygen gas,

which forms the most valuable part of the air, must have
decreased, and produced the destruction of the organized

kingdom. We are, however, taught byeudioraetric obser-

vations, that the mass of the oxygen gas of the atmosphere
remains unalterably the same. We must thereiure neces-

sarily conclude, that nature has means of compensating
exactly for this infinite destruction of oxygen gas, in the

same manner as it does for maintaining an exact balance be-
tween the death of vegetables and animals and their re-pro-

duction .

But in what manner does nature effect this compensa-
tion? You and Ingenhousz have shown it by the publi-

cation of two works which display the originality of their

authors, and which form a luminous epoch in natural philo-

sophy. It may be readily seen that I here allude to what
you both have done to show in what manner vegetables ex-
posed to the solar light pour out into the atmosphere a

prodigious abundance of oxygen gas. It certainly appears

proper for repairing that loss of oxygen which may be oc-
casioned by the pulmonary organs ; but as this loss is still

greater, sincewe must add to it that produced at the surface

of living animals, and by these animals themselves after

death, I cannot say whether these losses can be compensated
in whole by plants, especially as the number of animals is

much greater than that of plants. As this great consump-
tion of oxygen is made by animals during their whole lives,

and for some time after their death^ and as plants do not dif-

3 fuse
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iwtc that beneficent influence into the atmosphere but

at cerlaia deterniinatc seasons, or only when they are

green ; these reflections induced me ahnost to think that

it would he necessary to seek for some other constant source

ot" this vital £!;as : I am consequently of opinion, that

as nothing in nature is lost, animals themselves may have
tike means of restoring to the atmosphere that oxygen of

which tlicy deprived it.

But this is not the time for entering the field of conjec-

ture in regard to this important subject ; I shall discuss it in

Mjy work on the respiration of men and of animals. For the

present 1 shall tell you that I have finished the composition

of f(jur memoirs, which will form the first part of my rc-

searchcsj and which will soon be published.

XTJT. A full Description of the Method of preparing Mr,
Grorge Blackman's Superfine Oil-Cohur Cakes; as

communicated to the Societij for the Encouragement of
^Irts, Majvfactures, and Commerce, and practised lij

him in Presence of a Committee appointed hy the Society

to ascertain the Merit of t lie Invejttion*

.

1. AKE of the clearest gfimi mastic, reduced to fine powder,

four ounces ; of spirit of turpentine, one pint ; mix them
together in a bottle, stirring them frequently till the mastic

is dissolved : if it is wanted m haste, some heat may be ap-

plied ; but the solution is best when made cold. Let the

colours to be made use of be the best that can be procured,

taking care that, bv washing, &c., they are brought to the

greatest degree of fineness possible. When the colours are

dry, 2;rind them on a hard close stone (porphyry is the best)

in ppiiit of turpentine, adding a small quantity of the mastic

varnish : let the colours' so ground become again dry ; then

prepare the composition for forming them into cakes in the

following manner :—Procure some of the purest and whitest

spermaceti von can obtain ; melt it over a gentle fire, in a

clean earthen vessel ; when fluid, add to it one-third of its

weight of pure poppy oil, and stir the whole well together ;

these thin2:s heing in readiness, place the stone on which
your colours were ground on a fi"ame or support, and, by
means of a charcoal fire under \\., make the stone wami

;

* From the twelfth volume of the Transactions of the Society, who
yot>.d the greater silver j^ alette and twenty guineas to Air. Blackman for

discovering his process tor the use of the public.

next
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next grind your colour fine with a muller ; then, adding a
sufficient quantity of the mixture of poppy oil and sperma-
ceti, work the whole together with the muller to a proper

consistence; take, then, a piece of a fit size for the cake
you intend to make, roll it into a ball, put it into a mould,
press it, and it will be complete.

When these cakes are to be used, they must be rubbed
down in poppv or other oil, or in a mixture of spirit of tur-

pentine and oil, as may best suit the convenience or inten-

tion of the artist.

The abovementioned oil-colour cakes were tried after they

had been in the possession of Mr. Cosway and of the So-
ciety for twelve months, and were found to possess the same
V'aluable properties they had at first.

Mr. Cosway savs that he made several experiments with
these colours, and is of opinion that the manner in which
they are composed is a new and useful discovery ; and the

great advantage they possess of dr)-ing without a skin on the

surface, is a very essential improvement on the usual mode
of oil-painting, particularly for small works.

Mr. Stothard says, one advantage these colours possess

above others is, they must be very convenient to travellers, as

they are always fit for immediate use, they not drj^ing hard

nor skinning over,

!Mr. Abbot says he has frequently used colours prepared

by Mr. Blackman, particularly his red lead, which, as far

as he can jud^e, is better preserved from changing by this

method of preparing, than by any other he has met with

;

and as the tint given by red lead is peculiarly adapted to the

highest lights of flesh, more especially on the forehead in

portrait-painting, he thinks Mr. Blackman's discovery, if

it fully answers that purpose, a very advantageous one to

artists ; that he has so good an opinion of Mr. Elackmau'*
ingenuity and merit on this head, that he has ordered a set

of colours prepared in his manner, in bladders, for his own
use.

N. B. It may here be proper to observ-e, that Mr. Black-
man's colours in bladders are prepared with a mixture of

spermaceti, and differ trom his cakes only in having a larger

proportion of oil.

XLIII, De-
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XLIII. Description of an improved Cranefor Wharfs. By
Mr. Robert Hulljunior, of Basford, near Nottingham,

X ORTY guineas were voted to Mr. Hall, by the Society for

the Encouragement of Arts, &c., lor his ingenious inven-

tion of a method to expand a set of bars parallel to the axis

of' acran^', by which means the velocity of the rope in

raising weights may be mereased or diminished in propor-

tion to the load to be raised.

A description and engraving of this crane are given in the

twelfth volume of the Society's Transactions, from which
we have drawn up the following account of it:

'I'he ends of the reel (Hg. 1 and 5. IMate IV.) consist each

of two flat plates or circular pieces, shown separately in

fig. 2 and 3. These circular plates form the two ends of

the reel, and are held fast on the spindle or axis by pins

passed through its ends, of v.hich one may be seen at o,

ficr. 2, and anoth'-r in the end shown in fis;. 5. The outer

circular plate (fig. 3.) of each end of the reel has a spiral

groove cut in it, as shown at t<, and the inner circles have

each eight mortices cut quite through them, as shown at c,

iig. 2. (seen partly also in fig. 1 and 5.) The outer plates

have also an iron tube, d, made fast to them by means of a
dancre or collar, and the screws, ee, fig. 2.

When the parts are all joined, (as shown in fig. 1.) the

axis f passes through the tube d, and thus the ends are

connected. In li.xmg the cross bars, two of which are

shown detached in fig. 4, the parts g,g slide in the mor-
tices c of the inner circular plates, and the small ends or

tenons h,h go fairly through the inner and enter the spiral

grooves of the outer plates.

The inner and outer circular plates are locked togicther by
a catch (f, fig. 1, 2, and 6.) the stationary part of which is

made fast to the inner plate (see Iig. 2), while the catch it-

self, by means of a spring, is kept in a notch on the edge

of the outer plate. W^heii the diameter of the reel is to be

enlarged or diminished, it is eti'ccted by bringing the reel

round to the position shown in fig. (3, when a hook, k, is

put into a hole, I, which keeps the inner circular plate in

th;it position till the adjustment is made by lifting the catch

from the notch of the outer end-plate far enough to be kept

disengaged by the hook k, before mentioned, being thrust

quite through the hole I: the handle m being then turned,

the outer plate only is carried round, and the tenons or

small ends of the cross bars (being prevented from being

carried
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carried round with it, by the mortices of the inner plates

through which they pass being stationary) are obhged to

change their distance from the axis by the spiral groove

shding over them, w hile they are able to move nearer or

further from the axis by sliding in the radial mortices of

the inner end-plate.

The handle m being turned till the reel is of the size re-

quired, the hook k is withdrawn or pushed out, and the

crane is then ready for work.

It is necessary' to observe that the tenons h,h must be cut,

so that the outside of all the bars next the rope shall be at

an equal distance from the centre. If the tenon of the first

bar that is placed in the reel be cut like the tenons h,h,

fig. 4, the last of them must be cut the same as the tenons

n,n, fig. 4 ; and all the other tenons, at the extremitie.s of
the several bars, must be at proper distances between these

extremes, as is shown by the dots P in the mortices fig. 2.

The other parts of the crane may be so easilv understood

from an inspection of the engraving, that any further de-

scription is unnecessary.

XLIV. Description of an improved Bucket for drawing
JVater out of deep JVells. By Mr. George Russel*.

J. HE silver medal of the Society for the Encouragement of

Arts, &cc., was voted to Mr. Butler for this invention, of
which a model is reser\-ed in the society's repository for the
use of the public. The following is Mr. Butler's account
of the improvement

:

" My well at Downe, in Kent, is about 360 feet deep,

and is worked by two buckets and a horse-wheel, each
bucket holding little less than a barrel ; and are the same
sort of buckets, with the same mode of emptvins:, as at

Dorking, Dover, Hasted, and all the deep wells I have met
with.

'* The great weight of iron on those buckets, to make
them sink immediately on descending to the water, being
observed, together with the heavy flat iron chain by which
they are hung to the rope; and which, passing over a flat-

grooved wheel above, brings the face of the buckets properly

to the cistern-catch, suggested the following idea

:

" A valve of five inches diameter was put into the lower

* From the Transactions of the Society for ike E'lainagement of Arts,

Manufactures) and Cummercey vol. xii.

iiead
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head of a common light boer-bnrrd ; a cross was placed in

the centre ot" the top of the barrel ; it was then let down
into the well by a rope ; it filled through the valve in the

bottom, and came up very steady and full, with scarce any
drip: what little drip there was, fell immediately down the

well from the valve in the centre of the bottom without wet-

ting the descending rope, such wetting being very preju-

dicial to the rope, as in use with the old buckets; for by
the nature of their bails they ascend swinging, sometimes

strike in passinjr, and by splashing over the sides are never

full.

*' Two buckets on the new construction were immediately

made witli iron hoops as light as possible ; they have worked

four vears without being out of condition ; the hoops,

chains, &c., of these buckets weigh less than the old ones

bv two hundred weight. The well-rope is little more than

half the size and cost ; a much greater quantity of water is

rai.-'cd in an equal time, and the labour of the horse much
relieved."

Description of the improved Machine.

AA, (Plate V.) two posts fixed in the curb of the well,

opposite each other, and grooved within to receive the end3

of the collar.

B, two parallel bars which bear down the small iron arms

or cross, R, as the bucket ascends, and open the valve to

discharge the water.

C C, the collar resting on pegs in the groove ; and, bein^

lifted by the bucket ia ascending, conmiunicates, by a rod

or line down the groove, with the short end of the moveable

bars at D : the short end of these bars, which work on a

pin or fulcrum at E, being so moved, draws forward the

trough, F, with an increased velocity, by means of the lines

passing from it over the pulleys GG, and fastened to the

long end of the bar at 11 j by this action the trough runs

under the bucket, and is ready lo deliver the water into the
_

cistern \, when the valve O (which is about five inches di-

ameter) is opened by the cross L, striking the bars at B.

F, the trough, moving on four brass rollers, which, on
the water being delivered, runs back, as the bucket de-

scends, with the same vclocitv as it v/as drawn forward :

this is done by means of the weight K, hid within the lining

of the model, and connected by a line, passing over a pulley

in the frame above, to the centre of the hinder part of tlie

trough.

L, two thin pieces- of Iron fixed across the top of the

bucket

:
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bucket : in the centre of these pieces is placed the small

iron standard M, on which is a collar with four arms N,
made to move up and down : above the collar is a small

brass pulley in the mortice O, in the upper part of the

standard, and a loop to which the well-rope P is made fast

:

to one of the arms of the collar is tied a cord, which passes

over the brass pulley above, and then down to the lip of the

valve ; so that the cross L, being pressed against the bars B,
is forced downwards, the cord drawn up, and the valve

opened.

XLV. An Examinaiion of Dr. Wollaston's Experhnent
on his Periscopic Spectacles. By Mr, William Jones^
F.Am.P.S.

To Mr. Tilloch.
SIK,

JL HE inferences that Dr. Wollaston has thought it best to

publish in your last month's magazine, instead of a direct

reply to my refutation of his new principle of spectacle

glasses, are of themselves sufficient to convince any impar-

tial person of the validity of the objections advanced by me
in your preceding number; and, notwithstanding an extra-

ordinary experiment he has therein related, as made only

by himself, I should not have thought it requisite to trouble

your readers again, but for the unfounded imputation he
-has declared against me, that of having, by an experiment,

deceived myself. I trust, sir, I may be allowed, in con-
tradiction to this, to observe, that after more than twenty

years experience in the practice of my profession, such as

daily administering to decayed vision, and employment in

the construction of all kinds of optical instruments, I should

not be acquainted with the various properties of lenses,

singly or combined, and especially of so simple and well

known a form of lens as adopted by him, is an idea that I

am confident he cannot impress upon the mind of the pub-
lic. I suggested no new experiment, nor was any one
wanting; the definitive laws I adduced were contained in

the works of the best writers on optics, and were sufficient

to evince the want of originality and improvement of his

meniscus-shaped lens. In respect to the experiment by
which he attempts to enforce a proof of an advantage in his

spectacles, its value will be known by the following account
of a repetition of it. I am possessed of a pair of his peri-

VoL.XVIII. No. 71. S scopic
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^

copic glas^'js mounted in a single steel Irame, whicli cost

10s. ()d. The glasses, I must observe, are very clilVerent to

liis proposed form, having of eaeh, the mner side, or that

next to the eye, so little ineurvated, that by any person but
an opticia,n they would be called plano-eonvexes. The
focus is 4 inches, the same ji3 used by Dr. Wollaston in his

e\perln)C-nt. In a similar mounting, with double convex
glasses of the same diameter and focus, I provided a pair of

our own manufaoiure, and as sold by us at 3s. Q<\. 'Ihese

two pairs of spectacles were attentively compared together by
myself and several judicious and impartial persons, in the

manner as staled by Dr. Wollaston of his; the result was
as follows :—The convex glasses being applied as close as

possible to the eyes, the print of a large quarto page was
viewed through them at a distance for distinct vision at their

centres : the letters, at the distance of about 23 lines, appear-

ed quite distinct, or well defined. Giving the axes of the

eyes a little obliquity, to discriminate more lines, an indi-

stinctness or confusion of letters coiTmienced, increasing to-

wards the extrennty of sight; and from the lateral aber-

ration of the lenses the letters were tinged with the prisma-

tic colours. Keeping the head iixed in the same position,

the periscopic glasses were substituted. The extent of di-

stinct letters without distortion was nearlv as great, but the

coloured letters were evidently nearer to the centre, and
more numerous than by the other glasses. By inclining

the axes of the eyes still more than in the former case, or

looking extremely as(juint through the glasses, a greater

extent of lines was observed, but blended with colour and
confusior.. The optic nerves felt a sensible irritation,

evidently from the squinting position of the eyes, a refrac-

tion of many superfluous ravs, and the consequent increased

and unusual magnitude of the images on the retina. I'he

pain in the eyes mentioned by Dr. Wollaston must have

arisen only from this circumstance, and not from the one
he represented it to be. By a trial of the old meniscus I

before mentioned, which is four inches focus, and corrc-

spoii-iU wilh v\hat he has a patent for, in comparison with

the above plano-coavexes, the view of the letters was still

more extended, but illegible and with much colour, and like

the other, to^^'ards the extremity, of no sort of use for the

purposes of vision.

Now all this is conformable to the laws of optics, and

manifests a property diilerent to that advanced by Dr. Wol-
laston.

These
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These several glasses are also at the public service for in-

spection in our shop in Holbom.
By making the glasses of the above periscopic spectacles

nearly pianos, Dr. Wollaston's principle is destroyed,

and my opinion evidently verified : that the nearer a me-
niscus approaches to a piano, the more perfect it will be, as

the spherical surface for the same focus is diminished, and
consequently the aberration. Besides, admitting that there

were any advantage derivable from a great obliquity of
the axes of the eyes to those of the meniscus-shap-^d spec-

tacle glksses, I would ask. For what reason has man his

head moveable? Was it not that he should place his eyes

directly before the object to be viewed, and not subject him-
self to fallacious ideas of them by an awkward and revolu-

tionar}' squinting ?

From what 1 have advanced I doubt not of the public de-
cision (from a fair comparison of the two kinds of specta-

cles) in favour of the established double convex spectacle-

glasses ; for
«* Magna est veritss, et praevaleblt."

I am, sir,

Your respectful humble servant,

Holbom, April lo. WiLLIAM JoNES*

XLVI. Memoir on the Culture of the Anatto Tree, and the

Preparation ofAnatto. By C. Lebone*.

JL hat colouring matter known under the name of anatto

is the produce of a tree brought originally from America,
and called by botanists Bixa urellana. It approaches near

to the family of the tilice: it rises in good soil to the height

of from fifteen to twentv feet, and its branches form a cir-

cumference of from nine to tv.elve feet radius. It flowers

at the age of eighteen mouths; and its flowers, which are

attached to a common pedicle, are succeeded by capsules

covered with soft points. The seeds are surrounded by an
orange-coloured pulp, emplo)^d in dyeing. The anatto tree

is cultivated in French Guyana; it is multiplied by slips or

plants : the former list longer; the latter produce sooner, and
live for seven or eight vears. Thev are planted in parallel

lines, at a distance which varies from twelve to twenty-four

feet, according to the diameter which it is supposed the tree

will acquire in the ground destined for it. The anatto trees

* From rhe Monilcur.

S '2 require
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rc((uirc continued care: vhen young, their delicate roots

must be covered with earth; when green herbs are heaped
up about the bottom of the trees they often cause tliem to

perish, in consequence of their fermentation. It is custom-
ary to beat down the first flowers, that the tree may not be
exhausted by premature fecundity. The earth is dug up
around the tree with a hoc, but care is taken not to touch
the roots. When the rains have been abundant, the planters

are satisfied with cutting the grass in the neighbourhood ot

the tree with an instrument like a scythe, which spares the

roots, and accelerates the labour. A sickle might also be
used.

The anatto tree is injured neither by heat nor by rain; it

prefers low humid places, and is not attacked by caterpil-

lars, but is very subject to the gi/y (a name given in Guy-
ajia to a sort of lormitkus) : it ought to be carefully freed

from that parasitic plant, which prevents it from bearing

the usual quantity of fruit.

The anatto is fit for being gathered, if the capsules, when
pressed between the fingers, open with an explosion : the

product is collected with the hand, and the negroes who
gather it deposit the capsules in barrels, which when full con-

tain about thirty-five pounds. Theproductof the trees varies

according to the age, the season, and the soil. From 1500
to 2500 pounds are collected in eighteen months from 1800
square yards, when the land is good : at the end of three years

the product is still more considerable; at five years it begins

to decrease, and at ten years the quantity collected will

scarcely defray the expense. To separate the grains, the cap-

sule is opened with the thumb and fore finger; the person

then lays hold of the membrane to which the seeds are at-

tached. This labour is in general entrusted to the more de-

licate hands of women and children: the negroes of Africa

employ for this purpose a kind of spatula.

After the produce is collected, the next operation is to

separate the colouring matter. Under a kind of shed sup-

ported by forked sticks fixed in the ground, covered with

leaves and open on all sides, are placed a kind of troughs

cut out in the trunks of trees, in which the grains of the

anatto are heaped up. The first trough is called the pound-
ing trough, the second the inmiersing trough, the third the

discharging trough, and the fourth the straining trough.

These names indicate the different uses to which they are

applied. Each pounding coiUinues half an hour : a negro

pounds about sixty or seventy pounds per day. This ope-

ratioa is performed so badly that many of the grains are

still
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^tUi in a state of seeds when thrown away as useless. An
attempt has been made to introduce machiner)'^ for this pur-

pose, but it has been abandoned without sufficient reason.

When the grains are pounded in the first trough they are

carried to the immersing tub, where they are diluted in a

quantity of water sufficient to cover them, and in which
they are left some months until they are pressed. The mat-
ter is pressed in sieves, which are placed above the immersing
trough, that the water which holds the colour in solution

may tall into it. The grains are then carried to the dis-

charging trough, and covered with leaves : they are left in

that situation till they ferment ; they are then put in succes-

sion into the pounding trough, the immersing trough, &c.
till they contain no more colour. When no more seeds

remain in the immersing trough the colour is diluted with
water, and women make it pass through sieves placed over
the straining trough, in order to separate the remains of the

.seeds. This operation is performed badly, and in a slow
manner. The matter which has passed through remains in

the trough till it has deposited the colour j which is generally

the case at the end of fifteen days, or sooner when the wea-
ther is cold or damp. The water from which the colour has
been precipitated is carried back to the immersing tub to

dilute other seeds, because it has been observed that it acce-

lerates the fermentation better than pure water.

When the anatto has been precipitated, which is known
by the liquor being uncoloured, it is boiled in kettles, stir-

ring it continually until it is reduced to the state of paste.

When cold it is spread out in boxes to the thickness of from
eight to ten inches, and is dried in a place sheltered from
the sun, which would blacken it. When it is so dry that a
mass of about fifteen pounds can be taken up by thrusting

the hand into it, it is put into baskets lined with leaves, and
carried to market. Each basket weighs about seventy pounds.
When about to be put ipto casks, cakes of the diameter

of the cask are formed upon leaves of the halalou, and they
are pressed into the cask till it is full. The cask ought to

weigh from 300 to 350 pounds, and to contain no more
than ^&^ of leaves. But on such occasions a great number
ot frauds are committed : on this account government for-

merly appointed commissioners to verify' the quality of the
anatto. They look a determinate quantity, which they wash-
ed several times ; and if the residuum exceeded a twelfth

part the anatto was rejected. The goodness of it is tried

also by rubbing a little of it on the nail ; if after being

S3 washed
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washed and soaped there do not remain a red spot, which
is called mordant, the anatto is considered as of no value.

Such is the process employed ior the fabrication of anatto.

The author of the memoir remarks that this tedious, labo-

rious, and unhealthful operation gives an uncertain pro-

duct of a bad quality. lie proposes merely to wash the

seeds till they are entirely freed from the colour, which is

placed at the surface; to make the water pass throuirh line

sieves, to separate the remains of the bark, to precipitate

the colour by means of vinegar or lemon jujce, and to bake

it in the usual manner, or to make it drain in bags, as is

practised for indigo*. This process is found d on this cir-

cumstance, that, as the colovir is entirely at thq surface ox

the seeds, it is needless to bruise the latter, an4 ,tq reduce

them to a state of putrefaction. This method \v<iii^ifljbe>i4»

vantageous to tlie planter who may wish to save hands y to

the merchant, who would gain in regard, to the freight j

and to the dyer, who, being sure of the qualil} of his co-

louring matter, would be enabled to determine v, ith exact-

ness the quantity necessary for his purpose. If tiie planters

of Guyana retuse to change their process, it might be advan-

tageous to seq<i to Europe the seeds without preparation.

The savin2;in the manipulation would be equal to, and even

surpass, the expense of carriage. The annual consumption

of anatto amounts to 240 tons. Whcji the crop CACCcds

280, the price of this article, the use of v.'hich is limited, falls

so much that the cultivation of it ceases to be advantageous.

XLVII. Observations on the Possibility of collecting a cer-;

tain Quantity of Succi7iic Acid during the Process of
making Ambi^r Varnish, without lessening the Property of
the Famish, By M. Planche, Member of the Pharina"

ceutic Society of Paris f

.

XiAviNG had occasion to assist some time ago in the pre-

paration of amber varnish on a large scale, I observed that

* Jussieu, Pesfontaines, Cels, and VauqUelin, commissioners of the

J^ational Institute, have verified the excellence of this new process. The
anatto which thence results is less mixed with impurities, and conse-

qi^ently of a fintr tint; so that one part of the anatro extracted by simple

washing produces the same effect as four of common anatto. This fact

is confirmed by a certificate from C Dticurer jnn. and Genet, dyers at

Paris. They add also that this anatto is more easily employed; that it

requires less soWeni, and gives a purer colour.

T From the Annalcs tic Cbiviie, No. 14^,
durin£f
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durincr the operation, and until ihe heated substance had ac-

<|uired the proper degree ot tiuiditv, a great deal of succinic

acid was disengaged.

Everv artist has had an opportunity of making the same
remark ; but whether they mistook the real nature of this

salt and its properties, or considered it onlv as essentiallv in-

herent in the quality of the varnish, no one has hitherto at-

tenipted, as far as I know, to derive any advantaare from it.

Those, however, would be in an error who should infer from
what has been said, that e:ood varnish oueht to be free from
succinic acid ; on the contrary, it is ven' probable, that on
the addition of drying oil and essence, which ought to in-

crease the fluidity of the amber, this matter can still furnish

some of it, and even in abundance.

1 should deviate from the real object 1 have proposed in

this notice, were I to relate the ditierctit proccsics eniploved

in the preparation of this varnish : I shall onlv observe, that

as this operation is pcrrormed for the most part with the con-
tact of the air, and over ;ui open tire, and in varnished

earthen vessels, the aperture of which is from four to five

inches in diameter,—when the matter is sufficiently pene-
trated bv caloric, a part oi the succinic acid, become free, is

exhaled a< mere loss into the atmosphere, while a verv laree

quantitv is iixed to the sides of the matrass, under the fonn
of very fine delicate needles, sufficient , white to have no
need of purification*. Each matrass, contamingr twentv-
fbur ounces of amber, (a common dose,) can furnish from
eighty to ninety grains of acid, without in anv manner les-

sen'.iia' ih-iquahty of the varnish f. It is proper to obser\'e

also, that cue ought to seize the momentwhen the succinic

acid is disengaged, to Separate it ; and this d!?eng-32;ement

takes place a liit't time before the addition of the oxyge-
nated or drying oil. If the operation be deferred, the greater

part of the product will be lost.
. The motion indeed neces-

sary to be given to -.he spatula, to effect the mixture of the

oil with the amber, detaches a great deal of volatile salt.

All hope, therefore, of collecting it must be lost when es-

sence of turpencine is added ; as this oil, vaporized by the

* The acid obtained bv the first operation is indeed very pure \vl,en the

vessel is new, but in the cuiisequent operrttions it becomes more coloured.

Recourse m?y be had f" t..e prfxesses of pjrihcation indicated bv Potr.

Aitists will find it of advantage to en:ploy jnatrasses of copper: as these

Vessels are easily cleaned, thev will al'.vav> furnish the sane product.

f- I ascertained this fact by seve'-T^ evixsS-.nen's. pcT'ormed both ir my
own laboratory and \n that of M ionatlkr, coach-paiuier, who is ex-
ceedingly wtll versed in tius branch of the arts.

S 4 heat
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lieat of the mixture, which sometimes swells so as to run
over the vessels^ causes the succinic acid to disappear en-
tirely.

However minute the means T employed to extract the

succinic acid may appear, I thoiisiht it necessary to describe

them. I first conceived the idea of separating it with a

card : this process succeeded pretty well ; but in this case one
is exposed to the danger of being burnt. I employed with

more advantage a spoon of tinned iron, which is different

from the usual form only in being semicircular, not so con-
cave, and proportioned to the size of the vessel. It termi-

nates behind m a thin plate of iron, which, exceeding the

edge by some lines, represents a sort of band, from which
arises, at right angles, a handle of the same substance,

fifteen inches in length. This form appeared to me most
convenient ; first, because, by applying it exactly against

the sides of the vessel, it prevents the salt, which is de-

tached by instantaneously removing it, from being mixed
with the fused amber; secondly, because it offers to the artist

tlie means of operating, without being so much incommoded
by the vapours disengaged from the matter.

It results from what has been said, that artists who pre-

pare amber varnish may in future, without making any
change in the apparatus or in their process, obtain a consi-

derable quantity of succinic acid, which, though hitherto

confined to medicinal purposes, may soon be rendered useful

In the arts. Some trials already give reason to hope that an

alcoholic solution of it mav be employed for imitating the

colour of certain valuable kinds of wood.

XLVIII. Notices respecting New Books,

TJie Painter and Varnisher's Guide; or, A Treatisey loth in

Theory and Practice, on the Art of making and applying

Varnishes; on ilie different Kinds of Painting; and on

the Method of preparing Colours, loth simple and com-
pound, <^c. By P. F. TiNGRy, Professor of Chemistry,

^c. in the Academy of Geneva. 8vo. 540 Pages. Kears-

Icy, Fleet-street.

We have perused this work with great satisfaction; it

contains much new, useful, and interesting information on
the different subjects which it embraces, and cannot fail to

be highly serviceable to artists. We think the publisher has

rendered
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rendered a real service to the arts in this countrv, by giving

an EngUsh translation of it. The translation is a good one.

In our future numbers we shall give some extracts from
this work, which has been highly recommended by ISI. Se-
nebier, who was appointed to examine it by the Society at

Geneva for the Encoiirasrement of Arts.

XLIX. Proceedings of Learned Societies.

ACADEMY OF SCIENCES AT BERLIN.

J- HE following papers were read in this academy from the

month of July to December, 1803 :

July 7th. Observations on some points of the Grecian
music, by M. Tremblay.

14th. An account of experiments on the alkaline matters

contained in certain vegetables : a continuation, by the di-

rector Bernoulli.

21st. Observations on the logical regressus, accordingr to

the idea of the old commentators on Aristotle ; and at the

same time a short account of the life of M. Miloczewski,
who made over to the academy a capital for the foundation

of philosophical prize questions r by M. Nicolai.

August 4th. In the public sitting of this day, an oration

byM. Merian, director. Aneulog)' on the minister of state.

Baron Von Hevnitz, by M. Gerhard. Anecdotes of thelife

of the princess Barbe, daughter of John the Alchymist, by
M. Ernian. An eulogy on M. Engel, by M. Nicolai. On
Pestalozzi's method of teaching, by professor Fischer.

September 15th. A fifth dissertation on the painting of
the antients, from its origin to the 94th Olympiad, or Apol-
lodorus of Athens.

22d. An essay on a new theorv of the existence and qua-
lities of the physical elements, deduced from general expe-

rience, bv Dr. Hernibstadt.

29th. New observations made at the observatory in the

year 1 S02, together with the results; and several astronomi-

cal observations and remarks from his correspondents, by
professor Bode.

October 6th. An eulogy on M. Anleres, by the director

Pierian.

15th. A fragment in regard to an essay on the history of

the Alps, comprehending reflections on the lancruage of the

people who inhabit in particular the Pais de Vaud, by the

Abbe Denina,

25th.
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25th. Researches on theinflaniiriable matter of particular

fossils ; on a green earth iVoin New East Prussia ; and a sup-

plement to the history oi' meteoric stones, by Dr. R. Klap-

rotli.

27th. A second memoir on the relation between music

and declamation, by professo; burja.

Nov. 3d. On a new kind of Icigical algorithm, by pro-

fessor Castillon.

10th. Oa Seneca's consolatioa to Polybius, by professor

Spalding.

17th. On the plants of the species duira', and on the

prestr.atiou '>t potatoes, by professor W'illdenow.

24th. On the gauging of casks, by M. Lvtelwein.

Dec. Ist. Ccitinuation and conclusion of ph:lo«ophical

and moral thoughts, by M. Aiurillon. Memoir of Baron

de Chanibner on the expedition into Greece in 1368, and

on the political system of Europe at ihat period, by M.
Erman.

15th. Aerostatic ejfpcrimcnts made at IfamburghonJuly

18th bv M. Robertson, by proiessor Tremblay.

22d. A third memoir on the methods of approximation,

by the same.

ACADEMY OF SCIENCES AT COPENHAGEN.

In the sitting of the 3d of February, professor Biigge read

a dissertation on the eclipse of the moon which look place

on the 26th of January.

THE ACADEMY OF SCIENCES AT STOCKHOLM.

This academy, to preserve the remembi-ance of one of iti

oldest and most meritorious members, the late Von Ferrner,

.counsellor of the chancery, and as a mark of its gratitude

for a considerable legacy bequeathed by him to it, has re-

solved to stiikc a medal representing on one side Ins bust,

and on the other a laurel garland, having within it the words

Meriti ianti von immemor unquam : below, the words

Socio m2tmf. def. lS02.i?. Ac. S. Stockh.

IMPKRIAL ACADKMY AT PETERSEURGH.

Bv an imperial ukase the members of this society have

obtained perniifsion from the emperor, after inspecting and

anproving drawings submitted to him, pcrmis'.ton to wear

the following imifonn : a dark blue coat, with standing

collar of red cloth ; facings of the same, and blue lining
;

the collar and facings embroidered xvitit g<;ld. The other

articles are of white clotli with yellow buttons. The use of

this
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this uniform is extended to the president, the academicians
and adjuncts, and also to the pupils ; but with this differ-

ence, that, besides on the collar and facings, thev have em-
broidery on the pockets, which is not the case with the ad-
juncts.

. The pupils have the uniform without embroiderv.

M. Gorachow, a merchant of Jakusk, has transmitted to

Jiis imperial majesty a horn of extraordinar)' size, which was
found .in the river Kroni. This rarityhas been sent to the aca-

demy of sciences, to be preserved in its museum. It is

worthy of remark, that the inhabitants of the district

where this born was found believe it to be the claw of a

bird called Koaroskari,

L, Intelligence and Miscellaneous Art kl-es,

ANTIQUITIES.

X>AROX D'Aretin, librarian to the elector of Bavaria at

Mimich, has made a very cui'ious discoveryin the centralli-

brctry of that city : it is an old manuscript of the thirteenth

century, containing a treatise on the Greek fire; which not

onlv gives an acc^>uiit of the method of preparing it, sup-
po'ied by the learned to be lost, but also a process for n)akinff

gun-powder similar to that followed at present.

NEW VEGETABLE ACID.

M. Klaproth, in Scherer's Journal of Chemistry, has

ffiven a paper on the namre of a saline substance, observed

and collected in the botanical garden of Palermo, bv Mr.
Thomson, on the bark of the white mulberry tree [Mori/s

alba).

This matter was of a brownish colour 5 it covered and
even penetrated the bark. Its taste wa.s nearly similar to

that of the succinic acid. On coals it swelled iip slischtlv

and burned, leaving an earthy residuum. A thousand parts

of water dissolved thlrtv-tive parts of this salt warm, and
f.fteen cold. By evaporation it gave crystals in needles

united in a radiated form, and of a pale woad colour.

B -1 vtes formed no precipitate in the solution of this salt.

Alk.;''ine carbonates occasioned in it a brown deposit,

which by calcination passed to white, and then dissolved

with effervescence in nitric acid. The sulphuric and oxalic

acids occasioned in a nitric solution of it precipitates^ which
indicated the presence of lime.

Acetite
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Acetlte of lead formed in it an insoluble precipitatCj re-

ducible on burning coals.

Nitrate of silver, brown, brilliant, and light scales.

These experiments induced M. Klaproth to conclude that

the salt collected on the bark of the mulberry tree was com-
p)sed of lime and a particular vegetable acid.

On decomposing this salt by carbonate of ammonia,
M. Klaproth obtained a deposit of carbonate of lime. The
supernatant liquor gave, after proper evaporation, long nar-

row prisms ; the water even of these crystals precipitated

nitric solutions of copper, green j of cooalt, pale red ; of

uranium, yellow ; of iron, brown ', of mercury, silver, and
lead, the same. It rendered slightly turbid a solution of

acetite of barytes in water^ muriates of tin and of gold, and
nitrate of nickel : but these precipitations, according to the

author, might be the effect rather of the extractive matter

which adhered to the acid, than of a chemical combination
with the metallic solutions.

To obtain the pure acid, M. Klaproth employed the pre-

cipitate obtained by a mixture of the solution of the calca-

reous salt and the acetite of lead. This precipitate was then

decomposed by sulphuric acid diluted with water. The
proportions employed were 24 grains of acid, diluted with

one gros of water. The sulphate of lead was separated by
the filter. The liquor, when evaporated, gave by cr}'stal-

lization 34 grains of acid in fine needles of a pale woad
colour.

The natural calcareous salt was also decomposed directly

by sulphuric acid. The result was the same. Thirty grains

of salt, and twelve of sulphuric acid, were emploved.

The properties of this new acid are : a very striking acid

succinic taste ; it remains in the air without experiencing

any change ; it dissolves easily in water and alcohol, and

does not precipitate metallic solutions. When distilled, it

appears only in part decomposed; a portion is destroyed,

and the other is sublimated. This method may be employed
to separate it from the extractive part, to which it adheres

too strongly to be freed from it in the moist way.
M. Klaproth proposes to call this acid the moronilicj and

its saline ;^Jn^binations moronitates.

TRADE AND COMMERCE.

A r»ew periodical work has appeared at Petersburg under
the title of the Petersburg Imperial Journal of Trade : it is

published both in the Russian and German languages. The
first munber contains a view of the history of Petersburgh,

jn
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an which the author gives the following account of the pre-
sent state of that capital and of its trade :—The city con-
tains 7124 housesj many of them of considerable size ; and
209,000 inhabitants. The increase of its trade is remarka.-
hle. The amount of the exports was

the year 1742
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and Klcigel conjectured that the electric fluid is determined

by the nervous fluid secreted in tlie i>;!ands of the brain to

the nerves themselves, (rardini reiaces an experiment made
on lizards : he observes that, if one of these animals be de-

capitated and laid on glass, by bringing an electric sub-

stance into contact with the neck, and laying the finger on
the toil, convulsions are produced. These authors were all

anterior to the discovery of animal electricity,

HORNEMAN, THE TRAVELLER.

The Danish consul at Tripoli, M. Nissen, saw in Sep-

tember last, at the house of the pacha's minister, Ali Mu-
hamed Dghies, a merchant of Fezzan, who had arrived with

the caravan, and who had been at Buran. From this mer-
chant he learned that Horneman, the celebrated traveller,

who was known in that place under the name of Jussuf,

had set out for Gondash in order to proceed to the coast for

the purpose of returning to Europe.

NEW METAL EXTRACTED FROM PLATINA.

In a late sitting of the National Institute, Collet Descos-
tils, engineer of mines, read a memoir, in which he an-

nounced the discovery of a new n)etal found in great abun-
dance in the black dust left by platina when dissolved in the

nitro-niuriatic acid. The principal properties of this metal

are: It gives a red colour to the triple salts of platina; with

the triple aramoniacal salt of platina it is precipitated ; it is

easily reduced : it dissolves readily in acids, even the nitro-'

muriatic, when in the metallic state ; the oxides are green

or blue, or at least communicate th^se colours to the acids

in which they are dissolved : these oxides seem to be vola-

tile, &c. C. Descostils found also that the sand which ac-

companies platina contains titanium when susceptible of

attraction by the magnet, and that when not so it contains

chrome.
In the same sitting Fourcroy and Vauquelin presented a

memoir also on this new metal. They stated, that having

known that C. Descostils had made the discovery, they were
vrnwillino- to dispute with him that honour, and that thev

had waited till he should announce it before they published

a large work they have composed on that subject.

ON EXTINGUISHIXG FIRES.

M. Driuzzi has invented a kind of liquor which in cer-

t^u cases prevents combustion. A commission, appointed

by
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by the government of the Italian republic,, has confirmed
its efficacy, and it has been published by order of the mi-
nister of the interior. It consists merely of a solution of
two parts, in weight, of pulverized common soda in seven
parts of water, which is reduced to two-thirds by ebullition,

and strained through a piece of cloth.

It is stated that this liquor produces no more effect on
wood in a state of combustion than common water ; that it

would be dangerous in the inflammation of alcohol; but.
that it is exceedingly useful for extinguishing fires produced
by oily, fat, and bituminous substances.

NEW PROCESS FOR PREPARING MILK OF SULPHUR*.

Heat to redness in a crucible eight parts sulphate of pot-
ash with one part of pounded charcoal. After gentle fusion,

dissolve the mass in four times its weight of water, and,
having boiled it, add sulphur until the liquor refuses to dis-

solve any more. Then dilute it with twenty parts of water,
and leave it at rest: decant the liquor, and precipitate it by
sulphuric acid diluted with water. The quantity of the pro-
duct is equal to half the sulphate of potash employed. The
sulphur might even be precipitated by distilled vinegar, to

obtain the acetate of potash ; but in this case it would be
necessaiy to concentrate the vinegar by freezing, to avoid
too great volume in the liquor.

AUGUSTINE EARTH.

In addition to the article on this substance, jjiven in our
last (p. 190), we subjoin the following extract from the
Journal de Pliysique

:

" The name of beryl was given to small hexaedral crystals

found in a kind of Saxon porphyry. Tromsdorff analysed

this supposed beryl, and asserted that he obtained from it

a new earth to which he gave the name of augustine ; that

is to sav, without taste. Vauquelin has repeated the ana-
lysis of this substance, and found that it is phosphated lime,

or a kind of apatite."

EXTIRPATION OF THE PLAGUE.

Professor Valli and Dr. Pezroni set out sorne time aeo
from Constantinople for Natolia, in order to make furtbier

experiments there, and m other parts of Asia, on the means
of extirpating the plague.

• Published in Tromsdorff's Journal of Pharmacy, vol. ix. no r.

1 METEOIiO-
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LT. Expermenfs io ascertain whether there exists avy

Jjfiv'ity httwixt Carhon and Clay, Lime and Silex, se-

parately or as Compounds united tuith the Oxide of Iron

forming Iron Ores and Iron Stones. By David Mushet,
Esq. of' the Caldcr Iron-JVorks.

[Continued from p. 201.]

Xn order to ascertain whether there existed any affinity

betwixt carbon and calcareous earth in high temperatures,

amounting to a fusion of the latter, the following experi-

ments W'Cre made with the four followir.g substances, viz.

calcareous spar, chalk, Kilkenny marble, and pure calca-

reous earth.

Before I begin this detail I think it proper to observe,

that v^'hen no particular nature of crucible is mentioned,

one of vSiurbridge clay is always implied. The carbon used

was formed from the burning of lamp-black, which was
found to contain less ash than any other charcoal I had
tried, and therefore less likely to injure the results by any
premature degree of fusibility arising from such a mixture

of ash. Its purity was further inferred from a superior alH-

nity to iron, not only more instantaneous, but more exten-

sive in its etlects than either charcoal of wood or that made
from animal substances. Oak forn;!S frequently a very pure

charcoal, containing not more than 1 -150th part of its

weight in ash. Lamp-black contains not more than
1 -280th part; and its tendency to revive a given quantity

of oxide of iron was found, upon the average of tiyc experi-

ments, to be to the former as 65 to 58.

The tops of the crucibles were accurately ground, and
the covers made to fit nearly air-tight. The matter to be
operated upon v^as introduced into the crucible while the

latter was at a red or bright red heat, and the cover, in a si-

milar state, simply put on, and both mtroduced into the

furnace. This mode of operating is infinitely more accu-
rate than luting, and using a green crucible : indeed, the?e

experiments could never have been made within a loodth
part of the truth in that way. A quantity of the water, which
is necessary to r'.ive softness and plasticitv to clay, ren^ains

after drying, and ultimately evaporates as the heat to which
the clay is exposed increases. If charcoal is presented to it

in this state it disappears in great quantities, and renders

any experiment as to quantity extremely doubtful.

VoL.XVIIl7N^72. T Exp^'
May 1804.
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Ex[jtr'imcnt I.

I took a very transparent crystal of double rcfractinf: spar

and exposed it to a heat ot" \Q6° of Wedgewood. It was
found fused into a very perfect glass of a rich green amber
colour, considerabl)- transparent.

IZxpenment II.

A fragment of the same crvstal, weighing CO grains,

was introduced along with one grain of lamp carbon, and a

perfect fusion was obtained. The charcoal had entirely dis-

appeared, and the colour of the glass was changed to a deep

liery amber colour, less transparent than the result In Exp. 1.

JZxper'nnent III.

The same spar, weighing CO grains, was mixed with
1- grain of lamp carbon, and intnjduced into the furnace.

The lusion was coniplclcd in Bfteen minutes. I found a

perfect glass of a cloudy milky lead colour. A minute por-

tion of the charcoal remained, and there appeared twenty-

three globules of iron upon the surface of the glass, manv
of which \\ere so small as not to be visible by the naked
eye ; ctiimated at half a grain, or 2J- per cent.

Experhncnt IV.

T took another crystal of the same double refracting spar,

and distilled it in a gradually increasing heat for five hours.

I found it had lost its transparency, but had preserved its

figure and form in a ni()>t perfect manner. The original

laminae were entire, and aUernated in various shades of co-

lour, several of which seemed derived from iron.

The crystal at lirst wei'2,hed - - 09 grs.

After distillalioii
~ - - _ 39

Lost of water and carbonic acid, equal to

43'-18 per cent. - - - 30
Twenty grains of calcareous matter thus obtained were

fused per St, and a very [iivc portion of glass was the result.

The colour was a watery biueish glass faintly marked with

trcen, not very transparent.

Experiment V.

Double refracting spar dcacified 20 grains, pounded and

mixed with one grain ui lump carbon, was fused into a glass

similar to No. Ill, but more inclined to a lead colour, and
possessing less transparency. About 1-Gth of a grain of

CJtbun n.mahicd upon thcr surface of the glass, and the

2 numbv^'
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1

lAuniber of globules of iron revived amounted to seventeen,

and which 1 cb-timated to be equal to half a grain*

Experiment VI

—

with Chalk.

Fifty grains of white very well dried chalk was intro-

duced per se, and fused in a heat of 165° of Wedgewood.
A beautiful amber green coloured glass was obtained, pos-

sessed of great depth of transparency. When cold, the

bottom of the crucible and the smallest speck were visible

through the thickness of o-Iass, which was more than a

quarter of an inch in the middle. Compared with No. I^

it possessed a darker tinge of green.

Experiment VII.

Raw chalk finely pounded - 50 grs.

Lamp carbon l-50th, or - 1

There resulted from the fusion of this mixture a dark

green primrose coloured glass, possessing some tints of the

topaz. Its transparency was not in the least impaired by
the union of the carbon, the whole of which had disap-

peared.

Experiment VIII.

Raw chalk pounded - - 50 grs.

Lamp carbon l-20th, or - 24
I obtained from the fusion of this mixture, at a heat not

exceeding 159° of Wedgewood, a very perfect glass of a

dark fiery amber colour, possessed of a greater degree of
lustre and eflect than any of the former products. The
charcoal had disappeared, and the surface of the glass re-

mained free from any appearance of metal. Compared with

No. II, the results seemed altogether similar. The present

seemed, although the greatest mass, to have the advantage

in point of transparency.

Experiment IX.

Raw chalk pounded - - 50 grs.

Lamp carbon l-)5th, or - 4
A perfect fusion was here obtained, as in the former ex-

periments. The glass possessed a dark blueish lead colour,

transparent in their fragments, but dull and opaque in the

mass. It exactly resembled the earthy parts of an iron ore

when separated IVoni their metallic contents by fusion in a

black lead crucible, when tlie richest carburated iron is pro-

duced. There remained untaken up half a grain of charcoal,

mixed with some particles of the calcareous earth of a pure

white colour. The surface of the glass was nearly covered

T3 all
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all over with silvery shining globules of iron, which I csii-

iiiated to weigh nearly H grain, or 3 per cent.

Experiment X.

T took a piece of the same chalk, well dried, and roasted

it in a moderate heat lor five hours.

When raw it weighed - - 30-7 grs.

After roasting it weighed - 236
Lost ot" water and carbonic acid, -

equal to 40-25 per cent. - 159

Sixty grains ot this roabted chalk was fused in a heat of

1()(5" oi \\'edgcwood, and a vcrv perfect dense glass ob"

tained. It possessed all the transparency of No. VI, which
was the same substance fused per se in a raw state, but in

place of an amber green it approached more to the colour

and lustre of the emerald. It di fibred from No. IV, whereir\

dcacilied spar was fused, very materiallv, most probably

owing to a greater quantity of iron in mixture in the state

of oxide.

ETpcrhncnt XI.

Roasted chalk - - - 50 grs.

Lamp carbon l-5()th, or - 1

A x^cry perfect glass was obtained of a lead blue greenish

colour, most cvidcntiv of 'he same species of glass with

Ko. IIT,\', i;nd IX, though lighter and more transparent.

The charcoal had disappeared : no metallic globules were

visible, althoiKih ths state and colour of the triads indicated

inimecliate precipitation.

Experiment XII.

Roasted chalk - - - 50 grs.

Lamp carbon l-20th, or - 2\
A very dense ijlass was obtained, whicli in point of colour

was the same as No« III, V, and IX. A large grain of

charcoal remained untaken up upon the surface of the glass.

A number of globules of iron were revived, which I esti-

mated at 9 or •2^ grains, several of the largest of \\ hieh were
covered with carburet of iron.

Experiment XIIL

Roasted chalk ^ - - 50 grs.

Lamp carbon l-33d, or - H
This mixture was productive of a very beautiful glass.

The colour light lead blue, faintly marked with green, of
the same class w^ith No. Ill, V, TX, XI, and XI L There
remained untaken up nearly l-(jth of a grain of charcoal.

A very
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A very handsome spherule of iron, slightly marked with

carburet, was obtained, which weighed l-i- grain, equal to

3 per cent, from roasted chalk, or 'i per cent, from the

chalk in a raw state. This experiment, compared with
No. XI, shows that 5-6ths of a grain of additional carbon
was requisite to precipitate the iron in a metallic state from
its dose of oxygen and lime; but compared with No, XII
proves, that although part of the carbon remained untakeu
up, yet there stdl remained in the glass a portion of iron in

the state of oxide; to disengage which a greai^r aggi'egate

of affinity was necessary.

Experiment XIV

—

Kilkenny Marble.

Fifty grains of this carbonate was fused into a glass of a

mixed greenish blue cloudy colour. The upper surface

porous, or rather cellular, of a lighter greenish colour and
more transparent than the mass. The want of uniformity

in the colour of this glass induced me to repeat the experi-

ment four times j three of which yielded similar glasses.

Experiment X\^.

Kilkenny marble, raw - - 50 grs.

Lamp carbon i-5uth - - 1

The fusion of this mixture atlbrded a perfect glass, wherein
the charcoal had totally disappeared. The colour of the glass

was a darkish green amber, which in some particular lights

exhibited some fierv tints of a ruby colour. It resembled

No. VIII considerably, but did not possess the same depth
of lustre and transparency. The surface exhibited no ap-
pearance of metal m a revived state, although it was pre-r

sumable that a portion of iron existed in the glass, and
which had been affected, in point of colours, by the com==-

bination of the present dose of carbon.

Experiment XVI.

Kilkenny marble, raw - - 50 grs.

Lamp carbon l-20th, or - 2^
A glass resuhed from the fusion of this mixture exactly

similar to Experiments No. Ill, V, IX, XI, XII, and XIII.
There were tound upon its surface four globules of iron,

which weighed a minute fraction more than a grain, or

2 per cent. Haifa grain of charcoal remained untaken up,

so that only tv/o grains, or 4 per cent., were here absorbed;

whereas raw chalk, Experiment No. IX, took up 3^ grains,

or 3^ per cent, more than the Kilkenny carbonate, probably

from its containing a larger quantity of oxide of iron.

T 3 Expe^
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Experiment X\' 1 1

.

J took a piece of Kilkenny inarblc which weighed 87-^ grs.

Alter proper distillation i I'ound it to weigh - 528

Lost of carbonic acid, and probably a little water,

equal to 39' Go per cent. - - - 34 7

The colour of the lime thus obtained was very superior in

whiteness and apparent purity to that obtained from chalk.

50 grains of it fused per se yielded a beautiful transparent

amber-coloured glass, free Irom any metallic appearance.

When compared with No. X, which was the fusion of

burnt chalk, it diBcred very materially. The emerald co-

lour, so marked there, was replaced by a yellowish ficr}' tint

approaching to the blaze of the Brasilian topaz : neither did

it in the least resemble the glasses obtained with the refract-

ing spar. No, I, II, and lY

.

Experiment XVI II.

Kilkenny marble, roasted - 50 grs.

Lamp carbon l-50th - - 1

A perfect glass was obtained by the fusion of this mix-.

ture of a lead colour, and similar toExperinionts No. Ill, V,
IX, XI, XII, XIII, and XVI. Of revived iron there was
obtamed J ^- grain. A few flakes of carbon remained upon
the surface of the glass, but so small in quantity that tliey

could not soon be estimated. It would appear, therefore, that

l-50lh only of carbon disappears with deacified Kilkenny

carbonate ; whereas with chalk, in the same state, 1 -33d part

of carbon was absorbed. Less iron is revived in the expe-

riments made with the former than with the latter; which
most probably will account for the difference of the quantity

of carbon.

EiXperlment XIX

—

ivlth pure Lime.

I dissolved chalk in distilled vinegar, from which it was
precipitated by carbonate of ammonia. 1 he precipitate was
dried, and possessed a very tine blueish whitish colour. It

was afterwards heated to redness to drive off the acid, by
which its colour was a little tarnished.

Twenty grains of it was exposed in a heat of 1 70° of

Wedgewood in a Cornwall clav crucible. When cold, and

exammed, I found it resolved into a very delicate transparent

glass of a deep watery colour, slightly tclnted with sea green.

This experiment was again repeated with a heat of 159°,

and a purer and more delicate glass obtained, though when
held to the light a tinge of green was perceptible. I then

apprehended that the acid had dissolved a pordon of the iron

contained
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contained in the chalk, which had also been thrown down
by the alkah. These glasses, compared with No. I,;l\.,

VI, X, XIV, and XVII, wherein the substances iornicrly

operated upon were fused per se, exhibited a decided superi-

ority of purity and transparency.

Ex-pcrm?e??i XX

—

Cornivall Clay Crucible.

Pure lime - - - £0 grs.

Lamp carbon 1-SOth, or - -^

There resulted from the fusion of this mixture an elegant

primrose-coloured glass, of a difierent class as to depth of
water, if I am allowed the expression, delicacy of colour,

and real transparency, from any of the former.

Experiment 'KYA—Cormcall Clay Cr?icihlel

Pure lime - - - 20 grs.

Lamp caj'bon l-40th, equal to J-

This mixture was fused into a fine yellow amber colour,

still retaining a decided superiority as to transparency and
lustre- It only difiered from No. XX in the richness or
fxtra depth of the shade, which was intimately blended
ivith bright yellow and amber.

Experiment XXII

—

Cornwall Clay Crucible.

Pure lime - - - 20 grs.

Lamp carbon - - 1

A perfect g3ass was here also obtained, but all the fine

rbades and tints of the two former experiments were lost.

The glass was of the same colour and class with Experi-
ments No. Ill, V, IX, XI, XII, XIII, and XVI, only pos-
sessed of a greater degree of transparency. One-fourth of a

grain of charcoal remained untaken up, and two verv mi-
nute globules of iron of a silvery colour were visible. These
I esti'natcd to weigh about the Hfteenth part of a grain, and
infer that the precipitated lime now made vise of contained

about l-300dth part its weight of iron. These experi-

ments were twice carefully repeated, with similar results.

Excepting once, in the experiment last noticed, the charcoal

had entirclv disappeared. This I attribvited to the crucible

remaining too long unopened after being taken from the

furnace, or to sonic imseen pore or crack.

It would appear to result from the foregoing experiment-j

that the combination of carbon with calcareous earth is ex-
tremely small, if not altogether doubtful. In all the sub-
fttimces submitted to experlm.ent a portion of iron was con-

T 4 taincd.
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taincd, whicli of itself niay nearly account for the disap-

pearance (5f the various proportions of carbon. The various

proportions which each contain will account, in a great

measure, for any dissiniilarily of result which ih.e glasses

indicated. The fusion f)f the refracting spar, Expen ntnit

No. I, is productive of a glass similar to Xu. VJ, in which
chalk per se was reduced ; but the fusion of the marble

yielded a glass i-naicrially ditTcrcnt from both (Rxp. XIV),
and more akin to the fusion per se of the pure iime, Expe-
riment XIX. 'i'he two latter \itldcd less iron than the

former ; from which it w-as presumable that their high co-

lours resulted from the extra quantity of iron united to the

carbonates.

When the carbonates are fused with l-2(>th part their

weight of carbon, the results are thus recapitulated. Double
refracting spar yields a deep fiery amber-coloured glass. Chalk
a glass suiidar, but a shade or two less brilliant, both with-

out any signs of revived iron ; but with the same propor-

tion of carbon the Kilkenny carbon.ite yielded a clouded lead-

coloured glass, presented a portion of its carbon still un-
consumed, and gave out four globules of iron. Experi-

ments No. II, VI 11, and XVI, the direct inference 1 would
draw from this circumstance would be, that as the Kilkenny
carbonate contained less iron than either of the other two
substances, a smaller portion of carbon was sufficient to

discharge the iron; and seeing that a variety of amber co-

lours mixed with greens existed no loiigcr than the iron

remained in a state of oxide, I wordd also infer that thess

colours depended upon the state of oxygenation of the iron

altered by the different doses of carbon, and not on any pe-

culiar coml/mation of carbon with the matter of lime. This

is fuiiher dcducible from the fact of the glasses alwavs at-

taining to the same colour, and nearly to the same trans-

parency, as soon as the whole of the iron is revived : be-

yond this the addition of carbon even prevents the fusion of
the lime, as in Experiment No. IX, and by no means unites

to it by cementation, which shall be proved liereafter.

The proportions of iron revived 'in all the carbonates are in

the ratio of the quantity of carbon necessarily added to dis-

charge the same. Upon a fair mean of all tlie experi-

ments made wiih the carbonates respectively, it appeared

to me that the chalk contained nearly 31 per cent., the

refracting spar from 24^ to 3, and the Kilkenny marble
about 1 {,- or 2 per cent, of iron. Hence we find, that in the

former tliere d!.--appeared 3^ grains of carbon, or 7 per cent.

;

in
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in the second an equal quantity, less a portion that ^va^

found untaken up ; and in the lust two grains_, or equal to

4 per cent, of carbon.

The gcHieral results with the deacitlcd carbonates may be

thus briefly summed up :—Calcined refracting spar pir se

gives a olass of a light blueish watery cast, somew hat allied

topure hme. Experiment IV; calcined chalk, a S'ark eme-
rald greeii, Experiment X ; and calcined marble affords a

rich dark brown amber, Experiment XVII, The roasted

chalk becomes completely saturated with l-33d part the

weight of the earth of carbon, minus about 1 -Gth of a grain;

so that about £-2-ds per cent, of carbon disappears. The
refracting spar yields a result similar; but the disappear-

ance of carbon with the Kilkenny roasted marble is onlv
equal to l-SOth, or 2 per cent. When the lime was thus

used in a caustic state, a greater proportion of iron v.as at

the same time revived by all that would liave been con-
tained in a weight of lime equal to the mea.-urc of the car-

bonic acid dispelled. It would appear from this fact, that

the extra doses of carbon iiLcessary to produce the iimd

change of colov.r and the diseniiagement of the iron, Tiscd

in the experiments with the carbonates, v»'ere not dissipated

by uniting to the iron contained in them respectivelv^ see-

ing that in the experiments with the deacified compounds
not above half the carbon was requisite to revive from 30 to

40 per cent, of more iron. This may be accounted lor in

two ways ; either by supposing a quantity of moistu: t: iu

the carbonates, which by evaporating at a hisfh heat dissolves

.a portion of the carbon, and escapes with it; or by sup-
posing tha.t a peculiar atiinity is exerted upon the carbon
by the carbonic acid, and a portion of tiiC former by that

means fixed in the calcareous matter by fusion. One diino-

however is certain, that tne fusion per se of cau>;.:c and
carbonate lime of ihe same nature forms glasses of very op-
posite colours. (See Experiuicnts No. I and IV, No. \l'
and X, and No. XIV and X VII.) As the onlv difference be-
tv.ixt these states of lime arises from the presence or absence
of the fixed air and what v.ater they contain, it can only
he attributed to them, unless v.e can suppose that a small
portion of oxide of iron contained in the lime, not exceed-
ing 3 per cent., can, by undergoing an attenuated process

of roasting along v.ith the calcining lime, occasion a chanae
of colour by supcroxvffcnation.

Finally, upon this head of experiment, it seems obvious
that the colouring principle m these glasses, from whatever
thiv are obtained^, is iroxi. Their colour in general is green

5 and
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ar.ci ar.tbcr mixed. Carbon tlarkcns these shades, and con-
veys at times some very fine tints of colour, approaching to

llic fire of the ruby or the mellowness of the topaz. An
extra dose of carbon destroys the transparency, and throws
a elo'.idincss over the iVacture of a blue wavy cast, always at-

tended by the elevation of minute globules of iron upon the

sur'ace of the glass.

There is now only one thing that occurs to me that can
hz urged against the foregoing conclusions. It appears,

that in proportion as the carbonates arc free from iron, their

fusion per st allords glass proportionably transparent ; and
in the case of the pure lime the result was nearly as trans-

parent as water. If therefore the deduction formerly drawn,
that ihc disa[)pcaring carbon unites not with the lime, but

witli tiie iron, be correct, the glasses, after the whole of the

metal is discharged, ought to approach the transparency

and purity of the fusions per sc. The reverse is however
the fact; for in no stage of these experiments do the respec-

tive glasses exhibit a less degree of transparency than after

ihc iron is discharged. I cannot decidedly account for this;

but 1 am inclined to think that ibis permanent lead blue

colour arises from a peculiar combination of iron with cal-

careous earth, experienced in a great many experiments

witli iron and steel.

[To be continued.]

L[[. K.rpcrimcnfs on preparing Potatoes in Digesters for

J'c'cn'ing /ra?' and faftcning other Stock. Bi/ the licr,

William Piekuepont, oJ' Burton Park, Sussex.

X HK thanks of the Society for the Encourafrement of Arts,

rvianuKctures, and Commerce, from the 21st volume of
whose Transactions we copy the subjoined particulars, were
voted to Mr. Pierrepont last session for the following com-
munication :

" sin,
** 'i'he object of the Society for the Encouragement of

Arts. 8cc. being the general benefit of the community, I

^i:u(.\ you the following method of preparins; pc^tatocs, for

the purpose of both feeding lean and fatteninnr other stock;

conceiving and hoping, from the experiments I have already

made, that it will contribute something to the end which
the society has in view. Not altogether satisfied with the

system of curing or preparing potatoes by steam from heated

wateV,
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w.itor, ^vhich I had practised, and conceiving that soine

better method might be found out, I made several experi-

ments in the year ISOl, and bestowed great attaition and

pains before I brought the following plan to bear.

.
" I have half a dozen common six-gallon iron digesters,

which are tilled with potatoes, either iVcsh washed from the

water, or dry ; for I cannot find that their being in a wet

or dry state makes any difference. They are then put into

an oven, the bottom of which is a cast iron plate, three

feet ten inches long, by two feet ten inches wide; under

which is the fire divided into three parts. Ot this the

middle part, or division, is eighteen inches : the two other

divisions are ten inches each : the remaining eight inches

rest upon the brick-work. The heat is conducted, half otic

way and half the other, round the sides of the oven to the

mouth, which is nearly eiizhtcen inches square, and then

over the top, uniting in the chimney, in which is placed a

damper. There is also an iron rod, with a segment of a

circle at one end, for the purpose of pushing the digesters

into the oven from the mouth, and a hook at the other end
to draw them back to the mouth when done. The first

round, that is, the six digesters first put into the oven take

about two hours in bakino;, supposing the fire not kindled

before thev are put in ; and every round after the first may
be done in little more than an hour. This process requires

very little fuel, and by no means the attention or the force

necessary for steaming ; as the potatoes will be done quicker

or slower in proportion to the heat applied, without any of
it being lost for want of greater force ; even one round left

in the oven over night, with a mere trifle of fuel, will be

done the next morning : but I do not allow that to be done,

because it turns the potatoes black, and hurts the digesters.

Observe, the digesters must occasionally be rubbed on the

inside with a. little lard or dripping. Potatoes cured this

way are not by any means so apt to turn sour, or scour the

cattle, and are more dry ', so that the animal fed with them
drinks much more, and thev become harder when cold, so

as to be flung to the stock with more convenience than
when steamed.

*' In the year 1502 I fattened fifteen brace of bucks chiefly

with them ; I say chiefly, for after the potatoes were gone
they had a few beans. They were very fine, and peculiarly

well flavoured. Biggs, at Temple Bar, had thirteen brace

of them. I also fattened, the same \ear, with them, two
oxen, three cows, and two pi2:s, which were equally well

flavoured,
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flavoured, particularly the fat : the pigs had, towards the

latter end, a few whole peas after each nieal ; the bucks
had six pounds per day each, at an average; the lean deer

in the park do very well with little more llian a pound per

day, instead of hay. This year, that is within the last

seven or eight months, I have fattened two very large oxen
and twenty Welch wethers : the wethers, with which there

were two South-Down rams, and one ewe, had eighty

pounds of the potatoes per day, with a little cut hay. The
ewe was put with them to leach the other sheep to eat

them : she has sijice had twin lamb? ; and the bailift' ac-

''knowled_''es that the iambs do better than the others at tur-

nips, though he, with some other persons, dissuad^-d me
from trying more ewes, under the idea ihat the potatoes

would dry up their milk. Four dairy cows never did so

well with very good hay, as they did last winter with about

four pounds of the potatoes and about l^ve pounds of rub-

bishy hay and straw cut. But enough on this head.

,

" The earl of flgremont had two of the Welch wethers,

and a sirloin of beef from one of the oxen. The other, for

sale, on the 2Cd of March, weighed 343 stone : he has had
about forty pounds thrice a day. I take the liberty of re-

ferring to lord Egremont for the flavour of the meat. Tie

has seen the process ; and I shall request the honour of his

lordship's transmitting this to you, in case he thinks it de-

serving the society's attention. I am, sir.

Your obedient servant,

Burton Park, near Pitworth, VV , PlERUEl'ONT.'*
April 28. I' 03.

Charles Taylor, Esq.

*' I know nothing of the expense of preparing potatoes

iri this manner, but I am inclined to think that they are

more nutritious than in any other mode of dressing, f did

not think it possible to bring such large oxen to such a slate

of fatness upon potatoes.

" Egremoxt."
" sin,

" AVith all dui' acknowledgment to the Society of Arts,

&:c. for the honour they have done me, as connnunicated

to me in your letter of the srth instant, iuid whicli came to

hand yesterday, J could wish the subjoined additions to be

made to the account you already have. iMv reason for

wishinor it is, that any person willing to try the method in

question may proiit by t!ie general result of the many and
vcii'ious
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various experiments I made, without being at the expense

a.nd verv great pains I was at, before I could bring it to bear

in its present form. I had not the most distant idea of
using digesters at the onset of the business ; neither had f,

nor have I, any interested motive in view, either for myself

or any other person, or indeed any motive than the benefit

the public might derive'from it. I have deemed it neces-

sary and proper, both out of respect to the earl of Egrcraont

and myself, to make the above declaration and remark on
this occasion. The following experiinent was made, for

the earl of Egremont, to ascertain the quantity of fuel, &c.
as per date.

"At Burton Park, 21st of May 1803, three bushels of

potatoes were weighed separately (each bushel weighing
sixty pounds) before they were put into the six digesters.

The potatoes from the two first digesters, taken out of the

oven when baked, and weighed together, were fifty-five

pounds; those from the two next were fifty-four pounds;
and those from tiie third two were fifty-four pounds. The
carpenter measured the wood with which they were baked;
and he tells me, that a cord, or stack of good firewood well

piled (that is, wood cut into three-feet lengths, and piled

twenty-four feet in length and one foot ten inches in height,

and which is sold in this neighbourhood for 12^.) will bake
ninety sets, or ninety times six digesters full of potatoes, at

the rate of vvood it took to bake the above six, \\ hich was
the second set that day. A cast iron plate, five feet in

length, instead of three feet ten inches by two feet ten

inches, will hold eight digesters, and by adding a small

fire, thus.

3

6 inches

7 inches

inches

on each side of the great fire-place, will, in my opinion,
accelerate the baking from fifteen to twenty minutes in

every set, as well as be some saving in fuel ; because the
side digesters generally take that time longer than the centre
cne. The merit of this process does not consist in slow
simmering; for, the quicker the potatoes are done, provided
proper attention is paid to them, the better. With the four
following observations adhered to, any person may exercise

his own judgment, and indulge his own information and
fancy in erecting his oven, whether it be for a greater or
smaller number of digesters, and according to the quantity
of potatoes he mav wish to bake.

" 1st,
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" 1st, The digebters, or other vessels contauiingthe j)ofai-

toc5, niubl not be in contact with the lire. 2(1, The said

vessels, even placed on cast iron, must have legs, so that

the bottoms of them do not touch the cast iron. 3d, The
lids mu^t be steam-tight, in order to prevent its escaping
bet'ore the potatoes are nearly done, with valves, if not the
same, sona thing similar to those of the digester. And>
4th, The external air is to be excluded from them ; and the

more effectually that is done, the belter ; both lor saving

fuel and time, as well as to prevent their burning. I have
uever had occasion for more than six bakings in a dayj
which six bakings, that is, six sacks or eighteen bushels^

at sixty pounds the bushel, were done within twelve hours.

Tile father and his son had 12\. per week for getting front

the heap, washing and baking the potatoes, cleaving the

wood for ditto, and fccdins; stock: lOSOlbs. of potatoes

arc baked for little more than six parts out of ninety of the

cord, or otack of wood, above described. My opinion is,

that two ovens of six or eight digesters each (according ta

the (luautitv of potatoes wanted) would answer the best pur-

pose
;

particularly where coals would be used, or the wood
IS ready cut ; for tlicn the same person could attend both,

and one would be baking whilst the other was emptving
ami lining, and this whether for a great or small quantity.

Perhaps t\vo ovens erected together, with a single brick laid

flat to divide them, with two fires at the end, so that each

fiue would go the v/hole length of the plate, mounting at

the other end, and so over the top into the chinmcv, and
the two doors of thcnx at the tv.o fronts, would answer
vcrv well in point of occonomy, 2cc. IVrhaps also an ori-

fice just aijove the mouth of the oven, or in the door, with

a moveable valve tlxcd to it, v. ould prove useful, so that

the steam which issues from the valves of the diiiesters

about ten or ilfteen minutes before the potatoes are done,

and which smells like that from roasted potatoes, miglx
escape by it, instead of by the month of the oven. The
abt)vc steam is attended bv a hissing noise, and a kind of

boiling commotion in the digesters, which the person at-

tending them w ill very plainly hear on opening the door a
little. When he perceives that noise. Sec. begins to mter-
mit, the digesters must be taken out, or the potatoes will

burn at the bottom, and that in proportion to ihe degree of
heat under them. A very little observation will soon make
a jXTSOn acquainted with the proper time of drawin.^ them.

The Society for the Ejicuurj.gemcrit of Arts is at full liberty
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to publish what they think mav be ufeful t"rci"n what I liave

written; for pubhc advantage is niy grand object, as well

as it is theirs. I remain,, sir,

Your most obedient servant,

Burton P.nrk, \V. PiEKREPONT ."

June 30, 1803.

Charles Taylor^ Esq.

LIII. Description of an improved Eight-Day C'ock, to

strike without a Fly ; invented hy 3/r. Edward JMassev,

of Hanley, in Staffordshire.

J. HE Society for the Encouragement of Arts, Sec. voted,

last session, a bounty of twenty guineas to Mr. Massev for

this invention ; a model of which is reserved in the societv's

repositorv. The subjoined account of it is by Mr. Massey*.
" Having for a number of years considered a method of

striking a clock at certain regular inter\'als, which I con-
ceive may be of great service in making observations on the

heavens, and ascertaining the velocity of sound. Sec, I beo-

leave to lay before the Society for the Encouragement ofArts,

&c. a striking part of an eight-day clock, which I have no
doubt will answer the purpose intended ; and if, upon exa-
mination, the Society should be of opinion that it maybe use-

ful, I trust they will reward it according to its merit. Thev
will find that the work of this model is less than that of the

couunoa striking-movements, and may be made by a com-
mon v\orkman, Vvith le.fs expense and trouble ; the wei>iht

required is also considerably less. The principle I act upon
is the pendulum, by which I regulate the stroke, instead of
the tiy ; the advantage of which must be obvious to everv

cue. The machine consists of a toothed Vv heel A, one pi-

nion B, a pin uheel C, pallets DD, pendulum E, and
locking detent G. The hammer-work F is as usual, and
strikes on the bell at H. The v.eight hangs to the cord I.

(See Plate VI. tig. 1 and 2, where a front and side view of
the machinerv' are given, and where similar letters denote
the same parts in each viev/.

*^ I consider it is only necessary for me to give the de-

scription of the wheels, so as to be a direction to a nie-

^ From the Transartions of the Sj isty for the Ejic"..rageme>it of Arts,

Manufaclursi, a^d dmrncrce, vol. xxi.

chanlc
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chanicwho -.vishes to niauufaciiire clocks on this principle*

The main wheel A, wttli seveuty-ei^hl teeth, is to act in a

pinion of eight leaves B. Ilie pm-vvheel C should be large,

so that the pins on. which the pallets D and the locking G
act, may be Hung as iar from the centre as possible ; which
pins may he eight or sixteen in number. It' eight, the ncn-
cailum E slvuild be abcut nine inche> long, and it will vi-

brate twice' betwixt eacli l>lovv oi the hammer; but if six-

teen pin? are put in ihc'wJieel, the pendulum must be about

three inches long, and will make four vibrations betwixt

each bl(v.\ . The pins for dra\\ing the hammer must 1)C

eight: in number, and be fixed in a circle of about half the

diameter of the aforesaid pins. The locking plate 'S on the

main wheel. The stop is against the pins on which the

palle's act, and may be discharged by a tlirt-piccc.

" As I have described the modd, i beg leave to point out

the method of striking a clock bv the comnion pendulum,
iTue seconds, without anv additional pendulum or pallet*

for the striking part.

^' Fix a cantrite wheel with sixty teeth on the same arbor

with a swing wheel of thirty teeth. Now, suppose a strik-

in^'-pavt to be made in the common v.av of making an eight-

tiav clock, so far as the pallet [Mnion, leaving out the warn-

ing and ilv pinions. A crank-piece must be fixed on the

pallet pinion, which must come into contact \^\\ the can-

trite wheel, w hich is fixed on the swing-wheel arbor. Then
suppose the clock to be set a-going, and the rack discharged,

the pallet pinion will make a revolution on every vil)ration

of the pendulum, by which means a clock will strike se-

confls as true as a pendulum vibrates, v,hich I hope \\ill^be

considered as useful for the purposes 1 have described. I

also beg leave to observe, that a great advantage arises in

both the above nuiehines from their not being liabte to foul,

as the stroke '^ given by the certain and regular vibration,

instead of the uncertain motion of the flv. Its advantage

likewise dcpen;!S on the cleanness of the work ; and church

clod-is will be much benefiicd from the decrease of weight.'*

LIV. Ac-
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LIV. Account of Improvements for diminishing Friction

in Clocks. Btj Mr. Edward Massey^ of' Henley, in

Staffordshire ^.

XIaving for a considerable time considered a method of
diminishing the friction in escapements of pendnkmi clocks,

which I conceive may be of great service in making better

time-keepers, by relievino; the pcnduhnTi from obstructions

occasioned by friction in the train of wheels, and on the

acting part of the pallets, I beg leave to lay before the So-
ciety for the Encouragement of Arts, 8cc. two escapements,
which I have no doubt \till answer the purpose intended.

The difficulties which T propose to diminish in clock escape-

ments, by this invention, are as foHow :—First, it is al-

lowed, that V. hen tiie pressure against the recoiling escape-

ment is diminished, as it is liable to be, from increase of
friction in the wheel-work, the vibrations of the pendulum
will not be performed in so short an interval. This cir-

cumstance has the contrary effect on a' dead beat; for, when
the pressure'against the locking is the greatest, the vibra-

tions will occupy a loncjer interval of time; so that the vi-

brations of the pendulum are liable to be affected from two
causes—from an increase of friction on the acting part of
the pallets, and from an increase or variation of friction in

the train of wheels. These are the objects which I have
besto\ved great pains and expense to remove.

I beg leave therefore to give a description of two models
of my improved escapement, that accompany this- letter.

First, a swing ^^ heel is made, in the usual way of making it

for a dead beat, except that it is not necessary to make the

teeth with line points. The pallets, instead of being fixed

on the verge in the usual \\av, are fixed on two light de-

tents, one on each side of the swing wheel. The lockings

are on the inclined planes of the pallets, which are pressed

against the teeth of the swing wheel bv remontoiring

springs, which should be under the command of the weight

or main sprine:, so that if an increase of friction should take

place in the wheel-work, the vibrations of the pendulum
will not be much affected so long as there remains a power

to raise the inclined planes. A momentum is communi-

"* From the Transactions of the Society for the Encouragement of Arts,

Manufuctiircs, and Commerce, vol. xxi.—The society voted a tounry of

fifty pounds to the inventor. Models are preserved in the society's re-

pository.

No. 72. May lS04t, U cated
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cated to the pendulum through these hiclined planes by two
arms fixed on the verge, which come into contact with them,
and unlock one on each vibration oi the pendulum. Thus,
suppose a momentum to have been given by the inclined

plane on the right ; at the same time that this takes place,

the wheel moves forward and raises the inclined plane on
the left, and the pci.dulum, having peiformcd its oscilla-

tion to the left, receives a momentum from the inclined

p'ane to compensate for the loss of power which would take

place during the ensuing vibration to the right, and so on
alternately. The advantage in this model consists, I con-
ceive, in diminishing the friction in the acting part of the

pallets, in giving a regular certain momentum, independent

of any variation which may occur in the wheel-work, or on
the acting part of the pallets, except during the short time

of unlocking.

The second description, being a free pendulum without

a verge, is as follows :—The swing wheel must be on the

outside of the back plate. The pallets are formed like a
pair of tongs, and are a fixture to the clock. There is a

spring fixed in the upper part of the tongs, which keeps
them extended against the points of the adjusting screws.

The points of the tongs are pallets with inclined planes,

and have lockings as the one above described. The tongs

are made to spring from the point by which the pendulum
is suspended, and, by altering the adjusting screws, a proper-

tension may be given to the spring part of the pallets ; but
they must be sufficiently under the influence of the main
power. I think the main power sliould be about one-third

more than is necessary to raise the inclined plane, so as to

allow for an increase of friction which may take place in

the wheel-work. I'here must be a cross-piece fixed to the

pendulum, which must come into contact with two pins-

that are fixed in the inclined planes of the pallets, so as to

unlock one on each vibration of the pendulum. Suppose
the pendulum to be put in motion, and to have unlocked

. the inclined plane on the right ; the wheel nioves forward,,

and raises the inclined plane on the left, at which time the

pendulum receives a momentum from the spring pallet on
the right, and, after performing its excursion to the left,

receives a momentum as on the right, and so on alternately.

The advantage of this escapement over that above described

is, that it avoids the friction of the verge and detent pivots,

and during a part of the vibration the pendulum is disen-

gaged, so that it is a free pendulum. 1 have no doubl that

the
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the society will judge of this invention with their usual li-

berality and candour.

First Method. (See Plate VII. Fig. 1 .)

A, the swing wheel.

BC, the two pallets.

DD, the detents on which the two pallets B and C are

fixed.

E, one of the remontoire springs on the left side ; an-
other, similar to this, is on the right side of the frame^ but
is not shown in the plate.

F, the verge.

G, the arms fixed on the verge, which act on the pins

HI of the pallets.

Kj The pendulum, fixed in the usual way on the verge.

Second Method. (See Fig. 2.)

a, the fi*ee pendulum, without a verge.

b, the swing wheel on the outside of the back plate.

c,d, the pallets, formed like a pair of tongs.

e, a spring which keeps them extended against the points

of the adjusting screws.

fgt the points of the pallets.

h,i, the adjusting screws of the pallets.

kf The cross-piece fixed to the pendulum, which piece,

as the pendulum moves backwards and forwards, comes in

contact with the tv.o pins on the points of the pallets fgy
and relieves the wheel.

The pendulum is supposed to be in motion, and the

dotted lines show those parts of the machine which are hid
by others.

LV. Ol'servations on the Condition of the Inhabitants ofthe
Cape of Good Hope.

[Conrludtd from p. 187.]

3. JL HE corn boors live chieflv in the Cape district, and

those parts of Stellenbosch and Drakenstein that are not di-

stant more than two or three davs' journey from the Cape.

Their farms are, some freehold property, some gratuity

land, but most of them loan farms. Many of these people

are in aood circumstances, and are considered in rank, next

to the wine boor. The quantity of corn they bring to

U 2 market
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jTiarkct is from a huiidrccl to a tliousaiul iiiuids cacli, ac-

cording io the qvialit) of their farm, hut more commonly
to their skill and industry. They supph' also the wine boor

and the grazier. The grain sold to these in the eountry

is subject to no tax nor tythe ; but a duty, amounting not

quite to one-tenth of the value, is paid at the barrier for all

grain passing towards Cape Town. Their parochial assess-

ments are the same as those of the wine boor.

The colonists of the Cape arc miserable agriculturists,

and may be said to owe their croj)s more tX) the natiso

goodness of the soil and favourable climate, than to any

exertions of skill or industry. Their plough is an unwieldy

jnachinc drawn by fourteen or sixteen oxen, just skims the

surface, and, if the soil happens to be a little stiif, is as

frequently out of the ground as in it; hence in most ot

their corn fields may be observed large patches of ten, fif-

teen, or twenty square yards without a stem of grain upon

them. Such grounds, when sownand harrowed, are inli-

nitely more rough than the rougb.est lea ploughing in Eng-
land. Thcv have not the least idea of rolling the sandy

soils, which are sometimes so light as to be sown without

ploughing. Sometimes, towards the end of the rainy sea-

son, they turn the ground and let it lie fallow till the next

seed-time; but they rarely give thcnuelves the trouble of

manuring, except for barley.

For returns of corn in genernl they reckon upon fifteen

fold ; in choice places from twenty to thirty, and even

much greater where they have the command of water. The
urain is not thrashed, but trodden out in circular floors by

cattle. The chaff and short straw of barley is preserved as

fodder for their horses, and iox sale ; the rest of the straw

is scattered about by the winds. They do not even gi^'e

themseK-es the trouble of throwing it into the folds where

their cattle are pent up by night, which would be the

means of procuring them a very considerable supply of

manure, and at the same time be of service to their cattle

in cold wiiitcr nights.

The following rough statement will serve to show the

circumsiances of an ordinary corn boor of the Cape :

Outgoings.

The price of the opstal or buildings on
his loan farm - - R.D. 7000

.50 Oxen a 15 Rd. - - 750

Carried over • 7750
Brousrht
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Brought over R. D. 7750
50 Cous a 8 Rd. - - 400
12 Horses a 40 Rcl. - - 4S0
(5 Slaves at 300 Rd. - - 1800
- Waggons - - - SOO
Furuilui-e _ _ ^ KiOO
implements of husbandrv - oOO

300

1-2J30 Interest

Clothing for slaves . _ _

Ditto for the family _ _ _

lea. and su<rar _ _ _ _

Duty on corn brou2.ht to market 150: par'.sh

taxes 20 - -

Contingencies^ wear and tear, he.
C<)m sold to the wine boors and graziers more

than sufficient to defray all other expenses

Amount of outo-oings

Relurris.

300 Muidsof com a 4 FaI, - R.D. 1200
100 Ditto of barley fi 3 Rd. - 300
C Loads of chaff a 32 Rd. - 1 9-2

1000 lbs. butter a 40 14 Sk. - 230
Horses sold annuallv'a 40 Rd. - 200

t 763
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baked in the sun, sometimes sods and poles, and frequently

a sort of wattling plastered over with a mixture of eartli

and cow-dung, noth within and without ; and thev are

rudely covered with a thatch of reeds that is rarely water-

proof.

Their clothing is verv slight ; the men wear generally

a broad brimmed hat, a blue shirt, and leather pantaloons,

no stockings, but a pair of dried skin shoes. The women
have a thick quilted cap that tics with two broad flaps under

the chin, and falls behind across the shoulders ; and this is

constantly \\ orn in the hottest weather ; a short jacket and

a petticoat, no stockings, and frequently without shoes.

The bed for the master and mistress of the family is an ob-
long frame of wood, supported on four feet, and reticulated

with thongs of a bullock's hide, so as to support a kind

of mattress made of skins sewed together, and sometimes
t^tufFcd with wool. In winter they use woollen blankets.

If they have a table it is generally of the boor's own mak-
ing, but very often the large chest that is fitted across the

end of their ox waggon serves for this purpose. The bot-

toms of their chairs or stools are net-work of leather thongs.

A large iron pot serves both to boil and to broil their meat.

They use no linen for the table ; no knives, forks, nor spoons.

The boor carries in the pocket of his leather breeches a large

knife, with which he carves for the rest of the family, and
which stands him in as many and various services as the

little dagger of Hudlbras.

Their huts and their persons are equally dirtv, and their

whole appearance betrays an indolence of bodv and a low
grovelling mind. Their most urgent wants are satisfied in

the easiest possible manner ; and for this end they employ
means nearly as gross as the original natives, whom they

affect so much to despise. If necessity did not sometimes

set the invention to work, the Cape boor w^ould feel no spur

to assist himself in any thing; if the surface of the country

was not covered with sharp pebbles, he would not even

make ior himself his skm shoes. The women, as invaria-

bly happens in societies that are little advanced in civiliza-

tion, are much greater drudges than the men, yet are far

from being industrious ; they make soap and candles, the

former to send to Cape Town in exchange for tea and sugar,

and the latter for home consumption. But all the little

trifling things that a state of refinement so sensibly feels

the want of, are readily dispensed with by the Cape boor.

Thongs cut from skins serve, on all occasions, as a succe-

daneum for rope 5 and the tendons of wild animals, divided

into
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into fibres, are a substitute for thread. When I wanted
ink, equa^l quantities of brown sugar and soot, moistened

with a litile water, were brought to me; and soot was sub-

•stitutcd for a wafer.

To add to the uncleanliness of their huts, the folds or

kraals in which their cattle remain at nights arc inmiedi-

ately fronting the door, and, except in the Sncuwberg,
where the total want of wood obliges them to burn dung
cut out like peat, these kraals are never on any occasion

cleaned out; so that in old established places they form
mounds from ten to twenty feet high. The lambing season

commences before the rains finish ; and it sometimes hap-
pens that half a dozen or more of these little creatures, that

have been lambed over niffht, are found smothered in the

wet dung. The same thing happens to the young calves
;

yet so indolent and helpless is the boor, that rather than

yoke his team to his w aggon and go to a little distance for

wood to build a shed, he sees his stock destroyed from day
to day and from vx-ar to year, without applying the remedy
which common sense so clearly points out, and which re-

<]uires neither much expense nor great exertions to accom-
plish.

If the Arcadian shepherds, who were certainly not so

rich, were as uncomfortable in their cottages as the Cape
boors, their poets must have been woefully led astray by
the muse. But Pegasus was always fond of playing his

gambols in the flowery regions of fancy. Without a fiction,

the people of the Cape consider Graaf Reynet as the Arcadia

of the colony.

Few of the distant boors have more than one slave, and
many none ; but tlic number of Hottentots amounts, on an
average, in Graaf Revnet, to thirteen to each family. The
inhumanity with which they treat this nation I have already

had occasion to notice *. The boor has few good traits in

his

* In the second chapter of this work I have given an account of fifteen

innocent Hottentots that were inhumanly butchered by the boors. A
pamphlet has just been put into mv hands which was published in the

Cape by baron de P., private secretary to the governor, and in which
the same fact is noticed in the following words:—" A Hottentot capf'.in,

of the name of Kouwinnoub, bearing the distinguishing mark of his rank

(a stick, on the brass head of v>hich were engraven the arms of his :.ia-

jesty), and fjniished moreover with a passport signed by one of the

members of government, went, accompanied by fifteen Hottentots, to pro-

cure a few leaves of tobacco in the plains of Siicuuberg. The boors, re-

collecting, pcihaps, that three years ago these faithful soldiers had served

the government by keeping them in order, thought it a favourable oppor-

U 4 tunity
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character, but this is the worst. Not satisfied with defraud-

ing them ot the httlc earnings of their industry, and iniiict-

ing the most cruel and i^rutal punishments for everv trifling

fauh, they liave a constant practice of retaining the wife

and chddren and turning adrift the husband ; thus dissbh'-

ing the tender ties of social intercourse, and cutting off even

tiinity to revenge themselves oh these unhappy creaurts. Led on by a

veid cornet of the n:uiie of Bi!rgeis, they seized the whole company, who
suspected no ill

i
and, notnithstaiic'inu; all the p.oois in their favour, it

was aj^reed that ihev were criminals, h id that thcv must be treited ac-

cnrdingiy. The boorish court of ju'tice ri-solved, therefore, to bind them
to a tree, and to draw from them by torture a confession of ciimcs of

whi h a thought had never entered into tlieir heads, -to reiterated blows

and inhuma . tortures they held out promi^^fs of forgiveness if they wuuid
confess all that wns required of them ; and by the^e means they forced

from them the unfottunste declaration that they came with an intention

to piundtr the reighbourhood. I'he onlv concern of the court was, to

write dtnvn a confession, v\ hieh the application of the torture, and the hope

of being set at liberfy,had wrung from thcie innocent victims. The boors

put their names to this declaration as an atteit ttion of the truth, and

made an end of the businej"; bv voting for t!:eir death. The sentence was
instantly put in execution, and tlie poor Hottentots were shot.— A whole

half year has passed away since this event, and justice hitherto has not

interfered, I should not dare to s,iy wlitrefore."

I sha'l extract another instance of the savage brutality of an African

boor, recorded in this pamphlet, witich, if possible, exceeds all that hnve

yet been gi-en:—" As soon as tl^e English had abandoned the foit (at

Algoa Bay), n boor named Ferreira, of a Portuguese familv, m.ade hini-

&cif master of it, and kej-^t pcsse^Jsion till the arrival of a dctschment i>f

troops, which government sent thither under the command of major von

Gilten, who is still there. The Rafiers, fully persuaded that the late

peace had put an end to all disturbances between them, sent to the new-

commander of the fort a bullock to be slain, as the test of reconciiatioo

and friendship. The Kaffer sent on the occasion put hiiTiself under the

guide of a Hottentot ; and Ferreira, bv way of returning the kind inten-

tion, laid hold of the Kalter and broiled him aiive ; bound tke^poor Hot-

tentot to a tree, cut a piece of flesh out cf his thigh, made him eat it raw,

and then released him!"
If any one should be disposed to think that I "h^ve" exaggerated the

cruekies comm.itted by these inhuman brutes, I onlv request of them to

read the pamphlet written by the private secretary to the pre seiit governor

Jansens.

Nothing can be more deplorable than the state of the' colony as de-

scribed in this pamphlet, which was written ju>'t before rh.ev had heard

of the war; and nothing can' exceed' the disapi'omrment of the Dutch
in their expectations with regard to the Cape. The Hottentot corps was
disbanded ; most of them iaed into the interior ro join their oppressed

countrymen; the Kaficrs were in arms against the boori ; the ganiion in

a state of complete insubordination ; the people dttesdng the government,

and the government afraid of the troops; its credit destroyed, money di<;-

appeared, commerce ruined, bankruptcies without end ; and they wanted

only a war to complete their miserv. Under such circumstances, how
cheaply iiii^hi England regam possession of this i.mport'int settlement!

the
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llic natural resources of wretchedness and sorrow. It is iii

vain tor the Hottentot to complain. To \vh(nn, indeed,

should he complain ? The iandrost is a mere cypher, and
must either enter into all the views of the boois, or lead a

most uncomfortable life. The last, who was a very honest

man, and anxious to fulfil the duties of his office, was turned

out of his district, and aftervvards threatened to be put to

death by these unprincipled people, because he would not

jiive them his permission to make war upon the Kaffers

;

and because he heard the <;omplaints of the injured Hot-
tentots. The boor, indeed, is above all law. At the di-

stance of five or six hundred miles from the seat of govern-

ment he knows he is not to be compelled to do what is

Tight, nor prohibited from putting in practice what is wrong.
To be debarred from visiting the Cape is no punishment to

liiui. His wants, as we have seen, are very few, nor is he
nice in his choice of substitutes for those which he cannot
conveniently obtain. Perhaps the only indispensable arti-

cles arc gunpowder and lead. Without these a boor avouM
not live one moment alone ; and with these he knows him-
self more than a match for the native Hottentots and for

beasts of prey.

The produce of the grazier is subject to no colonial tax

whatsoever. The butcher sends his servants round tlie

country to collect sheep and cattle, and aives the boors
notes upon his master, which are paid on their coming to

the Cape. They are subject only to a small parochial as-

sessment, proportioned to their stock. For every hundred
sheep he pays a florin, or sixteen-pence, and for every ox
or t;ow one penny. With the utmost difficulty government
lias been able to collect about two-thirds annually of the

rent of their loan farms, which is only 24 rix dollars a year,

i.'ndcr th.e idea that they had been dreadfullv oppressed by
the Duich government, and that their poverty was tlie sole

cause of their naming in arrears with their rent, the British

government forgave the district of Graaf Keynetthe sum of
t200,000 rix dollars, the amount to which their arr-ears had
accumulated. Bv descending a little closer to particulars

we shall be able to form a better judgment of the condition
of these people, and how far their poverty entitled then) to

the above-mentioned indulirence.

The district of Graaf Revnet, as we have already observed,

contauis about 700 families. Among these are distributed,

according to the opgaaff (and they would not give in more
than they had, being liable to an assessment according to

the number), IIS^SOG head of cattle^ and "jso 2'4 shcfp,

which.
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which, to each family, will be about 1 70 heads of cattle

and 1115 sheep.

Out of this stock each boor can yearly dispose of from

1 5 to 20 head of cattle, and from 200 to 250 shecj), and,

at the same time, keep up an increasing stock. The butcher

purchases them on the spot at the rate of 10 to 20 rix dol-

lars a-hcad for the cattle, and from 2 to 2', for the sheep.

Suppose then each farmer to sell annually

15 Head of cattle rt 12 Rd. - R.D.'lSO
220 Sheep a 2 Rd. - _ _ 440
A waggon load of butter and soap 1 200

pounds a Is, - - - 300

Amount of his income R.D 920

Outgoings.

2 Waggons 800 Rd. interest - R.D. 48
Clothing for 8 persons a 15 Rd. - 120
Tea, sugar, tobacco, brandy - - 150
Powder and shot - - - 20
Rent to government and stamp - 25
Parochial assessments - - 8

Contingencies, cattle to Hottentots, &c. 80

Amount of outgoings R.D. 451 O

Yearly savings R.D. 469

or /. 93 16

In what part of the world can even a respectable peasant

do this? much less the commonest of all mankind, for such

are the generality of the Cape boors. After quitting the

ranks, or running away from his ship, he gets into a boor's

family and marries. He begins the world with nothing,

the usual practice being that of the wife's friends giving him
a certain number of cattle and sheep to manage, half the

yearly produce of which he is to restore to the owner as in-

terest for the capital placed in his hands. He has jnost of

the necessaries of life, except clothing, within himself;

his work is done by Hottentots, which cost him nothing

but meat, tobacco, and skins for their clothing. His house

and his furniture, such as they are, he makes himself; and

he has no occasion for implements of husbandry. The
first luxury he purchases is a waggon, which, indeed, the

wandcnng life, he usually leads at setting out in the world,

1 makes
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makes as necessary as a hut, and frequently serves all tlie

purposes of one. A musket, and a small quantity of pow-
<ler and lead, will procure him as much game as !ms whol^

family can consvmie. The spring Ivks slvq so plentiful ovl

the borders of the colony, and so easily get at, that a farnjer

sends out his Hottentot to kill a couple of these deer witi^

as much certainly as if he sent him among his flock of sheep.

In a word, an African peasant of the lowest condition never

knows want ; and if he does not rise into atRuence, the fault

nmst be entirely his own.

LVI. Memorial of Mr. E. G. J. Crookeexs respectin*r

the Distillation of Spirits, ^c. in Hoilund.

[Concluded from p. 113.

J

± HE water which is made use of is also deserving the ut-
most attention. Hard water, and which is loaded witl^

many particles, produces less spirit, and of a harsh and har4
quality. In Holland they make use of the water of the

Meuse, and keep vessels expressly for that purpose, which
load the water in that river, and convey it to the laboratory

of the distillers. In other places, they take the water of
small brooks, where the water flows over a sandy ground,
and they take care to make a provision of it when the wea»-

ther is still and calm, and not immediately after a hea\"\- fall

of rain, by which the water might have been muddy. They
who have adopted the first method are of opinion^ that by
this operation, and by distilling the whole mass at once,
they obtain a greater quantity of spirit, and that tliey have
less trouble in making the composition. In this they are,

however, grossly mistaken. The great manv experiments
I have made in Holland with either method, and which two
years ago I repeated in the electorate of Hanover, at a di-

stiller's of my acquaintance, have confirmed me in the opi-

nion, that by this method no greater quantify is obtained, and
that the spirit, ceteris parihis, is less pleasant and of a harsher
taste, for this evident reason, that with the greatest precaution
it is hardly possible to prevent the thick mass, exposed to the
immediate action of the fire, from communicating to the

liquor an empvreumatic taste; audit is by no means impro-
bable, that previously to the fe:inentation,all the essential oil

not having been set at liberty, a part of it has remained united
and incorporated with the flour, or at least with the husks
af the grain, and only disengages itself by the aid of the heat

durinsr
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during tlie fl-nncntatioii and distillation
j^
so that, following

this nicihod, you are in danger of causing a large quantity

of essential oil to go over with the spirit. This method has

also the inconvenience attending it, that vou are obliged to

leave the caldron open till the liquid begins to boil, and that

in the mean time a n'lan must contnuiallv stir this ma^s
with a stick to prevent it from sticking to the bottom of the

caldron, and benig burnt, until the li(]uor begins to boil up:

at this time the greatest danger is over, and the lid is put

on. Thus nothing is gained m point of trouble, l>ecau«!e,

in following the other method, you proceed immediately

to the distillation. Among the advantages which the dilu-

tion of the mash, together with the slow fermentation and
distillation, communicates to the spirit distilled in Holland,
both in point of flavour and salubritv, must also be counted,

that the best distdlers know how to extract from this mash
all the ferment, by which means the spirit is rendered more
pure ; because the ferment, of whatever nature it may be,

contains most of the essential oil of the matter whence it

is taken, and that by this method the greatest part of this

oil is taken from the liquor before the distillation, while at

the same time they derive from it this proiit, that thcv never

have occasion to buy their ferment from the brewers, but

on the contrary sell, themselves, a considerable quantity of

it, after having dried the same in the shape of loaves, in

which stale they preserve it for years, if it be kept in dry

places ; and in this state it is njuch sought after bv bakers

as \\ell as by private families, because this drv fennent,

which is diluted v^ ith a little water, never comnumicaics to

the bread or pastry the bitter tasie which barm does, loaded

as it is with the bitter particles of the hops. The distillers,

V. iio are acquainted with this method, enjoy the additional

advantage, that they can continue to distil during the sum-
mer, and at such times when barm or yeast is extremely

scarce. The profit which they obtain from this ferment is

one of the reasons of^the low price of the Dutch geneva,

compared with the price of spirits distiMed in other coun-

tries ; but as they who are perfectly initiated in this art keep

it a secret,! shall not explain at present the manner in which
they proceed, from the motives which I have assigned at

the bc'zinuing.

And as the Dutch distillers are under no sort of constraint

in then- operations, nor have the least reason to h'jrry them,

they take the greatest care to clean after each opera-

tion their caldron, and above all their tubs, in which the

vinous fermentation^ is cfTccted ; and they never fill them
again,
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a.gain, but after having thoroughly cleared them from the

fcrmcut, which sticks to the sides of the tubs from the last

fcrnicutation, because they know from experience, that the

least remains of this matter gives the following liquor a bad
taste ; for this purpose they clean them with lime water, and
never with soap, because the caustic alkali contained jn the

soap would not fail to give the liquor an urinous taste.

By all these precautions they obtain a pure spirit, without
being obliged to employ any noxious articles in order to de-
stroy the bad and offensive taste, and at the same time a

wholesome spirit. One circumstance, which contributes

nmch to its salubrity, is this, that it is rectitied over juniper

berries, which possess a balsamic and aromatic virtue. It

is at least averred by the most celebrated physicians both of
Holland and other countries, that the juniper berries possess

great medicinal virtue, for which reason aqueous decoctions

ofjuniper berries are so frequently prescribed bv physicians

of acknowledged celebrity in inveterate rheumatims, which^
after havizig baffled all other remedies, are commonly cured

by a continued use of these decoctions ; and if the juniper

berries actually possess this virtue, w ho can then call in

question the great benefits which the spirit, rectified over
juniper berries, nmst afford the inhabitants of a cold and
humid country, where the temperature of the air is so un-
settled, that in the course of one day you experience several

changes of heat and cold, and where,, for this reason, rheu-
matic complaints cannot but be very common ? I have ex-
perienced very generally that turpentine is substituted for

juniper berries in the malt spirits distilled in this conntry in

imitation of Duch geneva. It remains with physicians to

decide, whether turpcntme in this state, and taken in such
quantities, nmst not prove highly detrimental to health. J,

for my part, am at a loss to conceive that an article as re-

sinous as turpentine (the residue of which, after the distilla-

tion, is colophonium) should not be highlv prejudicial to

health ; and I am apt to think, that for this reason it would
be certainly worth while for parliament to prohibit the use
of turpentine, and enact that juniper berries be substituted

in its place'*; the more so, as the substitution of turpentme
for the purpose of imitating the flavour of juniper berries,

merely arises from the avarice of the distillers, and as Hol-

* The author, perhaps fronn erroneo-js informat'on, supposes that di-
stillers make use of what is conimoniv known by the name of turpentine ^

but it is the tsseutiiil oil that ii made Ube of', \vhi*»h cor.t-;in:> no resin.

EoiT-

land
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land affords a striking proof and example, that it" the use of
kiniper berries be not absolutely beneficial, it cannot at least

Be hurtiul.

As the Dutch distillers are thoroughly convinced that the

success of their operations depends On a slow distillation,

rhey take particular care to iiave then" lire-places constructed

in such a manner, that the distiller may have it entirely in

his power to abate or accelerate the action of the fire at every

moment when he' shall think it necessary. It is impossible

tc> fix upon a peculiar form to serve in all cases, as it must
naturally vary according to the form of the vessel ; but they

never lose sight of the following general rules : viz. 1st, That
the place which contains the fire must be contrived in such

a manner, that the action of the fire operates equally on the

whole surface of the bottom of the caldron without being

concentrated to one point, where the caldron would be
burnt, and unavoidably and immediately communicate to

tiie liquor an empyreumatic taste : by this equal action of

the fire, the liquor is heated in a more equal manner, and

by a moderate fire ; and also quicker than if the fire acted

only upon one point. 2dly, That the openings of the fire-

places be iron doors, in which are made several small holes,

which can be opened and shut, as occasion may be, to acce-

lerate or check the current of air. sdly. That the chimney be

furnished with an iron plate, or damper, placed horizontally,

by which the diameter of the chimney can be diminished as

often and as much as the distiller chooses, who by this,

means moderates at pleasure the action of the fire, and can

even stifle it at once, by shutting the openings in the fire-

place, and the passage of the smoke into the chimney.

As the vinous fermentation is a point no less important,

and one of the principal requisites on which depends the

success of the operation, and as this fermentation can only

be conducted slowly in a moderate temperature, they take

great care that the laboratories, in which the vinous fer-

mentation is effected, be constructed on such principles

that the rays of the sun can be prevented from acting upon

the tubs containing the liquor subjected to fermentation,

b)' means of windows with shutters made every where op-

posite to each other, that in extraordinary hot weather a

current of fresh air may be obtained to cool the laboratory.

The floor is paved with stones, on which from time to time

fresh water can be poured, which cools considerably the

temperature of the atmosphere in the laboratory ; and in

winter it can be warmed by means of one or more iron

stoves.
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stoves, or, which is perhaps still better, a delft stove, which
is made use of in several places in Germanv, which are of a
more equal, more moderate, and less stifling heat.

It must not be supposed that the distillers in Holland
make use of a small quantity of malt, from a persuasion

that no geneva can be obtained from the flour of rve, or anv
other grain, without that addition ; the contrary' is the truth :

I have made several experiments with r^'e, without the least

addition of malt ; and I have always obtained the same
quantity of spirit, but it was never of so pleasant a taste.

This addition is only necessary inasmuch as it assists the

fermentation ; and that if it be used there is no occasion
for so much ferment, and of consequence not so much es-

sential oil is introduced into the liquor, which is the reason
that the spirit is of a more pleasant flavour, and not so harsh
as that which is made of rye, or any other flour. I must
add in this place, that the Dutch distillers are extremely
careful to make use only of such r\'e as is grown on a cal-

careous or sandy soil, and never employ, if they can possi-

bly avoid it, any corn produced by a fat, clayey ground

;

and this is the reason why they make use of rye imported
from Prussia, grown on a poor soil, and which, accordino-

to common report, is dried in kilns before it is exported,

and on this account is known in Holland bv the name of
dried rye ; the grain is smjill, and very hard and dry ; be-
cause this rye produces more spirit and of a superior quality

to that which is drawn from rye. grown on a clayey soil,,

and because it contains less oily particles.

On comparing the process of the Dutch distiHers with
that followed in this countrv, it will be obvious, at first

view, why the spirit, which is distilled, does not possess

the perfection of Dutch geneva, either in regard to the fla-

vour or salubrity; and all the questions to be proposed oii

this subject may be easily answered, from a mature consi-
deration of the difference of these processes ; and the pre-
judice entertained by many persons in this country as well
as in Genuany, that no spirit of the same quality can be
produced in anv other countrv, deserves only to be laughed
at. These persons do not consider that geneva is a product
of art, which neither depends on the soil nor on the climate
of a countr)', as wine does, and that if vou employ the same
materials, and observe the same process, the result must
necessarily be the same; nor is it less evident, that as long
as the distillation shall be effected on the principles hitherto

observed in England, the perfection of Dutch geneva can
here never be obtained. In order to obtain it, government

must
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must necessarily cooperate, by giving the distillers tail Ir-

bcviv to act and proceed according to their knowledge and

cxperivnce ; audi may hazard, without the least danger^

the assertion, that as long as the duly is laid either on the

quantity of the wash, or on the capacity of the still, the

ab<^)ve can never be attained, and the distillers to avoid their

ruin will be obliged to have recourse to pernicious ingre-

dients. Tn the former case, their iuterest prompts them to

overload tlu ir liquids with too great a quantity of grain,

w hicii not only causes them to sustain a considerable loss

of spirit, because the water, which acts as a solvent to sac-

charine matter, can only dissolve and keep in a state of so-

lution a certain quantity of that matter ; but after it Is satu-

rated, the rest of that matter is lost. It furlher results from

thence, that the fermentation, on which the success of the

operation chiefly depends, proceeds not as regularly as in

reiiard to a w^ell diluted wash ; and on distilling this thick

aiul as it were over-saturated w ash, the distiller introduces

into his caldron a great quantity of oleaginous particles,

and of consequence into his spirit more essential oil, espe-

cially if the distillation be pushed on with vivacity; besides

that this thick wash, from the rapidity of the distillation,

is likelv to comnumicate to the spirit an empyreumatic

taste, vvhich would obstruct its sale if the rectifier did not

correct th'-s fault by noxious additions.

In the latter case, the interest of the distiller demands

that he must conduct the distillation rapidly, and wnth a

violent fire; the result of which is, that all the essential oil

rises witii the spirit, and that it also must contract an em-
nvroumatic taste. It further results from this rapid mode
of wovkiny;, that the distiller does not allow himself sufii-

cient time entirely to empty his caldron, or to clean it care-

fully, as well as the other utensils; which in my judgment

must have a strong influence on the salubrity of the spirit

oa account of the verdigris, which, from want of cleanness,

forms itself in the caldron and worm, if they arc made of

copper ; and as the distillations succeed each other in sa

rapid a manner, the distiller cannot allow the liquor suffi-

cient time to ferment slowly ; he must therefore make use

of more ferment, which cannot but produce a bad effect,

both in regard to flavour and salubrity. They who assert

that a rapid distillation has no influence upon the taste and

flavour of the spirit, cither try to deceive, or are ignorant

of the fir:-t principles of the art of distillation ; and in order

to confound them, we have only to ask this question, Why
arc we obliged to distil fine and delicate liquors in lalnao

marloi-
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rnarite (a bath of water) to give them that fine flavour \Vhich

causes them to be so much esteemed ? The answer is. Be-
cause, in this case, the action of the fire is not immediately-

directed a£:;ainst the vessel which contains the liquor, and

because the heat is equal and unifomi, and cannot be in-

creased by the vivacity of the fire, because water which is

in a state of ebullition cannot assume a higher degree of
heat, and thus the liquors cannot contract any empyreu-
matic taste. If the fire had not any influence upon the

spirit, these precautions would certainly be fruitless.

Persons who are of opinion that a rapid distillation has

no influence upon the salubrity of the spirit, are equally

mistaken. No one endowed \\ith conmion sense, and pos-

sessed of the least knowledge of the art of distillation, can
call it in question, that by a violent fire all the essential oil

must be made to rise with the spirit, and the fiery and in-

digestible qualities of this oil, so copiously mixed with this

spirit, are too well known to admit of the least doubt,

lliey not only possess the property of intoxicating quickly,

and causing head-ache, but also affect so very strongly the

nervous system, as to cause a trembling when taken in any
excessive degree ; and in general it may be fairly asserted,

that adulterated spirits possess the quality, in common with
bad wine, of causing head-ache and trembling when drunk,

in an extravau'ant manner; v.hich is not the case alter an
excess committed in drinking good and pure wine : and I

rather incline to think, that bv this rapid distillation some
particles of copper are disengaged, and rise and mix wiili

the spirit, because the wash contains some small quantity

of acids, which with the aid of an excessive heat acts upon
the metal, as all other acid solvents do upon metals in pro-

portion as they are assisted by heat : and this is perhaps the

reason of the blueish colours discernible in spirit d:stilled

with a violent fire.

But supposing that a rapid distillation cannot produce
aiiy effects hurtful to health, per se, it is at least self-evi-

dent it is excessively pernicious in its consequences, because

the rectifier is absolutely obliged to employ poisonous in-

gredients for the purpose of destroying the empyreumatic
and unpleasant taste which the essential oil has communi-
cated to the liquor; and which simple rectifications, how-
ever multiplied, cannot bv any means effect.

Before I explain these means it will be necessary to ob-

serve, that unprincipled distillers, in employing these means,

have two different objects in view: namely, to destroy the

No, 72. i\iaj/ 1804. X bad
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bad taste of the spirit ; and, secondly, to increase the quan-* •

tity ot" spirituous matter, and thu- to procure by those ad-

ditions a greater quantity ot" spirit tn>ni a given quantity

of wash than they could obtain by a natural process.

To obtain the former object the distillers make use of

pure alkali, caustic alkali,, and Glauber's salt, which pos-

sess a peculiar qpalitv to absorb the essential oil ; but, on
the other hand, they communicate to the spirit their most
volatile particles, which tiicir great volatility renders ex-

tremely pernicious, and also in; part to the liquor an ex-

tremely urinous taste, not Itss unpleasant ; in order to de-

stroy which taste they arc obliged to make at the same time

use of acids, such as the sulphuric, muriatic, and nitric

acids : others employ the ervstals of verdigris, or radical

vini-gar (acetous acid) distilled from crystals of verdigris j

or the acid from iron or copper vitriol. These ingredients

destroy, in some measure, the bad taste, without increasing

the quantity of spirit : for the purpose of attaining the latter'

end,^ they have recourse to oleaginous aromatics in general'

and vegetable oils, which possess an miconnmon power to

augment the quantity of spirit ; but to produce this effect

they must be mixed with the liquor before the fermenta-

tion : for this purpose they are triturated with a little sugar

in a mortar, and bv this means they would considerably

retard the fermentation ; but the use thereof, in order to

derive from them all possible profit, requires a peculiar

mode of conducting the vinous fermentation. When the di-

stillers-wish to give their spirits a vinous taste, they digest

strong nitrie acid with alcohol for some time, and distil it-

afterwards, which produces a dulcified nitrous acid, and mix
a little Gf this acid with their spirit, which gives it a flavour

resembling tl'iat of French spirit of wine.

These are the principal means which the distillers gene-

rally make use of: they are very seldom employed in Hol-
land, and by no means necessary for the interest of the di-

stiller. Their mode of proceeding yields spirit of a pleasant

and agreeable-fiayour, and in great quantity ; and no artifice-

can ever equal the tafte and flavour which a slow operation,

in every stage and part of the process, natuially imparts to-

the spirit. I must suppose that these practices are more
coirmion, if not generally resorted to, in this country ; but

as chemistry furnishes a greaS many simple means to dis-

cover the alkali and acids in the liquor, the officer whom
government employs for the purpose cannot but find it a

very easy.task to detect the fraud ; for example, solutions

of bodids precipitated by alkalis, such as vitriol of iron, but

chief! V-
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chiefly alum mixed in small quantities with a little of this

spirit, will immediately show the presence of alkalis by a

precipitatCj and the change which acids produce in blue

vegetable colours will prove their presence. A bit of paper

tinged with litmus put into the spirit, tincture or syrup of
violets, into which are poured a few drops of the spirit,

manifest immediately the presence of these acids. Severe

punishments inflicted on these frauduknt distillers, who
sacrifice to their avarice the health of their fellow-citizens,

will go a great way in preventing these frauds ; and they
would doubtless cease entirelv if the duty were laid on the
product of the labour of the distillers, that is^ on the spirit,

or to be paid immediately from the malt or corn, as is done
in Bremen, where the distiller pays the dutv at the mill, to

which he carries his corn to be ground for the use of his

distillery, and thus is exempt from all constraint during the
whole course of the operation.

The only point which I have yet to consider is, whether
there does not exist a method to accelerate considerably the
distillation without running any danger of experiencing
these bad effects. To this 1 cannot but answer in the af-

firmative ; you have only to substitute shallow caldrons in
the room of deep ones ;, their diameter must be larger, and
they must have a concave bottom. I have made several

experiments with a caldron constructed in this manner, and
the result was always a purer spirit, and in a greater quan-
tity, with a saving of ten-twelfths of fuel. The reason is

this, that a large surface of liquor being exposed to heat,

the liquor is heated in a more speedy and even manner in
all its parts by a less brisk and strong fire, and evaporates

with uncommon rapidity, and can neither contract an em-
pyreumatic taste, nor can much essential oil rise and mix
with the spirit, as the power of the fire must be greatly

inferior to that which is employed under a common still,

where the lower parts of the liquor experience a violent fire

before the higher parts are sufficiently heated, and wherein
the liquor continues a longer time exposed to the action of
the fire, in proportion as the evaporation proceeds more
slowly ; and this diminution of heat is perhaps the reason

why more spirit is obtained, because some part of the finest

spirit carmot fail to evaporate when the distillation must be
pushed on by a brisker fire; but in this case it is unavoida-
bly necessary that the fire-place be constructed on the prin-

ciples above described. For the same reasons it is obvious,

that it is very profitable to efTect the distillation in small cal-

drons_, especially if they are of the common cylindric form,
X2 both
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both in regard to the quantity and quality of the spirit, and

also with respect to the fuel : you will not, for instance,

draw so good a spirit, and the same quantity, in a caldron

of eighty gallons, as in two of forty each ; the latter will

be emptied t\\ ice, and oftcner, in the same time u hich is

ncecssary to empty the large caldron once, and with les,->

fuel, and thus the produce of these two small caldrons will

be double of that of a large one in a given lime. Before I

conclude I must mal<e this observation, that it is extremely

easy to make the spirit appear less strong at the proof with

the hydrometer. AH bodies which are easily dissolved in

tipirits, and augment their specific gravity, produce that

eflecf ; and the sulphurous acid possesses this property in a

peculiar degree. Before you subject the spirit to the proof

with the hydrometer, you should endeavour to discover the

presence of this acid by the proofs above mentioned ; and

every distiller of fine liquors knows perfectly well, that as

soon as he mixes a little sugar with his liquor to sweeten it,

the hydrometer loses its eficct ; but it is extremely difficult

to make it appear stronger than it actually is at the proof

with the hydrometer. This end cannot be attained but by
mixing it with bodies of less specific gravity, such as ether,

which, on account of its high price, will not be made use

of. I sav, at the proof with the hydrometer; for this i»

widely different from the phial proof, because, on mixing a

little oil with spirit so nuich diluted bv water that no more
bubbles appear, they may be immediately made to reappear.

The petty innkeepers in Holland are extremely expert in

this trick ; they commonly employ oil of olives, poppies,

nuts, or almonds, and in general all sorts of oils, which
do not give the spirit a bad taste. These frauds are disco-

vered bv diluting these spirits with a great quantity of wa-
ter, when the oil immcdiitelv appears on the surface of the

liquid. Before I conclude, I shall here touch upon the

question. Whether the residue of the distillation can serve

to nourish and fatten cattle ? On analysing corn, we find

that it consists of an earthy or nuicilaginous and a saccha-

rine matter, and of ail and salt. If we further consider, what
I have already frequently mentioned, that it is the saccha-

rine matter which exclusively yields the brandy, and that

the mucilaginous and earthy matter, together with the salt,

r^^maiu untouched in the residue, it v/ill not be doubled

that this mucilage with the salt cannot but be very nourish-

ing. Experience has proved in Holland that this residue,

which is there called toffol-drank, possesses very nutritious

virtues ; the number of pigs v.hich the distillers yearly

draw
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draw from Westphalia exceeding all belief. They are fat-

tened in a very short time for the use of the navy and mer-

chants, who employ them on board ships for the subsist-

ence of the seamen, who are not supplied there with beef

as they are in this kingdom, while other distillers fatten

with this residue bullocks and cow s ; and it is a circum-

stance worthy of notice, that cows fed with this residue

give a considerable quantity of milk. It is thus that the

Dutch distiller draws some profit from every thing; no-

thing is lost with him, and this economy is in general the

cause of the low price uf geneva.

LVII. Figure of the Orlits of the new Planets. By
Jekome de Lalaade *.

-L HE mean <iistance from the sun, of both, is 2*77? that of

the sun being 1^ which gives 95 millions of miles. (See

Plate VI 11.)

Piazzi or Ceres ^ discovered January 1, 1801.

Revolution 4 years 7 months 10 days.

Mean longitude January 1^ 1&04 '- 10^ 11° jc/

Annual motion _ - -

Aphelion - -

Node _ _ _ -

Equation of the orbit

Eccentricity _ _ _

Inclination _ _ -

Olhers or Pallas, discovered March 28, 1802.

Revolution 4 years 7 months 1 1 days.

Mean longitude January 1, 1S04
Annual motion _ _ -

Aphelion - -

Node - - - -

Equatid?! of the orbit

Eccentricity _ _ _

Inclination - - -

'* From the Journal de Phyuqite^ Brumaire, an. 12.

LVITI, Letter

g
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LVIII. Letter to Mr. Arthur Aikin from
Dr. Thohnton-.

May 20, 1804..

^^ SIR, No I, H'Dcl. street. Manchester-square.

J. HERE is no man on earth fonder of the liberty of the

press than I am: but when fools or blockheads presume to

criticise., what was before a blessing becomes a nuisajicey

misleading for a certain time the public judgment, and

wounding the honest feelings of autliors. Like Linnaeus,

I would have silently borne the scoffs and derisions of the

mimics, as he calls them, of mankind ; but \\hen a man of

your character in life stands publicly forward as the editor

of a review, in which you accuse me of an ignorance the

most gross, and endeavour to explain the manner, by a pro-

phetic vision, how I came to have invented an unheard of

planet, openly declaring " that no astronomical book ever

mentioned a satellite to Venus," I have esteemed it my duty

to retort the accusation, and appeal to the candid decision of

the public. I shall quote your own words :—" In imitation of

the divines of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, who
frequently treated their subjects first negatively and then

positively, he gives the systems of those philosophers who
have formed what he deems erroneous opinions on the sub-

ject. These are Dr. Darwin, Buffon, and Will. Whiston,

Dr. Darwin's hypothesis of the original formation of suns,

gives him an opportunity of laying before his readers a con-

cise view of astronomy, from which we learnt, to our iiiex'

press'dde surprise, " that Venus as well as our earth has its

satellite, and that this satellite of Venus was discovered in

the last century." Had Dr. Thornton claimed this disco-

very himself, the authority of so great a man would have been

indisputable ; and we must have admitted it as a fact, even

thouu^h the new secondary planet should still continue to

elude the sight of Dr. Herschel, of the astronomer royal,

and of every other astronomer in the world. But as we are

told that the discovery was made in the last century, it must

have been known to others as w ell as to himself-, and as no

trace of it is to be found in any professed treatise ©f astro-

nomy, we may be allowed to doubt on the subject, and to

suspect that Dr. Thornton has asserted ivhat is not true,

Lon"- did we puzzle ourselves with attempting to investi-

gate the source of the error ; and so continually did it agi-

tate our minds, that for some time we were deprived of our

nightly rest ; and we know not what might have been the

effect upon our health and spirits, or whether we should

ever have been equal to the severe task of writing this review,

if
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iF we had not happily been freed from our anxiety by a kind

of vision bet-vcen sleeping and waking, which, on account

'of the solemn mvsterious stillness by wliich it was accom-
panied, is in our estimation entitled to more credit than the

frantic raving;s of an intoxicated Delphic prophetess. We
therefore do not hesitate to pronounce with oracular confi-

dence, that once upon a time Dr. Thornton, happening to

be left alone in the parlour of .a friend, took up a book on
astronomy, which lay by chance in the window, or on a

table, and opened it at the chapter where an account is given

of the discovery made soon afeer the invention of the tele-

scope, that Venus, in different parts of her orbit, has dif-

ferent phases, like those of the moon ; and that, unwilling

to lose the knowledge which he had thus incidentally ob-

tained, as soon as he got home he carefully entered it in his

immense common-place hook * ; but through the natural

injinnitif

* Having long had the pleasure of Dr. Thornton's acquaintance, we
think it justice to that gentleman to state, that he is remarked bv those

•who know him for the strong retentive powers of his memory, having
^vritten the wholeof liis Philosoj^hy of JMedicine and of Politics without

the least memorandum paper; and that, trusting entirely to his memory,
he never had a common-place book in his life-; nor even when lecturing

'vi'va 'voe does he refer to any notes whatever^ W-e do not state this

from any objection we have to common-place-books, for we think the use

•of them might sonretimes keep people from committing themselves. Such
abuse as this deserves any name but that of criticism. We are confident

iiot o:ily that JMr. Aikin did not write this review, but that it must, bv
some accident, have escaped Iris correcting eve; for wehave also the plea-

-sure of his acquaintance, and we know thst he cannot calumniate, or
commit willingly an act of injustice. Can the failowinE: be considered

as ingenuous fair criticism .-
—" But we are reminded that we have un-

accountably overlookcc^ the capital beautv of the publication ; and that its

merits, and its acccpcflb eness with the public, rest chiefiy on the excel-

lence, the splendour, and magnificence, of the engravings. We ha\e
all along been sensible cf it, and in this respect are pot at ail disposed to

be sparing of our praise. jO-vr praise, however, is not needed, "i'he

smaller uncoloured botanical plates in general, but especially the larger

<;oloured ones, do the highest honour to the artists, and will be lastiiio-

monuments af toe tine taste aiid masreriy execution \\ hich characterize

the British nation in the present age. But when Dr. Thornton claims a
share of the fame, we are reminded of a farce, which, in our play-going
days, atforde ! u« much amusement: it is called, if we mistake not, A
Peep behind the Cunain." Dr. Darwin, speaking of these plates, in his
Phytou.gid, savs :

" I beg leave to rcrommend to die public tlw superb
picturesque ootanical plates of Dr. Thornton, which I suppose to hav< wa
equal.'^ Now are the public under no obligation to Dr. ThoriWyo, \\ ho
risks his fortune in order to afford them gratification ? When were pic-

turesque botanical plates published before Is not this the improvement
of Dr. Thornton ? .And who are the artists who h^ve executed their ?

Mr. Reinagle, associate xjf the Royal Academy, and Mr. Henderson.
A 4 Are
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vifirm'ily of his memory, and the habituol cnnfusion of h'l^

ideas, he mistook the appearance for the reality, and has ever

since beheved that Venus has a moon, instead of being in

some respects like one."

Without dwelHng on the observations which you make
on my work in general, I shall conline mvsclf to the present

point, as you accuse me of having published a direct false-

hood.

Had my work been professedly on astronomy, I should

have given mv authorities ; but as the fact denied in your
Review was only added as a note, and incidentally men-
tinned, I thought mvself excused till called upon to vindi-

cate mv own veracity from such animadversions. Mv astro-

nomical observations were extracted from Bonnet's Contem-
plation de la Nature, vol. iv. part 1. This author says

(page 7), " Venus and the earth have each a satellite," and
adds in a note the following proofs in support of what he
advances *

:

*^ xV great many doubts have been started in regard to the

existence of the satellite of Venus, and it has been suspected

that the accounts given of it by diflerent observers arose

chiefly from some optical illusion. But those who take the

trouble to consult the article Venus in the Supplement to

the French Encyclopedie, vol. xvii, will entertain no doubt

of the existence of this planet. They will find there an ob-

Ayc these gentlemen botanical painters ? No. They must then have
been done under his eye and direction, and Dr. Thornton in this way
participates in their fame.

—

Edit.
* On a eicve bien des doutes sur I'existence du satellite de Venus;

on a soup^or.nc que ce qui en avoir ete rapporie par differens observateur*;,

teno t principalcn.ent a qiie!qu"i!iusion d'optique. Mais, si Ton prcnd la

peine de consult!.r I'a^ticle Finus du Supplement a lEncyckpt.iie de

Paiis, tcm. xvii, on nc doutera guercs de i'existence du satellite dent il

s'agit. On y verra i'ohservation du grand Cassir.i dt; i6S6,celles de Mr.
She t de 1740, de Mr. Montaigne de 1761, du P. la Grange de la meme
aniice, de Mr. Monibaron de I765. C'avoit cte sous la forme d'un petit

cro'ssant que le satellite s'ttoit montreaux tro.is premiers observateurs que
je viins de citcr. Mr. Short avoit cte si touche de sa propre dccouverte,

qu'il I'avoit fat graver sur son cachet avcc cette devise, Tandem a^parui:.

Le reltbre Lambert, qui a compare entr'tlles toutes Its observations de ce

satclli'.c, a mnntre leur accord. Essal 'Iitne Tbiorie du Satfltltede Venus^

yorceaux Mdtiioires de. l'Acadiniie de Bnlin, an. 177?. Suivant les cal-

culs de cct Rstronomc, la revolution de ce satellite autour de Venus se-

roit a-peu-p:es de onze jours. II avoir cru qu'on pourroit lappercevoir

sur le disquc du soleil, Ic I dc Juin 1777, parce que Venus devoit passer

alors trCs pres de cet astre ; mais on ne I'v a pas decouvert. M, de
Mill an, qui ne paroisboit pas douter de Tcxistencc de ce petit astre, avoit

indique les causes de la rarcte dc ses appriritions. Mem. de fAcad, de

Fans, 1762.

1 scrvatioii
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s^rvalion of the great Cassini in 16S6 ; those of Mr. Short

in 1/40; of M. de Montaigne in 1761 ; of father La Grange
the same year; and of M. de Montbaron in 1765. The
planet appeared to the first three of these observers under

the form of a small erescent, Mr. Short was so overjoved

at the discovery he had made, that he caused it to be en-

graved on his seal, with the motto Tandem appan/it. The
celebrated Lambert, who compared all the observations of

this planet, has shown how far they agree: Essai d'lme

Theorie dii Satellite de Venus^ in the Neiu Memoirs of the

Academy of Berlin 1773, According to the calculations of

this astronomer, the revolution of this satellite around W'nus
is nearlv eleven days. He thought he should perceive it on
the sun's disk June 1st, i777> because \'euus would then

pass very near that body ; but it was not observed. M. de

Mairan, who seems not to have doubted the existence of

this small star, pointed out the causes why it so rarely ap-

peared."

—

Mem. de I'Acad, de Paris 1762.

Bonnet, in his Philosophical and Critical Enquiries rela-

tive to Christianity, calls Messrs. Mairan and Cassini tlie

first astronomers of our times. To say much of Cassini

would be an insult to the philosophical world. The life of

the illustrious Lambert is in every person's hands*, and the

other names are well known to astronomers.

In the EncT/cloptedia Britannica, the reviewer, if unac-
quainted w-ith the French, would have found a sufficiently

long account:—^ Cassini, besides the discovery of the spots

on the disk of Venus, by which he was enabled to ascertain

^ler revolution on an axis, had also a view of her satellite

or moon, of which he gives the folluwing account :

—

** A, D. l6S6, Aug. 2Sth, at 15 minutes after four in the

morninjj, looking at Venus with a telescope of 34 feet, I

saw, at the distance of one-third of her diameter eastward,

a luminous appearance, of a shape not well defined, that

seemed to have the same phase \\ ith Venus, which was then

gibbous on the western side. The diameter of this phaeno-
menon was nearlv equal to a fourth part of the diameter of
Venus. I observed it attentively for a quarter of an hour,

and having left off looking at it for four or five minutes, I

saw it no more; but day-light was then advanced. I had
s&tn a like phaenom.enon which resembled the phase of
Venus, Jan, 25th, A. D. 1672, from 52 minutes after six

in the morning to two minutes after seven, when the

* Our readers will find in the pages f!nt immediately f( How the pre-

sent article, a life of this celebrated philosopher.

—

Edit.
brightness
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brightness of the twilight made it disappear. Venus \rai

then horned, and this phicnniienon, the diameter whereof
was nearly a fourth part )t the dianicier of \'tnus, was of
the sanie shape. It was distant Irom the southern horn of

Venus, a diameter of the planet, oa the western side. In

these two observations I was in doubt whether it was not a

satellite of Venus of such a consistence as not to be very well

iitted to reflect the light of the sun, and which, in magni-
tude, bore nearly th.c same proportion to Venus as the moon
does to the earth, bi-ing at the same distance from the sun

and the earth as Venus was, the phases whereof it resembled.

Notwithstanding all the pains I took, in looking for it after

these two observations, and at divers other times, in order

to complete so considerable a discovery, I was never able to

see it. I therefore suspend mv judgment of this phseno-

menon. If it should return often, there will be these two
epochas, which, compared with other observations, may
be of use to find out the periodical lime of its return, if it

can be reduced to any rule."

^ A similar observation was made by Mr. Short on the

23d of October 1740, about sunrise. He used at this time

a reflecting telescope of about 16' 3 inches, which magnified

between 30 and 60 times, with which he perceived a small

star at about lo' distance from \^enus, as measured bv the

micrometer ; and, putting on a magnifying power of 240

times, he found the star put on the same appearance with

the planet herself. Its diameter was somewhat less than a

third of that of the primary' ; but its light was less vivid,

though exceedingly sharp and well delined. The same ap-

pearance continued with a magnifying; power of 140 times.

A line, passing through the centre of Venus and it, made
an anfjle of 1

8*' or 20° with the equator : he saw it several

times that morning for about the space of an hour, after

which he lost sight of it, and could never find it again.

* From this time the satellite of Venus, though very fre-

quently looked for by astronomers, could never be perceived

;

which made it gencrallij believed that Cassini and Mr. Short

had been mistaken : but as the transits of the planet over

the sun in 1761 and 1769 seemed to promise a greater cer-

tainty of finding; it, the satellite was very carefully looked

for by almost every one who had an opportunity of seeing

the transit, but generally without success. Mr. Baudouin,

at Paris, had provided a telescope of 23 feet, in order to

observe the pas^-agc of the planet over the sun, and to look

for its satellite ; but he did not succeed either at that time,

or in the months of April and May following. Mr. Mon-
taigne,
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laigne, however, one of the members of the society' of
Limoges, had better success. On the 3cl of Mav ] 761, he
perceived, about half an hour after nine at night, at the

distance of 20' from Venus, a small crescent, witli the

horns pointing the same way as those of the pLmet ; the

diameter of the former being about one-fourth of that of
the latter; and a line drawn from Venus to the saie'lite

making an angle with the vertical of about 20* towards the-

south. But though he repeated this observation several

times, some doubt remained whether it was not a small
star. Next day he saw the same star at the same hour,
distant from N'cnus about half a minute, or a minute more
than before, and making with the vertical an angle of lO**

below on the north side ; so that the satellite seemed to

have described an arc of about SO**, whereof \'enus was the
centre, and the radius £0\ The two follow ing nlcrhts were
hazy, so that Venus could only be seen ; but on the 7 th of
May, at the same hour as before, he saw the satellite again
above Venus, and un the north side, at the distance of 25
or 26' upon a line \\hich made an anolc of about 45°, with
the vertical towards the right hand. The light of the satel-

lite was always very weak, but it had the same phasis with
its primary, whether viewed together with it in the field of
his telescope or by itself. The telescope was nine feet long,

and magnified an object between forty and fifty times, but
had no micrometer ; so that the distances above mentioned
are onlv from estimation.

^ In four days it went through 155°. Then, as 1 55° is to

four days or 96 hours, so is 360 to a fourth number, which
gives 9 davs 7 hours for the whole length of the synodical

revolution. Hence JNIr. Baudouin concluded that the di-

stance of this satellite was about sixty of the semidiameters

of Venus from its surface; that its orbit cut the ecliptic

nearlv at right angles ; had its ascending node in 22° of

Virgo ; and was in its greatest northern dicrression on the

7ih, at nine at night ; and he supposed that at the transit of

the primarv the satellite would be seen accompanying it. By
a subsequent observation, however, on the 11th of Mav, he

corrected his calculation of the periodical time of the satel-

lite, which he now enlarged to twelve days ; in consequence

of which he found that it would not pass over the disk of

the sun along with iis primary, but go at the distance of

above 20' from his southern limb ; though, if the time of its

revolution should be nfteen hours longer than twelve davs,

jt might then pass over the spn after Venus was gone ofi\

He imaL^iiied the reason why this satellite wac so difficult to

be
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be observed rr/ight be, that one part of its globe was crusted

over with spots, or otherwise unlit to reflect the hght of the

sun. By comparing the periodical time of this satel/ifc with

that of our moon, he computed the (juantity of matter in

Venus to be nearly equal to that in our earth ; in which
case it must have considerable influence in changing the

obliquity of the ecliptic, the latitudes and longitudes of
stars, 8cc/

You, sir, whom T understand to be engaged in the Neia
Cyclopcedla of Dr. Kees, may perhaps favour the world with

a refutation of what has been here advanced j but what-
ever may be the disputes of the learned in astronomy, I shall

hope in future for less censure in adopting what my feeble

intellect may at the present period conceive to be the strong-

est side.

I trust I have stated authoritv enough from other astro-

nomers for quoting that of Bonnet ; and with extreme ea-

gerness I retire from controverting what another is pleased

to think and say of me, w illingly wishing the same forget-

fulness of the insults offered me as the author is wilHng to

ascribe to me on other occasions.

Sir, in concluding, I cannot for a moment allow^ myself

to think that you were actually the writer of the review in

question ; but as editor I cannot help addressing you, as

permitting so severe and, I trust, unfair a criticism, as your

work contains, beginning with,

* To turn the pjiwiy, once a wit

Upon a curious fancy hit

;

Hung out n board, on wluch he hoisted,

' Dinner for rhreepence, boiltd and roasted!'

The hungry read, and in they trip,

With eager eye and smai^king iip:

' Here, brint; this boiled and roasted, pray.'

Enter potatoes, dressed each way:
All stared and rose, the house forsook

,

The dinner cursed,' and kicked rhe cook.

My landlord found, poor Patrick Kelly,

There is no jesting with the belly."

I have the honour to be, sir.

With great respect.

Your obedient humble servant,

Robert John Thornton-.

LIX. Life
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LIX, Life of John Henry Lambert*.

Xf amongst the literati, whose merits in the sciences have
eternahzed their name, those that have acquired their eru-

dition without the assistance of others, merely by dint of

their own exertions and industry, be in a superior degree

entitled to the notice of the learned ; then the man of whose
life, character, and writings, we are now going to give an
account, deserves undoubtedly, in preference to all others,

to be introduced to the acquamtance of our scientific read-

ers ', especially as he overcame the most arduous difficulties

merely through the unassisted application of his uncommon
genius.

Lambert v.as born August 29, 172S, at Miihlhausen, a

small confederate town m Sundgau. His father, Lucas
Lambert, whose ancestors had emigrated from France when
the edict of Nantes was recalled, was bv trade a tailor, and
had great difficulty to maintain himself and his family by
means of his industry. His limited circumstances deter-

mined him to bring up his son for his own profession, and
to give him an education conformable to his future situation

in life, without, however, tolaliv neglecting the improve-
ment of his mind. He frequented the public school, at ^h^t

expense of the corporation, till he was twelve years old, and
distinguished himself so eminently from the rest of his

school -fellows, that his f:aher was at last, bv the repeated

intercessions of his instructors, and his invincible aversion

from the trade for which he was intended, prevailed upon
to perm.it him to studv theolooy. But being sooii arrested

in the prosecution of his scientific career b\- a total want of
the rec[uisite means, he was at length necessitated to assist

his father in his profession.

Whilst he was occupied in this manner, he read with
uncommon eagerness all Latin books of which he could
obtain possession : and happening in the course of his read-

ings to meet with an old work on mathematics, his decided
predilection for this science manifested itself soon in a most
striking nianner by tlie ardour with wliicb he studied it, and
the complete knowledge he acquired by means of it of the

computation of almanacs, notwithstanding the numerous
errors he discovered in it, without being able to correct

them. The occupations incumbent upon him in the day,
obliged hun to devote great part of the night to the prosecu-

* From the German Museum, vol. iii.

lion
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tion of his studies : and the nioncv necessary for the pur-
chase of candles, with which he could not expect to be sup-
plied by his parents, he procured by the sale of small draw-
ings, which he delineated whilst he, with his foot, rocked his

mlant sister. Some workmen bciiig employed, one day, in

repairing his father's house, this afforded hin) an opportunity

of putting several questions respecting the practical applica-

tion of some principles he had Ibuiid in his book to the

builder, who was induced thereby to gratify him by the loan

of a mathematical work which he possessed. Words are

inadequate to express the joy which he felt on discovering

that this work was completely calculated to enable him to

correct the errors which he had found in his own book. He
now learned from these two books, without any additional

assistance, the rudiments of arithmetic and geometry.

His enthusiastic zeal for the sciences prompted at length

several men of learning to instruct him gratis, and they had
the satisfaction of seeing him improve with a rapidity that

exceeded their most sanguine expectations. Thus ge-

nerously supported, he acquired in a short time a knowledge
of philosophy and the oriental languages, and learned to

write a very elegant hand, w hich procured him the place of

a copyist in the chancery of his native tov/n, whence he re-

moved in his fifteenth year to the iron-works of a Mr. de la

Lampe, situated in the vicinity of his native place, where
he was appointed book-keeper, and obtained an opportunity

of learning the French language, in which his father could

not have him instructed on account of his poverty.

Two years after, Mr. Iselin, of Ba.-lc, who then conducted

the publication of a newspaper, engaged him in the capa-

city of amanuensis, and in a short time conceived for him
the most tender friendship, of which he gave him nume-
rous proofs as long as he lived. This situation afforded

Lambert an opportunity of making further progress in the

belles Itttrcs as well as in philosophy and mathematics; and
his passionate love of the latter science frequenliv made him
neglect Jiis regular occupations. In the year l 748 he was
recommended by his patron to baron Salis, president of the

Swiss confederacy, as tutor to his children. The excellent

library which he found in thehouse of his new patron, and the

leisure hours with which he was indulged, tocetlier with the

instructive intercourse which he had with all the members of

that illustrious family, and with a great number of scien-

titic strangers who visited the baron, pro od to him excel-

lent means of satisiying his thii-.t for knowledge, and en-

abled him to become more familiarly acquainted with astro-

nomy
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Homv and all other branches of the science of mathematics,

as well as \\ ith physic, physiology^ theology
;
yea, even with

jurisprudence, eloquence, poetry, and the Greek, Latin,

French, Italian and German languages. His uncommon
talent for mathematics now displayed itself in a most con-

spicuous and decided manner. Pascal's example stimulated

him to invent an accounting machine, whilst the numerous
occasions he had for an accurate chronometer, actuated him
to invent a time-piece of mercury which went twentv-seven

minutes without causing the slightest error. Here he aisO'

invented his logarithnuc accounting-scales, and was like-

v\ise, by the error which one of his pupils had committed
m the solution of an algebraic proposition, occasioned to

turn his mind to the invention of a machine for designing

perspective drawings. He surveyed and made a drawing of
the country around Coire, and performed numerous phvsi-

cal observations in the mountains of that countrv. In

1 75-2 he began to keep a regular journal of his daily occupa-

tions, which he uninterruptedly continued to the end of his

life, and which is highly esteemed by the learned, A lite-

rary^ society Ijeing at that time instituted by the most emi-
nent men of learning at Coire, he was chosen one of its

first members. In IJM he was elected member of the Hel-
vetic society, the Transactions of which contain a great many
mathematical and physical treatises, connnunicated by him.
After having resided eight years at Coire, he repaired with
iiis pupils in 175^ to the university of Gottingen, wijere

he staid till antujnn in 17-5 7; when he, after having been
previously nominated a corresponding member of the so-

ciety of sciences at that place, removed to Utrecht, where
he stayed a tvselvemon.h with his pupils. He made, during-

his stay at Utrecht, several excursions to Lcvden, Iliioutt

and Amsterdam, on one of which he bec3;ine acquainted
with the celebrated Muschenbrock, who at tirst treated him
as a tvro in the science of phvsics, which occasioned a vcrv

laughable coin-ersation, whilst he on another piiblishcd his

first wwk: De la route de la lumiere par les airs. In au-
tumn 1758 he went with his pupils to Paris, where he
gained the esteem and friendship of S. Alembert aiid Mes-
sier, and from thence to Marseilles, where he first lighted

iipon the idea of his perspective, which in the year follow-

ing was published at Zurich.. He returned to Coire by wav
of Turin, and in the following year to Miihlhausenj
whence he made an excursion to Augsburg;, where he be-
came acquainted with the celebrated philosophical instru-

ment-maker, Brandcr, who aitervvards was of great service

6 to
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to him in executing his ideas, and where he also piiblishcil

i\is Photometry; enriching thereby niixed mathematics witli

a new branch. In the same year he was also elected mem-
ber of the elec-toral Bavarian societv of scitnices, on condi-

tion that he should give them his assistance, and transmit

tracts for their Transactions. He faithfully performed his

engagement with that society; butnevertiieless experienced

a ureal deal of ill treatment by them, and even was de-

prived of his salary, which prompted him to return his

diploma. He now visited Erlangen, where he published

Iris letters upon the construction of the universe, as well as

his treatise upon the principal qualities of the orbits of the

comets. In 1763 he went to Leipzig, where he in the

rear following published his ;?(?«' Organon. On an excur-

sion he made in the same year to Berlin, he was introduced

to Frederic II., who upon the first interview was convinced

that he fullv deserved the admiration of all men of science,

and ordered him to be elected a regular member of the academy

of Berlin ; which appointment afforded him full leisure to de-

vote him.self entirely to his favourite sciences, and to com-
municate to the world the fruits of his lucubrations.

A oreat number of Lambert's treatises are to be found in

thcTransactionsof the literary societies of Leipzig and Berlin;

and as many have been printed separately, all these treatises

bear the stamp of an eminent genius, who had derived his

knowledoe more from his own reflections than from books,

and always found means of placing the subject of which he

treated in a point of view in which it had not been consi-

dered before.

His principal metaphysical work is his Architectonic. He
composed this elaborate work with a view of showing the

application of logic in metaphysics, and of evincing the

possibilitv of carrying it to algebraic evidence.

Most of his mathematical treatises were published by
himself, in three volumes, under the title of Bej/froge zn?n

Gchrauch dtr ISlnthematic iind deren Anwendung, in which
almost even' branch of mathematics has been enriched with

additions and important improvements.

Frederic II. largely added to his pension a short time

before he died ; and after his death evinced in the strongest

manner his sincere concern at the loss which the sciences

sufTercd by it.

Lambert was as vmiversallv esteemed for his amiable cha-

racter, as he was respected for his scientific merits. The
manner in which he had been educated had, indeed, left in-

delible trace^i of his originally low situation in life, whiclt

manifested
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manifested themselves by bis timid and awkward conduct,

by the tasteless disharmony in his dress, the furniture of his

apartments, by loud laughter, low jests and antic gestures,

by his predilection for glaring colours, coarse viands, and
sweet wines, as well as by the pleasure he took, in frequently

mixing with low companies, in joinmg in their political dis-

putes, and laughing aloud at their coarse witticisms. But
these defects were amply over-balanced by a most excellent

heart and uncommon mental perfections. A real virgin

modesty and bashfulness, and the most complete chastity

and s(jbriety, an honest and frank manner of thinking, and
a decided aversion from all kinds of double dealing and false-

hood; a manifest antipathy against all injustice; a prompt
and spontaneous reparation of every injury he thought to

have committed ; the most anxious desire to avoid every

cause of dissension and dispute ; an inexhaustible patience

and forbearance ; a total freedom from moroseness and ill-

humour; a sincere promptitude to instruct those who
sought his society from good motives ; the most active com-
passion, whenever he beheld wretchedness—all these qua-
lities composed in him a harmonious whole. A glowing
devotion, which frequently rose to a kind of pious rapture,

a lively sense of his dependence on God, and of the imper-
fection of our knowledge of the Supreme Being, and un-
affected humility and veneration towards it, animated him
from his early youth to his grave, notwithstanding the

change which, in the latter part of his life, took place in

some of his religious notions, and afl'orded him an uninter-

rupted serenity of mind, frequently suffusing his counte-

nance with a glow of heavenly beauty. He felt the mcst
profound contempt for works that were levelled against the

sacred cause of religion, whilst works that ably defended it

were read by him with rapture. He was a real cosmopolite,

and animated with universal love ; but he showed as little

individual attachment to any one as predilection for any
spot; not even his native country excepted; nor did he
betray any mark of the Swiss national character. He took,

however, a lively interest in the fate of those whom he
esteemed. When professor Sulzer was dangerously ill, Lam-
bert wept the only tear which he ever was seen to shed. He
delighted in assisting young men of talents, and in contri-

buting to their improvement.
Unbiassed by vanity and flattery, he judged with impar-

tiality both of himself and others. But the habitude of
speaking as decidedly and freely of his own merits and de-

fects as of those of others, made him frequently appear a

No. 72. iVfoy 1804. y boastejr
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])oastrr to those who did not suffiticntlv know hiiu. iTc wri:*

wedded, as it were, to his opinions, and rehnquished thenT

with great rehiclancc, when tenable no longer. He ge-

iierallv judged correctly in his own sphere: whilst out ot it,

when men and business were the objects of conversa-

tion, his pidgnicnt was freqv>entlv glaringly erroneous, and

otientinus e\en destitute ot common sense; cither, because

he neglected to observe nun in their actions, and the course

ot business, in tlieir real situation, or because his being ac-

customed to analyse, incapacitated hini from discerning by

intuition.

IJis conduct exacilv corresponded with liis manner of

thinking, lie proposed to himself certain rules, of the pro-

]>rietv and justness of which he was convinced, and ob-

served them as strictly as the rule of arithmetic in ealcu-

latincf. Hence, nothing could aifect the calmness of his

mind, or divert him in the slightest degree from the pursuit

(jf his studies. His diligence and assiduity were, perhaps,

never excelled, or even equalled by any man ; though he

never manifested the least sign of that uneasiness which is

so common with people of an active mind, and mvolved in

a multiplicitv of occupations. His mind v^as constantly

unruffled.

He generally was at his writing-desk from five o'clock m
the morning till noon, and from two o'clock in the aticr-

noou till midniglu, without indulging himself in any
kind of recreation, a solitary walk on a fine day excepted.

'I'he most inditi'erent occurrence led him to mathematical or

philosophical analyses; to which he gave himself up so

completely, that no object whatever could make the least

impressioa upon him. Wlien he happened to be overtaken-

bv a shower of rain, on a walk, he calculated, whilst run-

nins;, which was the shortest and driest way. Several of

his "treatises owe their existence to ineideiUs of this nature.

Even in the management of his cecouomical concerns every

thing was conducted with mathematical exactness. When-
ever he happened to speak in company of mc^taphysical or

Tiiathemat'.cal subjects, he took not the slightest notice of

the surrounding perst)ns ; and his discourses were real dis-

sertations, in which not the least leap or chasm could be

discovered, as he always represented his ideas in that order

in which they arose in his mind,—and when he was inter-

rupted, resumed his discourse at the exact point where he

had stopped.
- - Considering his ardent and indefatigable diligence, it is

very natural that he should have acquired a profound know-
iedse
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ledge of several sciences. He was thoroushlv acquainted

^."ith the theological system oF his age, and even well versed

in the oriental languages. He had also acquired a consi-

derable knowledge ot jwisprudence; hut logic , metapJiysicSy

and mathematics, were the leading subjects of his lucubra-

tions. He was uncommonly strong in logic, and uas g;uided

by its rules not only in his scientific })ursuits, but even iii.

common life. He was extremely profound and acute in the

Vietapliysteal analysis. He meditated upon the plan of a

inethod of treating all simple notions with the same acute-

ness and precision, as tlie notion of quantity is treated in

iiiathematics. His manner of treating everv subject was
the same which he describes in his Organon. He com-
mitted to paper everv accidental idea that related thereto

;

arranged the materials, he collected in this manner, after

the usual logical rules; he then endeavoured to {ill up all

chasms ; examined other books, especially vocabularies, in

order to collect the whole extension of the noticni, and
finally revised the subject after a logical table, v.hich he
published in the Leipzig Transactions. Mathematics were,
liowever, the principal subject of his meditations and re-

searches. The astonishing greatness of his genius mani-
iested itself particnlarly in the facility with which he re-

duced to an easy construction the results of extensive and
mtricate computations. It clearly appears by his cosmolo-
gical letters, and his compulations relative to the supposed
satellite of Venus, how easy it was for him to abstract a

theory from a few cases or dates, and to carry it to a hitrh

degree of probability and completeness.

But, having derived all his knowledge almost • entirely

from himself, it was extremely difficult for him to conipre-*

hend any thing suggested by others, if he did not lioht

upon it of his own accord. Hence, it was easier for him
to invc-ntj than iojuilge rightly of the ideas of othera.

His memory was uncommonly faithful in matters that re-

lated to his favourite sciences ; but very indit^erent in others.

He was intimately acquainted with the history of these

sciences, their epochas, and the great men who had formed
them ; though he v. as little acquainted with history in ge-
neral.

He was decidedly averse from composing a system, be-
cause he did not think that our knowledge is capable of
being formed into a complete whole. He firmly believed .

that almost every individual had more principles of his own,
which depended on his situation; and that in cases of col-

Y t? hiiun
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lision the final determination rarely was the effect of reason,

but pencrallv of other decisive powers.

He died Sept. 5.3, 177?, of a decline, after having ren-

dered to the sciences services that will be recollected with

gratitude by the latest posterity. P. W.

LX. Addition fo a Memoir on the Method of giving to

Cotton and Linen Thread the yldrianople Red, and other

Jixed Colours. Bij J. M. Haussman*.

X o give to cotton and linen thread all kinds of durable co-

lours, nothing is necessary but to fix on thise threads, in

any manner whatever, more or less alumine, after having

applied to them a slight stratum of oil. The complete suc-

cess of the result, however, depends on certain modifica-

tions to be observed in the processes.

The numerous trials which I made in dyeing had so much
familiarised me with experiments on a small scale, that I at

last never failed. It was only after I published my memoir
on maddenng inserted in iho. Annalesde Chiviief, that I ex-

perienced any difficulties in the application of oil when ope-

rating on a larger scale. Linseed oil, which had always given

me a milky mixture in limited proportions with alkaline solu-

tion,, then speedily separated when I wished to make a larger

provision, and under these circumstances the impregnation

of the skains became impossible. The case was the same
with all the fat oils: fish oil, however, will remain in

mixture for a considerable time; but its odour is too dis-

agreeable.

To remedy the inconvenience of the separation of oil in

the alkaline solution of alumine, I had recourse to drying

oils; that is to say, oil boiled with metallic oxides. Lin-

seed oil boiled with minium^cerusc, or litharge, by means of

water to prevent combustion, dissolvesa considerable portion

of the oxide of lead, and will keep mixed with the alkaline

solution of alumine, under the milky form, the whole
time necessary for the impregnation of the skains. By
employing this mixture in proper proportions, and in the

manner I have indicated in my memoir, following strictly

in other respects the process such as I have described it, one

cannot fail to obtain beautiful and lasting colours. However,

notwithstanding the simplicity of this process, I cannot re-

•' From the Annales de Chimie, No. i^.^..

f See Philosopliical Magazine, vol, xii.

commend'
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'commend the use of it, because it exposed me to the danger

of a conflasrration in the followino; manner

:

With a view to discover whether red cotton, which had

not the requisite fixity, could acquire it by impregnating it

with an alkahne solution of alunune, with excess of boiled

linseed oil, and drymg it, and then boihng it a very long

time in bran water, I nnxed the alkaline solution of aluminc

in the proportions of an eighth, a tweltth, and a sixteenth

part of boiled linseed oil. 1 then immersed m this mixture

som.e dozens of skains of dved cotton, which, after being

dried in the open air for a whole day the preceding summer,
were placed under the window of my cabinet, on a straw-

bottomed chair. Being that dav indisposed, I went to bed

at seven in the evening, without anv uneasiness in regard to

my cotton. My children, about an hour after, went into

my cabinet to look for some sheets of paper, and observed

in the cotton neither heat nor any smell of combustion. All

the w orkmen of the manufactory were in a state of pro-

found sleep, when one of tlie watchmen of the bleach-

field, seeing my cabinet all illuminated, called out " Fire \"

and awaked us between twelve and one o'clock in the

morning. My sons, knowing that I was not able to get

out of bed, and unwilling to lose time in searching for the

key, burst open the door of the cabinet, which is an unin-

habited and detached building. They entered, notvvith-

standing the thick smoke and insupportable odour of the

oily combustion, and found the cotton and chair so much
on fire, that the flame, which rose to the ceiling, had already

broken the glass and burnt the frame of the window. They
immediately concluded, that this fire could arise only from
the spontaneous inflammation of the cotton impregnated

and covered with boiled oil, since no person haJd entered

the cabinet either with a lighted pipe, or with any other

matters in a state of combustion. Observing that several

persons in the manufactory refused to assent to this expla-

nation, I again impregnated some dozens of skains of old

cotton, which had been badlv dved, in the same manner as

the burnt cotton. I then dried them in the open air ; and
seeing that the weather threatened rain, I exposed them on
a rope, extended above the court, desirinji; one of the niuht

watchmen to look at the cotton every quarter of an hour,

and to throw it into a bucket of water as soon as he should

see it begin tq become heated. But as the man could nc?t

conceive the possibility of the spontaneous inflammation of

cotton, as he himself acknowledged, he went his rounds

without so much as looking tovrards the court. At length,

V 3 hovvever
9
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hou ever, he came hack lo rest himself, and, bv the great

liglit Ik- perceived, was convinced of what I had foretold

w-ouid be the consequence of neglect. Finding that the

cotton and rope were both burnt, he took the bucket of
water to extinguish the supporters, which were already both
on fire.

About fifteen vcars ago, with a view of preventing

similar dangers, I made ex])eriments at Colmar on spon-
taneous inflanmiations. I mentioned the probability of

fires being occasioned bv warm bodies, or bodies tending to

be heated, when deposited inconsiderately in places to which
fire may be communicated. The bodies of this kind, which
I mentioned to those present, who were not sufEcientlv ac-

quainted with the phspnomcna of spontaneous inflamma-
tions, arc roasted coffee, cacao, fermenting plants, oint-

mer.ts made with metallic oxides, inclosed quite hot in

wooden barrels, bales of raw cotton, as well as linen or flax

heaped on each other at a w-arm temperature, and ev^en linen

which has been ironed and put warm into drawers; in a

word, all bodies covered with oil, such as silk and skains

of cotton. I showed them besides, that in all cases where
the oxygen of the atmosplicre is rapidlv attracted and ab-

sorbed by anv cause whatever, the caloric, which served as

a base to the oxygen and gave it the qualities of gas, or

elastic properties, is disengaged in such abundance, that if

the absorbing bodies are susceptible of taking fire, or if

combustible bodies are in the neighbourhood, a spontaneous
inflammation will take place.

To prove to the persons present, to whom chemical ex-

periments were not familiar, the theory of these inilannna-

tions, I made the following experiments:— 1st, The incan-

descence of a mixture of iron filings and sulphur kneaded
in water.^-sd, The inflammation of boiled linseed oil by
means of highly-concentrated nitric acid.—3d, The inflam-

mation of phosphorus in atmospheric air, as well as in pure
oxygen gasj placed for that purpose in a porcelain capsule

over boiling water, in order to separate the moleci'lae by
fusion witltout having recourse to friction.—4th, The in-

flammation of phosphorated hydrogen gas by the contact of
the atmosphere—an imitation of will-with-the-wisp.—5th,

The combustion of pvrophorusthrov/n mto the atmosphere,
and in pure oxygen uas.—Glh, The reductio?) into a charvy

igneous mass, produced bv the action of the atmos])hcric

air of torrelied bran put quite hot into a bag, the texture of
which was not too close.

I was well aware, that essential or volatile oils become re-

sinou5_,
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sIhous, and that dn-ing oils boiled with metallic oxides be-

come thick and hard in consequence of their combination
with oxvgcn. It was also for this reason that my skains,

covered with a mixture of boiled linseed oil, were exposed

during the whole day to the air, extended and insulated on
poles ; but I then supposed them to be saturated w ith oxyg-en,

and consequently incapable of producing the least accident.

I was so secure in this point that I caused a great deal of

impregnated cotton to be dried at several times in v.arm
apartments; thev were not deranged but at the moment
«'hen they were washed in order to be dved. It max how-
ever be possible that the proportion of a thirty-sixth part

of boded linseed oil, mixed with an alkaline solution of alu-

minc, may be insudicient to excite spontaneous inflamma-
tion in skains of cotton heaped up after they have been
dried. Those, therefore, who are induced, on account of
the simplicity of the process, to employ a mixture of boiled

linseed oil with an alkaline solution of alumine, must take

the precaution to leave the skains extended and insulated on
poles, until they are to be washed, previous to the operation of
dveina:, which, together with the brightening, completely re-

moves the excess of oil, and leaves onlv the portion satu-

rated wilh oxvgen ; so that no fears need afterwards be en-
tertained.

Since the publication of my memoir, 1 have convinced
myself that the simplest brightening of Adrianople red, by
which the liveliest and most durab^.c shades are obtained,

consists merely in very long ebullition in bran water in a
boiler furnished w ith a cover, having in the middle a pipe
to suffer the vapours to escape, and prevent the bursting of
the vessel ; care only must be taken to renew the water as

often as it becomes red ; that is to say, two or throe times ai

the commencen:ent of the ebullition. Without this pre-

caution the skaias would continually resume the fawn-co-
loured parts vv'hich the bran water removes, and \vould never

acquire a bright colour.

One may avoid all danger without lessening much the

simplicity ofmy pro.cess, whether the skains be lieapedup or
not : nothing is necessary but to apply at two diflerent times

a stratum of olive oil, very much divided, after thev have
been well lixiviated, washed, and dried. For this purpose,

a ley is formed of carbonate of potash or soda, u hich indi-

cates one degree, or a dc2:ree and a half, of ilie areometer
for saltpetre. Some drops of olive oil are then dropped into

it, to try whether the result will be a milky mixture, or whe-
ther the oil will ascend iii its natural state to float over tlie

\ i leyi
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ley ; for, as the alkaline carbonate may contain more or less

heterogeneous parts, in that case the lev must be weakened
or strengthened by a new portion of alkali, until it absolutely

assume a milky appearance by the mixture of oil. When
the ley is properly proportioned, thirty-two parts of it must
be mixed at ilrst gradually and then more rapidly, conti-

nually stirring it, with one part of olive oil. This milky

mixture will keep a long time ; and if it be observed that

the oil attempts to float under the form of cream, the mix-
ture must be again stirred. The impregnation of the skains

sh")uld be intrusted to workmen most experienced in this

operation, because an exact distribution of the oily parts

has a great influwrnce in regard to the equality of the shades.

Each workman ought to put as much of the milky mixture

into any vcs&cl as will admit of a certain number of skains

to be squeezed and twisted in it with facility. This labour

must be continued, always taking the same number of skains

and the same quantity of milky mixture. The part which
has been expressed, each lime, must be poured into a vessel

apart ; and the quantity of oil v. hich the skains appear to

have absorbed must be restored, if the little value of this

residuum, in consequence of its containing but a small quan-

tity of oil, does not make it be rejected. The impregnation

may be effected in the whole mass of the milky mixture

;

but in this case it will be neeessarv to continue to replace

the quantity of oil which the skains may have absorbed, as

soon as a diminution is observed in the intensity of the

milky a])pearance. Expertness in this process may be easily

acquired by practice. After the whole skains have been

dried together, they must be impregnated a second time as

before w ithout being previously washed; and when they have

been dried they mav be impregnated, as I have mentioned
in mv memoir, either once, two or three times, in the al-

kaline solution of alumine, pure and w ithout any mixture ;

by immersing the skains, shades more or le?s dark will then

be obtained according to the number of impregnations.

To obtain, however, bright and at the same time uniform
shades, it will be better to employ three impregnations, pro-

perly weakening the alkaline solution. One may then im-
pregnate three times Si.;ces3ivelv in this concentrated or

weakened solution without previous washing: by these

means the manipulations, which are often tedious and
troublesome, may be shortened; but in this case it will be

necessary to exaiiime the solution fiom time to time, to see

vhethtr what the impregnated and dried skains discharge in

it do not render it too strong.
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In re-dyeing shades of red^ it will be necessary to ascer-

tain first whether they have been brightened by means of
boihng bran water, or by soap and alkalies. In the first

case they will become darker, by still attracting coiourino"

particles of the madder ; in the second they are weakened,
and lose the excess of alumine, without which repeated dye-
ing can prodijce no effect. The removal of this excess of
alumine may be prevented by substituting for soap and al-

kalies, to produce crimson shades, a portion of the alkaline

solution of alumine, which must be added to the bran water
towards the end of the brightening. Real Adrianople reds

become much darker by re-dyeing them, and turn brown
by the test of ebullition in water alkalized by ashes : these

reds change only very little before they are re-dyed. In
general, reds become brown more or less disadvantageously

according to the time they have been boiled m brightenino-

them. As the real Adrianople reds have a strong smell, it

is probable that the Turks employ fish oil, which thev add
directly to the alkaline solution of alumine, or mix with a
very weak ley of alkaline carbonate.

The processes for dyeing Adrianople red can be infinitely

varied ; for in whatever manner and by whatever solvents,

whether acids or alkalies, the alumine may have been fixed

on the skains, when a light stratum of oil has been applied

reds more or less bright will be obtained, accordino- io the
precaution employed in maddering and brightening.

It appears to me more difficult to explain the reason why-
oils combine so easily with caustic alkalies to form soaps,

and do not admit of being mixed with concentrated leys of
alkaline carbonates, while they form a kind of artificial niiik

with these leys when very much diluted, because one njioht
suspect a tendency to combination in such milky mixtures.
A mere suspension of the integrant oily moleculae, which
would take place rather in the diluted ley than in the same
.ley more concentrated, is equally difficult to be explained.

It remains that I should rectify an injury done to the pro-
cess for dyeing real Adrianople red in other manufactories.
What was shown to me was only of the most ini'crior qua-
lity. I have seen some since equal to the finest and most
durable that can be produced. So that I am inclined to
think that the merchandize of the Turks, like that of all

other nations, is suited to the price which the purchaser
wishes to give.

I must observe also, that among my burnt cotton there
was some both times which had been impregnated v/ith a

weak
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weak lev of carbonate of soda and boiled linseed oil in Ihe

propoiUon of an eigluh, a twcUili, and a sixteenth. It

therefore remains to ascertain whether this cotton will sooner

catch lire than that impregnated with a mixture of t!ie alka-

line solution of alumine and boiled linseed oil in the same
proportions. As the latter mixture is susceptible of attract-

ing a little of the moisture of the air, I am inclined to think

that cotton treated with the first will inflame sooner. Tiie

trials which 1 continue to make in regard to the use of gall

nuts in dyeing Adrianople red, induce mc to believe that it is

by the formation of a gi'llatc of alumine that alumine is fixed

upon cotton, that the gallic acid may be afterwards sepa-

rated by an alkaline carbonate before the process of dyeing
is bcoun. Wijcn I have acquired certain information on
this subject, 1 shall not fail to publish the result.

LXr. On Spo7itaneom Irifiamjnation<;. By C. Bartholdi,
Professor of Natural Philosophy ajid Chemistry^.

JL UF, name of spontaneous inflammation is given to that

inanifesU'd in a combustible hcxlv, without its bcine; in im-
mediate contact with a body in a state of inflammaTion.

Combustion of this kind may be occasioned by dilVerenL

causes, the principal of v. hich arc :

1st, Violent friction.

^d. Action of the sun.

3d, The disengagement of the caloric produced in bodies

though not conibusiible, but brought near to combustible

bodies, to which they may communicate such a degree of

heat that they inflame by the contact of the air.

4th, The fermentation of animal and vegetable sub-

stances heaped up in a large mass, which arc neither too

dry nor too moist, as hay, dunff, &c.
.')th, The accumulation of wool, cotton, and otlier ani-

mA and vegetable substances, covered with an oilv matter,

and pariicularly a drying oil.

(ith. The boiling of hnsecd oil for printers ink, of var-

nish, and in general of every fat matter.

7th, The torrefaction of diOcrent vegelaijle substances.

8th, Sulphurized and phosphorized hvdrogen gas disen-

gaged in se\'eral operations of nature, the last of which in

particular inflames merely by the contact of the atmospheric

* From the AnnaUs de Cbimiey No. 144. 1

air
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air even at a low tcinperature, and which often presents it-

self at the surface of the earth like a small flame, know n
under the name of will-w'itk-the-ivbp , in places where ani^

mal substances in a state of putrefaction have been buried :

if there are other combustibles at that time on the spot

where the disengagement takes place, they may readily be
kindled.

9th, Phosphuret of lime and of potash which may be
formed in the preparation of charcoal, especially ui that of
turf and some sorts of wood which grow in marshy places.

This charcoal, u hen wet, or by merely attracting the mois-
ture of the atmosphere, forms phosphorated hydrogen,
which by the contact of the atmospheric air inflames, and
may set lire to the whole mass of charcoal.

10th, The phosphorus which is sometimes formed, though
rarelv, in the carbonization of different kinds of wood, with-

out beinij: combined either with lime or potash in the state

of phosphuret. This charcoal does not intlame sponta-

neously at the common temperature of the air ; but it may
produce a detonation when struck with nitrate of potash, or

some other nitrates or metallic oxides to which oxviiv^i

weakly adheres, and which are found in a state of therm-
oxide retaining a great deal of latent caloric.

1. Friction.

It is generally known that two bodies when rubbed afxainst

each other become heated. The intensity of the heat pro-

duced depends on several circumstances, and varies clneflv

in the ratio of the duration of the friction, and of the na-
ture and surface of the rubbed bodies. If t^.e friction takes

place between combustible bodies, such as wood, the heat

it excites may often be sufficient to inflame it ; if the bodies

are not combustible, such as stones, or little combustible,

as metals, thev do not inflame themselves ; but ihev may
comnumicate to other combustible bodies around them such
a deti;ree of heat that the latter will inflame bv contact v^ ith

the atmospheric air.

D. Palcani repeated the experiments long knov.n for ob-
talnincr fire by the friction of two pieces of wood, giving; to

one of the rubbing pieces the form of a tablet, and to the

other that of a spindle or cylinder : the result of ?omc of
these experiments will be sufficient to shov/, that, in the con-
struction of machines and instnimeTits, more attention ouo;ht

to be paid to the choice of the wood destined to be exposed
to mutual friction.

C\i ndcrs;
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Cylinflers.
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other substances, which without being oily are very unc-

tuous to the touch.

2. Action of the Sun.

The strongest heat is produced, all sorts of cdmbustibles

are kindled, and the most refractory substances are fused

by exposure to the sun's rays concentrated by means of

lenses or concave mirrors. It may happen that other bodies

are in such a condition as to produce w ithout our will the

etfects of lenses and of burning mirrors : though these ef-

fecto are rather physical than chemical, it is of importance

to make them known, in order to guard against the danger

of them. We have instances of fires produced by glass de-

canters filled with water and exposed to the sun in an
apartment. When the form of the vessel is nearly similar

to that of a lenticular or spherical glass, the rays are re-

fracted, and produce, by uniting in the focus, a heat capa-

ble of setting lire to combustible bodies placed in it.

3. Heat excited in nou-comhtstihie Bodies.

It is well known that ouicklime immersed in water, or

merely moistened, products a considerable degree of heat.

It has even been emploved with success for heating at a

small expense apartments, hot-houses, hot-beds, Sec. This

property which quicklime has of disengaging a great deal

of caloric by contact with the air, and that no less dangerous

of dissolving and corroding animal substances immersed in

it, require the greatest precautions where considerable de-

pots of quicklime are formed. To preserve it, care must
be taken to guard it from the contact of the air, and from
moisture of every kind ; and particularly to remove from its

neighbourhood all combustible bodies, such as wood, hav,

straw, &c., which might inflame spontaneously should the

-iime contract the least humidity. The Journal de la Haute-
Saone gave an account last vear of the burning of a barn,

one of the partitions of which being wood had caught fire,

because a heap of quicklime, intended for repairing the

farm-houses, had been carelessly thrown against it.

A great number of similar phasnomena take place in na-
ture, where bodies, bv changing their composition, or con-
tracting new combinations, become so heated, or disengaoe

so much caloric, that other combustible substances around
them may be inflamed.

4. Fermentation of Animal and Vegetalle Substances.

Most animal and vegetable substaucesj if heaped upon.

each
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racli other while ihcy still retain their moisture, enter Into

Icrmentalioa ; a change is effected in their composition, and

they often become so much heated as to inflame. In this

manner, haystacks, turf, flax, hemp, straw, and heaps ot

raos in paper manufactories, take fire.

I'hc principal precautions ought to be employed in regard

to hav ; if cut m a rainv season, it is generally stacked before

It is completely dry, and in this state it is the more disposed

to ferment and become hot. As soon as a stack of hay is

cbseryed to be in a state of fermentation, care must be taken

not to thro'.y it down too speedily. The exterior strata ought

to be ^^iowly detached one after the other. When an open-

ing is made in the middle of a heated mass of hay, it almost

alwav's happens that the fire suddenly bursts forth.

Nothing, hovycver, is easier than to prevent such fatal

accidents. When it is apprehcndod that hay about to be

stacked is not completely dry, it will be suflicient to strew

over each stratum a few handfuls of muriate of soda (com-
mon salt). The expense in this case ought to be a consi-

deration of no importance; for iho salt, by absorbing the

moisture of the hay, not only prevents its fermentation,

and the inflammation which thence results, but it adds also

to the hay a savour which excites the appetite of the cattle,

assists theirdigestion, and preserves them from a great many
diseases.

During the great heats of summer it often happens that

heaps of dung inflame spontaneously. Great care therefore

must be taken to water dungb.ills i'rom time to time, and
to keep ttiem at a certain distance from houses, both to pre-

vent lires and for ihe sake of salubrity.

5. Tke Accinnidai'ion of Animal and VcgclabJe Snbslanccs

covered with Oil.

If animal and vegetable substances heaped up in a larcre

mass can be iuflanied in consequence of the heat produced

bv their decomposition, this accident is more to he appre-

he-uded when they are covered v/ith oily matters, and espe-

cially a drying oil.

Besides the accident which hap{)cned at the manufiictory

of Lagelbart, and of which niv colleague Haussman has

given an account, and the Are which took place in one of

the iinest m3nui\ictori<?s at Sainte Marie-aux-Mines, we
have other instances of wool, stuff, and pieces of cloth

which were not scoured taknig lire in n)agazineS when
folded up, and even during the time of their convevauee
iVom one place to another, when heaped upon each other.

This
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This is principally to be appreLended when linseed oil i?

employed in the manufacturing ot cloth, or anv other oil

drying ot itseU^ or rendered drying by oxide of lead.

In cloth manufactories, therefore, no oil but olive or rape
oil ought to be employed for greasing \yool.

It sometimes happens that in boiling flowers and herbs
in oil, which is the case in several pharmaceutic operations,

these herbs, after being taken out and dried, inflame spon-
taneously: care, therefore, njust be taken, \yhen they are

thrown aside, not to heap them up near other combustible
bodies.

We haye seyeral instances of ships having been burnt
in port either by the spontaneous combustion of eordaoe
heaped up and stromilv covered with pitch, or of a mixture
of boiled linseed oil and lamp black inclosed in a bag.

6. The Boiling cf Oihj Mutters.

In the preparation of some kinds of varnish, such a?

printers' ink, where in general linseed oil boiled to a cer-

tain consistence is employed, it often happens that the oil

inflames, if the necessary precautions are not taken. The
same effect is produced in melting butter, tallow, or any
other greasy substance, if ii be too much heated ; so that

in these operations every other combustible body should be
kept at a distance, and a covering should be in readiness to

place over the vessel as soon as the matter has caught fire

:

care also ought to be taken not to pour in water, which,
instead of extinguishing the fire, would give more expan-
sion to its activity.

7. Torrefaction.

There are many vegetable substances which l)y torrefac-

tion acquire an increase of their property to inflame spon-
taneously if inclosed in bags of cloth, which leave them in

contact with the surrounding atmosphere. Of this kind are

sawdust, burnt coffee, the farina of gramineous and the

fruits of leguminous plants, such as beans, lentils, pease,.

ike.

There are several instances of fires breaking out in stables

by a bag of torrefied bran applied to the neck of a diseased

animal, and which inflamed spontaneously. The people

in the country persist in employing this remedy, for which
others more efficacious and less dangerous might be substi-

tuted. At any rate, they ought to take care not to inclose

the bran in cloth either too hot or too much torrefied.

Brewers, after causing the barley and other grain whitb
3 tliev
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they use for beer to germinate, dry it in a kiln or stove, ex-

cept liial destined for pale beer; and they generally dry it

in a aicater or less degree, to give to the beer a colour more

or less dark. If the grain when taken from the kiln ia put

warm into sack?, it sometimes happens that they inflame,

and occasion fires in brew-houses.

8. Sulphurized and Phosphorized Hydrogen Gas.

Subterranean fires and volcanoes are generally ascribed to

the decomposition of pyrites and metallic sulphurets buried

in the bosom of the earth. These pyritous masses are de-

composed by the contact and concurrence of water and air,

and the decomposition is always accompanied with a great

expansion of caloric, and a dif*engagementof a highly intiam-

mable gas called sulphurized hydrogen gas. This gas in-

flames at an elevated tempera ure. and may communicate

i:.fiammation to the sulphur of pyrites, to coals, and other

b: luminous matters with which ihey are in general accom-

panied.

Sinjilar inflammations are observed sometimes in the

noighbouthood of coal mines. In working coal mines,

vems and insulated pi-ces of pyrites are often found : as

pyrites always comminicatcs a bad quality to coal, the

iiiiners generally lay it aside and take it out of the pit.

If these lieaps of pyrites, intermixed with coal, are then

exposed to the alternate action of the sun and rain, they

become lieatc J, and inflame. Great cave must therefore

be taken tha) such heaps of pyrites be removed from all

combustible b jdies to whicli they would necessarily com-
municate infli mmation. Tliere are many operations in na-

ture in which sulphurized hydrogen gas is produced ; but it

often forms other combinations, according as it is dissolved

in water, or is disengaged at a temperature too low to be able

to inflame.

When phosphorus is boiled in a solution of potash or of

lime, there is disengaged phosphorized hydrogen gas, which

beino" much more combustible than sulpLirized hydrogen

gas, inflames at a low temperature as soon as it comes into

contact with atmospheric air. This gas, which in chemical

experiments exhibits the beautiful spectacle of a fountain

of fire over water, is produced naturally by the putrefaction

of animal substances which have been buried. The flames

often seen to issue from the earth, and which are known
under the name of will-with-the-wisp, arise only from phos-

phorized hydrogen gas : as these fires generally appear in

the open fields in places where they are not in contact with

1 dry
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tli-\' combustible matters, they rarely produce disagreeable

accidents ; but it is disengaged also in forests, and it may
happen in ver)' warm sunnners, when the grass and bushes

are entirelv drv, that the gas in combustion will meet with

these conjbustrble matters, set fire to them, and in this

manner burn the whole forest. We ought not therefore,

on too slight grounds, or without sufficient reason, to ascribe

to malevolence or to incendiaries those fatal events which
sometimes are the result of causes purely natural.

9. Sulp/u/ret and Phosphuret of Lbne and Potash formed
during the Combustion of several Fegefables.

When gvpsum (sulphate of lime) or any other sulphate,

either earthy or alkaline, is strongly heated with charcoal

of wood, or in general with any combustible matter which
by heat is reduced to charcoal, sulphur is formed. These
salts produce sulphureous waters, if animal or vegetable sub-

stances are suffered to remain in v/atcr in which thev arc

dissolved, so that verv often nothing is necessary but a little

sulphate of lime to conmiunicate to stagnant water the odour
and taste of sulphur.

Pyrophorus is obtained by calcinins; common alum or

sulphate of potash with sugar, farina, or any matter which
becomes reduced to charcoal.

The inflammation of pyrophorus, which takes fire merely
bv the contact of damp air, arises only from the sulphuret

of potash, which by attracting the humidity of the air be-

comes heated to such a degree as to set tire to the carbona-
ceous matter around it, and which being in a state of great

tenuitv is the more disposed to burn.

But as many of our common combustible matters con-
tain sulphuric salts, it may happen that in their combustion
there is sometimes accidentally formed some pyrophoric
matter, which remains in the residuum of the combustion

;

especially if the combustible matter is not entirely con-
sumed, and if a part of it only is reduced to charcoal

;

which sometimes happens in fue-places where the com-
bustibles are not burnt in grates, and where the ashes are

not separated from the charcoal. There have been instances

ot houses being set on fire by ashes intermixed with, char-
coal taken too soon from the hearth and deposited in places

where they v.ere surrounded bv combustibles, which they
set fire to by spontaneous infiammation. Happily these
causes of fires rarely occur ; jbr pyrophorus does not long
retain its property of infiaming, and it is often decomposed
soon after it has been formsd, v.ithout being; able to produce
No.:^, Maij lSO-1. Z

~
that
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that fiisa2;rceablc event. Care, however, ought always to be

taken not to put ashes newly burnt, and which are still

mixed with charcoal, in places where they may have a

communication with combastii)les.

The tbrniation of a pyrophoric matter is remarked chiefly

in the preparation of connijon soda, whicli is obtained by

the incineration of several marine plants containing a great

deal of sulpb.ate of soda, and w hich in burning furnish al -

ways a greater or loss quantity of sulphur according to the

manner in which the operation is directed.

The formation of the phosphuret of lime has great ana-

logy with that of the sulphuret of lime. 'I'hough the phos-

phoric acid is not found so often in vegetables as the sul-

phuric acid, it however exists in them in much larger quan-
tity than has hitherto been supposed ; it is found chieHy in

the greater part of plants which grow in marshy places, in

turf, and in several kinds of white wood. By reducing

these kinds of wood to charcoal there is sometimes formed

a small quantity of phosphorus, which may remain com-
bined with the same bases which retained the phosphoric

acid before the combustion : phosphorus, by contracting

other combinations, may be no longer susceptible rtf pro-

ducing any accident; hut it may happen also, by the con-

currence of various circumstances, that charcoal impreg-

nated with anv phosphuret, when exposed to the action of

warm and moist air, will disengage phosphorated hydn)gen

gas, which by the contact of ihe atmospheric air may kindle,

and communicate inflammation to the mass of charcoal.

Two instances of this kind of spontaneous combustion
took place in the powder m:unifactory of Essone in the

years S and 10. The first time the lire broke out in the

box for sifiino; the charcoal, and the second time the char-

coal repository took fire, without room being left tor sus-

pecting that it could arise from any thing but spontaneous

inliammation. The dilferent reports on these two events

were inserted in the public journals, but the explanations

given were not sufficiently satisfactory. It appears very

probable that thev were fjccasioncd by some pbosphorus

contained in the charcoal ; and this explanation is the more
founded in reason, as the alder wood used at Essone as well

as in most of the powder manufactories, and which on many
accounts deserves the preference over other kinds of wood
for the making of gunpowder, contains phosphoric acid

;

at least that which grov/s in our neighbourhood does.

Charred turf begins to be used in some manufactories,

and for ditierent operations -, but as it is much disposed to

spontaneous
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spontaneous inflammation, the use of it ought to be aban-

doned, or great care should be employed in preserving it.

Magazines of this substance, both at Paris and other

places, which were uncovered, have been inflamed by the

combined action of the heat and rain.

10. The Phosphorus contained sometimes in Charcoal.

It may happen also that the small quantity of phosphorus,

which is sometimes formed in the carbonization of different

kinds of wood, without uniting to lime or to potash, re-

mains combined with the charcoal, which in this case does

not disengage phosphorated hydrogen gas, and does not

easily inflame by the mere action of water or moist air, but

which may produce a violent detonation when struck with

saltpetre (nitrate of potash) . It is very probable that the

three successive explosions which took place in the powder-
mill of Vonoes were in part owing to a similar cause.

Charcoal in general has a great influence on the diflferent

products of nature and the aits. It is often observed in

forges and founderies, especially those of iron, that the

products vary according to the nature of the charcoal em-
ployed. The' bad quality found sometimes in iron of being

cold short is generally ascribed to phosphoric acid contained

in the ore ; but as the ore by the same processes furnishes

in the same foundery one kind of iron better than another,

the difference appears often to arise in part from the char-

coal.

LXII. Remarks on Men of gigantic Stature, and particu-

larly on the Irish G':ant, O'Brien. By Air. Blair,
Surgeon of the Lock Hospital, &c. <^c.*

J. HE existence of whole nations of gigantic persons may
well be questioned ; but there can be no reasonable doubt of

the reality of certain individuals, whose stature has greatly

exceeded that of men in general. The exact height of Og,
king of Bashan, has been variously computed ; some sup-

posing him to have been more than twelve English feet,

wl>ile others think his stature did not exceed eleven feet.

In like manner, the giant Goliah is generally computed to

have been about nine feet nine inches ; but bishop Cum-
berland supposes he might have been full eleven feet high.

The emperor Alaximinus is said to have been nine feetj and

* Communicated by the Author.

Z 2 several
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several other Romans ot" eqiuil stature ;ire reported to hav«

lived in the reicn of Angnstus, &c. Aceoimts arc contained

in the Philosoplueal Transactions, of human srkcletons dug
\\\) in Enoland, measin'ins: ciiiht and nine leet in length,

which probably were Koman. Credible relations among tlic

moderns arc likeui^^^e to be Ibund, of men and women fully

ecpral in size to anv ol the antients whose existence can be

verified; althouglv I think no credit can be attached to the

fabulous and contradictory stories of the Pata(ji;onian people, .

who have been represented as a nation of giants. A" com-
missary on board Le Maire's fleet affirmed that lie had mea-
yured the bones of men, in sepuleJu-es of South America,
between eleven and twelve feet higli ; and Turner, the na-

turalist, dc'.lares that he had seen on the Brazil coast a race

of very gigantic savages, one of whom measured twelve

feet. The declaration of Turner is, moreover, rendered

credible by monsieur Thevet, who, in his description of

America, published at Paris 1575, tells us he saw and mea-
sured the skeleton of a South American, then not many
years dead, which was eleven feet five inches in length ; his

skull was three feet one inch in circimiference, and the leg-

bones full three feet four inches long. To these reniarkable

instances may be added a well-proportioned living man,
Avhom Diemcrbroeck saw at Ijtreeht, n\easuring eight feet

six inches, and who is likew ise mentioned by Mr. Kay.
Also a youth, seen by Dr. Eecamus, who \\ as nearly nine

feet high; a man almost ten feet, and a woman quite ten

feet. Among our own countrymen may be named Walter
Parsons, porter to king James the lirst, about seven feet

seven inches in stature; and Edward Malone (or Melloon),
\\homDr. Molyneux and Dr. Musgrave have described, of

the same height, A. D. 1682—5." fn the forty-first and
Ibrty-second volumes of the Philosophical Transactions are

two en2;ravino;s taken from an os frontis and anos bre""matis,

tlie former of which is reckoned to have belono;ed to a per-

son between eleven and twelve feet high, the other to a giant

of thirteen feet four inches ; but no history is o-iycn of the

other bones of these skeletons. The Chinese pretend to

have had men among them even so prodigious as fifteen feet

high ! Perhaps tliesc relations are no better founded than

their chronological faliles. However, 1 now shall subjoin

a short account of Air. O'Brien, the Irishman who has

lately been exhibited in London, and who pretends, in his

printed advertisements, to be nearly nine f'cct high.

I visited this [rishman on the fifth of iSlav, 1S04, at No.
1 ], riayinarkct : he was oi a very extraordinary stature, but

not
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not well formed. As he would not suffer a minute exaini-

nation to be made of his person, it is impossible to give

any other than a verv slight description of him. He de-

ciin-ed the proposal of walking across the room, and I be-

lieve was afraid of discovering his extreme imbecility. He
had the s^encral aspect of a weak and unreflecting person,

with an nnconmionlv low forehead; for, as near as I could

ascertain, the space above his eye-brows, in a perpendicular

line to the top of his head, did not exceed tvvo inches. He
told me his a^e was thirtv-eiglvt years, and that most of Isis

ancestors, by his mother's side, were very large persons.

The disproportionate size of his hands struck me with sur-

prise, and in this he seemed to make his principal boast.

He refused to allow a cast to be made of his hand, and said it

had been done many years a^o : but as I have seen that cast at

IMr. Bacon's, I ani' convinced the size is much too small to

represent his present state of growth. Alibis joints were

large, and perhaps rickctv ; his kgs appeared swollen, mis-

shapen, and, I thought, dropsical : however, he did not

like mv touching them. The feet were clumsy, and con-

cealed as much as possible by high shoes. His limbs were
not very stout, especially his arms, and I judged that he
had scarcely got the use of them ; for, in order to lift up
his hand, he seemed obliged to sw ing the whole arm, as if

he had no power of raising it by the action of the deltoid

muscle. He certainly had a greater redundance of bone
than of niusclc, and gave me the impression of a huge,
overgrown, sickly boy; his voice being rather feeble as well

as his bodily energies, and his age appearing under that

which he affirmed. Indeed I find he gave a different account

of himself to different visitors. The state of his pulse

agreed with the general appearance of his person, viz.

feeble, lano'uid, and slov.- in its motions. With regard to

his actual height, I felt anxious to detect the fallacy he held

out of its being almost nine feet I Upon extending my
arm to the utmost, I reached his eye-brow with my little

finger; allowing his height to have been two inches and a

<juarter above this, it could not be more in the whole than

seven feet ten inches; so that T am persuaded the common
opinion, founded on tlie giant's own tale, is greatly cx-

ii^gerated.

Z3 LXIII. Copy
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LXIII. Copy of a Letter from Mr. Cuthbf.rtson to Dr,
Pearson, commiimcathig an iwportant and anions dis-

iins,uhkwg Proptrty hetueen the Galvanic and Electric

Fluids^.

DEAR SIR,

Athink it right to inform yo\i, that yesterday evening I

resumed the experiments with the Galvanic batteries. The
result \\ as

:

1. Charcoal was deflagrated and ignited for above an inch
in length.

2. Iron wire, l-40th inch diameter, was melted into a ball

1-I6th inch diameter.

3. Platina wire, l-lOOth inch diameter, was melted into a
ball 1-lOth inch diameter.

4. Brass wire, l-20th inch diameter, 3-4 th inch in length,
was ignited.

5. Brass wire, 1-1 6th inch diameter, was red hot at the end.
6. Iron wire, 1-1 50th inch diameter, was red hot for

sixteen inches in length.

7. Iron wire, twelve inches, deflao:ratcd, and melted into

a ball.

8. Iron wire, six inches in length, was deflagrated.

Q. Iron wire, eight inches in length, was ignited.

Two troughs, each trough containing thirty pairs of plates

six inches square, were used for the first seven experimcnte,
and one of these troughs only for the two lai>t experiments.
The four last experiments prove, I think, that doable

quantities of Galvanic Jluid only burn double lengths of
wire, and not the square, as electrical discharges do.

I am vvith the greatest respect, sir.

Your very humble servant,
Poland-street. Soho, JoHN CuTHBERTSON,
27th March, 1804.

LXIV. Proceedings of Learned Societies.

ROYAL SOCIETY OF GOTTINGEX.

JL HE physical class has proposed the following prize ques-

tion for the month of November, 1 805 :

Quum physiologi de vasculoso vegetabilium contextu di-

versa prorsus statuant, aliis, iisque antiquioribus, ilium ad-

* Comtnunipated by Dr. Pearson.

serentibuSj
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serentlbus, recentioribus contra in alia omnia euntibus ; no-

vis experimcntis, opeitiwroscopiicompositi curate instituen-

dis, eiici proharique cupit Societas : utrum omnino a Mal-
pighii, Greuii, da Ilamelii, Mustelii, Hedwigiique obscr-

vationibus ac placitis standura sit, an vegetabilium nalura

iib aniniali i'abrica prorsus diftl'rat, onuunoque vcl iibra-

runi tibriliarumque, qua^ Medici est scnrcntia, vel cellula-

runi ac tubuloruni fiis.su tuhululrtj contcxtu ac structura

contincatur.
*' As physiologists liavc been of difi'erent and opposite

opinions respecting the vascular structure of vegetables, tlie

more autient maintaining, whilst some modern have denied^

its existence: the society arc desirous tliatnew microscopi-

cal experinicnts sliould be instituted, in order to decide by
them, whether the observations of Malpighi, Grew, Du-
hamel, Mustcl, and Hedwig, be well founded, or whether
the structure of vegetables be different in its nature from
that of animals, and composed of a peculiar and Uiore sim-
ple organization; consisting, according to the opinion of

Casimir Medicus, of libres and fibrils ; or, according to

tliat of Mirbel, of cellular and tubular texture {lissu tuhu-

laire)."

At the same time regard is to be had to the following-

subordinate queries :— ! . How many sorts of vessels can be
with certainty assumed from the first pi.'riod of dcvelope-
ment of the plant? and, in case they really exist,—2. Are
those vessels which are called spiral [vasa spiralis) them-
selves hollow? or do they serve to form proper canals bv
their spiral turns? and, 3. How do both the fluids and
gases move in them ? 4. Do, according to Sprenoel, the

spurious tracheffi (treppen-gdnge) originate from the coali-

tion of these spiral fibres ? or, on the contrary, according
to Mirbel, do the latter take their origin from the former?
5. Do the alburnum [I'a/tbier) and li^'neous fibres originate

from the spurious trvicheae; or rather from original and pe-
culiar vessels, or from a vsscular texture ?

The premium is fifty ducats, and the latest period for

receiving the observations is before the end of September
ISOJ.

ORIGIXAL VACCJKE POCK IXI§TITUa lOX

.

On Monday April 30th ulr. there was a most respectable

and agreeable annual meeting of the governors of this In-
stitution, established January 1800. Before dinner the

earl of Cholmondeley, the president, being in the chair, the

continuation of the report was read^ of the investigation of

Z 4 "
the
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the laws of agency of the vaccine pock matter, and of the

practice and proceedings of the institution, as written hy
the physicians Drs. Pearson, Nikcll and Nelson. The ne-

cessity of such inquiries will he understood bv all who are

aware how little was known on the lirst promulgation of the

cow pock inoculation in 179S; and of course how many
errors must have been connnitted in the subsecpient prac-

tice. The rude state in the first three or i'our years is

clearly exposed by the report published in a former year,

and is again exposed by the numerous additional facts related

in the one read the other day. Among otiier resolutions,

were—

-

1. That the thanks of the meeting be given to Drs.

Pearson, Nikell, and Nelson, for their able report.

2. That this report be printed under their direction.

3. That the thanks of this meeting be given to the whole

of the Medical Establishment for their gratuitous * services.

Till the report be printed, it may be interesting to our

readers to lay before them an extract relating to the efl'ect of

the new inoculation, in diminishing the mortality of the

small pox, concerning which such contrary statements

have been published by persons either unacquainted with

the facts, or from motives of self-interest.

One of the objects of tliis institution has been to furnish

instructions for tlic vaccine practice; and this has been

done by showing patients to visitors and students, as well

as by public lectures; and also by written and printed pa-

pers. It has accordingly disseminated the new inocula-

tion through many parts of the world. By this time its in-

structions and matter have introduced the vaccine inocu-

lation into New South Wales, as It did before at Paris, Vi-
enna, See. Sec. It maybe expected from the extensive prac-

tice of vaccination, (this institution alone having vacci-

nated, and been the immediate means of vaccinatino-,

(30,000 persons,) that the fatality of the small pox must
have been diminished. That diminution, however, does

not yet appear ; for the bill of mortality for London re-

ports 120'2 to have died iii the year 1803, v/hereas 1111

died in ]799, 522 only in 1797, and 1040 in 1795: and

although the number has been greater in the intermediate

years, yet still the last year 1202 is not much less than the

mean number for each year during any ilve years- for half a

century past.—How it has happened that no diminution of

* Not one of die medical r.fn:ers receives any pecuniary rewavd : on
tlv- contraTy, they are all amcnij the most libsrdl subscriber?, from rhcm-

selves and from their imr.iediat? fricads, as r.tipcars by their prinrcH li^r-

mortality
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Mortality is yet perceived, may easily be understood, when
it is considered that the persons inoculated for the -cow

pock are chiefly those who would have been inoculated for the

small pox; and therefore the same proportion remained for

the natural small pox. Hence, hitherto, vaccine inocula-

tioji, like the small pox inoculation, is only a benefit to

individuals ; but thkt benefit is verv much greater than

the variolous inoculation, although the variolous inocula-

tion, bv preventing; the natural small pox, was, till the vac-

cine inoculation, the greatest benetlt in physic. Prejudice,

indoleqce, ignorance, want of opportunities, still occasion

inoculation of either kind to be but partially adopted by so-

ciety at larffe. How far laws might be established, or

means be found out, for evcrv person within a certain period

after birth being inoculated, cannot be discussed on this

occasion, however important the question may be for the

legislature.

After dinner, the president being obliged to attend the

house of peers, the following statement was delivered by the

right honourable lord Petre, one of the vice-presidents :

—

*' The grand object of this institution, on its establish-

ment a little more than four years ago, was, to extinguish

the small pox, l)v substituting for it the inoculation of thr

cow pock : but however great the obligations of the public

were to Dr. Jcnner, the promulgator of the leading practi-

cal fact in 179s, to Dr. Pearson, also in 1798, and to Dr.
Woodville, in 1799, for their investigation to justify' the

new inoculation, still a professed ii"istitution was ^^ anting

in order to,

*^ 1. Extend bv gratuitous inoculation the history- of the

vaccine pock, of which, comparatively, but little was still

known.
*^ n. To diffuse the knowledge of the new practice.

" HI. To preserve a succession of patients for matter for

the use of the public.
'^ To what extent the iirst of tliese designs has been exe-

cuted may be judged frcm the report published in a former
rear, and from the papers distributed containing directions

for inoculation; and will be judged of further by the report

this day read, and ordered to be printed.

" With regard to the second part of the plan, the diffu-

sing the knowledge of the netv inoculation; the practice has

been publicly carried on twice a week since January 1600,
at which a ijreat number of practitioners and many sludcntii

have been present for instruction.
*' Institutions confessedly upon a similar plan have been

established
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established in other places, and instructions for the practice

have been disseminated in every quarter of the world.

" With regard to the third part of the plan, tht succes-

sion and the siipplji of matter ; as might be supposed, the

nuvnbers inoculated in the years 1800 and ISOI were ncjt

considerable. However, a register has been kept, and more

or fewer cases have been registered twice a week from Janu-

ary 1 80O up to the present time ; thereby affording a body of

evidence of very nearly two thousand jiatients, which have

been subjects of observation daring this space of time. Such

a long and uninterrupted course of observation we apprehend

has no where else been pursued. The advantages for ob-

servation of even half a dozen patients a week, from GOO

to 220 weeks successively, over any greater than the total

number here inoculated but in a few months or a few weeks,

can be well conceived by those who have ever been em-
ployed in observation, and need not be explained.

" It appears that not less than 12.000 parcels of matter

have been furnished by this institution ; and thereby it is es-

timated fairly, that not fewer than 60,000 persons have been

\'accinated with matter directly from this institution j be-

sides incalculable numbers from those so vaccinated.

" The whole pecuniary expense for these benefits

amounts to little n\ore than three hundred pounds per an-

num : and although the subscripticuTiS are voluntary, and

mostly of small annual sums; and although the institution

has sustained oreat expenses, and pecuniary losses, chiefly

from unfortunately parting with money on a loan, and from

being obliged to change their house for the practice
;

yet

there is a surplus of 350l. stock in the funds, and a respec-

table balance in the hands of the banker : and what is sur-

prisino, is, that many persons have received rewards to sub-

mit to"^ the test of small pox inoculation, and others have

been relieved who were in distressed circumstances.

" VVe apprehend there is not to be found in the con-

duct of any other institution, an example of even nearly so

piuch benefit to individuals in particular, and society at

laroe, at so small an expense. However, although it be

veiy true, that provided the present subscribers be pernia-

meiit, the income will be adequate to the present expendi-

ture, it is not to be dissembled that the practice and inquiry

might be conducted upon a larger scale, and more agreea-

bly to the diflerent ofiicers, if their income would allow it.

Accordingly, although it is not the plan of this meeting to

canvass for subscriptions, it is hoped that its friends will

thereby be augmented in such a manner as is thought pro-

per ;
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pet; the public having already had an earnest, that their

benefactions will be oeconomically yet efficaciously employ-
ed by the present managers."

ROYAL JENNERIAX SOCIETY.

On Thursday the I'^thof May, the anniversary of the

institution of this society was celebrated at the Crown and
Anchor Tavern, in the Strand. His grace the duke of Bed-
ford was in the chair.

After dinner was over, the health of the king. Sec. drank,

Mr. Benjamin Travers rose and stated the progress of the

vaccine inoculation. He mentioned, that for ten vears pre-

vious to the year 1 SO^, the annual average of deaths by the

small poK, within the bills of mortality of London, were

at the rate of 1850, and that within.the last year the deaths

had not amounted to 1000^ The expenses of this society,

in the establishment of a central and other houses for the

purposes of the institution, amounted to a considerable sum
in the first instance, and would armualiv require the expen-

diture of lOOOl. ; to provide for which, the trustees at pre-

sent had only a fund of 400l. a year in the stocks and in sub-

scriptions. After describing the salutary influeixce of the

discovery of Dr. Jenner in other countries, and particularlv

in the Ec^.st Indies, Mr. Travers read over the names of the

different subscribers, and delivered an interesting and forci-

: ble appeal to the feelings of the company, to excite them to

use their utmost endeavours to augment the resources and
propagate the views of the society. He concluded bv pay-

ing a very handsome compliniciit to Dr. Jenner, whose
name he observed would flourish when nations yet unborn
would be forgotten.

Excgit monumentum xvc percnnius.

Several persons bore testimony to the efficacy of the vac-

cine inoculation, in preventing the propatration of the small

pox ; among whom were Dr. King and JSlr. Rowland Hill.

The latter stated that he himself, according to the directions

of Dr. Jenner, had inoculated above 1600 persons uidiin

the last year, and that the effects desired had been produced
upon the whole. Nothing, he said, could be more simple

than the operation, which he was convinced did not even re-

quire the interposition of any medical gentleman in the first

instance: but should such interposition be afterwards re-

quired, which he did not think I'kely, he was surenoneof
the honourable profession would hesitate to afford such as-

sistance to the poor grails.

1 In
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In the corr-;e of the cvenin<r, Dr. T.ct?om apologized for

the al)sence ot Dr. JciHicr, \\ ho was prevented iVoiu allcnd-

iiigl>y indisposition.

r.OYAL ACADEMY.

The exhihition of tliis year is, upon the whole, highlv
creditable to the artists of Great Britain. It is true, that in

the higher walk of painting tiie specnnens are not nume-
rous : that deficicncv is not, however, to be attributed to

want of talent in the painters of oi^r country : at different

times thev iiavc evinced, that if proper encourncrcment were
given, wc have more than one artist capable of rising to ex-

cellence as an historical painter. This is not the place to

point out the causes of this want of encouragement, which
damps the ardour of British genius, and compels it to
*' skim the midway air,' while it feels all the energy which
the boldest flight demands. That ardour the artist is forced

to restrain ; for it requires no ercat discernment, nor length
of time, to discover that a man may exist w ithout Jaine,
though he cannot v/ithout bread, and he is aware that he
has a chance to paint a thousand portraits before he can find

one employer for one historical composition. What follows ?

He must eaty and therefore must paint portra'iii;.

We have observed for many years past, that attempts
have been made by several individuals of thcBriti.sh school,

at what may be termed, in this political age, a coalition be-
tween history- and portrait-painting. Of this attempt, when
kept within proper bounds, we highlv approve. Sir J. Rey-
nolds v.as often successful in this wav. He possessed an
elegance of mind, a delicacv of taste, and soundness of judir-

ment, v.hich rendered this attempt successful in his hands.
He did not, if we remember well, carry this coalition be-
yond one or two figures. Others followed him in this line

with more or less success ; but, if we are not mistaken, those
productions which have exhibited a mob of portraits on
the historical canvass, though thev have cenerally suc-
ceeded as to profity have not obtained the approbation of the

true connoisseur. Fettered by the unpicturcsque lines of
modern dress, and pestered by everv person he A^as to re-

present, to make him a jirominent figure in the picture, the
artist was obliged to sacrifice every rule of composition, and
succeeded accordingly. From this general censure we must
except The Death of Wolfe, by Mf. West.
We now pass to a few observations on the pictures of this

year.

The President, No. 30. Destruction rf the Beast and

fab.
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Jxihe Prophet.—This extensive composition is a A^ork ot"

great merit. The union of effect, in spite of the heteroge-

neous parts of which it is formed, deserves liigh praise.

The principal figure is however defective both indignity and
beauty.

Mr. Wcstall, No. 23. Henry III. replying to the Bishops.—^I'his subject^ which is not an easy one, is well treated.

The artist has given that variety of character to his ecclesir

astics, which preserves the picture from monotony. Thev
all feel abashed and disappointed, but each feels according

to his peculiar character. Had there been more of sarcasm

thrown into the face of the king, it would have improved the

picture. This, though not suited to his general character,

certahily suited the occasion. The composition is simple

and chaste, and there is a richness and sobriety in the co-

lourino-, with much depth of tone.

Among the drawings by Mr. Westall, are four portraits,

which, comintj; from an artist hitherto employed in the

higiier walks of tlie art, may perhaps be justly esteemed the

greatest novelty o^ the present exhibition. The subjects are

all highly favourable, and the artist has diversified the

scenery so as to give each of the drawings a character pecu-
liarly its own.—No. 363, Portrait of Miss Bennet, is di-

stinguished bv" the beauty and elegance of the figure, and
the luxuriance of the landscape.—No. 368, Portrait of Mi&s
Esten, as Una,, strikes by the patient gentleness of the

figure, opposed to the fierce watchfulness of the lion, and
the rugged grandeur of the forest scene.—No. 374, Portrait

of Mrs. Esten, This drawing is characterized by the grace-

fulness of the figure, and the rich sobriety of the landscape.

—No. 377, Portrait of Miss Hamilton. There is an infan-

tine simplicity mixed v.ith great archness in the figure; and
the landscape, which is of the park kind, unites the charms
of simple and cultivated nature. The colouring of each of

the drav/mgs is as distinct as the design, and is admirably

suited to the different subjects.

As our artists are condemned to make portrait their chief

object, it gives us pleasure to see that Mr. Westall has join-

ed the coalition we before mentioned in our critique, as we
hope for a continued gratification in this kind from his pen-
cil. His portraits, independent of correct and graceful re-

semblance, are viewed with satisfaction a.s pictures by the eve

of taste.

Mr. Opie, No. 71- GIL Bias taking the Key from
Dame Leonora.—Beautiful in effect, but truth is sacrificed

to produce it. The intended source of lierht is the torch held

bv
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by the voung wrtman, but no part of the picture is illumj-

natcd by this torch. The head of the old woman is veiy

tine, that of the young one is beautiful, and her figure ex-

tremely graceful. The composition of the whole is in the

best manner of this master.

Mr. Farrington, No. 81. View of Ed'nihurgJi.—This is

certainly the best picture of this artist in ihe present exhibi-

tion. The scene is well selected, and painted with great

truth and delicacy. The hues arc of that mild and unassum-
ijig kind which charm so much in nature^ and are so sel-

dom seen in art.

Mr. Lawrence, No. 95. The face of the lady {Mrs.
Iiy/iams) is a beautiful representation of a beautiful sub-

ject, but the arm and some other parts of the picture appear

unfinished. The portrait of Mr. Kemble, No. 110, is a

very fine portrait, and a striking likeness. Mrs. Siddons,

No. 193, is, we think, intended to be in the historic style.

There is much grandeur in it ; and though it do not possess

all the feminine grace we could wish, it mav perhaps be con-
sidered as the best female portrait in the room.

Sir William Beechey, No. 1 1 1 . J Child gathering Shells.

—As grandeur of effect was llie object of Mr. Lawrence in

his portrait of Mrs. Siddons, here the painter was to en-
deavour to excite pleasing sensations. In this he has suc-
ceeded. 71ie picture is painted with much delicacy, and
the accompaniments contribute to impress the pleasincr sen-
sations which the painter intended should be excited. The
placid delii^ht of the child in her occupations, as expressed

by the artist, must give us a high opinion of his concep-
tions and execution.

Mr. Thomson, No. 131. Shipurecked Mariner.—

A

v.ell-coloured picture. The figure not original, but judi-

ciously applied. According to the quotation, he ought to be
turned to the setting sun ; but he is Unncd Jro7n it. The
sun is setting in the back-ground of the picture, and the
fio;ure is illuminated by some other, and some greater

light.

Mr. Owen, No. 19S. Beggars.—An admirably co-
loured picture, and designed with great simplicity: but the

point of sight is not chosen with judgment, it being placed

so low, that the eye of the person of whom thev are suppo-
sed to be asking charity, must be on a line with the knee of
the child ; which could not be the case, unless the top of a
uall had been selected as the best place to beg from.

Mr. Turner, No. 183. Boats carrying out Anchors, ^c.—
- A picture
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A picture of \Q.vy great merit, mixed with some defects.

Tlie principal beauty of the work is the boatful of figures,

admirably coloured, and the water immediately around it,

which is painted with a freedom and transparency of the

most perfect kind.—Of the Narcissus and Echo by the same
artist, we cannot speak in terms of such high praise. The
parts are small ; and the whole, though well coloured, is

without that vigour which has been the general character of
his works.—The best of his productions this vear is the

drawing. No. 373, Edinburgh, from the Caltoun Hill.

Pcrtiaps in richness, variety, and truth of colour, it may
justly be preferred to any thing he ever exhibited.

On a future day, if we can find time and room, we shall

resume ourcri-iique.

LXV. Intelligence and Miscellaneous Articles,

TYPOGRAPHIC ART IN TURKEY.

A LETTER from Constantinople, dated the 27th of Febru-
ary, states tliat typography begins to make some proores*

in that city. An edition of the Mussulman catechism,

forming an octavo volume of eighty-six pages, has just

come from the press : it was printed under tlie inspection of
Abdorahman-Etrendi, duector of the roval printino--office.

It appears in general that the situation of copyist, the
members of which are -very numerous, will soon be as bad
at Constantinople as it must have been at Rome or at Paris

in the fifteenth century : one of their most lucrative occu-
pations was a kind of almanac of the Ramazan, which
appears annually, with calculations, by the astronomers of
the court, indicating for each day the hours of fustino; and
prayer. The scrupulous exactness of good Mahonietazi^,

in observing their Lent, procured to the copyists the sale of
many thousands of these almanacs, which were rendered

more or less valuable according to their calligraphic merit,

and the number of ornaments with which they were em-
bellished. This branch of industry, however, has been
almost entirely destroyed since the last year. An almanac
of the Rumazan has been printed at Scutari on Italian paper
which resembles parchment : it contains for each day the

hour and minute at which fasting ought to be begun; the
length of each night during which it is allow ed to Mussul-
mans to ffive themselves up to the pleasures of sense; and,

by
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by vvav o't supplement, as in the almanac of Liegc^, tlift

davs tor lilciidui'j', takinbi" physic, applyini!; cupping-i^lasses.

This innovation i^iay appear to the Europeans oi" very

little importance ; but it displays boldness in the Turkish
government, vvhich wishes by these means to sound the

sentiments ot" the people, \vho dislike every novelty. It

has completely succeeded : the copyists only are allowed to

luuiniur; but the indigent devotee is very glad to procure

his almanac cheaper. Government have taken advantage ot"

this good disposition, and calendars for the v. hole year are

now printed. If any philosopher should smile at the ho-
nourable mention which I here make of the first fruits of

the Turkibh tvpography, let him only consult the list of the

lirst works printed in Ocrmany by Gultcn)berg and his as-

sociates, an;* at Paris by Ulric (jcring, who was invited

thither by the Sorbonne. Other productions, which do
more honour to the choice of Ahdorahman-EtTendi, might

be mentioned; such as the Annals of the Reign of Abdul-
Ilamet, which are in the press, and Faden's Atlas, whicH he

caused to been graved and printed last summer. The impres-

sion and engraxins; indeed arc inferior to those of the maps
of Ibrahim-EHindi, published in the last century ; but

geographical knowledge is not wantmg at Constantinople;

and major Rennel lias obtained from it \ ery valuable infor-

mation for the two large maps of Asia, on which he has

been employed these two years.

ANTIQUITIES.

In digging the canal of Aigueraortcs at Bcaucairc, tombs,
earthen vases, and copper rings of great antiquity have

been discovered. These tombs, which arc at the distance

of about fifteen hundred toises from the present course of

the Rhone, consist of large chauibers of uncut stones placed

vertically, joined to each other without cement or mortar,

and covered with stones of the same form. Some of iheni

contain hitman bones, in such good preservation that the

structure of them, with their diflercnt lamincc, can be

easily di--?tiriguished. In some otlicrs were found earthen

vessels glared and unglazcd, with four handles, in the form
of cinerary urns. 'J'hcre were found also some amphora',

\vhich were employed by the antients for holding y inc and

for other purposes. These amphorce contained copper

rings, or bracelets, which the antients, and particularly

t\vti Gauls, wore on their arms.

3 DECLINATION
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DECLINATION OF THE MAGNETIC NEEDLE.

The decliaation of the needle, which was found at

Thoulouse in 1770 to be 18° 59', and in 1780, 20° 15', and

in 1790, 21° 5% was observed on the 1st of Germinal, year

12, to be 21° 43'.

TRADE AND COMMERCE.

The Russian minister of commerce at St. Petersburgh,

count RumanzotF, has just caused to be published a col-

lection of twenty-one important tablesj which give a cor-

rect and comprehensive view of the present state of the

Russian commerce with foreign nations. The count, iu

the introduction, which is written by himself, says: "The
results of our trade have hitherto been kept secret ; but

where the sovereign is the father of his people, what has he to

conceal from them ? The emperor, therefore, has given or-

ders that the whole commercial system of the kingdom
should be communicated to the public." The nth and
19th tables, which give an account of the gain which Rus-
sia makes by the transit trade between Europe and Asia, are

particularly worthy of notice. The tables are divided into

live parts, which comprehend the trade on the Baltic, the

White Sea, the Black Sea, the Caspian Sea, and the inland

trade.

Rubles,

The provisions imported in the Baltic in the

year 1802 amounted to - 11330595
Exported _ - - 7041008

Excess of the imports - - 4289587
The principal articles imported were

Sugar - - 4831311
Wme - - 2001577
Salt - - 1318641
Coffee - - 992138

Those exported

Rye - - 4041227
Wheat - - 1318745
Barley - - 978107

The metals imported amounted to ,
- 486074

The articles were
Gold and silver in coin and in bars - 4000000

The metals exported amounted to - 3 758040
Among which were

Iron - - 3741928
The rest was copper.

No. 72. iViay 1804. 2 A The
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The, raw materials imported amounted to

Among which were
Colours

The raw materials exported amounted to

Among which w ere

Hemp - - -

Rubles.

57-13572

3jOOOOO
30265S17

90591 5f)

8712240
5583470
1655139
1492240
1142840

24522245

Tallov.

Flax -

Seeds

Hemp oil

Timber
Excess of the exports

The manufactured articles imported amounted to 1 O96 1133
Among which were

Cotton articles - . - 31C9042
Silk - . - 480861
Iron instruments - - 294468.
Sewing needles - - 38274

Manufactured articles exported - 5589720
Among these were

Linen cloth of different kinds - 3500000
Russia leather - - 1090966
Cordage - - 582847
Tallow candles - - 221593
Furniture - - 16593

Excess of the imports - - 5371413
The whole of the imports in theBaltic amount-

ed to - - - 32983413
The exports - _ _ 46917134
Excess of the exports - - 13933716
To which must be added four millions in gold

and silver coin and bars ; so that Russia, by
its trade in theBaltic, gains annually eighteen

millions of rubles merely in raw materials.

At Archangel and the other parts of the White
Sea the provisions imported amounted to - 387401

Exported - - - 1383142
Of which the corn amounted to - 135000O
The total of the imports in the White Sea - 549732
Exports - - - 4796017
Excess of thcexports - - - 4246285

HYDROGRAPHV.

An officer many years in the army in the East Indies,

beino; struck with Mr. Churchman's ideas of reducing to a

1 system
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svstem all the changes of the land gaining on the sca^ and
the contrary, which are gradually carried on throughout the

world, requests us to make known a few facts which corre-

spond with the Asiatic researches. He was acquainted with

a ladv, who died at Madras in the vear 1797 at the advanced
age of 96 years, who used to say that the sea had encroached

there about three English miles within her remembrance;
that some years ago a row of cocoa-nut trees stood at the

place where the ships now ride at anchor. From the time
he left India in 1794 until his return there in 1799, the sea

had encroached so much as to cause the beach-house be-
longing to the customs, which stood at the south end of
the fort, to be removed three miles to the north of it, and
that the sea at that place continued to encroach gradually

upon the land every vear.

ANOTHER STOXE FROM THE CLOUDS.

We havebcenat some pains to obtain correct information

respecting this phaenomenon, which happened on the 5th of

April; and we have been assured by Robert Craufurd, esq.

the proprietor of the ground where the stone fell, that the

following particulars maybe depended on; he himself, with
the following gentlemen belonging to the university of
Glasgow, viz. Dr. Freer, Dr. Jei^Vy, Professor Davidson,
and Professor M'Turk, having taken considerable pains to

have them ascertained.

On the day above mentioned, three men at work in

a field at Possil, about three miles north fromCilasgow, were
alarmed with a singular noise, which they think continued
for about two minutes, seeming to proceed from the south-

east to the north-west. At first, it appeared to resemble

four reports from the firing of cannon, afterwards the sound
of a bell, or rather of a gong, with a violently whizzing
noise ; and lastly thev heard a sovmd as if some hard body
struck with very great force the surface of the earth.

On the same dav, in the forenoon, sixteen men were
at work in the Possil quarry, thirty feet below the surface

of the ground, and there too an uncommon noise was
heard, which, it is said, seemed at first to proceed from the

firing of some cannon; but afterwards the sound of hard
substances hurling downwards over stones ; and continuing

in the whole for about the space of a minute.

By others who were at the quarry, viz. the overseer of
the quarry, and a man who was upon a tree, to whom he
was giving directions, the noise is described as continuing

about two minutes^ appearing as if it began in the west, and
2 A C ' "

. passed
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passed round by tlie south, towards the east; at first as it

three or lour cannon had been fired off, about the great

bridge which conducts the Forth and Clyde canal over the

river Kelvin, at the distance of a mile and a halt' westward
tioni the quarry; and afterwards as a violent rushing, whiz-
zing noise. Along with these last people, there were two
boys, one of ten, and the other of four years old, and a

dog; the dog, on hearing the noise, ran home seemingly in a

great fright. The overseer, during the continuance of the

noise, on looking up to the atmosphere, f)bserved in it a

misty commotion, which occasioned in him a considerable

alarm ; when he called out to the man on the tree, " Come
down, I think there is some judgment coming upon us;"

and savs, that the man on the tree had scarcely got upon
the ground, when something struck with great force, in a

drain made for turnimj off water, in the time of, or after

rain, about ninety yards distance, splashing mud and water

for about twfntv feet round. The elder boy, led by the

noise to look up to the atmosphere, says, that he observed

the appearance of smoke in it, with something of a reddish

colour moving rapidly through the air, from the west, till

it fell on the ground. The younger boy, at the instant before

the stroke against the earth was heard, called out, "Oh
such a reek !" and says, that he then saw an appearance of

smoke near the place where the body fell on the ground.

The overseer immediately ran up to the place where the

splashing was observed, when he saw a hole made at the

bottom of the drain. In that place a small stream of water,

perhaps about a quarter of an inch deep, was running over

a gentle declivity, and no spring is near it. The hole was

filTino- with water, and about six inches of it remained still

empty. The overseer, having made bare his arm, thrust his

hand and arm into the hole, which he judges to have been

almost perpendicular, the bottom being perhaps rather a

very little inclined to the east, and the upper part of it to

the west: at the bottom of the whole he felt soniething

hard, which he could not move with his hand. The hole

was then cleared out, with a shovel and mattock, from an

expectation that a cannon ball might be found ; but nothing

was observed except the natural stratum of soil, and a soft

sandy rock upon which it lav, and two pieces of stone,

that had penetrated a few inches through the rock. The
pieces of stone he took to be whinstone, and thinks that

thev were eighteen inches below the bottom of the drain,

and that the hole was about fifteen inches in diameter. He
was not sensible of any particular heat in the water, or in

4 the
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the pieces of stone, nor of anv uncommon smell in the

latter, although he applied them to his nostrils. He says,

that the one piece of stone was about two inches long; that

tlie other piece was about six inches lonsf, four mches
broad, and four inches thick, blunted at the edges and end

;

that the fractures of these pieces exactly coincided ; that he
does not know whether the fracture w-as caused by the vio-

lence of the fall, or by the mattock; and that he never saw
a2iy such stone about the quarry.

Some days after, when the particulars which have been
narrated, became known, a careful search was made for

these pieces of stone, w^hich had been disregarded, and the

first-mentioned piece was soon found; but the largest piece

having been used as a block in the quarry, and having fallen

among rubbish, could not be discovered. Some days after,

a fragment of it was detected. The two fragments reco-

vered make the two extremes of the stone : on the surface

they are pretty smooth, and of a black colour ; but in-

ternally they have a grayish appearance. The intermediate

part, larger than bc.th, seems as yet to be lost.

At the village of High Fossil, which is within a quar-

ter of a mile of the place where the stone fell, the noise

gave much alarm to those who were in the open air; and
there, it seems, thev thought that the sounds proceeded

from south-east to north-west, agreeably to the report of
the three men first mentioned.
Two men at work within a hundred yards of th^ house.,

of Fossil were alarmed by the noise ; they thought it over

their heads, and that it resembled the report of a cannon^
•«ix times repeated, at equal intervals, with a confused un-
conuiion sound of ten minutes duration ; the noise seemed
to begin in the north, and to turn round by the west, south

and east to the north.

The day was cold and cloudy; a little more cloudy in

the north-east than in the other quarters.

It mav be proper to remark, though the overseer did not ob-
serve the pieces of the stone to have anv peculiar smell when he
took them out, that \\ hen Mr. Craufurd obtained the first

piece, it had a fishy and foetid smell, and that he noticed the

second also to have the same flavour, but in a less degree.

Another circumstance also deserves particular notice, be-
cause, coming from children, they could not possibly adapt

their tale to the circumstances required by the nature of the

phaenomenon, and it therefore demands the more implicit cre-

dit. The eldest boy says he saw the smoke moving very

SA 3 quick
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quick to the place where the stone fell, and something red in

the smoke, and that theforemost part of the red substance mas
reddest ; w hich is exactly what might be expected to be the ap-

pearance, if the body \\ as in a state of incandescence. The only

thing singular in this case, if the boy was not deceived in what
he believed himself to have seen, is, that the stone should

have cooled so rapidly, even in water, as not to be sensibly

hot to the touch when the overseer of the quarry thrust his

arm into the hole which had been made by it.

About the time when the above phaenomcnon took place, a

noise was heard in the air, at places at a considerable

distance from where the stone fell. A person walk-

ing in his garden at Barnhill, Blantvre, nine miles south-

east from Glasgow, heard five or six distinct reports as if

from artillery, after which there were several though not

loud peals of thunder, accompanied with some Hashes of

lightning. A somewhat similar noise was heard at the same
time near Airdrie, eleven miles east from Glasgow ; at Fal-

kirk, which is twice the distance, in nearly the same direc-

tion ; at Hamilton, eleven miles to the south, and at many
other places.

VELOCITY OF THE GALVANIC FLUID.

Vassall-Eandi has lately made some experiments on this

subject, as Bcccaria did in regard to the velocitv of the elec-

tric fluid. The fluid of a pile of twenty-five pairs of plates

traversed in a second thirteen metres (forty-two feet and a

half) of gold cord. In another experiment with a pile of

fifty pairs, the fluid passed along a copper wire plated with

silver, three hundred and fifty-four metres (1151 feet) in

length, in a time incommensurable: the shock in this case

was three times as strong as that experienced by imme-
diately touching the two extremities of the pile.

ACID FUMIGATIONS FOR INFECTED CATTLE.

T. Rasori has lately communicated to M. Gi'.yton Mor-
veau the result of some experiments made w ith acid fumi-

gations to destroy contagious diseases among cattle. Six

oxen, which had for several days been attacked by an epi-

zootic fever, died, thoucrh acid fumiuations were employed.

A cow was confined in a cow-house, where their straw and

even the body of one of them had been left, and continued

there forty days, during which fumigations with oxymuriatic

acid gas were regularly made. The cow remained in good
healthy
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health, and showed no symptoms of disease. Sixty-two

oxen, all evidently diseased, and of which eight were al-

most dyinff, were shut up in two cow-houses where smiilar

fumigations were made : fifty-two of them were perfectly

cured, though housed with the infected cattle. The author

asks, whctlier they might not have been cured without the

use of the fumigations ?

PETRIFACTION.

A very curious petrifaction was found lately at Vaucelles,

in the department du Kord. A workman, in attempting to

square a stone obtained by demolishing the abbey of \''au-

celles, split it into two parts ; one of which exhibited the

impression of a fish, and the other the fish in relief. The
fish was examined bv the professors of the college of Cam-
bray, who repaired on purpose to the spot. It results from
their observations, that it is one of the most beautiful and
best preserved ichthyolites ever found. It is from twenty-

eight to thirtv-one inches in length, and seven inches in

btlsadth. Everv thing gives reason to think that it belongs

to the class of the abdominals, and that it is a salmon. The
scales are of a violet colour mixed with yellow : a lateral

line of a pale white, and nearer the back than the belly,

traverses the whole body, and describes on it a curve. The
colours of the impression are the same as those on the re-

lief.

It has been ascertained that this stone was originally dug
up from a quarry in the neighbourhood, but long since

neglected. The proprietor of this natural euriosilv has

made a present of it to the museum of Cambray, but on
condition of its not being given to any other museum.

ARTS AND SCIENCES IN SPAIN.

The amateurs of foreign literature will learn with plea-

sure, that a new journal has been published at Madrid,
under the title of Miscellanies in the Sciences, Literature,

and the Arts. The subjects which form the object of this

journal are divided into five parts:— 1st, The physical and
mathematical sciences, and the application of them to

useful purposes: 2d, Natural history: 3d, Agriculture, me-
dicine, and the arts of industrv : 4th, The different branches
of literature: 5th, The fine arts. Besides original pieces

and translations from foreign works, which will form the

principal part of the journal. Each number is to contain

2 A 4 an
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an analysis of, and extracts from, Spanish and other works,
but chiefly theft^rnier. A number appears on the 1st and
15th of each month, consistincr of two sheets octavo, price

eighteen rials per quarter. The first number was published

January 1st, 1804.

LECTURES.

On Monday, June 4th, a course of lectures on physic

and chemistry will recommence at the Laboratory', Whit-
comb-street, Leicester-square, at the usual morning hours,

viz. the Therapeutics at a quarter before eight, the Practice

of Physic at half after eight, and the Chemistry at a quarter

after nine; by George Pearson, M.D. F.R.S., Senior Phy-
sician to St, George's Hospital, of the College of Physi-

cians, &C. &(J.

A register is kept of Dr. Pearson's patients in St. George's

Hospital ; and an account of them is given at a clinical lec-

ture every Saturday morning at nine o'clock.

The practice of vaccination w-ill be shown, and lectures

given as usual, during the summer, at the Institution,

No. 44, Broad-street.

At the Theatre of Anatomy, Blenheim-street, Great

IVlarlborough-street, Mr. Brookes will commence his course

of lectures on Anatomy, Physiology, and Surgery, on Sa-

turday, the 9th of June, at two o'clock, when the introduc-

torv lecture will be delivered.

TTie course will be continued on Monday the 11th, and
every subsequent morning, at seven.

A suite of conmK)dious..dissectin2;-rooms, thoroughly

ventilated, will be opened at five, attended by Mr. Brookes.

All the subjects will be preserved by an antiseptic process.

Metcor0-
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INDEX TO VOL. XVIII.

ACADEAir cf Sciences, Ber-

lin, 281 ; Copenhagen, 282 ;

Stockholm, 2S2

Jic'id. The iohaltic^ does not ex-

ist, 97 ; arsenical exists in

zaffcr, 97——, oxymuriaticy a cure for

scarlet fever, i 2 7
——— . On the prussic, 151, 154
«—, f^rZ'/«/V, produced by ani-

mal substances exposed in dif-

ferent gases, 258
, succinic- To collect, when

making amber varnish, 278
. A new veeetable, 283

, nitreus. Dulcihed, em-
ployed to give vinous flavour

to spirits from corn, 322
Acids, Use of, in vegetation, 80,

81 ; in medicine, 1 27
Adriancple red. Process for dye-

JnR.
.

43' 340
AJfiTiuies. Experiments respect-

ing, 195, 2?9
Agriculture. Culture of orchis

root, 159; of anatto tree, 273
Aihin. Thornton's letter to, 526
Air-pump 'vap ur-halh recom-

mended, J 14

Ariiler iiartiisb. Succinic acid

produced when making, 279
America, South. Geology of,

26, 172

Amphibious animals. Curious

experiments on, 260
y//;a/vJW of canthariJcs, 145

y^/ja/o/n>' of polyptera, 36
Anatlo. On culture and pre-

paration of, 273
Au'jnal svlstanccsy boiled, absorb

oXygen, '-57

An/iquitier, 283,368
Argillaceous eJrth, use of, in

soils, 79
Arroivs. On poisoning, 163
Arstn'cal acid'xn 7.z^iir, 97
Artillery. Napier's curious dis-

coveries respecting, 55 ; An-
derson's, 64 ; Gillespie's, 64;
Digges's, 2 4«

Astrnnjmy. History of, for l 80 5,

20g. Orbits of the new pla-

nets,
_

325
Attraction. Curious experiments

on, 231
Augustine earth exploded, 190,

287

Bacon (Friar) led to the disco-

very of the telescope, 250
Baiks* (Sir J ) account of his

majesty's Spanish sheep, 14I

Barley. On distilling, 108,31,-

Barm. Hint for preserving, 316
Barroiv's travels. Extract from,

179.3^7
Biv.'h Idi on spontaneous com-

bustion, 346
Beiiupoil on cantharldes, 145

Berthollet^s experiment on prus-

sic acid, 1 52

Bichi), a species offish, 36
Birds absorb oxvgen, 261

Llackpians oil-colour cakes, to

prepare, 268
/?/<;;> on giants, 3,5
Blood. Effect of the air on,

2:2
Boiled animal suhstances absorb

oxygen,
_

2,-7

Booh. Astronomical, 21S
. New, 85, 280

Botany.
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Bo/any. Thornton on Aikin's

review of his, 326
Boutan, On wool and sheep of,

234
Bcuvanrs tables of Jupiter, 2 1

5

Brandy. To imitate the flavour

of, 322
Brathwait^s remedy for scarlet

fever, 127

Bread. Experiment to improve,

ibi

Brittany. Of curing herrings in,

16

Brown en galvanism, 285

^/^t/'o/z'iexperimeuts on cobalt,

97
Buclet for deep wells, 2 7 I

Buff'oH^s burning mirrors, 57
Burckhard£i lunar calculations,

214
Burg's astron. observations, 314
Bushnell on submarine vessels, 62

Cacbcmire, On wool and sheep

of,
_

234
Calcareous (artb. Use of, in soils.

Cameos. A new material for en-

graving, 83
Catucro ohscura. Discovery of,

252
Cantharidcs. On the principles

of, 1 45
Cape of Good Hope. Condition

of inhabitants of, I 79, 307
Carbon. On affinity of, 193, 289
Cast iron. On shrinkage and

expansion of, i

Cattle. On removing contagious

diseases from, 374
Ceres. Orbit of, 325
Cheese should not be used in hos-

pitals, 161

CbrisaliJes absorb oxvgen, 259
Cincbenate of lime. To prepare,

167

Clay. Affinity of, 193, 289
Clocks. Improvements in;, 303,

C/tf//</;. Stone from, 371

Cohalt'ic add does not exist, 97
Colours^ to communicate, to

burnt steatites, 84: on the
nature of, 201 : cakes in oil,

to prepare, 268
Combustion effecced by reflected

light, 57 ; by reflected heat, 58
Combustion, spontaneous. On,

34<5
Commerce, Early history of, 85;

Russian, 284, 369
Contraction of cast iron, 7
Coquebert on poisoning arrows,

Corr.ed h?rrin^s. On, i^
Cotton, To dve, red, 340
Cotton yarn. To dye, of a durable

red, 43
Crane. Hall's expanding, 270
Crookeens on distillation of spi-

rits, 107,315
Curing of meat, 189
Curtven on steaming potatoes

for cattle, 116
Cutbbertson on Galvanism, 358
Cyl:nders, Attraction of, for flu-

79 iJs,

Darwrns address to the popu-
lace at Nottingharo, 73

Day^s submai Ine experiment, 62
Delamhre's solar observations,

210; obliquity of ecliptic,

211; tables of the sun, 214
Desihamps' cinchonate of lime,

167
Deyeux on cantharides, 14 j
Digesters, to prepare food for

cattle, 298
Digges's optical discoveries, 24^
Distillation of spirits. Dutch

method of, 107, 315
Dollond. Life of, 47
DreheWs submarine experiment,

60
Dubamel on herring fishery, 1

2

Earlbs. Use of, in vegetation,

79, 80. Augustine excluded

from the simple, 190, 287
East
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Eait Ittifies. Degree of mericlian

in, 9^

Edlftic. Obliquity of, 210

E.^<!,i. Curious exp«r. on, 264
Eliintnts of Science and A't;

Imiion's ; a new edition, 90
Engraving on 1tones. Steatites

used, ^3
Eiber. On Sir Isaac Newton's,

Expansion of cast iron, 1

FermentJtin. Instructions for,

111,316, 313

Fe^'er. Typhus, to cure, 71 :

yellow, to cure, iqo

Fires. On extinjruishln^, 286

Tisb A new genus, 36: dcady

absorb oxygen, 260

/?/« abforb oxygen, 259
Fossils. Singulcir, 93,187,375
Friction. On, 347 i to dimiiiish,

in clocks, 5®)
Ftflims submarine experiments,

62

Fumigation powder for haspltala,

&.C., 74; for cow-houses,

Fumo'-es, Instructions respect-

ing, 3 1

8

Galvani m. Experiments on a

hanged criminal, 90 ; on rab-

bits suffocated in water, 13 r
;

in siilphurated hydrogen and

carbonic acid gas, 133 ; on a

man decapitated, 125; on an-

other, 137; compared with

Newton's ether, 155; inqui-

ries respecting, 170; noticed

jn the year 17CO, 285 j dif-

ference between it and elec-

tricity, 3583 velocity of the

fluid, 374

Gardiner on the ar.imaJ osconorny.

Note from, 28)

Gardini. On Galvanism, 286

Gases, influence of, on vej^eta-

lion, 76; experiments on ani-

mal substances in different,

2^8; sulphurized and phos-

phorized, 35a
Gcojfroy (,n a new genus of hsh,

3<5

GiO^rapljy, Improvement in,

'91

Geology of South America, 26,

172; of Europe, 31 ; singular

fossil, 93, 187, 37?
Giants. Blair on, 3 5 J

Glass. Various kinds productd,

290
Gcu*. To cure, 1 14
Greek fire. Manuscript on,

found, 283
Griniel on prussiate of iron and

prussic acid. Kl

Hadleys sexfait. Improved,

Hull's expanding crane, 270
Hiiuisman on dyeing, 340
tlellelore employed to poison

arrows, 1^3

Hennbstadt on light and colours,

201

Herring fishery .,
12

Highland Society of S. oiland on
curing hen inj^s, 25

HdliTid. Of barrelling herrings

in, 16

Horn of extraordinary size, 283
Hoincman the traveller. News

of, 286
HuTiboldt on South American

geology, 26, 172 ; accounts

from, 189
Hydr graphy. Clarke'* system

of, 8) ; observations on, 30

Ichthyology, 36
Im:sO'i's School of Jrts ; a new

edition, 90
Imperial Academy, Petersbur^/j,

'2S2

Infijmmations, spontaneous. On,

Iron, use of, in s'lils, , 8 I

^c«t"j on gpectacles, 65, 2'

3

Juniper
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Juniper lerries. Salubrity of,

Jupiter. Tables of, 215

AW/j'il.TeofDollond, 47
Keutscb^i treatment of fevers,

190
A';Vr/6^rV burning mirrors, 57
K'.a^eU On Galvanism, from,

286
Klaproth on a new vegetable

acid, 2S3

LalanAe's history of astronomy

for 1803, 209: on orbits of

the new planets, ^i^
LalanJe (Jun.), catalogue of

stars, 209 ; obliquity of eclip-

tic, 2 1

1

Lamhert. Life of, 3^8
Lambton^s measure of a degree

of meridian, 92
L^r-f*? absoib ox vcjen, j^g
Laurel cherry. On oil from

leaves of, 155

Leai n:d Societies, 281, 358
Lcbonc on anatto, 27^
Lectures, 376
Lemi/micrs astronomical obser-

vationr , 2 1 3
Lenses. Jones on the form of,

^5' 273
L-ghl. Whether a simple sub-

stance ? 201

Lime, Use of, in soils, 80 : to

prepare cindionate of, 167 :

affinity of, 193, 289
Linen yarn, to dye red, 340
Lughi. 0:1 Gdlvaalsm, from, 28 j'

Magnesia. Use of, in soils. So
Magnet. On the history of, S8

MagKeilc needle. Declination of,

iV/^OTTTZd/. J absorb oxygen, i6'-

MtiTiner s compass. Origin of, 68

Maritime discovery. Clarke's

work on, 8 J

Mashljne^s 34 stars, 2C9 ; obli-

quity of ecliptic, 2 1 i

Mass-y^s Improved clock, 303,

Meat. To preserve, 189
Mecid.ns astronomical labour,

2(1
Medicine. Pneumatic, 71, 207;

gout, to cure, 114; scarlet

fever, 127 j on cantharid:;^^

145; on orchis root, 162;
oily frictions, 190 ; rheuma-
tism, to cure, 3 17

Mercury. On the tables of.

Meridian. Degree of, in India,

92 ; degree of, in Lapland,
2 1 1

J
tiie French, 2 12

Metal. A new one, 286
Mr^ecro'ogy. Fire-ball seen at

Bcfort, 94; at Possil, 371;
register for January 1804,955
for February, 96 ; for March,
192 ; for April, 288 ; for

May, 377
Mili. To improve, 161

3///i of sulphur. New way to

prepare, 287
MiJtrs submarine experiment,

6i
Mineralogy. Amber, 93 ; sin-

gular petrifaction, 93, 1S7,

• 3.7
>'

Mirrors, burmng. Lord Napier
en, ^3 : remarks on, ^54, 24^

Moon. Longitude and motion
of, 214.

Moronilic add. Discovery of.

Mountains. Heights of, 26; on
primitive, 172; transition to

alluvial, 175? alluvial, 176
Musbet on shrinkage and ex-

pansion of cast iron, 1; oa
affinities of carbon and cla\',

lime and sllex, for iron, 19 -5,

2S9

Kapicr, of Merchis'on, (lord)

plan for defence of this island,

.S.5

Nav:gation. History of, S5

Ncivicn



5«a INDEX.
Netulan (Sir I.). On the artlicr

of, I 55 ; certain doctrines of,

222

O'Brien the giant, 35^
Oil oflaurel cherry. Experiments

on,
'

153
Oily jnatters. Spontaneous com-

bustion of, 3)

'

Olbers' star. Observations on,

217; orbit of, 3-5
Optis long known, 24 j

Orchis root. Preparation, culture,

and use of, 158

O.yygcn, its effects on the blood

known in i 734, 222 ; experi-

ments on animals in, 257

O.xymuriatic acid a cure for scar-

let fever, 127 ; for infected

cattle, 374

Paintei*s Guide. Tingry's, 280

Fallas, Orbit of, 325
Fapillon^i process for dyeing

Turkey red, 43
Perclvul on orchis root, 15

Perisc&pic spectacles, Jones on,

65,273; Wollaston on, 165

Petrifactions. Singular, 93, 1 87,

Penron?s medical expedition,

287
P/<7zzf'j catalogue of stars, 209;

obh'quity of ecliptic, 211

Piazzi's planet. Orbit of, 325
Pierrejont on use of potatoes for

cattle, 298
i^/'Oi^-^'c^n/i in charcoal, 31,5

Pho.-phuret of lime. Production

of, 354
Plains. Height of, above tl:e

sea, 28 ;
great extent of some,

Vlanchs on succinic acid and on

amber varnish, 278
Pnaunat'ic medici7ie., 7 I

/'o«<5«.'«^'- of arrows, J 63
Pohptcra^ a new genus offish.

Potatoes. On steanung, for cat-

tle, I J 6, 298

Potvdir millf. Cause] of exple*

sions in, 354
Poivnall on Sir Isaac Newton's

aether, and on Galvanism,

Printing in Turkey, 367
Proclus*s burning mirror, 54
Prussian blue. Experiments on,

Prussiate of potash. To obtain,

free from iron, 151
Prussic acid. Experiments on,

151 ; singular production of,

»54
Publications. (New), 85, 280,

3'/^; astronomical, 218
Putrid fever cured by oxygen

gas, '

71
Putrid substances absorb oxygen,

'

257
Pyrophorus from prussiate of

iron, 151; production of,

3S3

8 ^ladrant. When first used, 89

Recorders knowledge in optics.

Peelifcation of spii its, 3 2 (

Red hcrinnsy 19
Red, Turky. To dye, 43
Refraction^ double, applied to

improve astronomical instru-

ments, 213
Respiration, Spallanzani on,

256
Rheumatism. A cure for, 317
Rice inferior in nutriment to

salep, 160

Rohinum (Dr. Bryan), curious

extract from his works, 2 22

Roloff on oil of laurel cherry-

leaves, 153
Rossi's Galvanic experiments,

Royal Society of Gottingen, 358
Royal /Icademyy 36^
Russel's improved well-bucket,

271
Russia, On the trade of, 285

Pre
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Rye preferable to barley or wheat

for distillation, no, 319

Salep, to prepare, 159
Salting of herrings

y

1

3

Sattllite u[ Venus, 326
Saturn s ring. Disappearance of,

216
Scarlet fever. A cure for, 127
Sea. Action of, on the laud, 35,

3 <3

Senehier. Spallanzani's letter to,

on respiration, 256
Sextant. Improvement of Had-

ley's, 123
SbaxLls. /W/^, how made, 242
Sheep of Cachemire and Boutan,

Shrinkage of cast iron, i

Silex. Affinity of, 193, 289;
use of, in soils, 78

5;&;k absorbs oxygen, 261
Societies. Learned, 281, 358
Soil. On composition of, 75
Spa':7t. Literature in, 375
Spaniih sheep. The king's flock

of fine-woolled, 140
Spasms cured by vital air, 207
Spectacles, perisy.fic. Jones on,

6), 273 ; WooUaston on, 165
Spirits. Dutch method of di-

stiUing, 107, 315; to free

from essential oil, 3225 to

detect adulterations of, 324
^/fflw, a cure for gout, 114
Ste.ititcs. Use of, for engraving, S3
Stenhouse on the gout, j 14
Stone from the clouds, 371
Stones, on engraving, 83
Submarine na'v'igation known to

Napier, 54; practised by Cor-

nelius Drebell, 60; by the

marquis of Worcester, 61
;

tried by Papin, 61 ; William-

son, 61 ; Miller, Day, Bush-
nell, and Fulton, 62

Sulphur, milk of. New way to

prepare. 287

Sulphur. Singular production of,

353
Sulphureous iK/aters, Production

Sun, Action of, 349

Telescopes, when first known,

247
Testaceous animals absorb oxy-

gen,
^

258
Thornton on pneumatic medi-

cine, 71, 207
Thornton's letter to Pownall,

2213 to Aikin, 326
Time, mean. Adopting in France,

214.

To.icJ. Experiment on, 92
Torpid animals. Experiments on,

262
Torrefaction. On, 351
Trade. On Russian, 284,369
Travels, Bi^rgman's, 93
Turkey red. Papiilon's procefs

for dyeing, 4-^, ^40
Typhus cured by oxygen gas,

-^
; •

'
'^

'lypograpr:y in Turkey, 367

Vaccine Poch Imtitutions, ^jo,

V^3
P allies medical expedition, 287
Kap'jur-hatb, air-pump, recom-

mended, 114
Varni.h, amber. Remarks on,

-'9
Varmshcr s Guide. Tingry's,

' z^o
Fegetahles. Principles of, 76
Vegetation. Influence of soil on,

75' 319
Venus. On the tables of, 21^;

conjunction of, 215 ; satellite

of, 326
Vidal's astron. observations,2io

Vilcot's method of engraving ca-

meos, 83

ff'ur chariot. Lord Napier'?, ^4
JVurd's



384 INDEX.
JVard*s improvement of Hadley's

sextant, 1 23
Water. Action of, on land, 35,

370 ; on soils, 82

Wells. Improved bucket for,

271

Wheat, On making spirits from,

no, 316
White herrings^ I4» ^7

fFilUamson i submarine proposal,

61

Wolfi-bane uied for poisonlng^

arrows, 16 j
Wollaston on spectacles, 165
Wool. Improvement of, 141 ;

of Cachemire sheep, 234
Worcester (marquis of), on his

inventions, 61

^rmj absorb oxygen, 257

Teast. Hint for preserving, 316
Telloiv fever. To cure, 1 90
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